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Abstract 

This thesis analyses the effects caused by the introduction of convolutional coding schemes over 

the power spectral density (PSD) of impulse radio (IR) based ultra wideband (UWB) 

communication systems. This is an important topic since UWB emissions are expected to comply 

with spectral masks imposed by various regulatory bodies. 

The spectral analysis of convolutionally codedlMarkov-driven IR-based UWB signals is carried 

out by assuming that the data stream at the encoder input is generated by a binary Markov source 

(BMS). The signal model covers a wide variety of IR-based modulation schemes such as pulse 

position modulation (PPM), binary phase shift keying (BPSK), pulse amplitude modulation (P AM), 

biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM), PAMlPPM and pulse shape modulation (PSM), combined with 

periodic or random time hopping (TH) and/or direct sequence (DS) multiplication. In addition the 

inclusion of attenuation and random jitter has been accounted for in the signal model. Novel closed 

form PSD expressions for convolutionally codedlMarkov-driven IR-based UWB signals are 

obtained by performing the spectral analysis of the signal model. The formulas provided clearly 

identifY. the relative contributions of different parameters allowing enhanced design of UWB 

systems. 

It is shown that convolutional encoders can be used to generate IR-based UWB signals with 

advantageous PSD characteristics. The analysis presented in this dissertation focuses on spectral 

line suppression/elimination. Novel maximum free distance (MFD) binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders with spectral line suppression capabilities for M-ary PPM based UWB systems are 

presented. Moreover, novel MFD binary convolutional encoders which generate BPSKlQ-BOPPM 

IR-based UWB signals whose PSD is spectral line-free are introduced. Results show that for IR

based UWB systems these convolutional encoders offer improved PSD characteristics when 

compared to the standard non-coded case and the best convolutional encoders known. As well, it is 

demonstrated that by using these convolutional encoders improved PSD characteristics and 

improved bit error rates (BER) can be achieved simultaneously. 
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Figure 2-11. Block diagram of an IR-based UWB system where the pulse repetition scheme is 
interpreted as repetition block code. ZI is a code vector with Nw elements all equal to Yr. 

Figure 2-12. Block diagram of a convolutionaIly coded IR-based UWB system. zr is a code 

vector with Nw elements not necessarily equal to YI. 
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Figure 2-13. Typical binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB signals for the systems shown in 
Figures 2-11 and 2-12. For clarity ClNw+k = 0 in these signals. 

Figure 2-14. Generic diagram of a convolutional encoder. 

Figure 2-15. Examples of binary feedforward and recursive systematic convolutional encoders. 

Figure 2-16. Basic structure of a convolutional encoder. 

Figure 2-17. State transition diagram for the rate 112, v = m = 3, binary feedforward encoder 
(15, 17)&. 

Figure 2-18. Trellis diagram for the rate 112, v = m = 3, binary feedforward encoder (15, 17)8. 

Figure 2-19. Generic block diagram ofa convolutionally coded system. 

Figure 2-20. Representation over GF(2j for rate 1 binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

Figure 2-21. Binary representation for rate 1 binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

Figure 2-22. Generation of two 8-ary symbols from the current input and memory content of a 
rate 112, v = 3, binary to 8-ary convolutional encoder. 

Figure 3-1. Block diagram of a generic convolutionally coded IR-based UWB system. 

Figure 3-2. First order binary Markov source (BMS) model. 

Figure 3-3. Systematic recursive convolutional encoder and its respective state transition diagram. 

Figure 3-4. Basic structure of a convolutional encoder showing the connections from shift register 
i to output ij). 

Figure 3-5. Rate 112, v = 3, binary convolutional encoder producing the all zeros output. 

Figure 3-6. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the recursive systematic binary 
convolutional encoder defined by Equations (3.6) and (3.16) in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system. The signal parameters are Ts == 10 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and no jitter. 
The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw R:I 0.4 ns. The sequences {-I, 1,-
1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1 } and {O, 2, 4, 1, 3} were used for DS and TH respectively. 

Figure 3-7. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the recursive systematic binary 
convolutional encoder defined in Equations (3.6) and (3.16) with a Q-BOPPM IR-based 
UWB system. The BMS has one step transition probabilities Py,OI = 115 and Py,IO = 3/5. The 
signal parameters are T. = 10 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and jitter uniform 
distributed in the interval (0, Tu). The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw 
R:I 0.4 ns. The sequences {-I, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1 } and {O, 2, 4, 1, 3} were used for DS 
and TH respectively. 

Figure 3-8. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the recursive systematic binary 
convolutional encoder defined by Equations (3.6) and (3.16) in a quaternary PPM IR-based 
UWB system. The signal parameters are Ts = IOns, Tr = IOns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 0.5 ns, CINw+k 

uniform distributed over the set {O, 1, 2, 3, 4} and no jitter. The 4th derivative Gaussian 
pulse is used with duration Tw R:I 0.4 ns. 

Figure 3-9. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a BMS coupled to a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system with pulse repetition and no convolutional coding. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 
ns, Tr = 10 ns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and no jitter. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used 
with duration Tw R:I 0.4 ns. The sequences {-I, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, I} and {O 2 4 1 3} 
were used for DS and TH respectively. 

Figure 3-10. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the maximum free distance 
feedforward binary convolutional encoder (5, 5, 7, 7)8 in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system. The signal parameters are T. = 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and C/Nw+k 

uniform distributed over the set {O, 1,2, 3, 4}. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used 
with duration Tw R:I 0.4 ns. 
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Figure 3-11. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the maximum free distance 
feedforward binary convolutional encoder (5, 7, 7, 5)8 in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, T, = IOns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and C/Nw+k 
uniform distributed over the set {O, 1,2, 3, 4}. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used 
with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. 

Figure 4-1. Binary to M-ary convolutionally coded M-ary PPM TH-IR-based UWB system. 

Figure 4-2. Basic diagrams of the peTH encoder and Viterbi's orthogonal convolutional encoder. 

Figure 4-3. State transition diagrams equivalent to the Bemoulli shift and tent map encoders for 
8-ary peTH. Both encoders have different binary free distance, dire .. but the same M-ary 
free distance, dMlree = 3. 

Figure 4-4. Generic diagram of a rate 1/ Kfeedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoder. 

Figure 4-5. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM 
with pseudo-random and perfectly random 4-ary TH. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, 
Ts = 12.5 ns, T, = 12.5 ns, Tc = T,I4 and Tp = T,I8. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was 
used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 4-6. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the 8-ary 
BemouIIi shift map peTH scheme. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, 1's = 12.5 ns, TT = 12.5 
ns and Tp= T,I8. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 4-7. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate 1/3 
MFD feedforward binary convolutional code (5, 7, 7)8 coupled to 8-ary PPM. The signal 
parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, TT = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I8. The 3rd derivative Gaussian 
pulse was used with Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 4-8. Flowchart diagram of the code search procedure for feedforward SLS 
binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

Figure 4-9. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM 
with pseudo-random and perfectly random 16-ary TH. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, 
Ts = 12.5 ns, TT = 12.5 ns, Tc = T,I16 and Tp= T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was 
used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 4-10. Analytical and simulated PSDs of a periodic pulse train. The signal pulse repetition 
period is TpeT = 12.5 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 
ns. 

Figure 4-11. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the 32-ary 
BemouIIi shift map peTH scheme. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, TT = 12.5 
ns and Tp= T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 4-12. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using several of the 
FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders from Table 4-1. The signal parameters are 
Nw = I, Ts = 12.5 ns, TT = 12.5 ns and Tp= T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used 
with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 4-13. Block diagram of a binary to M-ary convolutionally coded TH-IR-based UWB 
system. 

Figure 4-14. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) in 
PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems using the rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional 
encoders from Table 4-1, 32-ary peTH, and binary orthogonal PPM. All the plots were 
obtained by simulation for A WGN channel. The total encoder memory, v, of each code is 
indicated in the legend. The branch and path metrics used with FSLS encoders were based 
on the M-ary Hamming distances. For the peTH scheme HVD was performed by using 
branch and path metrics based on binary Hamming distances. 

Figure 4-15. Upper bounds on the bit error probability for a PPM TH-IR-based UWB system 
using the rate 1, v = 6, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 with 
HVD. The upper bound A was calculated using Equations (4.64) and (4.65) whereas for 
upper bound B Equations (4.66) and (4.67) were used. The first 20 elements of the IWS 
were used to calculate both bounds. 
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Figure 4-16. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) in PPM 
TH-IR-based UWB systems using the rate 1 FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders 
presented in Table 4-1 and 32-ary PCTH. The BER plots for rate 1, v = 6, FSLS binary to 
32-ary convolutional encoders with HVD and binary orthogonal PPM are provided as a 
reference. All the plots were obtained by simulation for the A WGN channel. The total 
encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. 

Figure 4-17. Upper and lower bounds on the bit error probability for SVD in a PPM TH-IR-based 
UWB system employing the rate 1, v = 6, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders 
presented in Table 4-1. For the upper bound the first 20 elements of the IWS were used in 
Equation (4.78) whereas for the lower bound only the first element of the IWS was 
considered. 

Figure 4-18. Side by side BER performance and PSD shape (analytical) comparisons between 
PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems employing: the rate 1, v = 7, binary to 32-ary FSLS 
convolutional encoder from Table 4-1, the 32-ary Bemoulli shift map PCTH scheme and 
non-coded orthogonal binary PPM with pseudo-random 16-ary TH. The input data stream is 
assumed to consist on LLd. binary symbols with uniform distribution. The periodic sequence 
{O, 14, 1,5, 13,6,3, 15, 7, 11,8, 12,9,2, 10, 4} was used for TH in the system employing 
non-coded orthogonal binary PPM. The BER performance plots were obtained by 
simulation for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) and hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) in the A WGN 
channel. For the PCTH scheme HVD was performed by using branch and path metrics 
based on binary Hamming distances. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, 
Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I32 (Tc = T,I16 for the system employing pseudo-random 16-ary 
TH). The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 5-1. Block diagram ofthe binary to M-ary convolutionally coded M-ary PPM TH-lR-based 
UWB system with first order binary Markov source (BMS). 

Figure 5-2. Generic diagram ofa rate 1IKfeedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoder. 

Figure 5-3. Generic diagram of a rate 11 Krecursive binary to M-ary convolutional encoder. 

Figure 5-4. Flowchart diagram of the code search procedure for RSLS binary to M-ary 
convolutional encoders. 

Figure 5-5. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-lR-based UWB system using binary PPM 
with ideal perfectly random 16-ary TH. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, 
Tr = 12.5 ns, Tc = T,I16, Tp= T,I32 and CINw+k uniform distributed over the set {O, 1, ... , 15}. 
The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 5-6. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the 32-ary 
Bemoulli shift map PCTH scheme. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, 1'. = 12.5 ns, 
Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration 
Tw ~0.35 ns. 

Figure 5-7. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate 1, 
v = 6, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The 
signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I32. The 3rd derivative 
Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 5-8. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate 1, 
v = 6, RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 5-1 with feedback 
polynomial b(D) = 1 + D6 => 101 g• The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, 
Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration 
Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 5-9. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate 1, 
v = 6, RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 5-2 with primitive feedback 
polynomial b(D) = 1 + D + D6.=> 141 8• The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, 
Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration 
Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 
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Figure 5-10. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) in 
PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems using 32-ary PCTH, the rate I RSLS binary to 32-ary 
convolutional encoders presented in Tables 5-1 (Fdbk Poly = 101 and 201) and 5-2 (Fdbk 
Poly = 141 and 203 - primitive polynomials), and the rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary 
convolutional encoders introduced in Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The BER plot for binary 
orthogonal PPM is provided as a reference. All the plots were obtained by simulation for the 
A WGN channel. The total encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. 

Figure 5-11. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) in PPM 
TH-IR-based UWB systems using 32-ary PCTH, the rate 1 RSLS binary to 32-ary 
convolutional encoders presented in Tables 5-1 (Fdbk Poly = 101 and 201) and 5-2 (Fdbk 
Poly = 141 and 203 - primitive polynomials), and the rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary 
convolutional encoders presented in Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The BER plot for binary 
orthogonal PPM is provided as a reference. All the plots were obtained by simulation for the 
A WGN channel. The total encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. 

Figure 5-12. Side by side BER performance and PSD shape (analytical) comparisons between 
PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems employing: the rate I, v = 6, binary to 32-ary FSLS 
convolutional encoder from Table 5-2 (primitive feedback polynomial: 
b(D) = 1 + D + D6.~ 1418), the 32-ary Bemoulli shift map PCTH scheme and non-coded 
orthogonal binary PPM with pseudo-random 16-ary TH. The input binary data stream is 
assumed to be generated by an unbalanced BMS with Py.Ol = 2/5 and Py.Ol = 3/5. The 
periodic sequence {O, 14, 1,5, 13,6,3, 15,7, 11,8, 12,9,2, 10, 4} was used for TH in the 
system employing non-coded orthogonal binary PPM. The BER performance plots were 
obtained by simulation for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) and hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) 
in the A WGN channel. For the PCTH scheme HVD was performed by using branch and 
path metrics based on binary Hamming distances. The signal parameters are Nw = I, Ts = 

12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp = T /32 (Te = 016 for the system employing pseudo-random 
16-ary TH) . The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure 6-1. Block diagram of the binary convolutionally coded BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system with first order binary Markov Source (BMS). 

Figure 6-2. Generic diagram of a rate 11 Kfeedforward binary convolutional encoder. 

Figure 6-3. Generic diagram of a rate 11 Krecursive binary convolutional encoder. 

Figure 6-4. Flowchart diagram of the code search procedure for RSLF binary convolutional 
encoders. 

Figure 6-5. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a BMS coupled to a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system with four pulses repetition and no convolutional coding. The signal parameters are 
Ts = 40 ns, Tr = 10 ns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with 
duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH or DS is considered. 

Figure 6-6. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the optimum distance spectrum 
feedforward (25, 27, 33, 37)8 binary convolutional encoder in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative 
Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH or DS is considered. 

Figure 6-7. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the 
MFD rate 114, v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-3 with feedback 
polynomial b(D) = I + D4 ~ 21 8. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns and 
Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH or 
DS is considered. 

Figure 6-8. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the 
. MFD rate 114, v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-4 with feedback 

polynomial b(D) = I + D3 + D4 ~ 238. The signal parameters are 1'. = 20 ns, Tr = IOns and 
Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH or 
DS is considered. 
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Figure 6-9. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a BMS coupled to a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB 
system with four pulses repetition and no convolutional coding. The BMS probabilities are 
Py,OI = 115 and Py,OI = 3/5 => ny,o = 3/4 and ny,l = 114. The signal parameters are Ts = 40 ns, 
Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw RS 0.4 
ns. The periodic Barker sequence {+I, -1, +1, +1, -1, +1, +1, +1, -1, -1, -I} is used for DS 
pulse polarity randomisation purposes. No TH is considered. 

Figure 6-10. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the 
MFD rate 114, v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-4 with feedback 
polynomial b(D) = 1 + D3 + D4 => 238• The BMS probabilities are Py,OI = 115 and Py,OI = 3/5 
=> ny,o = 3/4 and ny,l = 114. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns and Tp = 0.5 ns. 
The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw RS 0.4 ns. The periodic Barker 
sequence {+I, -1, +1, +1, -1, +1, +1, +1, -1, -1, -I} is used for DS pulse polarity 
randomisation purposes. No TH is considered. 

Figure 6-11. Block diligram of a binary convolutionally coded Q-BOPPM (Gray) IR-based UWB 
system 

Figure 6-12. BER performance in AWGN channel for SVD of Q-BOPPM DS-lR-based UWB 
systems using the rate 114, v = 4, RSLF convolutional encoder with primitive feedback 
polynomial (RSLF PP) and the best rate 114, v = 4, convolutional encoder known with 
optimum lWS (Ffwd OIWS). The theoretical BER plot for non-coded Q-BOPPM DS-lR
based UWB systems is provided as a reference. All the plots were obtained assuming 
coherent reception and perfect DS synchronisation. 

Figure 6-13. BER performance in IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel model 1 (CMI) for SVD of 
Q-BOPPM DS-IR-based UWB systems using the rate 114, v = 4, RSLF convolutional 
encoder with primitive feedback polynomial (RSLF PP), the best rate 114, v = 4, 
convolutional encoder known with optimum IWS (Ffwd OIWS) and a rate equivalent non
coded Q-BOPPM DS-IR-based UWB system. Results are presented for several SRAKE 
receivers with different numbers of fingers (Nsre[). Perfect channel side information and DS 
synchronisation was assumed. 

Figure 6-14. Side by side BER performance and PSD shape (analytical) comparisons between Q
BOPPM IR-based UWB systems employing: the rate 114, v = 4, RSLF convolutional 
encoder with primitive feedback polynomial (RSLF PP), the best rate 114, v = 4, 
convolutional encoder known with optimum IWS (Ffwd OIWS) and a rate equivalent non
coded Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The input binary data stream is assumed to be 
generated by an unbalanced BMS with Py,OI = 4/5 and Py,OI = 3/5. The signal parameters are 
Ts = 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with 
duration Tw RS 0.4 ns. No TH or DS is considered. 

Figure A-I. Analytical and simulated power spectrum of a periodic pulse train. The signal pulse 
repetition period is TPer = 10 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration 
Tw RS 0.4 ns .. 

Figure A-2. Analytical and simulated PSDs of the BPSK TH-IR-based UWB signal defined by 
Equation (A.8). The signal parameters are Nw = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = IOns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns 
and CINw+k uniform distributed over the set {O, 1,2,3, 4}. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse 
is used with duration 1'.,. RS 0.4 ns. 

Figure A-3. Analytical and Simulated PSDs of the PPM TH-IR-based UWB signal defined by 
Equation (A.3). The signal parameters are Nw = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = IOns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns 
and CINw+k uniform distributed over the set {O, 1,2,3, 4}. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse 
was used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. 

Figure A-4. Simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM with pseudo
random and perfectly random 16-ary TH. The simulation used a 1Xw(0)12 

= 1 rectangular data 
window with duration T = 1 J.1s (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). The signal parameters are 
Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns, Tc = 0.78125 ns and Tp = 0.30965 ns. The 3rd derivative 
Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 
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Figure A-5. Simulated PSOs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using 32-ary PCTH and the rate 1, 
v = 6, FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The 
simulation used a lXiO)12 = 1 rectangular data window with duration T = 1 J.ls (equivalent to 
a 1 MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and 
Tp = 0.39 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure A-6. Simulated PSOs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate 1, v = 6, RSLS binary 
to 32-ary convolutional encoders reported in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 (Section 5.4.2). The 
simulation used a lXiO)12 = 1 rectangular data window with duration T = 1 J.ls (equivalent to 
a 1 MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and 
Tp = 0.39 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.35 ns. 

Figure A-7. Simulated PSOs for a non-coded Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system with four pulses 
repetition. The simulation used a IXw(0)12 = 1 rectangular data window with duration T = 1 
J.ls (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Ts = 40 ns, Tr = 10 ns and 
Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH is 
considered. The periodic Barker sequence {+1, -1, +1, +1, -1, +1, +1, +1, -1, -1, -I} is used 
for OS pulse polarity randomisation purposes in Figure A-7b. 

Figure A-8. Simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the rate 1/4, v = 4, 
RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-4 (Section 6.5). The simulation used a 
IXw(0)12 

= 1 rectangular data window with duration T = 1 J.ls (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). 
The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns and Tp= 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian 
pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH is considered. The periodic Barker sequence 
{+I, -1, +1, +1, -I, +1, +1, +1, -I, -1, -I} is used for OS pulse polarity randomisation 
purposes in Figure A-8b. 

Figure A-9. Simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the rate 114 RSLF 
binary convolutional encoders from Table 6-4 (Section 6.5). The simulation used a 
lXiO)12 

= 1 rectangular data window with duration T= 1 J.ls (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). 
The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian 
pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH or OS is considered. 

Figure A-IO. Simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the best rate 114 
RSLF binary convolutional encoders known reported [Ill]. The simulation used a 
lXiO)12 

= 1 rectangular data window with duration T= 1 J.ls (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). 
The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative 
Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No TH or OS is considered. 
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Table 2-1. Spectral masks for UWB average emission limits in terms of EIRP in dBmlMHz 
established by the FCC. 

Table 2-2. CEPTIECC decision ECCIDEC/(06)04 on the emission limits for devices using UWB 
technology. 

Table 2-3. A comparison of spectral shaping mechanisms for IR-based UWB signals. 

Table 4-1. Best feedforward spectral line suppressive binary to M-ary convolutional encoders 
with the first 18 elements of its IWS and distance spectrum. 

Table 5-1. Best recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional 
encoders with feedback polynomial beD) = 1 + DV. The feedback and feedforward 
polynomials are given in octal form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum 
are reported in the last column. 

Table 5-2. Best recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional 
encoders with primitive feedback polynomials. The feedback and feedforward polynomials 
are given in octal form. The first 15 elements ofthe IWS and distance spectrum are reported 
in the last column. 

Table 6-1. Best rate 112 recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders with 
feedback polynomial beD) = 1 + DV. The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given 
in octal form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrums are reported in the 
last column. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Currently there are several technologies and standards In the market allowing wireless 

communication among devices and wireless networking (e.g. IEEE 802.11x, Bluetooth, 

HiperLAN). These technologies are suitable for applications that require low to moderate bit rates 

over the wireless link (e.g. file transfer, web browsing, e-mail, etc). For example, the IEEE 802.11 g 

standard provides a wireless link bit rate up to 54 Mbps in an operating range of 50 metres while 

Bluetooth in its low power mode provides speeds up to 1 Mbps in a range of up to 10 metres. Both 

technologies have achieved worldwide success as evidenced by the increase of wireless networking 

in private and communal areas such as airports and the large amount of mobile phones equipped 

with Bluetooth. Nevertheless, due to the dramatic demand growth for new and improved wireless 

applications and services these technologies can be considered to be rapidly ageing. Thus there is a 

need for new wireless technologies able to fulfil the new challenges arising in areas such as 

wireless sensor networks and high-speed wireless personal area networks among others. One such 

technology that over the past few years has gained a lot of attention is ultra wideband (UWB) radio. 

UWB promises low power consumption, high capacity, spectrum coexistence and comparatively 

high data rates, [6-19]. 

Nevertheless, despite the potential offered by the introduction of UWB, there have been 

concerns about possible harmful interference from UWB to other established communication 

deployments, [1-5, 162]. As a consequence regulatory bodies such as the U.S. Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) and the European Conference of Postal and 

Telecommunications AdministrationslElectronic Communications Committee (CEPT/ECC) have 

established power limits in· the form of spectral masks for intentionally generated UWB emissions, 

[2,4,5]. In this context the analysis, estimation and shaping of the power spectral density (PSD) of 

UWB signals is a topic of major interest for the design of compliant UWB systems. 

1.1 Ultra Wideband Definition 

Over the years the term ultra wideband (UWB) has been applied to several communication and 

radar systems, [6-11]. It turns out that terms like impulse radio, time domain, carrier-free and sub

nanosecond communications had been frequently used as synonymous of UWB. However, since its 

introduction in 2002 the definition provided by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) in its 2002 Report and Order, [2], regarding UWB transmission systems has been widely 

adopted, [10-19]. 
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The Fee defines a UWB emission as radio frequency energy intentionally radiated having a 

fractional bandwidth (to be defined in Chapter 2 - Section 2.2) larger than 20% or a bandwidth 

wider than 500 MHz, [2]. Thus, the Fee definition is based on spectrum occupancy and is not 

linked to a particular transmission technology. A consequence of this definition was that, besides 

the original impulse radio (IR) based UWB systems, [6-8, 20], new UWB approaches compliant 

with the Fee definition emerged, [13-19]. This research is focused on the IR-based UWB 

approach. 

In brief, IR-based UWB systems convey information by transmitting low power ultra short 

pulses (on the order of few nanoseconds), [6-8, 20]. Several modulation schemes have been 

proposed for IR-based UWB systems including pulse position modulation (PPM), pulse amplitude 

modulation (P AM), on-off keying (OOK), binary phase shift keying (BPSK), biorthogonal PPM 

(BOPPM) and pulse shape modulation (PSM), [6-8, 13-20]. Traditionally, several pulses are 

transmitted per data symbol in order to increase the symbol energy and achieve an acceptable bit 

error rate (BER) performance, [6-8, 13-20]. Alternatively, this basic pulse repetition scheme can be 

replaced by a rate equivalent coded scheme to increase the system's BER performance without 

increasing the transmit power, [21-32]. 

Another important characteristic of typical IR-based UWB signals is that they usually employ 

pseudo-random (PR) time hopping (TH) and/or PR direct sequence (OS) multiplication for multiple 

access and/or PSO shaping purposes, [6-8, 13-19]. Basically, a TH-IR-based UWB system 

transmits pulses with a very low duty cycle. The relative position of each pulse within a specified 

time frame is then determined by a PR-TH sequence. In a pure OS-IR-based UWB system the 

relative position of each pulse within a time frame remains unchanged but the pulse amplitude is 

multiplied by a PR-OS usually taking values of the set {-I, +1}. Thus the duty cycle ofa DS-IR

based UWB signal can be higher than the duty cycle of a TH-IR-based UWB signal. Finally a TH

OS IR-based UWB signal combines both techniques and its duty cycle can be as low as that of a 

TH-IR-based UWB signal. 

1.2 Motivation of this Research 

As previously mentioned, various regulatory bodies such as the Fee and the eEPT/ECe have 

established power limits for UWB emissions in the form of spectral masks, [2, 4, 5]. The aim of 

these masks is to enable the coexistence of UWB systems with already established narrowband 

systems and harmonise the use of the frequency spectrum. Therefore, unlike traditional narrowband 

systems, the UWB emissions are not necessarily limited in terms of spectrum occupancy (as most 

narrowband systems are) but in terms of the maximum allowed transmit power across an "ultra" 

wide range of frequencies. Thus one of the main research areas when considering IR-based UWB 

systems is the maximisation of the signal's transmit power while maintaining compliance with the 

spectral mask limits imposed by current UWB regulations. 
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As an example, the spectral mask for average emission limits as defined by the Fee regulation 

for indoor UWB systems, [2], is shown in Figure I-I (the European mask will be introduced in 

Chapter 2 - Section 2.2.2). This spectral mask is specified in terms of effective isotropic radiated 

power (EIRP) in dBm as measured with a 1 MHz resolution bandwidth (RBW), root mean square 

(RMS) average detector and an average time of 1 ms or less, [2]. 
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Figure 1-1. FCC's spectral mask for indoor UWB systems (the European mask will be introduced in 
Chapter 2 - Section 2.2.2) . 

Note that any non-compliant UWB system can be forced to fit under a spectral mask by 

properly adjusting its transmit power. However such a method would have the drawback that less 

energy would be transmitted per data symbol and thus the BER may worsen . A way to circumvent 

this BER performance loss would be to increase the number of transmitted pulses per symbol. 

Nevertheless this scheme would imply decreasing the system's data rate. Therefore alternative 

spectral shaping methods which do not incur such performance penalties can be usefully considered. 

As an example let us look at how the simulated PSD of an IR-based UWB signal using binary 

PPM without TH compares with the FCC' spectral mask for indoor UWB systems shown in Figure 

1-1. This comparison is shown in Figure 1-2. It can be seen that this particular signal does not 

comply with the FeC's spectral mask. Moreover, to make it fit by reducing the overall power a 

reduction of more than 10 dBm/MHz would be needed . 
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Figure 1-2. Comparison between the simulated PSD (red) of a binary PPM IR-based UWB signal and the 
FCC's spectral mask for indoor UWB systems (continuous black line) . The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was 

used with duration Tw"" 0.3 5 ns. The transmit power was 0.005 mW. No TH was used in this signal. 
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Note how the PSD in Figure 1-2 consists ofa continuous component and spectral lines spaced at 

160 MHz intervals. The spectral lines that appear in the PSD are due to the periodic components 

present in the UWB signal. These periodic components may arise due to deterministic elements in 

the signal; the modulation format used, or/and the statistics of the data stream, [13, 83]. 

Let us now consider what happens when perfectly random (ideal) 16-ary TH is added to the 

previous binary PPM IR-based UWB signal. The comparison between the simulated PSD for this 

case and the Fee spectral mask is shown in Figure 1-3. Note that the signal used for this example 

has the same base parameters (e.g. transmit power and data rate) as the signal used to obtain Figure 

1-2. The only difference is the addition of TH in the second signal. It can be seen in Figure 1-2 that 

the addition of perfectly random TH enables the compliance with the Fee regulation without the 

need of reducing the signal's transmit power. Furthermore, note how in this case the number of 

spectral lines is reduced as they now appear spaced at 2.56 GHz intervals. 

It is important to highlight that the use of perfectly random TH is an idealisation that in practice 

is addressed by generating a pseudo-random (PR) TH sequence with extremely long period. 

Nevertheless, the use PR-TH sequences with extremely long period increases the transmitter and 

receiver complexity. However, this complexity increase may not be reflected in significant BER 

performance improvements (when comparing systems with the same transmit power). Thus, there 

exists the possibility of finding novel PSD shaping mechanisms that enable compliance with the 

current UWB regulations while providing significant BER performance improvements when 

compared to traditional UWB systems' implementations. 
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Figure 1-3. Comparison between the simulated PSD (red) of a binary PPM IR-based UWB signal using 
perfectly random 16-ary TH and the FCC's spectral mask for indoor UWB applications (continuous black line). 
The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns. The transmit power was 0.005 mW. Note 

how the signal used for this example has the same base parameters (e.g. transmit power and data rate) as 
the signal used to obtain Figure 1-2. 

Based on the previous discussion it can be said that the analysis, estimation and shaping of the 

PSD of UWB signals is a topic of major interest for in the design of IR-based UWB systems as a 

properly designed system will enable compliance with the UWB regulations without incurring 

significant performance loss. This work deals with these topics in general and in particular 

proposes ways to simultaneously achieve improved BER performance and convenient PSD 
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characteristics in IR-based UWB systems through the use of properly designed convolutional 

encoders. This matter is important due to the likely introduction of error correction mechanisms in 

UWB systems for BER and/or capacity improvement purposes, [19, 21-40]. 

1.3 Scope and Objectives of the Thesis 

The research presented in this thesis deals with the spectral analysis and spectral shaping of 

impulse radio (IR) based ultra wideband (UWB) signals. In particular this work studies the effects 

over the transmitted signal's power spectral density (PSO) caused by the introduction of 

convolutional coding in IR-based UWB systems. 

This thesis aims and objectives can be listed as follows: 

• Perform the spectral analysis of convolutionally coded IR-based UWB signals such that 

different variables inherent to this kind of signals like time hopping (TH), direct sequence 

(OS) multiplication, attenuation and/or jitter are included. 

• Provide an analytical closed form expression for the spectral analysis of convolutionally 

coded IR-based UWB signals. 

• Analyse the spectral shaping effects caused by the introduction of convolutional coding in 

IR-based UWB systems. 

• Identify ways to use the convolutional encoding operation not only for bit error rate (BER) 

performance improvement but as well for spectral shaping purposes. 

• Suggest and find convolutional encoders which provide both convenient PSO 

characteristics and good BER performance (compared with an equivalent non-coded 

system) when used on IR-based UWB systems. 

The first step for achieving these objectives consists of the definition of a model for the 

convolutional encoding operation such that the theoretical analysis of the signal's PSO can be 

performed. The second step consists of obtaining an analytical expression for the PSO of 

convolutionally coded IR-based UWB signals and verifying the validity of this result through 

examples and PSO estimates obtained from simulation. The third step involves analysing the 

previous results to identify the variables which enable the spectral shaping of the signal's PSO. 

Once these variables have been identified, a fourth step can be made to determine which conditions 

a convolutional encoder must fulfil to provide advantageous spectral shaping. Next the fifth step is 

to devise an algorithm to find convolutional encoders that provide both improved PSO 

characteristics and good BER performance. The sixth and last step consists of comparing the PSO 

characteristics and BER performance of IR-based UWB systems using the convolutional encoders 

found, the best convolutional encoders known and no convolutional coding through analysis and 

simulation. 

The literature survey of previous work relevant to the research presented III this thesis IS 

introduced in the next section. 
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1.4 Literature Survey 

As established in Section 1.3, this work deals with two main topics: the PSD of convolutionally 

coded IR-based UWB signals and the use of convolutional encoders for simultaneous spectral 

shaping of IR-based UWB signals and BER improvement. Thus a summary of previous research 

related to the areas of spectral analysis of IR-based UWB signals, spectral shaping of IR-based 

UWB signals and application of convolutional coding in IR-based UWB systems is presented in the 

following subsections. An extended review of the main results relevant for this thesis will be 

provided in Chapter 2. 

1.4.1 Previous Work on the Spectral Analysis of IR-Based UWB Signals 

The spectral analysis of IR-based UWB signals has been widely addressed in the literature, [13, 

18,41-50]. In these works PSD expressions for non-coded IR-based UWB signals have been reported 

including with more or less degree different signal variables such as pseudo-random (PR)/random 

time hopping (TH), pseudo-random (PR) Irandom direct sequence multiplication (DS), timing jitter 

and/or attenuation. A brief description of the results reported in these works is provided next. 

The PSD expression for non-coded digital pulse based signals subject to timingjitter is reported 

in [41] for PAM signals. Their model considers the PAM modulating stream to be wide sense 

stationary. This observation is important due to it determines the applicability range of the PSD 

expressions introduced in this paper. 

The PSD expression for non-coded PAMIPPM TH-IR-based UWB signals subject to timing 

jitter is reported in [42, 44, 45]. All the signal models adopted in these works assumed mutual 

independence between the PAM modulating stream, the PPM modulating stream and the timing 

jitter. In [44] the PAM data stream is assumed to be wide sense stationary while the PPM data 

stream and the jitter are assumed to be second order stationary in the strict sense. The model used 

in [45] assumes the PAM and PPM data streams to be stationary and uncorrelated. Lastly in [42] 

the PAM and PPM data streams are assumed to be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.). 

The signal model used in [43] is similar to the model used in [44] but focuses on the effects of 

deterministic TH codes and therefore do not consider timingjitter. In this paper the PAM and PPM 

data streams are assumed to be i.i.d. Furthermore, mutual independence between the PAM and 

PPM data streams is assumed as in the previous papers. The analytical method introduced in [43] 

was used in [48] to evaluate the PSD of M-ary code shift keying (MCSK) IR-based UWB signals. 

The results and analysis presented in [13] and [18] are equivalent to the results and analysis 

introduced in the previously mentioned works (that is [42-45]). 

In [47] the spectral analysis ofUWB multiple access (MA) schemes is addressed assuming perfect 

(ideal) random scrambling, no timingjitter, no attenuation and statistically independent data bits. 

A shot noise approach was used in [46,49,50] for the spectral analysis ofPAMlPPM IR-based 

UWB signals with TH-DS, timing jitter and attenuation. These works were based on the 
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assumption of LLd. data streams for PPM, LLd. and wide sense stationary data streams for PAM, 

LLd. timingjitter and mutual independence of the PAM and PPM data streams. 

Even though the general analytical framework presented in some of the previously mentioned 

papers could be further developed for the analysis of different modulation schemes, most of the 

analysis actually performed in these works focuses on PAM, PPM and related modulation formats 

(e.g. PAMlPPM) where all data streams and random variables are assumed to be mutually 

independent. Furthermore, as most of these papers assume mutual independence of the P AM and 

PPM data streams, the results presented there are not applicable in a straightforward way to the 

spectral analysis ofIR-based UWB signals where the PAM and PPM data streams are correlated. 

An important case of mutually dependent P AM and PPM data streams arises when the input to 

the IR-based UWB modulator is given by the output of a convolutional encoder. Thus the results 

presented in the previously mentioned papers do not cover this particular case. This is due to the 

correlation introduced by the convolutional encoder on the data stream. For example, if the IR

based UWB system uses biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM), [51], in conjunction with a convolutional 

encoder, then the PAM and PPM data streams will be correlated and a different approach must be 

used to perform the spectral analysis. Therefore it may be postulated that prior to this thesis there 

was a lack of studies addressing the spectral analysis of UWB signals when the data input driving 

the modulator consists of symbols generated by a convolutional encoder. 

Spectral analysis of coded signals has been previously addressed in [52-54] for block codes, in 

[55, 56] for line codes, in [57, 58] for trellis codes and [59, 60] for convolutional codes. All these 

works assume ideal synchronous data pulse streams. Therefore these results do not consider the 

effects of variables such as time hopping, DS multiplication, timing jitter and pulse attenuation. 

Furthermore the spectral analysis presented in [59, 60] for convolutionally coded signals focuses on 

feedforward encoders and PAMlbinary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation and therefore cases 

such as PPM, BOPPM and PSM are not covered. 

1.4.2 Previous Work on Spectral Shaping ofIR-Based UWB Signals 

The current approaches used for spectral shaping of IR-based UWB signals can be classified 

into the categories of pulse shape based spectral shaping, TH code based spectral shaping and DS 

code based spectral shaping. All these approaches look to shape the transmitted signal's PSD such 

that compliance with emission limits is achieved and/or interference from/to narrowband users of 

the spectrum is minimised. 

1.4.2.1 Pulse Shape Based Spectral Shaping ofIR-Based UWB Signals 

The basic pulse shapes used in most of the original papers introducing IR-based UWB were the 

first and second order derivatives of the Gaussian pulse, [6-8,20]. However, as these waveforms do 

not fit well under the Fee's proposed limits, the use of higher order derivatives has been proposed 

in [61, 62] as they offer a better fit for the Fee's spectral masks. There exist other pulse shapes and 

pulse shaping mechanisms proposed in the literature, [13, 14, 63-69]. The use of any particular 
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pulse shape or pulse shaping mechanism depends on the target application and design goals. For 

example, orthogonal pulses with convenient characteristics for pulse shape modulation (PSM) have 

been proposed in [14, 64-66], pulse shaping mechanisms for maximum spectral mask utilization 

have been devised in [13, 67] and pulse shaping mechanisms for narrowband interference 

suppression have been introduced in [68, 69]. 

The use of a particular waveform determines the general PSD shape of an IR-based UWB 

signal. Furthermore, by properly designing the pulse shape, notches at specific frequencies of the 

signal's PSD can be generated as shown in [68, 69]. However, important PSD characteristics such 

as the appearance and suppression of spectral lines depend on other variables such as the 

modulation scheme employed and the use of TH and/or DS multiplication as exemplified in 

Section 1.2. So we see that once a particular pulse shape has been chosen, additional spectral 

shaping mechanisms may be needed to further improve the signal's PSD characteristics. 

Lastly, it is worth mentioning that a specific pulse shape may be distorted by the antenna used 

in the system and the channel, [163]. Thus, pulse shape based spectral shaping is further 

constrained by these extra factors. 

1.4.2.2 Time Hopping Code Based Spectral Shaping ofIR-Based UWB Signals 

From the PSD examples presented in Section 1.2 (Figures 1-2 and 1-3), it can be seen that the 

introduction of perfectly random (ideal) time hopping (TH) has positive effects on the signal's PSD 

(Figure 1-3) as a significant number of spectral has been suppressed and compliance with the 

FCC's spectral mask is achieved. Thus the TH code can be effectively used to shape the PSD. 

The topic of spectral shaping of IR-based UWB signals through time hopping has been 

previously addressed in [70-77]. These works analyse different issues related to use of the TH code 

for spectral shaping purposes as explained next. 

The effects of the time hopping code characteristics over the signal's PSD are addressed in [71, 

73] for TH-IR-based UWB systems. Similarly, the effects of the TH code design over the PSD 

characteristics of M-ary code shift keying (MCSK) IR-based UWB signals are investigated in [77]. 

All these works address the topic of spectral line elimination/attenuation through proper design of 

the TH code. 

In [70] a pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) scheme has been introduced. As explained in 

[70], PCTH uses the symbolic dynamics of chaotic maps to generate aperiodic random-like TH 

sequences and thus eliminates a significant number of spectral lines in the signal's PSD. This 

scheme aims to resemble ideal perfectly random TH by using the data stream to drive a specifically 

designed PCTH encoder. 

The spectral line suppression issue is addressed as well in [76] where the concept of fluid TH is 

introduced. Shortly, fluid time hopping uses real-valued TH codes instead of traditional discrete 

valued codes to perform spectral shaping. The real-valued TH codes are generated by sampling a 

real-valued signal (or function) at predefined intervals and then using the samples to determine the 

pulse position on the time axis, [76]. 
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Besides eliminating spectral lines, the TH code can be used to produce notches in the PSD. This 

approach has been particularly followed in [72, 74, 75] where different algorithms are proposed for 

the construction of codes generating spectral notches in specific frequency bands of the PSD. 

1.4.2.3 Direct Sequence Based Spectral Shaping of m-Based UWB Signals 

The use of a direct sequence (DS) code for spectral shaping purposes of IR-based UWB signals 

has been previously addressed in [78-81]. All these works propose the multiplication of each 

transmitted symbol and/or pulse by a pseudo-random (PR) DS code taking values on the set {-I, I} . 

This is the reason why this spectral shaping technique is often referred as polarity randomisation, 

[78,80,81]. 

If an ideal perfectly random DS. code taking values on the set {-I, I} is assumed, then the IR-

based UWB signal's PSD will not show any spectral lines, [78-81]. However, this is an idealisation 

that in practical terms is addressed by generating a PR-DS code with an extremely long period, [80, 

81]. Note that in this approach the DS code mayor may not be explicitly used for multiple access 

or spreading purposes. 

1.4.3 Previous Work on the Application of Convolutional Coding in 

IR-Based UWB Systems 

The application of convolutional coding in IR-based UWB systems has been previously 

addressed in [21, 22, 24, 25,27, 30-32]. All these works have shown that the use of convolutional 

codes and related turbo codes in IR-based UWB systems offer great benefits in terms of bit error 

rate (BER) performance when compared with the original (non-coded) pulse repetition schemes 

used in [6-8, 20]. 

The authors in [21] showed that for binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB, a system using 

convolutional codes can outperform a system using the traditional pulse repetition scheme in terms 

of BER and/or number of supported users without increasing the transmitted power. Similar results 

for other modulation schemes have been reported in [22,24,25,27,30-32,35]. Particularly the use 

ofsuperorthogonal convolutional codes, [82], has been proposed in [21,25,32] for binary PPM IR

based UWB, in [24,27,30] for PAM IR-based UWB, and in [35] for PSM IR-based UWB. 

Well known binary convolutional encoders such as superorthogonal codes, [82], maximum free 

distance (MFD) codes, [83], and rate compatible punctured convolutional codes, [84], have been 

used in [22, 33, 37,38] for M-ary PPM IR-based UWB. 

Orthogonal convolutional coded modulation schemes for IR-based UWB have been analysed in 

[31] while a biorthogonal convolutional coded modulated scheme has been proposed in [39]. 

It is worth mentioning that the IEEE 802.I5.4a draft specification for Low-Rate Wireless 

Personal Area Networks considers the use of a rate 112 systematic convolutional encoder in its 

forward error correction (FEC) layer, [40]. As well the IEEE study group 802.l5.3a (now disbanded) 

considered the use of convolutional codes for FEe purposes, [19]. 
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Most of the papers dealing with the application of convolutional codes in IR-based UWB 

systems focus on BER analysis without considering the effects of the convolutional encoder over 

the signal's PSD. The only two exceptions are the schemes proposed in [33,37] where the use of 

binary maximum free distance convolutional encoders, [83, 85], combined with M-ary PPM is 

proposed. In fact the goal of these works is to achieve enhanced PSD characteristics similar to 

those obtained with PCTH, [70], through the use of the binary MFD convolutional encoders. 

However, the binary convolutional encoders used in these works were not specifically designed for 

M-ary signalling. Thus there exists the possibility of improving the BER while achieving similar 

PSD characteristics by properly designing binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. Finally, it is 

worth mentioning that the spectral analysis presented in [33] was performed using simulation, 

while [37] uses a simplified model for the signal's spectral analysis which is based on the 

assumption of uniform distributed i.i.d. streams at the encoder output (that is the correlation 

introduced by the convolutional encoders is not considered). As well, neither [33] nor [37] consider 

the use of other variables such as PAM, TH, DS, timing j itter and attenuation. 

1.5 Original Contributions of the Thesis 

The effects over the transmitted signal's power spectral density (PSD) produced by the 

introduction of convolutional coding in impulse radio (IR) based ultra wideband (UWB) systems 

has been analysed in this thesis. A first order binary Markov source (BMS) has been chosen to 

perform the analysis. This kind of source enables the modelling of unbalanced (that is non

uniformly distributed) independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) memoryless data streams as well 

as data streams with memory, thus offering a wide applicability range. From this analysis, the 

conditions that a particular encoder must fulfil to provide advantageous spectral shaping 

characteristics have been identified. Furthermore, a method to design and find convolutional 

encoders with convenient PSD characteristics and good bit error rate (BER) performance has been 

proposed. The original contributions ofthe thesis can be outlined as follows: 

• Derivation of a source-encoder (SE) pair model that enables us to describe the interaction 

of the BMS and the convolutional encoder with a single Markov model which can be 

classified as being of the Moore type (within the definition adopted for finite state 

sequential machines). 

• An original spectral analysis for convolutionally coded IR-based UWB systems. The model 

used for the analysis and the closed form PSD expressions obtained from it cover different 

modulation schemes such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK), pulse position modulation (PPM), biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM), PAMIPPM, and 

pulse shape modulation (PSM), combined with pseudo-random (periodic)/random time 

hopping (TH) and/or pseudo-random/random direct sequence (DS). In addition the signal 

model and PSD expressions account for the inclusion of attenuation and/or timingjitter. 
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• The identification of convolutional encoder's characteristics that have a positive or 

negative effect in the transmitted signal's PSD. 

• The classification of pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) and related schemes as 

feedforward binary to M-ary convolutionally coded PPM IR-based UWB systems. 

• The identification of the variables that enable the design of feedforward binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders with similar PSD characteristics to those achieved with the PCTH 

scheme under the same operation constraints (that is Li.d. binary data streams with uniform 

distribution are assumed at the encoder input). 

• A code search procedure to seek feedforward binary to M-binary convolutional encoders 

with PSD characteristics similar to those achieved with PCTH and improved BER 

performance. 

• A set of new M-ary maXImum free distance (MFD) feedforward binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders that have the same spectral line suppressive characteristics as the 

PCTH scheme (under similar operation conditions) and provide improved BER 

performance over the PCTH scheme. 

• The identification of the variables and conditions that enable the design of binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders with similar PSD characteristics to those achieved with the PCTH 

scheme even when the encoder input does not consist of an i.i.d. binary data stream with 

uniform distribution. In particular the data stream is assumed to be generated by a generic 

first order BMS. 

• The modification of the code search procedure such that spectral line suppressive binary to 

M-ary convolutional encoders for unbalanced (that is, non-uniform distributed) BMS's can 

be found. 

• Two sets of novel M-ary MFD spectral line suppressive binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders which eliminate as many spectral lines as the PCTH scheme but keep its spectral 

line suppressive characteristics even when the binary stream at the encoder input is 

generated by an unbalanced BMS (that is, the data stream does not consists of uniform 

distributed LLd. binary symbols). 

• 

• 

The novel proposal of using binary convolutional encoders for spectral line elimination 

purposes in BPSK and quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) IR-based UWB systems. 

The identification of the variables and conditions that enable the design of binary 

convolutional encoders which generate signals with spectral line-free PSDs when used in 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems with unbalanced BMS inputs. 

• A code search procedure aimed to seek spectral line-free binary convolutional encoders 

with good BER performance. 

• The introduction of nine sets of novel MFD binary convolutional encoders which generate 

a spectral line-free signal even when the binary stream at the encoder input is generated by 

an unbalanced BMS (that is, the data stream does not consists of uniform distributed Li.d. 
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binary symbols). Encoders with rates from 1/2 up to 1/32 and memory orders from 3 up to 

9 are provided. 

1.6 Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces concepts, terminology and definitions that will be used throughout this 

entire thesis. Two main areas can be identified in Chapter 2. The first area describes the UWB 

approach adopted in this work where several important topics such as current UWB regulations, the 

classic IR-based UWB scheme, the PSD of non-coded IR-based UWB signals and spectral shaping 

mechanisms for IR-based UWB signals are reviewed. The second area addresses concepts related 

to convolutional coding. In particular an overview of convolutional coding applied to IR-based 

UWB systems and a review of basic concepts related to convolutional coding is provided. 

In Chapter 3 the spectral analysis of convolutionally codedlMarkov-driven IR-based UWB 

signals is performed. The system and signal models used throughout Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 are 

introduced in this chapter. First a source-encoder Markov model is obtained as this is the starting 

point of the analysis. The corresponding signal model is then introduced followed by the derivation 

and analysis of the signal's average autocorrelation and average power spectrum. Afterwards, 

illustrative application examples which enable to assess and identify the effects of the 

convolutional coding operation over the PSD are provided. Comparisons between analytical and 

simulated PSD results are provided for validation purposes. 

In Chapter 4 we look at the design of feedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with 

similar PSD characteristics to those obtained with pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) and 

improved bit error rate (BER) performance. The constraints that a binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoder must fulfil to suppress as many spectral lines as PCTH under the same operation 

conditions (i.i.d. binary data streams with uniform distribution at the encoder input) are identified. 

Then new feedforward binary to M-convolutional encoders with spectral line suppression 

capabilities are presented. These encoders were found through a code search procedure introduced 

in this chapter. Afterwards comparisons between PSD plots obtained when using the new encoders 

and the PCTH scheme are shown. Next BER performance comparisons between the new encoders 

and the PCTH scheme are provided. Lastly, conclusions drawn from these comparisons are presented. 

Chapter 5 addresses the problem of designing spectral line suppressive binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders which eliminate as many spectral lines as PCTH even when the binary 

stream at the encoder input does not consist of i.i.d. symbols with uniform distribution. Here it is 

assumed that encoder's input consists of data streams generated by an unbalanced (that is, non

uniform distributed) first order binary Markov source (BMS). In a similar way to Chapter 4, the 

constraints that a binary to M-ary convolutional encoder must fulfil to achieve the desired spectral 

line suppressive characteristics are identified. This is followed by the modification of the code 

search procedure introduced in Chapter 4 to account for the new constraints. Novel binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders that satisfy the spectral line suppression condition for unbalanced BMS's 
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are then introduced. Afterwards comparisons in terms of PSD characteristics and BER performance 

between the new encoders and the encoders introduced in Chapter 4 are presented. Lastly, 

conclusions drawn from these comparisons are provided. 

The novel idea of using binary convolutional encoders for spectral line elimination purposes in 

binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and quaternary biorthogonal pulse position modulation 

(Q-BOPPM) IR-based UWB systems is introduced in Chapter 6. This chapter deals with the design 

of binary convolutional encoders that generate BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB signals with 

spectral line-free PSDs even when the binary stream at the encoder input consist of symbols 

generated by an unbalanced BMS. The conditions that the binary convolutional encoders must 

fulfil to generate such spectral line-free signals are identified and a specific code search procedure 

is introduced. Novel "spectral line-free" binary convolutional encoders for BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR

based UWB systems are then introduced. Afterwards, comparisons in terms of PSD characteristics 

and BER performance between BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems using the newly found 

convolutional encoders, the best convolutional encoders known and no convolutional coding are 

presented. Lastly, conclusions drawn from these comparisons are provided. 

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the general conclusions of the thesis and outlines the key findings. 

This chapter finalises with suggestions of future research areas. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical Background 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose ofthis chapter is to introduce the concepts, tenninology and definitions that will be 

used in the chapters that follow. A key theme of this research is the effect of the convolutional 

encoding operation on the power spectral density (PSD) of ultra wideband (UWB) signals. 

Therefore two main areas can be identified in this chapter. The first area is dealt with in Sections 

2.2 to 2.5 and describes the UWB approach adopted for this work. The second area is written in 

Sections 2.6 and 2.7 and concerns several important concepts related to convolutional coding 

In summary, the structure of Chapter 2 is as follows. Section 2.2 introduces definitions for 

UWB and regulatory issues. A basic non-coded impulse radio (IR) based UWB approach is 

introduced in Section 2.3 while its power spectral density (PSD) is presented in Section 2.4. In 

Section 2.5 a description of spectral shaping mechanisms for IR-based UWB signals is provided. 

Section 2.6 gives an overview of convolutional coding applied to IR-based UWB while Section 2.7 

introduces basic concepts related to convolutional codes. Finally conclusions are provided in 

Section 2.8. 

2.2 Ultra Wideband Definition and Regulatory Issues 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, since its introduction in 2002 the definition provided by the U.S. 

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in its 2002 Report and Order, [2], regarding UWB 

transmission systems has been widely be adopted, [10-19]. The FCC defines a UWB emission as 

radio frequency energy intentionally radiated having a fractional bandwidth larger than 20% or a 

bandwidth wider than 500 MHz, where the fractional bandwidth is defined as 

Fractional Bandwidth = 2 (fH - fL) 
(fH + fL) 

(2.1) 

with JH and h set at the -10 dB upper and lower emission points in the signal spectrum. Thus, the 

FCC definition is based on spectrum occupancy and is not linked to a particular transmission 

technology. However, as mentioned in the introduction, this work focuses on IR-based UWB 

implementations. 
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2.2.1 FCe Emission Limits for UWB Emissions 

The FCC's 2002 Report and Order [2] established emission limits for UWB emissions in the 

form of spectral masks. In Table 2-1 and Figure 2-1 the average emission limits for UWB 

emissions as specified by the FCC for indoor and outdoor applications are presented, [2]. 

Table 2-1. Spectral masks for UWB average emission limits in terms of 
EIRP in dBm/MHz established by the FCC. 

i Freq~ency band Power levers in.terms of El RP (dBmlMHz) 
'.' mGHz ~ •... .Devices for indoor applications Devices for outdoor applications 
0.000009-.960 -41.3 -41.3 

.960-1.610 -75.3 -75.3 
1.610-1.990 -53.3 -63.3 
1.990-3.100 -51.3 -61.3 

3.100-10.600 -41.3 -41.3 
10.600-22.000 -51.3 -61.3 
22.000-29.000 -51.3 -61.3 
Above 29.000 -51.3 -61.3 

~ -40 . 

i -45 = ------+------ ----+-------------·------------------------------1---
~ : : : : : 
~ -50 ----- -------r---- -----r------------r------------(-----------r ---------
~ ·55 ............ + ....... ·····-~···--·····----1-------·--···--~----·----··---~---- -------.. 
j i i i i 1 

i :: :::-:- -:::-::::---:----:::::r::::-----J::::-:::-:---:r:::---:::--:r-~ 
c: : : ' : : 
o :; ;: 

~ -70 ------ ---- -+-----------+-------------~-------------+------------+-
t) : : : : : 1-75 ------ - -t--------------t--------------j---------------t--------------j-------

-a°o 6 10 12 
Frequency in GHz 

a) Indoor applications b) Outdoor applications 

Figure 2-1. FCC UWB spectral masks for indoor and outdoor applications. 

These average emission limits are given in terms of effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) in 

dBm as measured with a 1 MHz resolution bandwidth (RBW), root mean square (RMS) average 

detector and average time of 1 ms or less (in case a spectrum analyser is used to perform the 

measurements), [2]. In addition the FCC regulation establishes a limit of 0 dBm EIRP on the peak 

emission level contained within a 50 MHz bandwidth centred on the frequency at which the highest 

radiated emission occurs. 

The FCC set these limits for protection of previously established users of the spectrum, 

particularly GPS and military systems. 

2.2.2 CEPTIECC Emission Limits for UWB Emissions 

In 2006 the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications AdministrationslElectronic 

Communications Committee (CEPT/ECC) released the decisions ECCIDEC/(06)04 and 

ECCIDEC/(06)12 regulating the operation of UWB devices in Europe, [4, 5]. In Table 2-2 the 

emissions limits as specified in the March 2007 decision ECCIDEC/(06)04 are presented. Note the 
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CEPTIECC limits only agree with the FCC regulation on the 6 to 8.5 GHz band as extra protection 

for diverse radiocommunications systems deployed across Europe is provided. 

Table 2-2. CEPT/ECC decision ECC/DEC/(06)04 on the emission limits 
for devices using UWB technology. 

. 
'" c 

c 

c C 

, , ' ,1< 
Maximum"meanEIRP " 

"m Maximum peak EIRP 
Frequency Range; " density (dBml50MHz)~: inGHz' ' '" density (dBmIMHz) 

'" " ,.le;, . , ;-
(Note 1).' " ,cc 

Below 1.6 -90 -50 
1.6 to 3.8 -85 -45 
3.8 to 4.8 -70 -30 
4.8 to 6.0 -70 -30 
6.0 to 8.5 -41.3 0 

8.5 to 10.6 -65 -25 
Above 10.6 -85 -45 

Note 1: The peak EIRP can be alternatIvely measured m a 3 MHz bandwIdth. In thIS case, the maxImum peak 
e.i.r.p. limits to be applied is scaled down by a factor of2010g(50/3) = 24.4 dB. 

On December 2007 the CEPT/ECC released the decision ECCIDEC/(06)12 relaxing the 

ECCIDEC/(06)04Iimits on the 3.8 to 4.8 GHz band for devices employing Low Duty Cycle (LDC) 

mitigation mechanisms. This decision allows the operation of LDC UWB devices at a level of 

-41.3 dBmlMHz in the frequency band 3.8 to 4.8 GHz with the foHowing requirements: 

• Ton max = 5ms, where Ton is defined as the duration of a burst irrespective of the number of 

pulses contained. 

• Toff mean 2: 38 ms (averaged over 1 s), where Toff is defined as the time interval between 

two consecutive bursts when the UWB emission is idle. 

• The sum of the Toff periods must be larger than 950 ms per second. 

• The sum of the Ton periods must be less than 5% per second and 0.5% per hour. 

Further decisions from CEPT/ECC are expected regarding UWB systems using Detect and 

Avoid (DAA) mechanisms, [4, 5]. 

2.3 Impulse Radio Based UWB Systems 

As previously mentioned this work focuses on impulse radio (lR) based UWB implementations. 

The IR-based UWB approach uses low power ultra short pulses (on the order of few nanoseconds) 

to transmit information, [6-8, 13-20]. Several modulation schemes have been proposed for JR

based UWB systems including pulse position modulation (PPM), pulse amplitude modulation 

(PAM), on-off keying (OOK), binary phase shift keying (BPSK), biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM) and 

pulse shape modulation (PSM), [6-8, 13-20]. The Figure 2-2 shows BPSK, binary PP M, binary 

PSM and quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) with Gray mapping. Each modulation scheme has its 

own advantages and disadvantages in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance, complexity and 

PSD characteristics of the signal. As well it is worth noting that due to the pulse's low power the 

transmission of several pulses per data symbol may be needed in order to achieve an acceptable 

BER, [6-8, 13-20]. 
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d) Quaternary biorthogonal pulse position modulation (BOPPM) with Gray mapping 

Figure 2-2. Several modulation schemes for IR-based UWB. Tp is the PPM modulation index and TT is the 
mean repetition time between pulses. 

The next subsections introduce the particular IR approaches relevant for this research. 

2.3.1 Time Hopping IR-Based UWB 

As originally introduced in [6-8, 20], time hopping (TH) IR UWB used PPM to convey the 

information. Nevertheless it will be more useful to define a general model covering other 

modulation formats as well. Bearing this in mind, the transmitted and received signals in a typical 

single user TH-IR-based UWB system can be described by 

00 Nw-l 

xrr(t) = L L alwrr(t-1T. -kT,. -CINw+k~ - f3ITp) 
1=-«> k=O 

., Nw-I 
XRx(t) = L L alwRx(t-1T.-kT,.-clNw+k~-f3ITp-1")+n(t) 

1=-«> k=O 

(2.2) 

where wTx(t) and wRx(t) are the waveforms of the transmitted and received pulses respectively, 

{a/ } and {PI} are the PAM and PPM data streams (not restricted to be binary) and Nw is the 

number of transmitted pulses per data symbol. The pseudo-random (PR) TH sequence {clN.+k } 

takes values on the set {O, 1,2 ... , Ne - I} with period Xc. The TH sequence {clN.+d is normally 
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used for multiple access purposes and to improve the spectral characteristics of the transmitted 

signal, [6-8, 20]. TwT and TwR are the durations ofthe transmitted and received pulses, TT is the mean 

repetition time between pulses, Ts is the symbol time (1'. = N wTr)' Tp is the PPM modulation index 

and Tc is the nominal shift caused by the PR-TH sequence. Usually T, »max(TwT' TwR ) , hence the 

signal has a ve!}' low duty cycle. The basic TH concept for two different PR-TH sequences is shown 

in Figure 2-3. Finally r is the propagation delay and net) is additive noise. It is worth mentioning 

that the two pulse shapes model used for the transmitted and received signals was introduced to 

account for the antennas and channel effects over the shape ofthe originally transmitted pulse, [7, 8] . 

. ______ ... ________________ . __ ~ -- Signal I => c;~: = 0, 4, 2, ... ,0,4,2, .. . 
// ..... " ........ --.... / ----........ _... "" - - - Signal 2 => c = 2, 0, I, ... , 2, 0, I, .. . 

c(l) C(2) C(2) C(l) C(2) C(l) C(l) C(2) 

o 2 0 4 12 0 2 

I~vtl I~II I .. ·III I I IJI .. ·B1Rj .. ·IJI III I 
~ ~--j ! k= XeTr ~ 

Figure 2-3. Pulse positions for two TH-IR UWB signals using different PR-TH sequences. C(l) and C(2) are two 
different PR-TH sequences, Tr is the mean repetition time between pulses, Te is the nominal shift caused by 

the PR-TH sequence and Xc is the period of the PR-TH sequence. 

The use of a l and PI in Equation (2.2) allows the modelling of several modulation schemes 

such as BPSK, PAM, PPM, OOK and BOPPM. For example, if M-a!}' PPM is considered, then 

a l = 1 and PI will take values on the set {O, 1, 2 ... , M-I}. For clarity and unless otherwise 

stated only orthogonal PPM will be considered in this work. In order to guarantee the M-a!}' PPM 

symbols are orthogonal and avoid intersymbol interference (ISI), it will be assumed that 

Tp ~ max(TwT' TwR )' T;, ~ MTp' and T, ~ NeT;,. It is worth mentioning that, although not explicitly 

covered by the signal model defined by Equation (2.2), PSM has been proposed as well for TH-IR

based UWB systems, [14,64-66]. 

IfBPSK is considered then a l E {-I,I} and PI = 0 whereas for M-a!}' BOPPM a l E {-I,I} and 

PI E {O,I, ... ,(M /2)-1}, [51]. Note BPSK, BOPPM and orthogonal PPM TH-IR-based UWB are in 

fact carrier free/pulse based implementations of antipodal, biorthogonal and orthogonal signaling. 

Hence, if {clN.+k } and rare known at the receiver, all the data symbols are equiprobable and n(t) is 

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two sided power spectral density No /2, then the 

optimum receiver is the correlation/matched filter receiver followed by maximum likelihood (ML) 

detection, [83, 86]. Therefore, the symbol error probability, p., for BPSK IR-hased UWB is given by 

(2.3) 

where ~ is the bit error probability, Es is the symbol energy, Eb is the energy per bit, Ew is the 

pulse energy and QO is defined as ([83, 86]) 
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(2.4) 

For M-ary PPM the symbol error probability can be found to be 

BinaryPPM 

(2.5) 
P. = PM = ,b j [1-(,b 1 e-h2dx)M-I]exp[-t(y-ff)M-I]dy ~(M -1)Q(~), M-ary PPM 

-<X> --<X> 

where the inequality in the left side is a union bound for the error probability. Note for both BPSK 

and binary PPM the symbol error probability, Ps, and the bit error probability, Pb, are equivalent. It 

is important to recall as well that the error probability depends on the Euclidean distance between 

symbols as obtained when the signals are represented as vectors, [83, 86]. 

Of particular interest for this research is the case of quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) with Gray 

code mapping. This modulation format is geometrically equivalent to quaternary phase shift keying 

(QPSK) with Gray mapping, [83, 87], and therefore its bit error probability can be found to be, 

([83,87,88]) 

(2.6) 

Thus the bit error probability of BPSK and Q-BOPPM (Gray) IR-based UWB is the same in terms 

of the spent energy per bit, Eb• 

The theoretical formulas introduced in this section for the evaluation of error probabilities will 

be used in the following chapters to compare the BER performances of non-coded IR-based UWB 

systems and convolutionally coded IR-based UWB systems. 

2.3.2 Direct Sequence IR-Based UWB and Mixed TH-DS IR-Based UWB 

In the direct sequence (OS) IR-based UWB approach the pulse amplitude is multiplied by a 

pseudo-random (PR) sequence combined with the elimination or reduction of time hopping, [16, 

89,90]. Therefore a typical OS-IR-based UWB signal can be described by 

<X> Nw-I 
XTx(t) = L L alNw+kalwTx(t-lT. -kT,.) 

I=--<x> k=O 

<X> Nw-I 
xRx(t) = L L alNw+kalwRx(t-lT. -kT,. -r)+n(t) 

1=-00 k=O 

(2.7) 

where {aINw +k } is a PR-OS sequence with period Xa usually taking values from the set {-I, I} . The 

sequence {alNw +k } is normally used for multiple access purposes as in traditional code division 

multiple access (COMA). Commonly in DS-IR-based UWB T, is set to be just slightly larger than 

max(TwpTwR) (although this is not mandatory). Thus the signal's duty cycle may not be as low as in 

the TH-IR-based UWB approach, [16]. A typical OS-IR-based UWB signal is shown in Figure 2-4. 

The modulation format typically used for OS-IR-based UWB is BPSK, although PAM, OOK and 

PSM can be implemented as well. Orthogonal and biorthogonal signalling can be achieved by using 

standard COMA techniques through the use ofHadamard or Walsh-Hadamard codes, [16, 82,91]. 
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Figure 2-4. Typical DS-IR-based UWB signal where {a/} is the PAM data stream, Nw is the number of 
transmitted pulses per data symbol, T, is the mean repetition time between pulses, Ts is the symbol time and 

M is the period of the PR-DS code {a/Nw + k}. Note Ts = MT, = NwT, .. 

A mixed TH-DS IR-based UWB signal can be defined as 

00 Nw-l 

xTx(t) = L L a/Nw+kalwTx(t-IT, -kT,. -C/Nw+kT;, - PITp) 
1=-00 k=O 

'" Nw-l 
(2.8) 

X/Ix(t} = L L alNw+kalw/Ix(t-IT,-kT,.-cINw+kT;,-PITp-T)+n(t) 
1=-00 k=O 

In this case each parameter in Equation (2.8) can be set to fulfil a specific design requirement. For 

example, in, [92, 93], the TH sequence is used for multiple access purposes whereas the DS code is 

used to smooth the signal's PSD. 

2.4 Spectral Analysis ofTH-IR-Based UWB Signals 

Power spectral density expressions for IR-based UWB signals have been reported in, [41-50]. 

Most of these works assumed mutual independence between data streams driving different 

modulation variables such as PAM and PPM. 

Consider the signal described by Equation (2.2) and assume that the PAM data stream, {a/ }, 

and the PPM data stream, {PI}' consists of i.i.d. discrete valued random variables (not necessarily 

uniformly distributed) with probability mass functions (p.m.f.) Pa i = Pr{al = i} = Pr{a = i} and 

P p,j = Pr{PI = j} = Pr{p = j} respectively. For clarity it will be assumed that the antennas and 

channel do not significantly distort the pulse shape and therefore wTx(t) = w/Ix(t) = w(t). By 

assuming that {a/ } and {PI} are mutually independent the signal's PSD can be found to be 

(2.9) -
S(f) = SCl (f)+ SC2(f) + SD(f) Nw> 1 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 
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(2.12) 

where SCl(f) and SC2(f) conform the PSD's continuous part, SD(f) is the PSD's discrete part, 

Awe = lcm(Xe,Nw)/ Nw (lcm stands for least common multiple), W(f) is the Fourier transform of 

w(t), 0(') is the Dirac delta function, EO is the expected value and 

1 Gp (f) 12= E{e-J21rfPTp }E{eJ21rfPTp} (2.13) 

Equations (2.9) to (2.13) were obtained as a particular case of the spectral analysis presented in 

Chapter 3. Equivalent PSD expressions can be found in the papers mentioned at the beginning of 

this section. 

From Equations (2.9) to (2.13) it can be seen that the PSD shape is affected by the pulse's 

energy density spectrum (EDS) 1 W(f) 12 , the TH sequence {clNw +k } and the statistics of {ar } and 

{Pr}' Note as well from Equation (2.13) that the appearance of spectral lines can be expected at 

multiples of lI(T,AwJ. From Equation (2.13) it can be seen that the appearance/suppression of 

spectral lines is influenced by deterministic elements in the signal (that is the symbol time, 

T, = N wT" the mean pulse repetition time, Tr, and the characteristics of the PR-TH sequence 

{C
lNw

+k })' the modulation format used (that is: PAM, PPM or PAMIPPM) and mean statistics of the 

data stream (that is 1 E{a} 1 and 1 Gp (f) n· 
For the PSD plots presented in the rest of this section it will be assumed that a r and Pr have 

p.m.f. 

Pa.+l = Pr{ar = + I} = Pr{a = + I}; Pa,-l = Pr{ar = -I} = Pr{a = -I} = 1- Pa,+l 

Pp,o = Pr{Pr = O} = Pr{p = O}; PP.l = Pr{Pr = I} = Pr{p = I} = 1- Pp,o 
(2.14) 

that is, BPSK is used in combination with binary PPM where 0 < Pa.+l < 1 and 0 < PP.o < I. Note 

that due to the fact that {ar } and {Pr} are mutually independent this model does not cover the 

case in which Q-BOPPM is used for the transmission of quaternary data streams in which ar and 

Pr are correlated. 

In Figure 2-S several PSD plots for different values of Pa,+l and Pp,o are shown. These plots 

were obtained by evaluating Equations (2.9) to (2.13) in MATLAB®. The signal parameters are 

Nw = S, Ts = SO ns, Tr = 10 ns, Te = 2 ns, Tp= 1 ns. The periodic sequence {O 241 3} was used for 

TH. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse was used for these plots (see Section 2.S) with approximate 

duration of 0.4 ns. For this set of parameters Awe = 1 as Xe = S and thus spectral lines can be 

expected at 1 /(T,AwJ = 20 MHz intervals. 

Note how for P a,+l = liS and P p,o = 1/ 2 the PSD plots in Figures 2-Sa and 2-Sb show a large 

number of spectral lines spaced at 20 MHz intervals as predicted. However, some spectral lines are 

eliminated due to nulls present in the absolute value of Equation (2.12) as seen in Figure 2-Sb. The 
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spectral lines In Figures 2-Sa and 2-Sb may cause interference to established communication 

deployments and may limit the maximum transmit power of the UWB system in order to comply 

with the emission masks imposed by regulatory bodies such as those introduced in Section 2.2. 

This can be seen by noting that the maximum spectral line height in Figures 2-Sa and 2-Sb is about 

11 dBm above the -41.3 dBm limit imposed by the FCC. 
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Figure 2-5. Analytical PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB signal using BPSK and binary PPM. The signal 
parameters are Nw = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Tc = 2 ns and Tp = 1 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse 

was used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. The periodic sequence {O, 2, 4, I, 3} was used for TH. 

An improvement on the PSD's characteristics is observed in Figures 2-Sc and 2-Sd for 

P a,+l = 112 and P p,o = liS. Note how for this case the spectral lines are completely eliminated 

even when the PPM data stream has a biased p.m.f. (p p,o = 1/ S). The spectral lines disappear due 

to the BPSK data stream is perfectly random (Pa,+l = Pa,-l =112) and thus Equation (2.12) 

becomes zero as 1 E{a} 12= 0 when Pa,+l = Pa,-l = 112. 

In order to better assess the effects ofthe modulating data streams in the PSD's shape let us now 

consider a non-modulated periodic pulse train with period TPer defined as 

<Xl 

XPer (t) = L w(t - kTper ) (2.1S) 
k=-«> 
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Using classic Fourier analysis the PSD of xper(t) can be found to be ([94]) 

S (f) __ 1_ ~ Iw(-n )12 o(f-_n ) 
xPer - T. 2 L..J TPer TPe,. 

Per n=-oo 

(2.16) 

Thus the PSD of a periodic pulse train consists of spectral lines appearing at multiples of the pulse 

repetition frequency, PRF = lITper • The PSD of a periodic pulse train with pulse repetition period 

TPer = IOns is shown in Figure 2-6. Note how this PSD consists of spectral lines spaced at 

PRF = 11 TPer = 100 MHz intervals . 
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Figure 2-6. Analytical PSD of a periodic pulse train. The signal pulse repetition period is TPer = IOns. The 41h 

derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. 

Comparing Equation (2.16) with Equations (2.9) to (2.13) it can be seen that the introduction of 

modulation and time hopping shapes the signal's PSD in relation to the power spectrum of a non

modulated periodic pulse train. That is, upon the introduction of modulation and TH some of the 

power that otherwise would entirely be distributed over spectral lines (Equation (2.16}) is 

transformed into a continuous PSD component (Equations (2.1 O) and (2.11 )}. In order to further see 

this consider a binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB system employing a perfectly random TH sequence 

(that is, the TH sequence is LLd. with uniform distribution) with ClNw+k uniformly distributed over 

the set {O, 1,2,3, 4}. The PSD plots for this system are shown in Figure 2-7 for different values of 

P p,O (note for this case Pa,+1 = 1 as BPSK is not considered). 

By comparing Figure 2-7 with Figures 2-5a, 2-5b and 2-6 it can be seen that by assuming a 

perfectly random (ideal) TH sequence the number of spectral lines in the PSD can be reduced. 

Furthermore, note how for Pp,o =115 spectral lines appear at 500 MHz intervals (Figure 2-7a) 

while for Pp,o = 112 they appear at 1 GHz intervals (Figure 2-7b). This is an important observation 

which implies that better PSD characteristics can be achieved when the binary PPM data stream is 

perfectly random (that is, the data stream is an LLd sequence of binary random variables with 

uniform distribution). 
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Figure 2-7. Analytical PS Os for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM with perfectly random TH_ The 
signal parameters are Nw = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp= 1 ns and ClNwtk uniformly distributed over the 

set {O, 1,2,3,4}. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. 

Now consider a BPSK TH-IR-based UWB system employing a perfectly random TH sequence 

with ClNw+k uniformly distributed over the set {O, 1,2,3, 4}. The PSD plots for different values of 

Pa,+1 are shown in Figure 2-8 (note for this case Pp,o = 1 as PPM is not considered). Similar to the 

previous example, spectral lines appear at 500 MHz intervals for Pa,+1 = 1/5 (Figure 2-8a). 

Nevertheless when Pa,+1 = 112 the spectral lines are completely eliminated (Figure 2-8b) due to 

1 E{a} 12= 0 as in Figures 2-5c and 2-5d. 
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Figure 2-8. Analytical PS Os for a TH IR-based UWB system using BPSK with perfectly random TH. The 
signal parameters are Nw = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and CINw+k uniformly distributed over the 

set {O, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. 

The next section introduces some common spectral shaping mechanisms proposed for IR-based 

UWB systems. 
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2.5 Spectral Shaping Methods for IR-Based UWB 

Signals 

This section introduces the main spectral shaping mechanisms proposed for IR-based UWB 

signals. We can classify current spectral shaping methods into the categories of pulse shape based 

spectral shaping, TH code based spectral shaping and OS code based spectral shaping. 

2.5.1 Pulse Shape Based Spectral Shaping Mechanisms for IR-Based 

UWB Signals 

From Equations (2.9) to (2.12) it can be seen that the pulse's energy density spectrum (EOS), 

1 W(f) f , dictates the overall form acquired by the IR signal's PSO. The basic waveforms used in 

most of the original papers introducing IR-based UWB were the first and second order derivatives 

ofthe Gaussian pulse, [6-8, 20J. The basic Gaussian pulse can be defined as 
2 2 

W (t) = _A_ e-I 12a 
G,O a,fiii 

where (J"can be used to control the pulse duration. The Fourier transform of wG,o (t) is 

WG,o(f) = Ae-(j21tf a)2 /2 

Therefore the Fourier transform for the J<h order derivative ofthe Gaussian pulse will be 

WG k (f) = A(j27r fl e-(j21tf a)2 /2 

and the time domain representation can be recursively obtained by using ([61]) 

WG k(t) = - k~1 WG k_2(t) -~wG k-l(t) 
, U' a' 

with the I st derivative Gaussian pulse defined by 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Figure 2-9 shows time domain and EOS, 1 WG k (f) 12 , plots for the 1 st to 5th order derivatives of the 

Gaussian pulse. The Fee indoor spectral mask is plotted together with the EOS plots for 

comparison purposes. It can be seen from Figure 2-9b that the 1 st and 2nd order derivatives of the 

Gaussian pulse do not fit under the Fee's proposed limits. In contrast the 4th and 5th order 

derivative offer a better fit. 

There exist other pulse shapes and pulse shaping mechanisms proposed in the literature, [13, 14, 

62-69]. Similar to the modulation schemes, the use of any particular pulse shape or pulse shaping 

mechanism depends on the target application and design goals. For example, orthogonal pulses with 

convenient characteristics for PSM have been proposed in [14, 64-66], pulse shaping mechanisms for 

maximum spectral mask utilization have been devised in [13, 67] and pulse shaping mechanisms for 

narrowband interference suppression have been introduced in [68, 69]. However, important PSO 

characteristics such as the appearance and suppression of spectral lines depend on other variables 

such as the modulation scheme employed and the use of TH and/or OS multiplication as 
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exemplified in Section 2.4. So we see that once a particular pulse shape has been chosen, additional 

spectral shaping mechanisms can be used to further improve the signal ' s PSD characteristics. 
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Figure 2-9. Pulse shape and EDS plots of the 1'1 to 5th order derivatives of a Gaussian pulse. The value of 0' 

was set such that all EDS plots reach its maximum value at 6.7 GHz. 

It is worth mentioning that a specific pulse shape may be distorted by the antenna used in the 

system and the channel, [163]. Therefore, even if we select a given pulse shape for specific spectral 

shaping purposes, the radiated signal may show a different PSD due to these extra factors. Hence, 

the effects of the antenna and channel should be accounted for when using pulse shape based 

spectral shaping. 

2.5.2 Time Hopping Code Based Spectral Shaping Mechanisms for 

IR-Based UWB Signals 

As in the previous case, from Equations (2 .9) to (2.12) it can be seen that besides multiple 

access purposes a pseudo-random (PR) time hopping (TH) sequence can be used to shape the PSD 

of the IR-based UWB signal. In fact, the topic of spectral shaping of IR-based UWB signals 

through time hopping has been previously addressed in [70-77]. These works analyse different 

issues related to use of the TH code for spectral shaping purposes as explained next. 

The effects of the time hopping code characteristics over the signal ' s PSD are addressed in [71 , 

73] for TH-IR-based UWB systems_ Similarly, the effects of the TH code design over the PSD 

characteristics of M-ary code shift keying (MCSK) IR-based UWB signals are investigated in [77]. 

All these works address the topic of spectral line elimination/attenuation through proper design of 

the TH code. 

The effectiveness of TH code-based spectral shaping can be observed by comparing the PSD 

plot shown in Figure 2-6, corresponding to a periodic signal, with the PSD plots shown in 

Figure 2-7 where perfectly random TH was assumed. In particular note how several spectral lines 

were eliminated when the TH sequence was assumed to be perfectly random. Nevertheless, as 

previously mentioned in Section 1.2, the use of perfectly random TH is an idealisation that in 

practice is addressed by generating a pseudo-random (PR) TH sequence with extremely long 
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period. Bearing this in mind, pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH), [70], and fluid time hopping, 

[76], have been proposed to generate TH sequences with improved spectral line elimination 

capabilities. Shortly, fluid time hopping uses real-valued TH codes instead of traditional discrete

valued codes to perform spectral shaping, [76]. The real-valued TH codes are generated by 

sampling a real-valued signal (or function) at predefined intervals and then using these samples to 

determine the pulse position on the time axis, [76]. In contrast, PCTH uses the symbolic dynamics 

of chaotic maps to generate aperiodic random-like TH sequences, [70]. The PCTH scheme will be 

discussed with more detail in Section 2.5.5. 

Besides eliminating spectral lines, the TH code can be used to produce notches in the PSO. This 

approach has been particularly followed in [72, 74, 75] where different algorithms are proposed for 

the construction ofTH codes generating spectral notches in specific frequency bands of the PSO. 

2.5.3 Direct Sequence Code Based Spectral Shaping Mechanisms for IR

Based UWB Signals 

As noted in Figures 2-7 and 2-8a some spectral lines remain in the PSO even with the use of 

perfectly random TH. However, when BPSK is used and the modulating data stream is perfectly 

random (that is Pa,+l = Pa,-l = 112) the spectral lines are eliminated as seen in Figures 2-Sc, 2-Sd 

and 2-8b. As previously explained this is due to the multiplicative term 1 E{ a} 12 in Equation (2.12) 

becomes zero when Pa,+l = Pa,-l = 112, and thus the PSO's discrete part, S[)(f) , becomes zero. 

Bearing this in mind, the authors in [78-81] proposed the use of polarity randomisation for spectral 

shaping of TH IR UWB signals. 

Basically the polarity randomisation scheme proposes the multiplication of each pulse (pulse 

based polarity randomisation) or each PAM/PPM symbol (symbol based polarity randomisation), 

by a perfectly random (ideal) direct sequence (OS) {al } (where al E {-I,I} ). Thus this scheme 

assumes that {al } is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with uniform distribution (that is 

Pa,-l = Pa,+l = 112) independent of the PAM, {a/ }, and PPM, {A}, data streams. Using this 

technique the PAM symbol in Equation (2.2) becomes a'l =alal where a l is the original PAM 

data symbol and al is a uniform distributed random variable over the set {-I, + I}. Hence the mean 

of the PAM symbol stream becomes 

E{a'} = E{aa} = E{a}E{a} = 0 (2.22) 

since E{a} = 0 . Therefore the spectral lines are eliminated as S [) (f) = 0 (Equation (2.12)) due to 

Generating a OS sequence with infinite period is an idealisation which in practice is addressed 

by generating a PR-OS code with an extremely long period. However, as it will be shown in 

Chapter 6, if the period of the PR-OS code is relatively short the height of the spectral lines may be 

reduced but the actual number of spectral lines in the PSO may be simultaneously increased. 
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Note that even though the pulse or symbol polarities (as driven by the DS code) can be 

discarded when using PPM, [81], the same can not be done for PAM, BOPPM or any other 

modulation format conveying information in the pulse amplitude. Therefore acquisition and 

synchronisation of the DS code in the receiver side is required for these modulation schemes, [95]. 

Nevertheless the acquisition and synchronisation of extremely long DS codes becomes a challenge 

for IR-based UWB systems in terms of large acquisition times and complexity of the acquisition 

system, [96-98]. Furthermore, [96-98] assume periodic DS codes while dealing with the acquisition 

problem. Thus the use of polarity randomisation with extremely long period PR-DS sequences may 

complicate the receiver design, [81]. 

2.5.4 Pseudo-Chaotic Time Hopping for IR-Based UWB 

As previously mentioned, pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) uses the symbolic dynamics of 

chaotic maps to generate aperiodic random-like TH sequences, [70]. In particular the PCTH 

scheme introduces encoders that resemble the dynamics of the Bernoulli and tent maps when its 

input consists of i.i.d. binary symbols with uniform distribution. The basic structure of the PCTH 

encoder is shown in Figure 2-10. 

Compression 
and 

Scrambling 

Modified Gray 
Code Based Mapping 

(optional) 

Shift register with L 
memory elements 

Binary to M-ary 
PPM Mapper and 

Modulator 
M=2L 

Figure 2-10. Basic block diagram of the PCTH transmitter. M-ary PPM is used as the modulation format with 
M = log2 (L) where L is the number of memory elements in the shift register. 

The compression and scrambling block in Figure 2-10 is needed in order to feed the shift 

register with a uniform distributed i.i.d. binary stream. After compression and scrambling each bit, 

YI, is fed to the least significant bit (LSB) position of a shift register with L memory elements. The 

PCTH system state, ()" at the rh bit interval is thus defined as 

L 

(), = O·()"I()"2···(),,L = 2:2-; ()/,i (2.23) 
;;1 

where Bt,; E {0,1} and (), is an approximation to the Bernoulli shift map [70]. The modified Gray 

code based mapper is introduced in order to implement the tent map. In some particular cases this 

may help to improve the system's BER as well. For Bernoulli shift map PCTH realisations the 

modified Gray mapper is not used. The shift register content, O"A,2"'O,,l., (or its modified Gray 

code based representation) is used to drive the PPM modulator, that is 

L-I 

A = 2:2; (),,;+I (2.24) 
;=0 
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and therefore the pulse can occupy any of M = 2L different positions (M-ary PPM). Finally the 

mapper and modulator generate the pulse 

w(t-lT, - p/Tp ) (2.25) 

corresponding to the rh bit interval and where the PPM modulation index is set to Tp = ~ / M . 

Note in PCTH all time hopping is driven by the encoder. 

The PCTH scheme can also be described by a Markov chain model with M = 2L states, where 

each state is related to one M-ary PPM symbol. In [70] it was shown that if the input to the shift 

register consists of uniform distributed i.i.d. binary symbols then the steady state probabilities, lrj, 

of the PCTH Markov chain are equal to 

7r; = 1/ M; i = 1,2, ... ,M (2.26) 

Therefore in steady state the PCTH scheme generates a sequence of M-ary symbols, Pk' whose 

statistics resemble those of a perfectly random TH sequence. Thus by setting Tp = ~ / M several 

spectral lines can be eliminated in a similar fashion to that shown in Figure 2-7 where a perfectly 

random sequence was assumed. 

It is important to note that in the original PCTH system model no additional time hopping or 

direct sequence multiplication was considered. Hence in [70] the PSD of the PCTH signal is 

obtained by using the results presented in [99] for the spectral analysis of synchronous Markov

driven signals. An extended analysis of the PCTH Markov chain model and its respective PSD is 

addressed in Chapter 4. 

Finally on this topic, it is worth mentioning that the PCTH scheme can be interpreted as a form 

of convolutional coding. Particularly, in [70] it was considered that PCTH can be seen as a rate 1/L 

binary convolutional encoder due to each input bit causes an output of L bits. Moreover, this 

interpretation implies that maximum likelihood decoding using the Viterbi algorithm is feasible as 

a mean to recover the original data. 

2.5.5 Summary of the Spectral Shaping Mechanisms for IR-Based UWB 

Signals 

To finalize this section Table 2-3 (next page) presents a summary of the advantages and 

disadvantages of each spectral shaping method. The comments regarding the spectral line 

elimination capabilities of each scheme were made taking as a reference the spectral line content of 

a periodic signal (see Section 2.4). 
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Table 2-3. A comparison of spectral shaping mechanisms for IR-based UWB signals . 

Spectral " /c 

• Main 
Shaping Characteristic Adyantages ·LDisadvantages .. 

Mechanism " 
" 

- The pulse EOS can be - The pulse shape may be distorted 

The pulse energy 
designed for maximum by the antenna and channel. Thus 

Pulse Shape density spectrum 
spectral mask utilization. the EOS of the radiated pulse 

- Can be used to may differ from the intended 
Based Spectral (EOS) determines 

implement orthogonal EOS. 
Shaping the overall PSO 

signalling. - Can not be effectively used to 
shape. 

- Can be used to produce eliminate spectral lines in the 
notches in the PSo. PSo. 

- To maximise the amount of 
spectral lines eliminated the TH 
sequence must be perfectly 
random. 

- Ifthe TH sequence is - The generation of a TH code 

The TH sequence 
assumed to be perfectly with extremely long period (such 

can be used to 
random, then a that it approaches a perfectly 

THCode 
eliminate spectral 

significant number of random sequence) complicates 
Based Spectral 

lines or generate 
spectral lines can be the transmitter and receiver 

Shaping 
notches in the 

eliminated in the PSo. design. 

PSO. 
- Can be used to generate - For most practical 

several notches in the implementations some spectral 
PSO simultaneously. lines remain in the PSD. 

- The effectiveness to generate 
spectral notches in the PSD is 
adversely affected by timing 
jitter. 

- If the os sequence is not 
perfectly random, then spectral 
lines will appear in the PSD. 

- If the os sequence is 
- The generation of a OS code 

with extremely long period (such 
DSCode 

The OS code can assumed to be perfectly 
that it approaches a perfectly 

Based Spectral 
be used to random, then a spectral 

random sequence) complicates 
eliminate spectral line-free PSO can be 

Shaping 
lines. achieved. 

the transmitter and receiver 
design. 

- Ifthe period of the OS code is 
relatively short, then the number 
of spectral lines in the PSD is 
increased. 

- In order to generate the random-
like TH sequence, the PCTH 
encoder must be fed with i.i.d. 

- Generates aperiodic 
binary symbols with uniform 

random-like TH 
distribution (e.g. perfectly 

sequences that eliminate 
random data stream). 

a significant number of 
- In order obtain i.i.d. binary 

Generates 
spectral lines in the PSo. 

symbols with uniform 
random-like TH 

- IfViterbi decoding is 
distribution, a compression and 

PCTH sequences using a 
implemented in the 

scrambling block may be needed 
pseudo-chaotic 

receiver, then a 
between the data source and the 

encoder. PCTH encoder. This increases 
significant BER 

the complexity of the transmitter 
improvement over non-

and receiver. 
coded binary PPM can 

- If the PCTH encoder is not fed 
be achieved. 

with i.i.d. binary symbols with 
uniform distribution, then the 
number of spectral lines 
eliminated is reduced. 
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2.6 Application of Convolutional Codes in IR-Based 

UWB Systems 

As previously mentioned, in most of the IR-based UWB approaches several pulses are normally 

used to transmit one data symbol. This is because of the restrictions imposed over the maximum 

allowed transmit power. This repetition scheme increases the total symbol power and thus 

improves the system's bit error rate (BER) performance. 

Previously, references [21, 23, 28] have pointed out that such a pulse repetition scheme can be 

interpreted as a simple repetition block coded system. As an example of this let us consider a basic 

PPM TH-IR-based UWB system transmitting Nw pulses per data symbol as defined in Section 2.3. 

A block diagram of a possible implementation for this system is shown in Figure 2-11. 

Repetition Block ~ 
Code 

PPMTH-IR 
UWB Modulator 

Random or Pseudo 
Random TH 

Figure 2-11. Block diagram of an IR-based UWB system where the pulse repetition scheme is interpreted as 
repetition block code. z, is a code vector with Nw elements all equal to y, . 

In Figure 2-11 the repetition block code is used to map the input data symbol y/ into Nw 

consecutive pulses. Thus z, =[y"y" ... ,y,] is a code vector with Nw elements all equal to y/. Then 

one pulse is generated for each element of z, and the transmitted signal would be 

00 Nw-I 

XTx(t) = L L WTx (t-l1: -kT, -C'Nw+kT.: - y,Tp ) (2.27) 
,=-«> k=O 

where 1'. = N wTr is the input symbol time equal to the code vector time. Note Equation (2.27) 

defines a typical PPM TH-IR-based UWB signal transmitting Nw pulses per data symbol. Therefore 

in the following discussion and chapters the terms "non-coded" and "non-convolutioually coded" 

IR-based UWB will be used for IR-based UWB systems employing the pulse repetition/repetition 

block code scheme. 

From the coding theory point of view, the repetition block code is not as good as other coding 

schemes, [83, 100]. Therefore it is possible to improve the system's BER without increasing the 

transmit power by replacing the "repetition block code" with a better code. One easy way to 

achieve this is through the use of convolutional codes and in fact this idea has been proposed in 

several papers in the UWB literature, [21,22,24,25,27,30-32]. Thus in the convolutionally coded 

scheme the repetition block code in Figure 2-11 is replaced by a rate l/Nw convolutional encoder as 

shown in Figure 2-12. 

In a way similar to the repetition block code in Figure 2-11, the rate I/Nw convolutional encoder 

in Figure 2-12 generates a code vector z, = [z}O),z?), ... ,Z}Nw-l)] with Nw code symbols, zY), per 
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input symbol, y/. However, in this case each element, zY), of z/ is not necessarily equal to the 

input symbol, y/. This is explained in Section 2.7. Therefore the transmitted signal now becomes 

00 Nw-l 

xrx(t) = 1: 1: WrAf-IT. -kT,. -CINw+k~ -z?)Tp) 
1=-00 k=O 

where again the input symbol time 1'. = Nw~ is equal to the code vector time. 

Rate IIN .. 
Convolutional 

Encoder 

PPMTH-IR 
UWB Modulator 

Random or Pseudo 
Random TH 

(2.28) 

Figure 2-12. Block diagram of a convolutionally coded IR-based UWB system. ZI is a code vector with Nw 

elements not necessarily equal to YI. 

In Figure 2-13 typical binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB signals for the pulse repetition and 

convolutionally coded schemes are shown (where for clarity CIN,.+k = 0). It can be seen in this 

figure that the introduction of the convolutional encoder changes the signal mapping used for the 

transmission of the data stream {y/}. 

z~o) = Yo = 0 Z~l) = Yo = 0 

+~ • • • o T 
·1 P 

a) Typical signal generated by the repetition block coded system of Figure 2-11 as 
described by Equation (2.27) 

l~ ... 'L ... ~ .. .... IZ ..... At-)r= .... ~'--__ ..... ~t 
-rr;v ~ (Nw-=;,rv i_V i 

(N -1)T + T N wT, - 1'. 
.. r P T +T 

s p 

b) Typical signal generated by the convolutionally coded system of Figure 2-12 as 
described by Equation (2.28) 

Figure 2-13. Typical binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB signals for the systems shown in Figures 2-11 and 2-12. 
For clarity CIN.,+k = 0 in these signals. 

The authors in [21] have shown that for binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB, a system using 

convolutional codes can outperform a system using the traditional pulse repetition scheme in terms 

of BER and/or number of supported users without increasing the transmitted power. Similar results 

for other modulation schemes have been reported in [22, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 35]. Particularly, the 

use of superorthogonal convolutional codes, [82], has been proposed in [21, 25, 32] for binary PPM 

IR-based UWB, in [24, 27, 30] for PAM IR-based UWB, and in [35] for PSM IR-based UWB. 

Well known binary convolutional encoders such as superorthogonal codes, [82], maximum free 

distance (MFD) codes, [83], and rate compatible punctured convolutional codes, [84], have been 
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used in [22, 33, 37, 38] for M-ary PPM IR-based UWB. Orthogonal convolutional coded 

modulation schemes for IR-based UWB have been analysed in [31] while a biorthogonal 

convolutional coded modulated scheme has been proposed in [39]. Finally, the use of turbo codes 

and turbo-like decoding schemes for IR-based UWB has been addressed in [23, 26, 28, 29, 34, 36]. 

All these works have shown that the use of convolutional codes and related turbo codes in IR-based 

UWB systems offer great benefits in terms of BER performance when compared with non-coded 

pulse repetition schemes. It is worth mentioning that the IEEE 802.1 S.4a draft specification for 

Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks considers the use of a rate II2 systematic 

convolutional encoder in its forward error correction (FEC) layer, [40]. As well, the IEEE study 

group 802.1S.3a considered the use of convolutional codes for FEC purposes, [19]. 

Most of the previously mentioned papers (dealing with the application of convolutional codes in 

IR-based UWB systems) focus on BER analysis without considering the effects of the convolutional 

encoder over the signal's PSD. The only two exceptions are the schemes proposed in [33] and [37] 

where the use of binary MFD encoders combined with M-ary PPM is proposed. The scheme in [33] 

uses constraint length K = log2(M) , rate IlK MFD binary convolutional encoders with interleaving. 

Besides, the use of constraint length K = log2(M) + I, rate Illog2(M) MFD binary convolutional 

encoders without interleaving is proposed in [37]. Both schemes assume uniform distributed i.i.d. 

data streams at the encoder input. Similar to the pcrn scheme, [70], the output of the interleaver 

([33])/encoder ([37]) is set to drive all time hopping without extra PR-TH or DS multiplication. 

Under these constraints it is shown in [33] and [37] that both schemes provide enhanced PSD 

characteristics similar to those obtained with PCTH. Nevertheless it is worth noting that the scheme 

proposed in [33] needs the interleaver, since without it the number of spectral lines in the signal's 

PSO increases. The spectral analysis presented in [33] was performed using simulation, while [37] 

uses a simplified model for the signal's spectral analysis which is based on the assumption of 

uniform distributed i.i.d. streams at the encoder output (that is the correlation introduced by the 

convolutional encoders is not considered). As well, neither [33] nor [37] consider the use of other 

variables such as PAM, TH, OS, timingjitter and attenuation. Finally it is important to mention that 

the binary convolutional encoders used in these works were not specifically designed for M-ary 

signalling. Thus, there exists the possibility of improving the BER while achieving similar PSO 

characteristics by properly designing binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

A review of basic concepts related to convolutional codes needed for a better understanding of 

this work will be provided in the next section. Besides the particular system model used in this 

thesis for convolutional coded IR-based UWB systems is introduced in Chapter 3. 

2.7 Convolutional Codes Basics 

Convolutional codes are widely used in digital communication systems to improve bit error 

rates, [83, 100-104]. In effect they are used to protect the transmitted digital data from channel 
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induced errors. Therefore it is likely that several practical UWB systems will include some sort of 

convolutional coding for forward error correction (FEC) purposes, [21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 32, 

40], as explained in the previous section. 

This section introduces some basic definitions and results related to convolutional coding that 

will be used throughout this thesis. 

2.7.1 Basic Representations for Convolutional Encoders 

There exist two main parameters related to convolutional encoders. These are the code rate and 

the total encoder memory. The code rate, vile, defines the number of code symbols, K, that the 

encoder generates per v input symbols. The total encoder memory, v, is the number of memory 

elements needed to generate the encoder's output. The total encoder memory provides, as well, a 

measure of decoding complexity, [100, 101, 104]. 

A generic diagram for a rate vlK convolutional encoder is shown in Figure 2-14. Note the 

encoder is a sequential circuit consisting of v inputs, v shift registers with Vi memory elements 

each, K outputs and several sum points. At each encoder time v source symbols are fed at once into 

the encoder and K code symbols are simultaneously produced through a set of linear operations 

over the current input and the shift registers' content. The outputs and linear operations are not 

restricted to be binary, allowing for binary to M-ary encoding operations. 

v 
inputs 

o 

Figure 2-14. Generic diagram of a convolutional encoder. 

K 

outputs 

Note in Figure 2-14 that although all the shift registers have a feedback element this is not 

mandatory as shown in Figure 2-15a. When no feedback is present the encoder will be referred as a 

feedforward encoder. When feedback is present then the encoder will be referred as a recursive 

encoder. If the input sequence appears completely unchanged at the output as in Figure 2-15b then 

the encoder is referred as a systematic encoder which can be itself feedforward or recursive. 
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a) Feedforward non-systematic encoder b) Recursive systematic encoder 

Figure 2-15. Examples of binary feedforward and recursive systematic convolutional encoders. 

Let v be the total number of memory elements used in the encoder, that is 

u-I 

v=Lv; 
;=0 

(2.29) 

This is the definition of overall constraint length in [103] and total encoder memory in [100]. The 

encoder state is usually defined as the content of its v memory elements. Therefore an encoder with 

binary input symbols can assume up to 2v different states. Another quantity of interest is the 

encoder memory (encoder memory order in [100]) defined as 

m=maxv; , 

that is the length ofthe largest shift register. 

(2.30) 

The relationship between the encoder's inputs and outputs for a rate vll( convolutional encoder 

can be described by the transfer function matrix, [100], (generator matrix in [103]) defined as 

[
g~O)(D) g~I)(D) ... g~Ir-I)(D)1 

G(D) = g}O):(D) g?):(D) ... g}Ir-~(D) 

g~~I(D) g~~I(D) ... g~~~I)(D) 

(2.31 ) 

where each element, gJj) (D) , will be referred as a generator. Every single generator has the form 

(J) (J)D (J)DVj 
( 0) a;o +a;1 + ... +a;v 

g1 (D)=" . , 
, l+bil D+ ... +b;vo DVj . ., 

(2.32) 

where "D" is the delay operator . As shown in Figure 2-16, the numerator in Equation (2.32) 

describes the feedfonvard connections from shift register i to output j, and the denominator 

describes the feedback connections of shift register i. 

Figure 2-16. Basic structure of a convolutional encoder. 

For binary to binary encoders a~.{) and b;,1 take values from the binary Galois field (GF(2» with 

elements {O, I}. Besides, for binary to M-ary encoders b;,1 takes values from GF(2) while aJp 
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takes values from GF(M), [105, 106]. In the following the binary to binary encoders will be simply 

referred as binary encoders. 

For feedforward encoders the denominator of g}J)(D) equals 1 and G(D) is nonnally referred 

as a polynomial generator matrix. In the following the tenn "rational generator" will be used for 

generators, g}J) (D) , with polynomial denominators whereas the tenn "generator polynomial" will 

be used for generators with denominator equal to 1. Note for polynomial transfer function matrices 

(generator matrices) it is customary to represent the generator polynomials in binary or octal 

notation, e.g. 1 + D + D3 => 1101 2 => 158• 

When the input sequence, y(i) = YOYIY2 ... Yk ... , to shift register i is expressed in tenns of the 

delay operator as 

/i)(D) = Yo + y1D+ Y2D2 + ... + YkDk + ... 

the output, zU), can be obtained by 

z(J)(D) = y(i) (D)g:J) (D) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

assuming zU) only has connections to shift register i. Therefore the encoding operation for a rate 

u/K convolutional code can be represented as 

'!:JD) = y(D)G(D) (2.35) 

where y(D) = [Y<°)(D),y(I)(D), ... ,y(V-l)(D)] and !(D) = [Z(O)(D),Z(I)(D), ... , Z(I<'-l) (D)] . Note G(D) 

defines a one-to-one linear mapping from the input (infonnation) sequence represented by y(D) , 

to the code sequence represented by '!:.(D), [85, 100, 102, 103]. 

It is important to recall that the convolutional code is the set of all possible code sequences 

(codewords) generated from the linear mapping represented by Equation (2.35). Besides, the 

convolutional encoder is the sequential circuit realization of the linear mapping with specific 

transfer function matrix (generator matrix) G(D). Therefore different transfer function matrices 

(generator matrices) with different input (infonnation) to codeword mappings can generate the 

same convolutional code, [85, 103]. 

There exist other description methods for convolutional codes such as the binary/M-ary 

generator matrices, tree diagrams, trellis diagrams and state transition diagrams, [83, 100-103]; 

however it is necessary to clarify the use of some of these tenns throughout this thesis. For instance 

the tenn "generator matrix" is used in [102, 103] to designate both the "binary/M-ary generator 

matrix" and the ''transfer function matrix" as defined in [100, 101, 107]. In order to avoid 

confusion, the tenn "binary/M-ary generator matrix" will be explicitly used for matrix 

representations which do not use the delay operator "D" and whose elements are taken from a 

binary or M-ary alphabet. Besides, the tenn ''transfer function matrix" and "rational/polynomial 

generator matrix" will be used for matrices whose elements consists of rational or polynomial 

expressions of the fonn defined in Equation (2.32). The tenn ''total encoder memory" will be used 

to refer v as defined in Equation (2.29) instead of "overall constraint length". Similarly the tenn 
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"encoder memory" will be used to designate m in Equation (2.30) instead of the term "encoder 

memory order". Finally, for rate 1/1( encoders the constraint length, K, will be defined as 

K=v+l=m+l (2.36) 

The use of other terms will be set during the subsequent discussion. 

2.7.2 Schematic Representations for Convolutional Encoders 

Two schematics representations will be of interest for the rest of this thesis: the state transition 

diagrams and the trellis diagram. 

As previously mentioned, a convolutional encoder is a sequential circuit with c inputs, I( outputs 

and v memory elements. The state transition diagram is thus obtained, [83, 100-103], by defining 

the encoder state as the content of its v memory elements with state transitions caused by the 

current input vector (consisting of v input symbols), Y/ = [yJO),yJI), ... ,yJU-l)], where I is the time 

index. Therefore the state transition diagram will have 2v states and there will be 2u state 

transitions (branches) from/to each state. Note the current encoder output vector (consisting of I( 

code symbols), z/ = [zJO) ,zJ') , ... ,ZJ"'-l)] , is a function of both the current encoder state and the 

current input. As an example the state transition diagram of the binary encoder depicted in Figure 

2-15a, with transfer function matrix given by 

(2.37) 

(or (I 5, 17)8 in octal form), is shown in Figure 2-17. The states are labelled with the possible binary 

content of the 3 memory cells where by convention, and unless otherwise stated, the content of the 

leftmost memory cell is assumed to be most significant bit (MSB) of the binary representation. 

Each state transition (branch) is labelled following the format yliO)z(l), indicating the input causing 

the transition altogether with its respective output. Note from the state transition diagram and 

Figure 2-14 that a convolutional encoder is in essence a finite state sequential machine (FSSM), 

[101], as will be further shown in Chapter 3. 

1/11 

0/11 

\-____ ....::II:::.;OO'---____ -f 110 

0/11 
0/00 

1111 

1100 0110 

0/01 1110 1/01 

;-____ -;,-;-:-:;:--_____ \011 
0/10 

1101 

0101 

Figure 2-17. State transition diagram for the rate 112, v = m = 3, binary feedforward encoder (15, 17)g. 

The second graphical representation of interest for this work is that of the trellis diagrams. A 

trellis diagram can be interpreted as an expansion of the state transition diagram over time. 

Therefore, the trellis diagrams provide a graphical representation of the paths defined by the state 

transitions as produced when specific input sequences are fed to the encoder. For every path a 

specific codeword is generated and therefore each state transition (branch) has an encoder output 
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vector (consisting of K code symbols) associated to it. As an example the trellis diagram 

corresponding to the encoder defined by Equation (2.37) is shown in Figure 2-18. In this figure the 

states are labelled as qo B (000), q( B (001) , ... , q7 B (111), where again the content of the 

leftmost memory cell is regarded to be the MSB. As well, each branch is labelled with the input 

causing the transition and the output produced by such transition as y/z(O)Z<I) 

/ 
q •• / , 
qo 0100 

/= 0 

• 
• 
• 

./ 
./ 

./ 

/ . 
/ • · ./ ,:v' 

~/ 
/0100 

/= 1 

/// 
,/' 

• 

. / 
-..'/ ~/ 
/0/00 

/=2 

!lJO ____________________ _ 

~ - _ ..... 
\J9~ ... -.... 

1110 ___ _ _ ____ _ ~ 

%/ ......... -
\J9t ..... 

~---~:::-

/= 3 /=4 /=5 

Figure 2-18. Trellis diagram for the rate 1/2, v = m = 3, binary feedforward encoder (15, 17)g. 

In Figure 2-18 it is assumed that the encoder starts in state qo, and therefore only transitions 

emanating from this node are possible at time I = O. By time I = m = 3 branches are emanating 

from all nodes with two branches coming out and two branches going into each node by time 

1=4 . As previously mentioned, a particular input sequence will define a specific path through the 

trellis and thus a specific sequence of code symbols (formed by several specific encoder output 

vectors) will be generated. Hence, following a specific path through the trellis will define a specific 

codeword. For example, the input sequence y = {1,1,0,0,0, ... } defines the path highlighted with 

bold lines in Figure 2-18 and the code sequence (codeword) z = {11, 00, 1 0, 1 0, 11, ... } is generated. 

2.7.3 Performance Related Parameters for Convolutional Codes 

Before introducing the performance parameters for convolutional codes relevant to this thesis, it 

is necessary to define the Hamming weight of a sequence and the Hamming distance between 

sequences. A sequence's Hamming weight is defined as the number of non-zero symbols in such 

sequence. In the case of binary sequences the Hamming weight is just the number of "I 's" in the 

sequence. The Hamming distance between two sequences of the same length is defined as the 

number of positions in which both sequences differ. It is important to mention that for linear 

codes, such as the convolutional codes, the Hamming distance between codewords is effectively a 

metric, [100, 103]. 

There exists several distance measures for convolutional codes/encoders such as the column 

distance, the distance profile, the minimum distance, the free distance and the row distance, [100, 

101, 103]. Of all these measures the most important for the purposes of this thesis is the code free 
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distance, dJree. This is due to dJree is one of the most important perfonnance parameters when using 

convolutional codes with binary antipodal or M-ary orthogonal signalling and maximum likelihood 

decoding (such as that achieved with the Viterbi algorithm), [83, 100-103, 105-107]. The free 

distance of a convolutional code is defined as the minimum Hamming distance between any two 

codewords, that is: 

djre. =min{dHamm(z,z'):y *y'} (2.38) 

where z and z' are two valid codewords (code sequences) corresponding to the infonnation 

sequences y and y'; and dHamm stands for Hamming distance. It is important to mention that due to 

the convolutional codes are linear codes, the free distance of a convolutional code is equivalent to 

the minimum Hamming weight of any valid codeword generated by a path starting and finishing in 

the zero state of the trellis. For reasons that will become evident in the following chapters, the tenn 

dJree will be exclusively used to refer the free distance of binary convolutional codes. Besides, for 

binary to M-ary convolutional codes the tenn dMJree will be used. This is due to for this kind of 

codes the free distance is defined in tenns of the M-ary Hamming weight between codewords. 

There is an infinite number of valid codewords (code sequences) in a convolutional code 

generated by trellis paths which diverge from the zero state and the all-zeros path at some point and 

later remerge to them without leaving again, [83, 100-103]. Therefore there may be more than one 

of such paths generating a codeword with Hamming weight equal to dJre/dMJree and an infinite 

number of such paths generating codewords with Hamming weight larger than dJre/dMJree. Counting 

the number of such paths producing codewords with specific Hamming weight d Jree + i defines the 

sequence 

{Ad +i}' i=O,I,2, ... 
free 

(2.39) 

which is called the distance spectrum of the code. Besides, adding the total Hamming weight of all 

infonnation sequences (that is the total number of non zero infonnation symbols) driving paths with 

codeword Hamming weight equal to d Jree + i defines another sequence 

{Bd +i}' i=O,I,2, ... 
free 

(2.40) 

commonly called information weight spectrum (IWS). It is worth mentioning that while the free 

distance is code specific, the distance spectrum and infonnation weight spectrum is encoder 

specific, [100, 103]. 

The free distance, distance spectrum and infonnation weight spectrum are important because 

they can be used to obtain upper bounds for the first event error probability and bit error rates 

achievable with specific convolutional encoders, [83, 100-103, 105-107]. Therefore these distance 

parameters can be effectively used as metrics to compare different encoders. 

An important characteristic of convolutional encoders is that the free distance, distance 

spectrum, infonnation weight spectrum and related distance properties do not change when 

interchanging the order of the columns in the transfer function matrix G(D), [83, 100-103, 105, 

107]. This can be readily inferred from Figures 2-14, 2-17 and 2-18 where it can be seen that 
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h . h t t t d fr [(0) (1) ( ... -1)] t [( ... -1) (2) ( ... -3)] ( C angmg t e ou pu vec or or er om z/ = z/ ,Z/ , ••• ,Z/ 0 z/ = Z/ ,Z/ , ••• ,z/ or any 

other permutation) does not affect its Hamming weight. As consequence the output Hamming 

weight associated to every branch is not altered by interchanging columns in G(D). 

Calculation of the free distance, distance spectrum and information weight spectrum can be 

done analytically by splitting the zero state of the state transition diagram into an "initial" and 

"final" states and then computing the generating function of the resulting signal flow graph, [83, 

100-103]. Nevertheless, excluding some particular cases such as Viterbi' s orthogonal and 

superorthogonal codes, [82], the signal flow graph approach becomes impractical for convolutional 

encoders with medium to large total encoder memory, v. Therefore, several computer algorithms 

for free distance, distance spectrum and information weight spectrum calculation have been 

developed over the years, [100, 103, 108]. In particular the FAST algorithm proposed by Cedervall 

and J ohannesson, [103, 108], is the most relevant for the purposes of this thesis. 

Finally it is important to mention that there exist convolutional encoders that generate an output 

sequence with finite Hamming weight even when the input sequence has infinite Hamming weight. 

Such encoders are called catastrophic due to a finite number of channel errors can cause an infinite 

number of decoding errors, [83, 100-103]. An easy way to identify a catastrophic encoder is 

through its state transition diagram which will have a closed loop (not necessarily to the same state) 

with non-zero input Hamming weight and zero output Hamming weight [83, 100, 101]. 

2.7.4 Union Bounds for Error Probabilities Achieved with Convolutional 

Coding 

As previously mentioned the free distance, distance spectrum and information weight spectrum 

are used in the calculation of upper bounds for the bit and first event error probabilities achieved 

when using specific convolutional encoders. As well the kind of modulation (signalling) used by 

the system and the particular channel will affect these error probabilities. This work mainly deals 

with binary antipodal signalling, quaternary biorthogonal signalling and M-ary orthogonal 

signalling (such as orthogonal PPM). Therefore an upper bound on the bit error probability 

achieved with binary and binary to M-ary convolutional encoders for output symmetric memory less 

channels can be obtained as ([83, 100-103, 105-107]), 
., 

F;, ~ L Bd~(d) (2.41) 
d=dfree 

where P2(d) is the pairwise error probability between two codewords (code sequences) with 

Hamming distance d (that is two codewords differing in exactly d positions). Similarly, the code 

first event error probability is upper bounded by 
., 

p. ~ L Ad~(d) (2.42) 
d=dfr .. 

The form acquired by ~(d) will depend on the kind of signalling and detector used in the system 
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and its evaluation for each particular case relevant for this thesis will be addressed in the following 

chapters. 

From Equation (2.41) it is readily seen that for convolutional encoders with the same rate and 

total encoder memory, v, a good design strategy consists of finding the encoder with the largest free 

distance and minimum {Bd +;}. In fact maximising the free distance and optimizing the 
fro, 

information weight spectrum has been the main criteria used in works dealing with the search of 

good convolutional encoders such as [105-107, 109-112]. These encoders are usually referred as 

maximum free distance (MFD) and optimum distance spectrum (ODS) codes. 

2.7.5 Branch Metrics and Maximum Likelihood Decoding for 

Convolutional Codes 

In this work it is assumed that the channel used for the transmission is memoryless and that 

decoding is performed by means of the Viterbi algorithm. These assumptions are made to enable a 

straightforward BER performance comparison between the new convolutional codes reported in 

this thesis and the BER performance of convolutional codes previously reported in the literature, 

[83, 100-103, 105-107, 109-112]. Note the Viterbi algorithm is a maximum likelihood (ML) 

decoding technique, [83, 100-103]. 

Consider the system presented in Figure 2-19 where the data source produces a length N 

. fi t· - { } - {(o) (v-I) (0) (V-I)} h· h d fi th 
III orma IOn sequence y - yo,yp- •• ,y N-I - Yo ' ..• 'Yo ' ... 'YN-I' ••• 'YN-I w lC e mes a pa -- --

t· th d - { } - { (0) (K-I) (0) (K-I)} h "'" d h genera mg e co e sequence z - ZO,ZI" .• ,ZN_I - Zo , •.• ,zo , ..• ,ZN_I' ••• ,ZN_I w en le to t e 

convolutional encoder. Next Z is transmitted over a memory less noisy channel (using some specific 

modulation format) and demodulated to produce the received sequence 

- { } - { (0) (K-I) (0) (K-I)} Th . d . h d b h 
r - r o' rp- •• , rN_I - ro , ... ,ro , •.• ,rN_I' ••• ,rN_I • e receive sequence, r, IS t en use y t e 

Viterbi decoder to produce an estimate, z', of the transmitted sequence Z and an estimate, y', of 

the information sequence, y. Since the Viterbi algorithm is a ML decoder it selects z' such that the 

conditional probability density function (probability mass function for discrete channels) g(r I z') 

is maximized, [83, 100, 101]. As the channel is assumed to be memory less we have 

N-I N-I .. -I 

g(r I z') = n g(~ I z';) = n n g(r?) I z,~j») (2.43) 
;=0 ;=0 j=O 

or taking the logarithm 

N-I N-I .. -\ 

log(g(r I z ')) = .2: log(g(r; I z ';)) = .2: .2: log(g(r;(j) I z ,~j»)) 
;=0 - - ;=0 j=O 

(2.44) 

which is known as the log likelihood function, [83, 100, 101]. Note maximizing Equation (2.43) is 

equivalent to maximizing Equation (2.44). 
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Figure 2-19. Generic block diagram of a convolutionally coded system. 

Since log( g(r I z ') ) depends on z' and z' itself defines a specific path in the trellis, the quantity 

10g(g(rlz'))=PM(rlz') is referred as a path metric. Note z'; is an encoder output vector 

associated to a specific branch in the path related to z', therefore log(g(r; I z';)) = BM(r; I z';) is 

usually called branch metric. Similarly the terms 10g(g(1i(J) I z'lJ»)) = SM(1i(J) I z'lJ») are normally 

referred as symbol metrics. Using this notation a partial path metric at time I in the trellis can be 

defined for z' as 

/ 

PM/(r I z') = L BM(~ I z';) (2.45) 
;=0 

that is, PM/er I z) is the partial path metric accumulated when transversing the first I branches of 

path z'. 

The concept of path metric, branch metric, symbol metric and partial branch metric are 

important when performing ML through the Viterbi algorithm. In short the Viterbi algorithm can 

be resumed as follows ([83, 100, 101]): 

1. Assuming the encoder starts in the zero state, qo, at time I = 0, set the metric in this state to 

be equal to O. 

2. For every state (node) in the trellis at time 1+ 1, calculate the partial path metrics for every 

branch entering the node by adding the corresponding branch metric, BM(Ii+l I Z'/+l)' to 

the respective surviving partial path metric, PM/ (r I z'), assigned to each state at time I. 

3. Compare all the path metrics entering a given state and store the path with the largest 

metric, altogether with the respective path metric, while deleting the other paths. Do this 

for all states in the trellis such that every state will be assigned a surviving partial path and 

partial path metric, PM/+1 (r I z'). Ties are solved by selecting a path at random. 

4. If the end of the trellis has not been reached, increase I and go back to step 2. Otherwise 

find the state with the largest metric and select its respective path and associated code 

sequence as the decoded codeword. The information sequence, y', associated to the 

decoded codeword, z', is then the decoded information sequence. 

The form acquired by BM(r; I z') depends on the way the received sequence r is fed to the 

Viterbi decoder. Furthermore, the selection of an adequate metric is important because of the form 

acquired by the pairwise error probability ~(d). Hence, the bit error probability depends on the 

symbol and branch metrics used, [83, 100, 101]. As an example consider a binary convolutional 

encoder is used in a system employing binary antipodal signalling over an additive white Gaussian 
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noise (A WGN) channel with two sided power spectral density No/2. If the demodulator is able to 

provide soft decisions to the decoder, that is 

r,(j) = x(J) + n(J) = 1£(2z(J) -I) + n(J) 
I I I "US I I (2.46) 

where JE: is the signal energy and n~}) is a Gaussian random variable with variance a 2 = No 12, 

then 

N-I r-I 1 
g(r I z') = n n __ e-(r;(J)-,[E;(2z1J)-1))2/No 

;=0 }=o ~1rNo 
(2.47) 

and 

N-I r-I 

In(g(rl z~) = L L {-In(~1rNo)-(r;(j) -.jE;(2z'j})-l)i / No} (2.48) 
;=0 }=o 

By discarding terms common to all paths in Equation (2.48) we obtain 

N-I r-I 

PM(rlz') = L L r;(j)(2z'j})-I) (2.49) 
;=0 }=o 

and therefore the branch metric is given by 

r-I 

BM(1j Iz';)= L r;(J)(2z'j})-l) 
- - }=o 

(2.50) 

When using Equation (2.50) as the branch metric in the Viterbi algorithm the decoder is usually 

referred as soft Viterbi decoder (SVD). Note maximising Equations (2.48) and (2.49) is equivalent 

to finding the pathlcodeword, z' , which minimises the squared Euclidean distance, 

N-I ",-I 

dEuc (r,x,)2 = L L (r;(J) -.jE;(2z'ji)_l))2 (2.51) 
;=0 }=o 

If instead of providing soft decisions, the decoder makes a "hard" decision on the received 

symbol before feeding the Viterbi decoder, then the channel becomes a binary symmetric channel 

(BSC) with transition probabilities 

(2.52) 

and thus ([83, 100, 101]) 

log(g(r I z~) = log(Pr[r I z'D = dHamm(r,z')log I~P +Nlog(l- p) (2.53) 

If P < 1/2, then log(pl(l- p)) < 0 and maximising Equation (2.53) is equivalent to minimising the 

Hamming distance. If the Hamming distance is used as the path metric, then the Viterbi algorithm 

must be modified such that the paths with the smallest partial Hamming distances are saved while 

discarding the rest. Therefore the branch and partial path metrics are given by 

",-I / 

BM(r; I z';) = L dHamm(r;(J) ,z'j}») and PM/er I z') = dHamm(r,z') = L BM(r; I Z';) 
- - }=o ;=0 - -

(2.54) 

respectively and the hard Viterbi decoder (HVD) must find the path, z', with the smallest 

Hamming distance to the received vector r. 
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2.7.6 Representation Format for Binary to M-ary Convolutional 

Encoders for M-ary Orthogonal Signalling 

It will be useful to define the representation fonnat used for binary to M-ary encoders. Unless 

otherwise stated, it will be assumed that the binary to M-ary convolutional encoders considered in 

this thesis will be used with M-ary orthogonal signalling. As well for these encoders the rate will be 

defined in tenns of the number of M-ary symbols produced per each encoder input. For clarity 

assume M = 2n and feedforward encoders. Then there exist two basic representations 

(implementations) for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders as depicted in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 

for rate 1 encoders. 

binaty 
input 

GF(2n) 
adder 

,-------------------~~/ 

i------;:::=========!( + 

• • • 
y 

v memoty locations 

M-aty 
output 

Figure 2-20. Representation over GF(2n) for rate I binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

The binary implementation shown in Figure 2-21 has been used in [107] while the 

representation over GF(2n) shown in Figure 2-20 has been used in [105]. Fonnulas to obtain the 

representation over GF(2n) from the binary one are given in [106]. Note the representation over 

GF(2n ) requires the definition of a primitive polynomial to obtain the code symbols. Therefore in 

this work the representation depicted in Figure 2-21 will be adopted. 

binaty 
input 

y 
v memoty locations 

Figure 2-21. Binary representation for rate I binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

A binary representation example for a rate 112, v = 3, binary to 8-ary convolutional encoder is 

shown in Figure 2-22. This figure illustrates how an M-ary output (in this case M = 8) is generated 

from the current memory content and the current input. For example, the binary value of the first 

set of binary outputs, {z~O), z~O) ,ziO)} , is calculated as 
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Z6°) = y $ ()I $ ()2 $ ()3 = 1 $1 $ ° $1 = 1; 

z}O) = ()2 $ ()3 = 0$1 = 1; (2.55) 

z~O) = y $ ()2 $ ()3 = 1 $ 0$1 = ° 
where EB stands for modulo 2 addition. Once the binary value of {z(O) i O

) z(O)} has been ° , 1 , 2 

calculated, the corresponding 8-ary output is obtained from 

z(O) = 4Z6°) + 2z}0) + z~O) = 4(1) + 2(1) + ° = 6 (2.56) 

as indicated in Figure 2-22. A similar process is followed to calculate the second 8-ary output, Z(I) • 

",-

I ' 

+ 
Iz~O) = f, 

I z~O) = 1 \ Binary to 

z~O) = 0 \ 
8-ary z(O) =6 

I Converter + 
I 8-ary 

Z~I) =0 I outputs 

\ z?) =1 I Binary to 

binary 8-ary Z(I) =3 

input 'Z~I) = I' Converter 

~ 
, / 

binary 
outputs 

Figure 2-22. Generation of two 8-ary symbols from the current input and memory content of a rate 112, v = 3, 
binary to 8-ary convolutional encoder. 

Note that when using the binary representation of Figure 2-21 a set of n = log2(M) generator 

polynomials (or rational generators for recursive encoders) over GF(2) must be given to describe 

the encoder. Similarly for a rate 1/ K binary to M-ary convolutional code, K sets of n = log2(M) 

generators must be provided (e.g. 2 sets of 3 generators polynomials each must be provided to 

describe the encoder shown in Figure 2-22). However, care should be taken in how to interpret and 

handle the generators sets as they should not be regarded as simple binary convolutional encoders 

coupled to an M-ary orthogonal modulation scheme. 

For instance, it may be tempting to try to use the generators of a rate I1n maximum free distance 

(MFD) binary convolutional encoder to construct the generator set of a rate 1 binary to 2n -ary 

convolutional encoder. Nevertheless this does not necessarily mean that a good rate 1 binary to 

2n_ary convolutional encoder will be obtained with such procedure. In order to see this remember 

that for M-ary orthogonal signalling the Euclidean distance between every pair of signals is the 

same regardless of its label, [83, 86]. Therefore, for binary to M-ary convolutional codes used with 

M-ary orthogonal signalling, the squared Euclidean distance between two signals corresponding to 

two different M-ary code symbols is proportional to its M-ary Hamming distance. Besides, the 

squared Euclidean distance is not proportional to the binary Hamming distance as obtained from 

the binary representations of the signal/symbol labels. As an example consider the quaternary 

orthogonal signal set expressed in vector form as 

Xo = [K,O,O,O]; XI = [O,K,O,O]; X2 =[O,O,K,O]; X3 = [O,O,O,K] (2.57) 
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where Esi is the signal energy. Next assign binary labels as 

(2.58) 

Therefore the binary Hamming distance between the labels of Xo and X3 is 2 while for Xo and X2 is 1. 

Nevertheless the squared Euclidean distance between Xo and X3 is identical to the squared Euclidean 

distance between Xo and x), that is, 2Esi • As a consequence the binary Hamming distance is not 

proportional to the squared Euclidean distance. In contrast the M-ary Hamming distance between 

every pair of signal/symbol labels is equal to 1, and this is in turn proportional to the squared 

Euclidean distance between every pair of signals. This is the reason why the design goal in [105-

107] was the optimization of the M-ary distance properties. 

2.8 Conclusions for Chapter 2 

In this chapter some useful theoretical background has been presented. Moreover, basic 

terminology and definitions extensively used in the rest of this thesis for the areas of impulse radio 

(IR) based ultra wideband (UWB) and convolutional coding have been introduced. 

Firstly the UWB definition and current related regulations were reviewed. Then the basic IR

based UWB approaches adopted in this thesis were stated. A general explanation of time hopping 

(TH) IR-based UWB, direct sequence (OS) IR-based UWB and TH-OS IR-based UWB was 

presented. 

Several important issues can be highlighted for the UWB systems introduced in this chapter. In 

particular it was established that UWB systems are not confined to operate in a specific narrow 

frequency band. Instead UWB emissions occupy "ultra" wide portions of the frequency spectrum 

as far as compliance with well established average and peak emission limits in the form of spectral 

masks is maintained. Thus UWB emissions are power limited over an ultra-wide frequency band. 

Therefore one of the main issues for proper UWB operation is the spectral shaping of the 

transmitted signal. Bearing this in mind the power spectral density of non-coded TH-IR-based 

UWB signals was introduced in Section 2.4 while the main spectral shaping mechanisms for IR

based UWB signals were introduced in Section 2.5. 

In Section 2.6 a literature review of the use of convolutional codes in UWB systems has been 

provided. It was pointed out that convolutional encoders can improve the BER performance of IR

based UWB systems without increasing the transmitted power of the signal. For example, coding 

gains of more than 2 dB for bit error rates below 10-3 have been reported in references [22, 24, 27, 

31,35,39]. It is worth mentioning that traditional UWB spectral analysis and most UWB spectral 

shaping mechanisms do not consider the spectral shaping effects caused by the introduction of a 

convolutional coding operation in a typical IR-based UWB system. Conversely most of the work 

done in convolutional coding applied to UWB does not consider the signal's PSO. The only 

exceptions to this are the PCTH and related schemes which focus on the particular case of M-ary 

PPM TH-IR-based UWB signals where all the time hopping is driven by the encoder. 
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After the introduction of UWB related issues, a review of basic concepts related to 

convolutional coding was provided. Basic analytical and schematic representations and a review of 

the main performance parameters for convolutional encoders were presented. Union bounds for 

error probabilities and a review of branch metrics and Viterbi decoding were provided. Finally, the 

representation format used in this thesis for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders was defined. 

However, coding and more specifically convolutional coding are large topics and it has been assumed 

that the reader will have some background in this area. More complete details on convolutional 

coding can be found in [83, 100-103]. 
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Chapter 3 

Power Spectral Density of 

Convolutionally Coded Impulse 

Radio Based Ultra Wide band Signals 

3.1 Introduction 

The contribution of this chapter consists of the spectral analysis of convolutionally 

codedlMarkov-driven impulse radio (lR) based ultra wideband (UWB) signals, which is novel. The 

model used in the analysis and the closed form PSO expressions obtained from it cover different 

modulation schemes such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK), pulse position modulation (PPM), [8], biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM), PAM/PPM, [51, 

113], and pulse shape modulation (PSM), [14, 64, 65], all combined with pseudo-random 

(periodic )/random time hopping (TH) and/or pseudo-random/random direct sequence (OS) spread 

spectrum. In addition the signal model and PSO expressions account for the inclusion of 

attenuation and/or timingjitter. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 and Section 2.2, the current regulations intended for UWB are 

defined in terms of spectral masks which limit the maximum amount of transmit power over a 

given frequency range, [2, 4, 5]. Therefore, the analysis estimation, and shaping of the power 

spectral density (PSO) of UWB signals is a topic of major interest in the design of compliant UWB 

systems. In this chapter the power spectral density of convolutionally codedlMarkov-driven IR

based UWB signals is obtained. This matter is important due to the likely introduction of error 

correction mechanisms in UWB systems, [21-40], which will have an effect over the PSO of the 

transmitted signal as shown later in this and subsequent chapters. 

The spectral analysis approach presented in this chapter starts with the derivation of a finite 

state sequential machine (FSSM)-Markov model for the source-encoder pair. Therefore the results 

presented in spectral analysis of Markov-driven signals in [52, 99, 114] and on several digital 

communication books, e.g. [83, 87, 115], should be regarded as previous work. Nevertheless, these 

results are based on the assumption of ideal synchronous data pulse streams. Therefore the effects 

of variables such as time hopping, OS multiplication, timing jitter and pulse attenuation are not 

covered by these results. 
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As introduced in Sections 1.4 and 2.4, PSD expressions for non-coded IR-based UWB signals 

has been previously reported in the literature, [41-50]. PSD expressions for non-coded digital pulse 

based signals subject to timingjitter are reported in [41] for PAM signals and in [42,44,45] for 

PAMIPPM TH-IR-based UWB signals. All the signal models adopted in these works assumed 

mutual independence between the PAM modulating stream, the PPM modulating stream and the 

timingjitter. In [44] the PAM data stream is assumed to be wide sense stationary while the PPM 

data stream and the jitter are assumed to be second order stationary in the strict sense. The model 

used in [45] assumes the PAM and PPM data streams to be stationary and uncorrelated, while in 

[42] the PAM and PPM data streams are assumed to be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.). 

The model used in [43] is similar to the one used in [44] but focuses on the effects of deterministic 

TH codes and does not consider timing jitter. In this paper the PAM and PPM data streams are 

assumed to be i.i.d and mutually independent. The analytical method introduced in [43] was used in 

[48] to evaluate the PSD of M-ary code shift keying (MCSK) IR-based UWB signals. In [47] the 

spectral analysis of UWB multiple access (MA) schemes is addressed assuming perfect (ideal) 

random scrambling, no timing jitter, no attenuation and statistically independent data bits. A shot 

noise approach was used in [46, 49, 50] for the spectral analysis of PAM/PPM IR-based UWB 

signals with THlDS, timing jitter and attenuation. These works were based on the assumption of 

i.i.d. data streams for PPM, i.i.d. and wide sense stationary data streams for PAM, i.i.d. timingjitter 

and mutual independence of the P AM and PPM data streams. Although the results presented in [46, 

49, 50] cover several of the results previously published for spectral analysis of IR-based UWB 

signals, the case of convolution ally codedlMarkov-driven IR-based UWB signals is not addressed 

by these works. For example the case of correlated PPM as in the case of convolutionally 

codedlMarkov-driven PPM is not covered. 

Note that most of the previously mentioned papers assume mutual independence between the 

PAM and PPM data streams. Thus the results presented in these works are not applicable in a 

straightforward way to the spectral analysis of IR-based UWB signals where the modulating 

variables consists of data streams generated by a convolutional encoder. This is due to the 

correlation introduced by the encoder. For example, if the IR-based UWB system uses BOPPM, 

[51, 113], in conjunction with a convolutional encoder, then the PAM and PPM data streams will 

be correlated and a different spectral analysis approach must be used. Therefore it may be 

postulated that there is a lack of studies addressing the spectral analysis of UWB signals when the 

data input driving the modulator consists of symbols generated by a convolutional encoder. 

Spectral analysis of coded signals has been previously addressed in [52-54] for block codes, in 

[55, 56] for line codes, in [57, 58] for trellis codes and [59, 60] for convolutional codes. All these 

works assume ideal synchronous data pulse streams. Therefore these results do not cover the 

effects of variables such as time hopping, DS multiplication, timing jitter and pulse attenuation. 

Furthermore the spectral analysis presented in [59,60] for convolutionally coded signals focuses on 
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feedforward encoders and PAMlbinary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation and therefore cases 

such as PPM, BOPPM and PSM are not covered. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 describes the system model used throughout 

this thesis. Of particular importance is the source-encoder Markov model introduced in Section 

3.2.3 as it is the analysis starting point. The signal model is introduced in Section 3.3 while the 

derivations of its average autocorrelation and average power spectrum are addressed in Section 3.4. 

Section 3.5 presents some illustrative application examples. Finally conclusions are presented in 

Section 3.6. 

3.2 System Model for Convolutionally Coded Impulse 

Radio Based Ultra Wideband Signals 

The block diagram of the generic system model used in this thesis is shown in Figure 3-1. The 

convolutional encoder is not restricted to be binary to binary. This allows for the inclusion of 

binary to M-ary encoders. For each input vector (consisting of v input symbols), 

y / = [yJO) , yJI) , ... , yjU-l)] , a convolutional encoder with rate v / K produces a encoder output vector 

(consisting of K output symbols), z/ =[zjO),zjl), ... ,zjc-l)], which is then fed to the UWB 

modulator. The UWB modulator then generates a pulse or series of pulses (depending on the 

modulation format) which are further subject to an additional time shift specified by a random or 

pseudo-random (PR) TH code and/or multiplication by a random or PR DS sequence. Note the UWB 

modulator block is not specifically detailed to allow for the inclusion of different modulation 

formats. 

Convolutional 
Encoder (Binary to 

Binary/M-ary) 

UWB Modulator wz(t) Random or Pseudo 
(P AM, PPM, BOPPM, 1------.! Random TH and/or DS 

PSM, etc) 

Figure 3-1. Block diagram of a generic convolutionally coded IR-based UWB system. 

As this work focuses on the effects that the convolutional encoding operation has on the 

transmitted signal's PSD, it is assumed throughout this and all other chapters that the antenna does 

not significantly distort the transmitted and received pulses or that the antenna effects over the 

pulse shape are perfectly known and have been accounted for in the pulse and overall system 

design. Note this is an idealisation assumed to enable a fair comparison between different systems 

and different encoders. For a review of the antenna and channel effects over the pulse shape the 

reader is referred to [163]. 

Further specifics on the operation of each block are given in the following sections where a 

Markov chain model capturing the effects of the source-encoding operation is introduced. This 

model will then be used in the spectral analysis of the convolutionally coded/Markov-driven IR

based UWB signal. 
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3.2.1 Data Source Model 

It has been customary to assume a source model generating uniform (equally likely) 

independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) symbols (e.g. Po = 1 12 and PI = 112 for a memoryless 

binary source), when analysing the performance of error control coding schemes (such as those 

involving convolutional coding). Although this model is perfectly suited for bit error rate (BER) 

performance analysis, it is not the only case of interest when analysing the effects of the coding 

operation over the signal's PSD. This is particularly true since any unbalance in the data symbol 

probabilities (e.g. Po:#: 11 2 and PI = 1-Po) increases the number spectral lines appearing in the 

PSD of non-coded IR-based UWB signals (see Section 2.4). Therefore a model covering cases of 

sources generating non-uniform distributed (unbalanced) i.i.d. memoryless data sequences should 

be considered for a better analysis of the convolutional encoding effects over the IR-based UWB 

signal's PSD. 

A source model covering the unbalanced i.i.d memoryless case as well as information sequences 

with memory is defined by the first order binary Markov source (BMS) depicted in Figure 3-2, 

[116-118], where 

Py,ij = Pr{,q = rj l,q-I = 'i} = Pr{y, = j I Y'_I = i} (3.1) 

and 

Py,oo = 1- Py,OI ; Py,ll = 1- Py,lO (3.2) 

are the Markov chain (MC) one step transition probabilities, PI is the current state of the Markov 

chain and YI is the current symbol produced by the source. Therefore the source model adopted in 

this chapter consists of the BMS defined by the one step transition probabilities matrix 

P
y 

= [py,OO py,ol] 

Py,IO Py,ll 
(3.3) 

and the initial probability mass function p~~l. 

Py,OI 

Py,ll 

Py,IO 

Figure 3-2. First order binary Markov source (BMS) model. 

Avoiding trivial degenerate cases, such as Py,ij = 1, the BMS model can be classified as an 

ergodic regular (acyclic) MC, [119-120], (irreducible ergodic in [121-122] notation), and the 

following properties apply: 

_ r (n) _ p \. pn _ P"" 
1ry,j - }!!Py,ij' 1ty -1ty y' n~ y - y (3.4) 

where tryj is state rj steady state probability, 1ty is the vector [I'l'y,o l'l'y,l], P~~~ is the nth step 

transition probability (that is the probability of being in state ri and after n transitions reach state rj), 
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P; is the nth step transition probabilities matrix with elements P;~t and P; is the matrix with 

identical rows equal to 7ty • The corresponding steady state (stationary) probabilities for this 

Markov chain (MC) can be found to be 

1t = [1l" 1l"] = [ Py.lO 
~ y,O y,l Py,OI+Py ,1O 

Py.Ol ] 

Py.Ol+Py,IO 
(3.5) 

where try,o and try,l are the steady state probabilities of generating a "0" and a "1" respectively. 

Throughout the rest of the analysis it is assumed that the MC has reached steady state and 

P;~~ = try,o and p;~l = try,l' Note the i.i.d. memoryless case is obtained by setting Py,OI = Py,ll with 

Py,GO = Py,JO' try,o = Py,JO and 7ry ,1 = Py,OI • 

3.2.2 Convolutional Encoder Model 

As explained in Section 2.7 there exist several representations for convolutional encoders such 

as binary/M-ary generator matrices, transfer function matrices, trellis diagrams and state transition 

diagrams. In fact the spectral analysis of convolutionally coded signals reported in [59] and [60] 

use the binary and M-ary generator (connection) matrices representations of the encoders 

respectively and focus on feedforward encoders and PAM/PSK modulation. Nevertheless, as it will 

be shown in subsequent chapters, the feedforward scheme is not the only case of interest for IR

based UWB systems. Therefore the transfer function matrix, G(D), and state transition diagram 

representations as defined in Section 2.7 will be adopted in this thesis as they allow for the 

inclusion of a wider set of encoders such as those with feedback. 

As briefly mentioned in Section 2.7, the convolutional encoder's state transition diagram is in 

essence finite state sequential machine (FSSM). Formally, an FSSM, n, is defined by a quintuple 

(Q,y,z,~,r) where Q = {%,qP' .. ,qN -I} is a finite set of states (that is the set of all possible 
q 

memory content combinations of the encoder); y = {1o,~, ... ,IN -I} is a set of input symbols or input 
y 

symbol vectors (that is the set of valid symbols/vectors generated by the source); 

Z = {So,SP"',SN,-I} is a set of output symbols or output symbol vectors (that is the set of code 

symbols/vectors generated by the encoder); ~: y x Q ~ Q is the next state function, and 

r : y x Q ~ Z is the output function. Note for convolutional encoders the output is usually a vector 

consisting of all K binary/ M-ary code symbols generated by the encoder at each encoder time I. 

A FSSM is classified as Melay if its output depends on both the current input and the current 

state, that is,8/+1 = ~(y/, 8/) and z/ = r(y/, 8/), where y/, 0/ and z/ are the current input, the 

current state and the current output respectively. Besides, a FSSM is classified as Moore if r is 
restricted to be a mapping of Q onto Z, that is, r: Q ~ Z and z/ = r( ~ ). Therefore, the 

encoder's state transition diagram can be classified as a Melay FSSM owing to the fact that the 

output depends on both the current state and the current input. 
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As well as state transition diagram representations, there exist other representations for FSSM 

such as transition matrices which are explained with the following example. Consider the binary to 

binary systematic recursive convolutional encoder defined by the transfer function matrix (rational 

generator matrix) 

G(D) = [1 I+D+D2 ] 
I+D2 

(3.6) 

with state transition diagram shown in Figure 3-3b. 

1111 

0/01 
~:~::=y 
y~ 

0/00 

1111 

a) Sequential circuit b) State transition diagram (Melay FSSM) 

Figure 3-3. Systematic recursive convolutional encoder and its respective state transition diagram. 

Remember the encoder state is defined as its memory content. Hence, the states in Figure 3-3b 

are associated with the encoder's memory content in the following way: % ~ (~il,,2) = (00), 

ql ~ (01), q2 ~ (10), q3 ~ (11), where by convention the content of the leftmost memory cell, 

B"I,is assumed to be the most significant bit (MSB). Therefore the transition matrix of the encoder 

Melay machine model is given by 

Next,State 

qo ql q2 % 

rr
oo 1111 

-1 Current ql 1 / 11 0/00 
(3.7) 

-0 
State q2 - 0/01 1110 

% 1/10 0/01 

where the matrix elements are the input causing a transition from state qi to state qj and the output 

produced by such transition, that is yliO)z(J). 

Two general characteristics of the state transition diagrams of realisable convolutional encoders 

are of importance for the rest of this chapter. The first is that the encoder's state transition diagram 

(hence its Melay machine) will have a self loop in the all zeros state, qo, producing the all-zeros 

output, z, = [0(0) ,0(1) , ... ,0(1("-1)], when the all zeros input, y, = [0(0) ,0(1) , ... ,0(0-1)] , is applied. In order 

to prove this consider the basic convolutional encoder structure introduced in Section 2.6 

reproduced in Figure 3-4 with some minor modifications. If the encoder is in state zero, then 

Bn = U~~k = 0, for k = 1,2, ... , Vi and i = O,I, ... ,u -1. Next note that 

(3.8) 

where Ea stands for modulo 2 addition (that is over the binary Galois field - GF(2)). Thus, if 

y, = [0(0),0(1) , ... , 0(0-1)] is the current input then u:i) = 0, and the next state will be qo again as 
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(i) - (i) - d h' . 0(1+1),1 - u, - O. Similarly, if the encoder is in the all zeros state an t e mput IS 

y/ = [0(0) ,0(1) , ... ,O(V-I)], then 

(3.9) 

that is z/ =[0(0),0(1), ... ,0("'-1)], where the sums Ea in Equation (3.9) are performed modulo 2 for 

binary convolutional encoders and modulo M for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

+ 

Figure 34. Basic structure of a convolutional encoder showing the connections 
from shift register j to output z(j). 

In order to further clarifY this property consider the rate 1/3, v =3, binary convolutional encoder 

shown in Figure 3-5. It can be seen in this figure that if the encoder is in the all zeros state and the 

current input is zero, then the encoder generates the all zeros output and the next state will be the 

all zeros state again as u/ = 0 . 

i--r========;:===:=(+ z}O) = 0 

Figure 3-5. Rate 112, v = 3, binary convolutional encoder producing the all zeros output. 

The second characteristic is that the convolutional encoder is a strongly connected machine. A 

FSSM, n, is defined to be strongly connected if for every pair of states qn, qn' belonging 

to Q, there exist and input sequence driving n from qn to qn', [123]. For convenience assume 

that all the encoder's shift registers have the same number of memory cells, Vi = m. In order to 

prove that the encoder's state transition diagram is strongly connected assume that 

[o/~) ,B/i , ... ,O/?] = [14(i) ,J.4.i) , ... ,,u~i)], i = 0,1, ... ,0 -1, is the encoder's memory content at time I and ,. ., , 

that it defines state qn (n is the decimal representation of the memory content). Similarly, assume 

[(}(i) (}(i) (}(i)] - ['(i) ,(i) ,(i)] d fi t t B tt' (i) - ,(i)' E . (3 8) 
/+Vi.l' /+vi ,2"'" /+Vi,Vi - ,u I ,Jl2 , ... ,,u Vi e mes sa e qn" y se mg u/ - Jl Vi m quatIon . 

we can find 

(3.10) 

By assuming that the previous value is used as an input in Equation (3.8), that is, y?) = y'~) , and 
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setting, u1~ = P'~~I' we can recursively obtain 

V; n v; 

Y '(i) = ",(i) EB" B(i) b. = ",(i) EB" ",(i) b EB" ,,(i) b 
n r Vj-n L..J I+n,k I,k r vj-n L-J r v;-n+k I,k L.J rk-n i,k (3.11 ) 

k=1 k=1 k=n+1 

by setting Y12n = y'~) for n = 1,2, ... , Vi -I. Note at time I + (Vi -1): Y1~v,-I) = Y'~~I' u1~v,_I) = p'li), 

[(}(i) (}(i) (}(i) (}(i) ] -[ ,(i) ,(i) ,(i) (i)] d th t t t '11 b ' I+(v,-I),P 1+(v,-I),2'"'' I+(v,-I),v,-I' I+(v,-I),v, - P 2 ,p J , ... ,p v"Jlj , an e nex sa e Wl e qn. 

Therefore by using the sequence, {y'g) y'li) "'Y'~~I}' as defined above, the encoder's FSSM, n, can 

be driven from state qn to state qn' and the machine is strongly connected. 

The convolutional encoder representation used throughout this chapter has now been defined. 

The source-encoder Markov model will be introduced in the next section. 

3.2.3 Source-Encoder Markov Model 

The next step in the analysis requires finding ajoint source-encoder (SE) stochastic model when 

the input to the convolutional encoder is given by the BMS introduced in Section 3.2.1. In order to 

find such model, the methodology introduced in [123] pp. 514 - 518 for the analysis of strongly 

connected deterministic sequential machines with linearly dependent stochastic inputs will be used. 

Assume the Melay FSSM representation of the convolutional encoder, n = (Q,y,z,~,r), as 

defined in Section 3.2.2 has been obtained. Define the input to the encoder to be a sequence of 

binary random variables, {Yd, generated by the BMS introduced in Section 3.2.1 with state set 

R={ro,fj} and corresponding outputs {lo,~}={O,I}. Then the SE pair consists of a strongly 

connected Melay FSSM, n, with a linearly dependent input process,y(, which is Markov itself. 

Let the number of encoder states be Nq, that is, Q = {qo,ql, ... ,qN -I}' Now define a set of 
q 

Nq x Nq "next state" matrices, Bn = [Bn,ij]' for each element in y = {lo, ~} = {O, I}, n = 0,1 . Then, 

Bn,ij, is defined to be equal to unity if qj =~(ln,qi)' and zero otherwise. For example, the next state 

matrices of the encoder defined in Equation (3.6) are given by 

Bo =[~ ~ r ~l and BI =[! ~ ~ °o~l 
0001 010 

(3.12) 

By using the BMS's transition probabilities matrix, Py , defined in Equation (3.3), and the next 

state matrices, a Markov model for the SE pair can be obtained by defining a new Markov chain 

state process, Ut, with state set defined as 

(3.13) 

and transition probabilities matrix given by 

p =[Py,OOBO Py,OIBo] 
U Py,JOBI Py,II BI 

(3.14) 

That Equation (3.14) defines indeed a transition matrix for the new state process can be seen from 
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the fact that there will be a transition from state (rn,q;) to state (rn"q;,) only if q;, = (J(ln,q;) and 

Py.nn' = Pr{,q = rn' l,q-I = rn};t:. 0 , 

Note from Figure 3-2 and Equation (3.1) that there is a one to one correspondence between the 

BMS's state, rn, and the BMS's output symbol, In. Therefore the state (rn,q;) can be relabelled as 

(In,q;) and the output mapping of the SE pair Markov model can be defined as 

r = [r(O) r(l) r( .. -I) ] = y(r q.) = Y(l q.) = y(s .) 
":JSnN+i ~SnN+i'~SnN+i'···''='SnN+t n' , n'l nNq+l q q q q 

(3.15) 

where n = 0,1 and i = O,I, ... ,Nq -1. Equation (3.l5) implies that the system output, ~, depends 

exclusively on the SE pair MC state, SnN +; = (rn,q;) E S, and the SE pair Markov model can be 
q 

classified as Moore type. For this reason the SE pair Markov model's output process, Z/, is said to 

be a projection of the MC state process 0'/. Note Z/ is not necessarily Markov as one specific output 

symbol/vector Sj can be assigned to more than one state in S. As an example the SE pair Markov 

model for the convolutional encoder defined by Equation (3.6) has state transition matrix and 

output mapping 

So SI S2 S3 S4 Ss S6 S7 

So py.oo 0 0 0 Py.OI 0 0 0 So = (ro,qo) = (0,00); y(so)= [0,0] 

SI 0 0 py.oo 0 0 0 Py.OI 0 SI = (ro,ql) =(0,01); y(SI) =[0,0] 

S2 0 py.oo 0 0 0 Py.OI 0 0 S2 = (ro,qJ =(0,10); y(S2)=[0 I] 

S3 0 0 0 py.oo 0 0 0 Py.OI • SJ = (ro,qJ = (0,11); y(S3) =[0, 1] (3.16) p = , 
a S4 0 0 Py.1O 0 0 0 Py.1I 0 S4 = (Ij,qo) = (l,00); y(s4)=[I, I] 

Ss Py.IO 0 0 0 Py.ll 0 0 0 Ss =(Ij,ql)=(l,OI); y(ss)=[I, I] 

S6 0 0 0 py.lo 0 0 0 Py.ll S6 = (Ij,q2) = (l,10); y(S6) = [I, 0] 

S7 0 Py.1O 0 0 0 Py.1I 0 0 S7 = (Ij,q3) = (l,ll); y(s7)=[I,0] 

A voiding trivial degenerate cases such as P y.oo = 0 and similar, an important characteristic of 

the transition probabilities matrix, P", is that it does not have transient states since the encoder's 

Melay FSSM model, n, is strongly connected. Furthermore, Per has a transition from state 

So = (ro,qo) to itself due to bo.oo = 1 (because of the self loop in the all zeros state, qo, on the 

encoder's Melay FSSM model, n) and 0 < py.oo < 1. The self loop presence means state So has 

period one. Hence, the MC state process, Oi, with transition probabilities matrix, P", can be 

classified as an ergodic regular (acyclic) MC, [119, 120], (irreducible ergodic in [121, 122] 

notation). Therefore the properties described in Equation (3.4) for the BMS apply for Oi and P er as 

well, that is 

- r (n) = P I' pn - P'" 1ra •j - lID PU,ij' 1ta 1ta a' lID a - a 
n-+oo - - n-+", 

(3.17) 

where P; = [p~~t] is the nth step transition probabilities matrix, 1ta = [1l'a.O' 1l'a ...... ' 1l'a.N .. _I] is the 

steady state probabilities vector, Na = 2Nq is the number of elements in S = {so, S ..... , S2N -I} , and 
• 
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P; is the matrix with identical rows equal to 1ta • As an example the steady state probabilities for 

the MC in Equation (3.16) are 

(3.18) 

where ;;',0 and ;;',\ are defined in Equation (3.5). 

Another property of regular ergodic MCs related to nth step transition probabilities (useful in 

further calculations) is defined by ([119, 120]) 

P(~) = 1t . + a(n) 
Ij J Ij 

(3.19) 

where I.9Jn) I ~ brn with b constant and 0 < r < 1 . Note Equation (3.19) implies convergence to the 

steady state probabilities as in Equation (3.17). 

Once the SE pair has been defined next sections introduce the signal model and spectral analysis 

for the convolutionallylMarkov-driven IR-based UWB signals. 

3.3 Signal Model for Convolutionally CodedlMarkov

Driven IR-Based UWB Signals 

As explained in Section 2.3, IR-based UWB systems convey the information by transmitting 

low power ultra short pulses where more than one pulse is usually transmitted per information 

symbol. Hence an encoder output symbol, z/, which consists of one or more binary/M-ary code 

symbols, can be transmitted using one or several consecutive pulses depending on the modulation 

scheme used. For example, the output of the encoder shown in Figure 3-3, consisting of the two 

binary symbols z(I)P), can be coupled to binary PAM or PPM (two pulses or signals per output 

symbol), and quaternary PAM, PPM, BOPPM or PSM (one pulse or signal per output symbol). 

Following the general system model introduced in Section 3.2, once modulation has been 

performed each pulse can be subject to an additional time shift ruled by a PR-TH sequence and/or 

multiplication by a PR-OS. The PR-TH and PR-OS sequences can be used for multiple access or 

spectral shaping purposes. Finally, although ideally each pulse is transmitted with fixed amplitude 

at regular time intervals of length T,., imperfections such as jitter and/or attenuation should be 

considered in the model. A signal model including all these variables can be defined as 

co Nw-I 

x(t) = L L q'Nw+kalNw+kwa"k(t-lT. -kT, -C'Nw+kT" -4Nw+k) (3.20) 
,;-«> k;O 

where eT, is the SE pair Markov model state process with Na states; wa"k(t-l1'. -kI'.) is the kth 

pulse used for the transmission of the encoder output vector z, = r( eT,) (consisting of K output 

symbols) at symbol time I; Nw is the number of pulses used per encoder output vector; Tr is the mean 

repetition time between pulses; 1'. = NwI'. is the encoder output vector time; {alNw+k} is a PR-OS 

sequence usually (but not restricted to) taking values on the sets {-I, I} or {O, I} with period Xa; 
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{CIN.+k } is a PR-TH sequence taking values on the set {O, 1, 2 , ... , Ne -I} with period Xc; Tc is the 

nominal shift caused by the TH sequence; 4N
w

+k is random jitter (assumed to be second order 

stationary at least) and ~lNw+k is random attenuation (assumed to be wide sense stationary). 

Note WuI,kU -/T. -kT,.) depends on the current state of the MC, Ut, at time / and the kind of 

modulation used. As the purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the PSD's average statistics, it is 

assumed the MC has already reached steady state, which is reflected in the fact that the signal 

model assumes -00 as starting time. It is further assumed that, Ut, ~lNw+k' 4N
w
+k' a'Nw+k and ClNw+k 

are mutually independent which is the most common case. It will prove useful to further define 

(3.21) 

where Icm stands for least common multiple. 

For example, consider binary PPM is used with the encoder defined by Equation (3.6) with SE 

pair Markov model defined by Equation (3.16). If the encoder is in state u, = s; with output vector 

z =Z =[z(o) z(I)]=r(u =s.)=r =[r(O) r(1)] then the system output at time / (without 
1 -.!.... I' I I I ~Sj '=' Si ' '=' Sj , 

considering attenuation, jitter, TH or DS) would be given by 

WSj (t) = wet - S;jO)Tp -IT.) + wet - {2)Tp -IT. - 1',.) (3.22) 

where Tp is the PPM modulation index. Besides, if quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) is used instead 

of binary PPM, then the output signal at time / would be given by 

WSj (t) = a; wet - /J;Tp) (3.23) 

where a; = (2(~0) -1) and /3; = (2). It is important to note that a; and /3; are not mutually 

independent as usually assumed but correlated. 

Now the signal model has been defined the spectral analysis of the signal model is introduced in 

the next section. 

3.4 Spectral Analysis of the Signal Model for 

Convolutionally CodedlMarkov-Driven 

IR-Based UWB Signals 

Due to the introduction of variables such as attenuation and jitter and to the fact that Xa, Xc are 

usually more than Nw, PSD expressions for MC-driven signals such as those reported in [52, 83, 87 

99, 114, 115], can not be straightforwardly used for the spectral analysis of the signal model 

introduced in the previous section. The analysis presented in this correspondence is based on the 

derivation of the average autocorrelation and average power spectrum (that is, the PSD) of the non

stationary signal x(t). This is addressed using an approach similar to that introduced in [124] for the 

analysis of non-stationary processes and therefore the cyclostationary hypothesis is not addressed. 
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3.4.1 Average Autocorrelation of the Signal Model for Convolutionally 

CodedlMarkov-Driven IR-Based UWB Signals 

The first step of the PSD derivation of the signal model is to calculate the signal's average 

autocorrelation, Rx(r) , which is defined as 

T 

RJr) = Hm 21T E{ Jx(t)x' (I + r)dl} = Hm 2~' E{RxT(r)} 
T--+", T--+", 

(3.24) 
-T 

where E{·} denotes the expected value, x· (t) stands for the complex conjugate of x(t) and 

T 

E{RxT(r)} = JE{X(/)x'(/+r)}dl (3.25) 
-T 

(3.26) 

By introducing 

'" 
W (I) = Jw (v)e+j21CV1 dv O'/,k O'/,k (3.27) 

-«) 

Equation (3.26) can be written as 

T Nw-l 00 <Xl 00 

E{RxT(r)} = J L L J J {ej211'(V+V~/ej2""'re-j21l'r.(VI+V'/~e-j211'r,.(Vk+V'k~ 
_Tk,k'=O 1,1'=-«)_",.", 

E{J! J!' } • -j21l'T,,(vClNw+k+V'C,'Nw+k') 
':>INw+k':>I'Nw+k' aINw+kal'Nw+k,e (3.28) 

E{e-j211'(V4NW+k+v'Lhw+k')}E{WO'/,k(V)W;/"k'(_V')} }dvdv'dl 

where the mutual independence of Oi, ~IN +k' LiIN +k' aIN +k and cIN +k has been used to separate the 
wo w w w 

expectations. 

Let us now define 

G1(/,I',k,k',v, v') = E{W_ k(V)W;, k'(-V~} 
ul, /' 

(3.29) 

Under the stationary steady state assumption the following stands for the signal selection process 

in addition 

and thus 

Pr{O"I = Si'O"/' = Si'} = Pr{O"I = Si} Pr{O"I' = Si' 10"1 = Si} = 1TiP~~'-/) 
Pr{O"I = Si' 0"1' = Sj'} = Pr{O"I = Si} Pr{O"I = Si IO"/' = Sj'} = 1Ti'Pi(,~-n 

I
N''-1 

L W;,k (v )W;~k' (-v ~1Ti 
G (/ / ' k k' ') i=O 1 , , , , v, v = N-I 

" • (1/'-/1) 
" W;k(V)W;'k,(-V~1TpH' L.J I, " I 11 

;,;'=0 

/'=/ 

1'*/ 
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where for clarity the subscript "0" has been dropped from 7r
U

•i and P~::i" Note that G1 is a function 

of the difference between I' and I, that is 

G1(/,I',k,k',v, v') = G1(/'-I,k,k',v, v') = G1(m,k,k',v,v') (3.33) 

where m=I'-I. Next we define 

G (11' k k' v v') = E{J: J:. }E{e-j21r(V4Nw+k+V'4'Nw+k')} 
2 , , , , , r,INw+kr,/'Nw+k' (3.34) 

Note G2 is also a function of the difference between I' and I since 4lN
w

+k is wide sense stationary 

and Ll1Nw +k is second order stationary. To illustrate this point we see that 

(3.35) 

and 

'" '" 
E{e-j21r(V4Nw+k+v'4'Nw+k')} = J J e-j21r(VLI+V·LI)gLl.LI·(L1,L1'; I (/'-/)Nw +k'-k) J)dL1dL1' (3.36) 

-«J-«J 

for IN w + k :t:.I' Nw + k", with 

'" E{J: J:. } R (0) and E{e-j21r(V4Nw+k+V'4'Nw+k')} = Je-j21r(VL!+V'LI)g,(L1)dL1 ':JlNw+k':JINw+k = , '" (3.37) 

for INw +k=I'Nw +k', where gLi and gLi,Li' are the first and second order probability density 

functions (p.d.f.) ofthe jitter process. Therefore G2 becomes 

G2(/,1',k,k', v, v') = G2(/'-I,k,k',v,v') = G2(m,k,k', v,v1 (3.38) 

where again m = 1'-1 . 

To continue we can define 

(3.39) 

In Equation (3.39) the following properties apply due to the periodicity of the PR-TH and PR-DS 

codes 

G3 (/ +A,m,k,k',v, v') = G3(/,m,k,k', v, v1 

G3(/,m+A,k,k',v,v') = G3(/,m,k,k', v,v') 

G3 (1 + A,m +A,k,k', v, v1 = G3(/,m,k,k', v, v') 

where A was defined in Equation (3.21). 

Using GJ, G2, G3 and I' = I + m Equation (3.28) can be rewritten as 

T «l 00 Nw-l IX) 00 

E{Rr(r)} = J J J {ej21r(V+V)lej2""'r I I e-j21r1'sI(v+V) I e-j21r1'smv'e-j21rT,(vk+v'k) 
-T -<0 -GO k.k'=O 1=-00 m=.....oo 

G1 (m,k,k', v, v1 G2(m,k,k', v, v')G3(/,m,k,k', v, v') }dvdv' dt 

For notational convenience we can write 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

and by setting l=u'A+n and using Equations (3.40) and (3.42), the sums in Equation (3.41) 

become 
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N w -l A-I 00 00 L L e-j2>rT,n(v+v~ L GA(m,k,k',v,v,) G
3
(n,m,k,k',v,v,) L e-j2>rT,u'A(v+v~ (3.43) 

k,k':;:O n=O m=-oo u'=-oo 

By using the Poisson sum fonnula ([161]) 

f e-j2
>rm'T =J... f 8(x+f.) 

u'=-«> T u=-«> 

(3.44) 

in Equation (3.43) and replacing the result in Equation (3.41) we get 

T to 00 Nw-l A-I 00 co 

E{ RT (1')} = T:A f f f {ej2>r(V+V~t ej27rV" L L L L e -j2>rT,n(v+v~ e - j21CT,mv' e -j21CT, (vk+v'k) 
-T-oo-oo k,k':;:O n:;:O m=--«Ju=-oo (3.45) 

GI (m,k,k', v, v') G2(m,k,k', v, v,)G3 (n,m,k,k', v, v')8(v+v'- T:A) }dvdv' dt 

where 00 is the Dirae delta function. 

Evaluating the integrals in Equation (3.45) first in vand second in t and substituting the result in 

Equation (3.24) yields 

Nw-I A-I a:> a:>. (2 U T) a:> . U • U 

R(1') = lim ...L_I_" "" "Sin 1rT;i\ f {ej2>rV" e -)21rT,nT,A e-j2>rT,mv'e -)21rT, T,A
k e-j2>rT,v'(k'-k) 

T -+a:> 2T T,A L.J L.J L.J L.J 1r-"-
k,k'=O n=O m=-«J U=-«> TsA_oo (3.46) 

GI(m,k,k', /A -v',v')G2(m,k,k', /A -v',v')G3(n,m,k,k', J'A -v',v')}dv' , , , 

However 

and therefore Equation (3.46) becomes 

Nw-I A-I '" '" 

R(r) = T:A L L L f {ej21rV"e-j21rT,mv'e-j21rT,V'(k'-k)GI(m,k,k',_v',v') 
k ,k '=0 n=O m=-oo_oo (3.47) 

G2 (m,k,k ',-v', v')G3 (n,m,k,k',-v', v') }dv' 

which is the desired result. Equation (3.47) provides the average autocorrelation function which 

next will be used to obtain the signal's PSD. 

3.4.2 Power Spectral Density of ConvolutionaIIy CodedlMarkov-Driven 

IR-Based UWB Signals 

The power spectral density, S(f), can now be obtained from the Fourier transfonn (FT) of 

Equation (3.47) on 1', that is 

Nw-I A-I '" '" 

S(f) =.3, {R(r)} = T:A L L L f{.3, {ej27rV"}e-j21rT,mV'e-j21rT,V'(k'-k)GI (m,k,k ',-v', v') 
k ,k '=0 n:;:O m=-oo_oo (3.48) 

G2(m,k,k',-v', v')G3(n,m,k,k',-v', v') }dv' 

where 3{·} is the Fourier transfonn operator. Evaluating Equation (3.48) yields 

Nw-I A-I '" '" 

S(f) = T:A L L L f{8(f _v')e-j21rT,mv'e-j21rT,vW-k)GI(m,k,k',_v',v') 
k ,k '=0 n:;:O m=-oo.oo (3.49) 

G2(m,k,k',-v', v')G3 (n,m,k,k',-v', v') }dv' 

and perfonning the integration on v' 
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Nw-I A-I 00 

S(f)= r:A L L L e-J21CfFsme-J21C!(k'-k)T,.GI(m,k,k',-f,J)G2(m,k,k',-f,J)G3(n,m,k,k',-f,J) (3.50) 
k ,k '=0 n=O m=--oo 

where from Equation (3.32) 

I
II W;,k (-f)W;~k' (-f)1t; 

GI(m,k,k',-f,J)= ;:~I 
;f,;o W;,k (-f)W;~k'( - f)1t;p2:n" 

or using Equation (3.19) in Equation (3.51) 

N,,-I 

m=O 

GI(m,k,k',-f,J) = LW;,k(-f)W;~k,(-f)1t;(1t;, +.9;~I;") 
;,;'=0 

for m:l; O. Similarly from Equations (3.34) and (3.37) 

G2(O,k,k,-f,J) = E{~Nw+kq/~w+dE{e -J21C!(.4Nw+k-4ww+k)} = R,(O) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

for mN w + k '- k = 0, (note I becomes a "dummy" index upon which the result does not depends). 

From Equations (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36) 

( k k ' f f)-E{):):· }E{ -J21r!(4,I+m lNw+k'-4.vw+k)} G2 m, , , -, - ':IINw+k':l(l+m)Nw+k' e 

'" 00 

= R,(mNw +k'-k) J J e-J21r!(LI'-Ll)gLl,LI,(L1,L1';1 mNw +k'-k I)dL1dL1' 
(3.54) 

for mNw + k'- k:l; 0 . Finally from Equation (3.39) 

(3.55) 

Although Equation (3.50) could be used in its current form for generic PSD evaluations, it does 

not differentiate between the PSD's continuous and discrete parts nor provides any insight on the 

influence of the different variables in the PSD shape. Therefore, in order to obtain the continuous 

and discrete parts of the PSD let us now separate Equation (3.50) in four terms: 

(3.56) 

SAl (f) = r:A :~: ~ m~e-J21r!(k'-k)T,. (%W;,k(-f)W;',k' * (-f)1t;1ti'}-J21rfFsm 

m"O 
(3.57) 

G2 (m, k, k " -f, f)G3 (n, m, k, k " -f, f) 

SA 2 (f) = r:A k~: ~ m~e-J21r!(k'-k)T,. (%~W;'k(-f)W;~k'(-f)1t/);\I,:,1l }-J21rPsm 
• m'#:O • (3.58) 

G2(m,k,k',- f,f)G3(n,m,k,k',- f,f) 

Nw-I A-I 

SCI(f) = r:A L L e-J21r!(k-k)T,.GI(O,k,k,_ f,J)G2(O,k,k,-f,J)G3(n,O,k,k,- f,J) (3.59) 
k=O n=O 

Nw-I A-I 

SC2(f) = 7:A L L e-J21r!(k'-k)T,.GI(O,k,k',_ f,J)G2(O,k,k',-f,J)G3(n,O,k,k',-f,J) (3.60) 
k k'=O n=O 
Ie"k' 

where Equation (3.52) was used to obtain Equations (3.57) and (3.58). By replacing Equations 

(3.51),(3.53) and (3.55) in Equation (3.59) we obtain 
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(3.61) 

Now note that when Nw = I, SC2(/) becomes zero and when Nw > I Equation (3.60) can be 

rewritten as 

Nw-2 Nw-I A-I 

SC2(f) = T:A L L L 2Re{e-j21tf(k·-k)T,GI(O,k,k',-I,f)G2(O,k,k',-I,f) 
k=O k'=k+1 n=O (3.62) 

G3(n,O,k,k',-l,f)} 

After some algebraic work using the periodicity of G3(n,m,k,k',-I,/) as described III 

Equation (3.40), SA2(/) can be expressed as 

Nw-I A-I '" N~-I 

SA 2 (f) = SC3(f) = T:A Re{ L L L Le-j21tf(k'-k)T,W;,k(_ 1)W;~k'(-1)71';8;\I:nI) e-j21tf!'sm 
k,k'=O n=O m=1 i,;'=O (3.63) 

G (m k k' -I I)a a' e-j21tPc(C(n+m)Nw+k'-CnNw+k)} 
2 '" , nNw+k (n+m)Nw+k' 

Next by subtracting and adding 

'" '" E{~Nw+dE{q(~+m)Nw+k,}E{ej21tf4Vw+k }E{e-j21tf4J+m)Nw+k·} = p,P,_ Jej21tf4giLl)dLl Je-j21tf4g~(Ll)dLl 
-00 -00 (3.64) 

= lp, 12 G~(f)G~(f) = lp, 121 G~(f) 12 

to G2 (m,k,k',-1,/) in Equation (3.57), SA.I (I) it can be separated as 

SAl (f) = SA 1.1 (f)+SAL2(f) 

(3.65) 

Nw-I A-I OX) N~-I 

S (I) - I " " " -j21rf(k'-k)T, "W ( I)W' ( I) 
A.L2 - l"sA L.J L.J L.J e L.J i,k - i',k' - 7ri7ri' 

l,k'=O n=O m=-oo ;,;'=0 
m"O (3.66) 

e-j21tf!'smlp, 121 G~(f) 12 G3(n,m,k,k',-I,f) 

In a similar way to SA2(f), using the periodicity of G3(n,m,k,k',-I,/), SA.L1(/) can be 

expressed as 

Nw-I A-I OX) N~-I 

S (I) - S (I) - 2 R {" "" " -j21tf (k'-k)T,W ( I)W' ( I) -j21tf!'sm A.1.1 - C.4 - l"sA e L.J L.J L.J L.J e i,k - i',k' - 7ri7ri'e 
k,k'=O n=O m=1 i,i'=O (3.67) 

Next by adding and subtracting the term at m = 0 in Equation (3.66), SA12(/) can be 

expressed as 

2 2 Nw-I N~-I A-I '" 

SA.L21(f) = 1P!;11~~(f)1 Le-j21tf(k'-k)T, LW;,k(-f)W;~k,(-/)7ri7ri'L Le-j21tf!'smG3(n,m,k,k',-j,f) (3.68) 
*,k'=O ;,;'=0 n=O m=-oo 

2 2~~ ~~ ~ 

SAL22(f)= 1P(11~~(f)1 Le-j21tf(k'-k)T, LW;,k(-/)W;~k,(-/)7ri7ri'L G3(nl'0,k,k',-j,f) (3.69) 
U~ 0~ ~~ 
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By substituting Equation (3.55) in SAL22(f) and reordering we get 

S (I) = S (I) = 1~12IG6(f)12 ~ I~I ~lej2trfkT,. a ej2trfTccnNw+k W, (_/);r.1
2 

A.L2.2 C.S T,A L.. L.. L.. nNw+k "k' 
n;O k;O ;;0 

(3.70) 

Working with the sums on n and m in Equation (3.68) we can find that 

<Xl 
(3.71) 

X Le-j2trfl'ATs 
1';-«> 

using Equation (3.44) in Equation (3.71), substituting the result in Equation (3.68) and simplifying 

SA 121 (f) becomes 

<Xl x" 0(1 __ r ) L.. T,A (3.72) 
r=-«) 

which is the PSD's discrete part. 

Therefore, grouping all together, the PSD of the convolutionally codedIMarkov-driven 

IR-based UWB signal model introduced in Section 3.3 is given by 

S(I) =Sc(l)+SD(/) (3.73) 

Sc (I) = SCI (I) + Sc.) (I) + SCA (I) + Sc.s (I) Nw = 1 

Sc (I) = Sc I (I) + SC2 (I) + SC3 (I) + SC4 (I) + SC.5 (I) Nw > 1 
(3.74) 

(3.75) 

2 Nw-2 Nw-I A-I 

SC.2(1)=- L L L Re{e-j2trf(k'-k)T,.GI(O,k,k',-I,f)G2(O,k,k',-I,f)G3(n,O,k,k',-I,f)} (3.76) 
T"A k;O k';k+1 n;O 

SC3 (I) = ~ Re {~I I i: 'Ile - j2trfl',m e - j2trf(k'-k)T,. W;,k (-1)W;~k' (-/);r/);\'':'') 
T"A k,k';O n;O m;1 ;,;';0 (3.77) 

G2(m, k,k',-1,/)G3(n,m,k,k',-I,I)} 

(3.78) 

(3.79) 

(3.80) 

where J..l~ is the mean of ~/Nw+k and G,d(f) is the Fourier transfonn of the first order probability 

density function of AlNw +k • 
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Equations (3.73) to (3.80) are the closed form expressions for the PSD of convolutionally 

coded/Markov-driven IR-based UWB signals. Another fonn for Equation (3.74) (which may be 

useful for numerical evaluation of the PSD by a computer) is obtained by defining 

N,,-l 

G4 (k,k',f) = LW;,k( - f)W;~k'(-f)7ri7ri , (3.81) 
;,;'=0 

and merging Se3 (/) and SCA (/) into a single tenn 

to obtain 

(3.83) 

Then 

Sc (f) = SC.l (f) + SC.2 (f) + SC.6 (f) + Scs (f) (3.84) 

It is useful to note that while the continuous part of the PSD is a function of the steady state and 

nth step transition probabilities, the discrete part is only afunction of the steady state probabilities. 

This means that, regardless of the nth step transition probabilities' convergence rate to the steady 

state probabilities, the discrete part of the spectrum can be shaped by the encoder's steady state 

probabilities. Furthennore note that the spectral lines in the PSD are spaced at multiples of l/(TsA), 

showing dependence on the periodicity of .la, Xc and the number of pulses, Nw, per encoder output 

vector used. 

3.4.3 Simplifications for Special Cases of Modulation Formats, 

Attenuation/Jitter Statistics and Time HoppinglDirect Sequence 

1. When only one basic pulse shape is used with PAM, PPM or BOPPM then 

(3.85) 

where Tp is the PPM modulation index. Note afT"k and 13fT"k are the kth PAM and PPM variables 

used for the transmission of the rh encoder output vector, ZI = r( eTl ), whose value depends on the 

SE pair MC state at time I. Therefore in the frequency domain 

W (f) = a W(f)e -j2tr!P",,J,Tp 
u"k fT"k (3.86) 

and as a consequence 

W (-f)W· (-f) - W(-f) j2tr!/J,,kTp • W*(-f) -j2tr!/J,',k,Tp 
i,k i',k' - ai,k e ai',k' e 

(3.87) 
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for state Si' Therefore 

G1(m,k,k',-f,J) 9 W(f) f GAP(m,k,k',-f,J) (3.88) 

where 

m=O 

GAP {m, k,k ',-j,J) = (3.89) 

2. If the attenuation and jitter are i.i.d. processes then 

G( kk' ff) {E{I~f}, mNw+k'-k=O 
2 m, , ,-, = I)I~ 121 G,if) 12, mNw +k'-k *" 0 (3.90) 

and SC.4 (/) becomes zero. 

3. IfPR-TH sequence is assumed to be random then our result can be used by "merging" thejitter 

process ANw+k' and clNw+kT'" into a single random dither variable A 'lNw+k' that is 

(3.91) 

and 

Xc =1 

Xacw = \cm(Xa,Nw ) 

(3.92) 

then 

(3.93) 

since AlNw+k' and clN.+kT'" are independent. 

Due to the PR-TH sequence is random, clN.+kI;, is a sequence of uniform i.i.d. random variables 

with distribution 

Nc-1 

gcfc (~) = L ~c o(~-iTJ (3.94) 
i=O 

and 

(3.95) 

for mN w + k '- k *" 0 . A similar approach can be followed for a perfect direct sequence (DS) by 
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3.5 Application Examples for the Spectral Analysis of 

Convolutionally CodedlMarkov-Driven IR-Based 

UWB Signals 

To illustrate the application of Equations (3.73) to (3.80), several PSD plots are introduced in 

this section for two different encoders coupled with quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) and 

quaternary PPM (Q-PPM). First, PSD plots obtained when using the recursive systematic 

convolutional encoder defined in Equation (3.6) are introduced. Next, results obtained when using 

the binary data stream generated by the BMS introduced in Section 3.2.1 without coding are 

presented. Finally, the effects of interchanging the encoder's generators order for a maximum free 

distance (MFD), rate 114, feedforward non-systematic binary convolutional encoder are shown. 

Note more application examples will be shown throughout the rest of the thesis as the results 

presented in this chapter will be frequently used in the following chapters. 

In order to be able to compare the analytical and simulated results, a double simulation-PSD 

estimation procedure has been performed for PSDs with continuous and discrete components (that 

is Se (/) *- 0 and S D (/) *- 0) as described in Appendix A. Thus, in several of the PSD plots 

presented in this and the following chapters, two separate simulations using periodogram-discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT) based PSD estimation have been performed. In these plots the simulation 

results labelled as "Sim. 1 Xw(O) 12= 1" were obtained using a data window, xw(t), with the 

frequency domain characteristic 1 X w(0)1 2 = 1, where Xw(f) = .3{xw(t)}. The results from these 

simulations have been used to validate the analytical results for the PSD's discrete part (spectral 

lines). On the other side, the continuous part of the PSD has been validated through the use of 

simulations with unit energy data windows. The results from these simulations have been labelled 

as "Sim. U. E.". The reader is referred to Appendix A for more details on these procedures. 

3.5.1 Rate 112 Recursive Systematic Convolutional Encoder Defined by 

Equation (3.6) 

Consider the encoder defined by Equation (3.6) with SE Markov model defined in Equation 

(3.16) and steady state probabilities given in Equation (3.18). Using this information the PSD of the 

convolutionally coded IR-based UWB signal for Q-BOPPM and quaternary PPM will be evaluated 

for several particular cases. 

3.5.1.1 Q-BOPPM with TH, DS and Jitter 

For this case only one quaternary biorthogonal signal is needed to transmit one encoder output 

vector as each vector consists of two bits per state, thus Nw = 1 and T. = 1',.. Therefore, if the 

encoder is in state 0", = Si at time I with corresponding encoder output vector 
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Z =Z =[z(O) z(I)]=r(u =s.)=" =[",(0) ",(I)] then 
I ~ I' I I I ~Sj '=' Si ,'=' Si ' 

WO) (t) = WS; (t) = ajw(t- /J;Tp) (3.96) 

with a j =(2(;°) -1) and /3; =(2), and where aj E {-I,I} and A E {O,I}. , , 

Set the TH and OS sequences to be {O, 2, 4, 1, 3} (prime code over GF(5)) and {-1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 

-1, 1, 1, -1, 1 } respectively, thus Xc = 5, Xa = 10, Xacw = 10 and A = 10. Finally assume there is no 

pulse attenuation and that the jitter is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables uniformly distributed in 

the interval (0, Tu), then 

{ 
1, mNw +k'-k = 0 

G2(m,k,k',-f,f) = sinc2 (T,J), mN
w 

+k'-k *" 0 (3.97) 

Using the results of Section 3.4.3 and substituting Equation (3.97) into the PSO formulas yields 

and 

. 2 2 9 00 . + 2510< (T"f)IW(f)1 Re{" "e-j21rjT,m a a* e-J21rfTc(C(n+m)Nw-CnNw) 
JOTs L.. L.. 1INw (n+m)Nw 

n=O m=l 

(3.98) 

(3.99) 

The PSD plots obtained by using Equations (3.98) and (3.99) are shown in Figure 3-6 for 

Py,IO =3/5 and different values of Py,OI with Tu = 0 ns. For Py,OI =3/5 (Figures 3-6a and 3-6b) the 

SE pair MC steady state probabilities are 

(3.100) 

and therefore the discrete part, SD(f) , and the negative term in SeCf) becomes zero. This means 

that asymptotically (that is in steady state) the encoder's output resembles a sequence of uniform 

distributed i.i.d. symbols. Nevertheless the shape of Sc(f) is not an exact replica of the pulse's 

energy density spectrum (ESO) due to the jitter and the MC convergence rate to steady state as 

evidenced by the third term in Equation (3.99) and the small ripples in the PSD plot of Figure 3-6a 

(magnification in Figure 3-6b). 

Power spectral density (PSO) plots obtained when setting Py,OI =2/5 and Py,OI =1/5 are shown 

in Figures 3-6c to 3-6f. For these cases spectral lines appear at 1/(AT,) = 10 MHz intervals. The 

appearance of spectral lines when setting Py,OI =2/5 (Figures 3-6c and 3-6d) and Py,OI =115 

(Figures 3-6d and 3-6f) is due to the change in the stationary probabilities from Equation (3.100) to 

(3.101) 

respectively, which are no longer uniform like distributed. 
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Figure 3-6. Analytical and simulated PSOs obtained when using the recursive systematic binary convolutional 
encoder defined by Equations (3.6) and (3.16) in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The signal parameters 

are Ts = 10 ns, T, = IOns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and no jitter. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with 
duration T" , "" 0.4 ns. The sequences {-I , I, -1 , I, -I , -1 , I, 1, -I , 1 } and {O, 2, 4, I, 3} were used 

for OS and TH respectively. 

In order further clarify the appearance of spectral lines, note that the abso lute value 111 

Equation (3.98) for P y ,OI = 2 / 5 (Figures 3-6c and 3-6d) becomes 

(3.102) 
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which is no longer equal to zero for all va lues of /=r /(lOT,) , r=0, ±1,±2, .... It is worth 

mentioning that the appearance of spectral lines was expected due to the encoder is systematic (that 

is the input data stream appears unchanged in one of the outputs) and the BMS ' stationary 

probabilities are 1ty = [3 / 5, 2 / 5] for P y ,OI = 2 / 5 and 1ty =[3 / 4,114] for P y,O I =1 / 5 , meaning that 

the BMS generates more "zeros" than "ones". 

The effects oftimingjitter uniform distributed in the interval (0, Tu) are shown in Figure 3-7 for 

T" = 0.04 ns and T" =0.08 ns with P y,O I =] / 5 and P y, l O =3 / 5 . By comparing Figure 3-6e 

(maximum spectral line height equal to - 36.62 dB m) with Figure 3-7a (maximum spectral line 

height equal to - 37.73 dBm) and Figure 3-7c (maximum spectral line height equal to -40.59 

dBm) it can be seen that the jitter helps to reduce the spectral lines height. Nevertheless the use of 

timing jitter is not advisable for spectral shaping purposes. This is due to the presence of timing 

jitter has adverse effects in the system' s bit error rate (BER) performance as explained in [125]. 
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Figure 3-7 . Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the recursive systematic binary convolutional 
encoder defined in Equations (3.6) and (3.16) with a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The BMS has 
one step transition probabilities Py,O I = 1/5 and Py, JO = 3/5. The signal parameters are Ts = ) 0 ns, Tr = IOns, 

Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and jitter uniform distributed in the interval (0, TII )' The 4th derivative Gaussian 
pulse is used with duration T" "'" 0.4 ns. The sequences {-I , I , -I , I , -I , -I , I, I , - I , 1 } and 

{O, 2, 4, I , 3} were used for DS and TH respectively. 
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Finally note how there is good agreement between the analytical and simulated results for both 

the PSO's continuous part (Sim. U.E.) and the PSO's discrete part (Sim . IXwCO)12 
= I) in all the 

previous figures . 

3.5.1.2 Q-PPM with Random TH 

In this case one PPM symbol is needed per encoder output vector, thus Nw = I and 1', = Tr . 

Therefore, if the encoder is in state u, = Si at time I with corresponding encoder output vector 

W
U I 

(t) = w" (t) = wet - /J;Tp) 

with fJi = Ss~O) + 2(;,1) , and therefore Pi E {O, 1, 2, 3} . 

(3 .103) 

It is assumed the TH sequence is perfectly random with C'Nw +k uniform distributed over the set 

{O, 1, 2, 3, 4}. For this example OS multiplication, timing jitter and pulse attenuation are not 

considered. Therefore using the results of Section 3.4.3 we get 

4 

C2 (m,k,k', - f,f ) =1 Ccl~ (f) 12 = t + is L (5 -1)cos(27r fir::) (3.104) 
1= 1 

and Xa = I , Xc = I and A = I . Then replacing in the PSO formulas yields 

S (f) = ...l.. 1 W( f ) 12 21GcTc Ull21WUll2 R {~ ~ - j2"f/;m -j 21rf (P,.-P, lTfJ { (11II1l _ }} 
C 'I; + 7; e ~ ~ e e tri Pii' 7rj' 

111= 1 i ,i '=O 
(3.105) 

and 

(3.106) 

Power spectral density (PSO) plots obtained by using Equations (3.105) and (3.106) for P 10 = 3/ 5 y , 

and different values of P y,OI are shown in Figure 3-8. 

From Equation (3.106) it can be seen that spectral lines could be expected at IIT., = 100 MHz 

intervals in Figure 3-8. However, for P y,o l = 3 / 5 (Figure 3-8a) spectral lines appear at 2 GHz 

intervals. This is due to the time hopping sequence, { clNw +k }, is assumed to be perfectly random 

over the set {O, 1, 2, 3, 4}; 1tu is like in Equation (3.100) and Tp and ~ were set to eliminate as 

many spectral lines as possible. Note how as soon as P 01 is changed (Figure 3-8b) the number of y, 

spectral lines in the PSO trebles as a consequence of the change on the MC steady state 

probabilities from Equation (3 .100) to Equation (3.101). 

Again note the good agreement between the analytical and simulated results for both the PSO's 

continuous part (Sim. U,E.) and the PSO's discrete part (Sim. 1 X w(O) 12= I) in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the recursive systematic binary convolutional 
encoder defined by Equations (3.6) and (3.16) in a quaternary PPM IR-based UWB system. The signal 

parameters are T" = 10 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 0.5 ns, C'Nw+k uniform distributed over the set {O, 1, 2, 3, 4} 
and no jitter. The 4 th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw'" 0.4 ns. 

3.5.2 Non-Coded Q-BOPPM with Pulse Repetition 

Now consider the BMS introduced in Section 3.2.1 is coupled directly to a Q-BOPPM IR-based 

UWB system. In this case two information bits can be transmitted per quaternary signal. 

Nevertheless, in order to provide a meaningful comparison with the previous example, where two 

quaternary signals are required to transmit two information bits because of the code rate, it will be 

assumed that each quaternary signal is repeated in two consecutive frames . Thus, this is a pulse 

repetition scheme where every couple of information bits, y, = [yiD) ,y,(I)] , is transmitted twice, that is 

Z = Z = [ zeD) z(1) Z(2) Z(3) ] = [ yea) y (l ) y ea) y(I) ] , , """, , , , , , , , (3.107) 

Therefore a Markov model for this pulse repetition scheme can be defined as 

So SI S2 S3 

T 'OOP"OO 
Py,OO Py,OI Py,OI Py,1O p,.,P, ,, j So = (00); r (so )=[O, O, O,O] 

p = SI Py,IO Py,OO Py,IO Py,OI Py,I IPy, IO Py,IIPy,11 . SI = (01); r (sl) = [O, 1,0, 1] 

a S2 Py,OO Py,oo Py,OO Py,OI Py,O IPy, IO Py,OIPy, 11 ' S2 = (10); r (s2)=[I, 0, 1,0] 

S3 Py,IO Py,OO Py,IO Py,OI Py,I IPy,IO Py,II Py,11 S3 = (11); r ( S3 ) = [1, 1, I, 1] 

(3.108) 

with steady state probabilities given by 

(3.109) 

As previously mentioned two quaternary signals will be used per encoder output vector, thus 

Nw = 2 and 1'. = 2T, . . Therefore, if the encoder is in state u, = Si at time I with corresponding 

output vector z = r (u = s) = r = [ ,1'(0 ) ,1'(1) ,1' ( 2) ,1' (3) ] then 
I I I "':I s; '=' Si ' ~ S; ' ~ Si , :, Si ' 

k =0,1 (3.110) 

witha =a = (2( 0) - 1) = (2( 2) - 1) E {-1 , 1} and{3 ={3 =( 1) = ( 3) E{0, 1}. 
1,0 1,1 s, s, 1,0 1, 1 s, s, 
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Set the TH and OS sequences to be as in Section 3.5.1.1 , that is {a, 2, 4, 1, 3} (prime code over 

GF(5» and {-I , 1, -1 , 1, -1 , -1 , 1, 1, -1 , 1 } respectively, thus Xa = 10, Xc = 5, Xacw = 10 and A = 5 . 

Finally assume there are no pulse attenuation and no j itter. 

Under the previous assumptions the discrete part of the PSD can be found to be 

(3.111 ) 

while the PSD's continuous part is given by 

4 

S(' (f) = * 1 W(f) 12 + 2 1~~}12 L Re{e-j21rf/; GAP (O,O,1,- f,f)G3 (n,O,O, 1, - f,f)} 
11=0 

I 4 <Xl 3 
+ 21W(J}I

2 R {" "" " -j2;cjr,m -j21rj (k· -k }7; a . a' e- j27fj
({Jn·-{J;.k}1P 

51~ e L. L. L. L.e e I .k 0' 
k ,k '=O 1/=0 m= 1 ; ';'=0 (3.112) 

where GAP (m,k ,k', - f,J) was defined in Equation (3 .89) as 

m=O 

(3.113) 

Power spectral density (PSD) plots obtained by using Equations (3.111) and (3.112) with 

P y, IO =3 / 5 and different values of P y ,OI are shown in Figure 3-9. 

Note how for this system spectral lines spaced at I /(AT,) = 10 MHz intervals appear in the PSD 

even for the case with P 0 1 =3 / 5 and P 10 =3/5 as shown in Figures 3-9a and 3-9b. This is due y , y, 

to for this case the SE pair MC steady state probabilities are 

(3.114) 

which is not uniform like distributed . 

By comparing the plots in Figure 3-9 with the plots in Figure 3-6 the effects of the encoding 

operation over the PSD shape can be seen. These effects are particularly acute for the P y, IO = 3 / 5 , 

P 01 = 3/ 5 case, as evidenced by the absence of spectral lines in Figure 3-6a and the presence of y , 

spectral lines in Figure 3-9a. Therefore, it can be said that, for the particular case of the encoder 

defined by Equations (3.6) and (3.16), the introduction of the encoding operation had positive 

"spectral shaping" effects compared to the non-coded pulse repetition scheme. 

Finally note the good agreement between the analytical and simulated results for both the PSO's 

continuous part (Sim. U.E.) and the PSO's discrete part (Sim. 1 X .. (0) 12= I) in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9. Analytical and simulated PSOs for a BMS coupled to a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system with 
pulse repetition and no convolutional coding. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns 
and no jitter. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw'" 0.4 ns . The sequences {- I, I, -I , I , -I , 

- I, I, I, -I , I} and {O, 2, 4, 1, 3} were used for OS and TH respectively. 
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3.5.3 Rate 114 Maximum Free Distance Feedforward Convolutional 

Encoder (5, 5, 7, 7)8 - Effects of the Generators Order 

Consider now the rate 1/4, total encoder memory v = 2 , convolutional encoder defined by the 

following polynomial transfer function matrix 

G(D)=[I+D2 I+D2 I+D+D2 I+D+D2]=>(5, 5, 7,7)g (3 .115) 

This encoder has maximum free distance and optimum distance spectrum, [83 , 11 I]. 

The SE pair Markov model for this encoder is defined by 

So SI S2 S3 S4 S 5 S6 S7 

So P y,oo ° ° ° P y ,OI ° ° ° So = (0,00); r(SO) = [0,0,0,0] 

S I P y,oo ° ° ° P y,O I ° ° ° SI = (0, ° I); r(s l) = [I , I, I, I] 

S 2 ° p y.oo ° ° ° P y ,OI ° ° S 2 =(0,10); r(s2 )=[0 0, I, I] 

S 3 ° P y,oo ° ° ° P y,OI ° ° . S3 =(0,11); r(S3 ) = [1 , 1, 0,0] (3.116) 
Pu 

° ° ° ° ° ° 
, 

S4 = (1 , 00); r(s 4 )= [I , 1, I, I] S4 P y ,IO P y ,11 

S 5 ° ° P y ,IO ° ° ° P y, 11 ° S5 = (1 ,01); r(s 5 )= [0 , 0 , 0 , 0] 

S6 ° ° ° P y, IO ° ° ° p y .11 S6 = (1 ,10); r(s6 ) = [I , 1, 0, 0] 

S7 ° ° ° P y ,IO ° ° ° P y ,11 S7 = (1 , 11); r(S7 )= [0,0, I, I] 

with steady state probabilities given by 

7tu = [1[y,O P OO P OO' 1[y, 1 P lO P OO , 1[y,O P OI P lO' 1[y. 1 PI I P lO' 1[y ,OP OO P OI ' 1[y ,l PIOPOI ' 1[y,O P OI PI I , 1[y, 1 PI I PI I ] (3.117) 

In order to see the effects of the generators order in the PSO shape, a Q-BOPPM IR-based 

UWB system will be considered with perfectly random TH uniformly distributed over the set {a, I , 

2, 3, 4 , 5}. Timing jitter, attenuation and DS multiplication will not be considered for this example. 

For this case two quaternary biorthogonal signals are needed to transmit one encoder output 

vector due to each vector consists of four bits per state, thus Nw = 2 and T.. = 2T
r

, Therefore, 

if the encoder is in state 0', = Si at time I with corresponding encoder output vector 

_ ( _ ) _ r _ [ ;-(0) ;-(1) ),,(2) ;-(3) ] h 
Z, - r 0', - S i - ,",s, - ':> s, ' ':> S; ' ':> S; ' ':> s; , t en 

k =0, 1 (3 .118) 

Under these assumptions the discrete part of the PSD can be found to be 

, 2 211 7 12 '" S ( f ) = IGcTc(f) IIW(f)1 "" j21rlk7; j 21ff P" k''p " J( f - L ) 
/) '1'2 L.. L.. e a i .ke 1[; L.. 7 ~ 

.~ k=O i=O r =-oo ' 

(3 .11 9) 

while the PSO's continuous part is given by 

2 2 11 7 12 S (f) = .1.. 1 W(f) 12 IGc7c (f)IIW(f)1 "" j21ffk7; j 21rf P"k 7'p 
C 7~ 7.~ L.. L.. e a i ,k e 1[i 

1<=0 ;=0 

(3.120) 
;=0 
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where 1 Gc7~ (f) 12 is defined as 

4 

1 Gc7~ (f) 12 = + + ;5 I (5 - I ) cos(2n fl T;, ) (3 .12 1) 
1=1 

Power spectral density (PSD) plots for different values of P y ,OI and P y ,IO are shown in 

Figure 3-10. It is important to highlight the appearance of spectral lines in F igure 3-10a even 

when P y ,OI = 112 and P y ,IO = 112 with corresponding SE pair MC steady state probabilities 

To further see this note that for 1tu = [t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t] the PSD' s 

discrete part becomes 

which is not equal to zero for a ll values of f = r IT., r = O,±1,±2, .... 
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Figure 3-10. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the maximum free distance feedforward 
binary convolutional encoder (5, 5, 7, 7)& in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The Signal parameters are 

Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp= 1 ns and CINw+k uniform distributed over the set {O, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The 4th 
derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw "" 0.4 ns. 

Remember from Section 2.7.3 that the distance and bit error correction (BER) properties of a 

convolutional encoder do not change when interchanging co lumns in its transfer function matrix. 

Nevertheless consider what happens with the signal' s PSD when interchanging the second and last 

columns in Equation (3. 11 5) to 

(3 .1 23) 

The corresponding SE pair Markov model has the same transition probabilities matrix, PO" given in 

Equation (3 .116) but the output mapping, rO, changes to 

Y(SO)= [O,O,O,O] y(sl ) = [ 1, 1, 1, 1] y(s2 )= [0,1,1,0] y(s3 )= [1 ,0,0,1] 

Y(S4)= [ 1, 1, 1, 1] Y(S5)= [0,0,0,0] y(s6)= [1 ,0,0,1] Y(S7)= [0, 1, 1,0] 
(3 .1 24) 

This simple change has a significant impact in the signal' s PSD as shown in Figure 3-11. Note 

how for P y,OI = 112 and P y ,IO = 112 the PSD ' s discrete part becomes zero as shown in 
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Figure 3-11a. Furthermore, by comparing Figure 3-1 Ob with Figure 3-11 b it can be seen that the 

height of the spectral lines has been reduced in Figure 3-11 b. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

even though interchanging the generators has no effects on the error correction capabilities of the 

encoder, such change can have advantageous effects on the signal 's PSD. 
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Figure 3-11 . Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the maximum free distance feedforward 
binary convolutional encoder (5, 7, 7, 5)8 in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The signal parameters are 

Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = 1 ns and CIN ... +k uniform distributed over the set {O, I , 2, 3, 4}. The 4th 
derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration T .. "" 0.4 ns. 

Again note how there is good agreement between the analytical and simulated results for both 

the PSD' s continuous part (Sim. UE.) and the PSD ' s discrete part (Sim. 1 X ... (0) 12= 1) in 

Figures 3-10 and 3-11. 

3.6 Conclusions for Chapter 3 

In this chapter the spectral analysis of convolutionally coded/Markov-driven IR-based UWB 

signals with binary Markov sources has been presented , Particularly, a first order binary Markov 

source (BMS) was assumed as it enables the modelling of unbalanced (that is non-uniform 

distributed) independent identically distributed (LLd,) memoryless binary data streams as well as 

binary data streams with memory often found in practical applications. The analysis was performed 

by introducing a source-encoder pair Markov model (of the Moore type) which describes the 

statistics of the convolutional encoder when driven by the BMS. In order to obtain the SE pair 

Markov model , it was shown that the encoder' s state diagram representation is essentially a Melay 

FSSM which is strongly connected and has a self loop in state zero. 

Based on the SE pair Markov model a general convolutionally coded/Markov-driven IR-based 

UWB signal model was then introduced. This signal model covers a wide variety of lR-based 

modulation schemes such as PPM, PAM, BPSK, BOPPM (BPSKlPPM), PAM/PPM and PSM, 

combined with periodic or random TH and/or DS multiplication . Furthermore, the model accounts 

for factors such as attenuation and timing jitter. Then the spectral analysis of the signal model was 
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performed by using the properties of the SE pair Markov model and a non-cyclostationary based 

approach. 

From the spectral analysis, novel closed form PSD formulas for convolutionally coded/Markov

driven IR-based UWB signals were obtained . Such formulas allow the spectral analysis of 

complicated systems in a straightforward way by providing explicit expressions for the continuous 

and discrete PSD components and by clearly differentiating the contributions of each variable (e.g. 

timing jitter, attenuation, TH, etc.) to the PSD. Furthermore, as shown in Section 3.5, such 

expressions can be easily applied for the analysis of non-coded systems and any other scheme that 

can be described by an ergodic regular Moore Markov model. 

Application examples of the formulas were presented for several cases of interest. With these 

examples it was shown that the introduction of the convolutional encoding operation can be used for 

spectral shaping purposes. It was demonstrated that for some cases the introduction of convolutional 

coding has positive effects in the PSD shape of IR-based UWB signals when compared with the 

non-convolutionally coded case, as spectral lines were attenuated or even eliminated by the coded 

system. Nevertheless, it was shown as well that the introduction of a specific convolutional encoder 

for spectral shaping purposes can not be trivially done, as even a simple change in the generators 

order may have a significant impact in the PSD shape. Finally note how the analytical and simulation 

results presented in all application examples of this chapter show a good agreement for both the 

PSD's continuous part (Sim. U.E.) and the PSD discrete part (Sim. 1 X II' (O) 12= 1) which validates 

the closed form PSD expressions derived in Section 3.4. 

The idea of using convolutional encoders for spectral shaping in IR-based UWB systems will be 

addressed in the following chapters where convolutional encoders specifically designed to achieve 

both improved PSD characteristics and bit error rate performance are introduced. 
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Chapter 4 

Maximum Free Distance Binary to 

M-ary Convolutional Encoders for 

Pseudo-Chaotic Time Hopping Type 

Spectral Shaping of IR-Based UWB 

Signals 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter novel maximum free distance (MFO) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders 

with convenient power spectral density (PSO) characteristics for non-interleaved pulse position 

modulated (PPM) time hopping (TH) impulse radio (IR) based ultra wideband (UWB) systems are 

introduced. The PSO characteristics of the new encoders are simi lar to those obtained with the 

pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) scheme introduced in [70] (Section 2.5.4) for M-ary PPM 

TH-IR-based UWB systems. 

The new encoders provide improved bit error rate (BER) performance over the non-coded and 

PCTH schemes when used in UWB systems employing M-ary orthogonal signalling (not 

necessarily restricted to be PPM based). Feedforward encoders with rates I, 112 and 113, for 16-ary, 

32-ary, 64-ary and I 28-ary orthogonal modulation schemes are introduced. For these encoders the 

free distance is defined in terms of the M-ary Hamming distance between codewords and the rate 

is given as a function of the number of M-ary symbols produced per each input bit (Sections 2.7 .3 

and 2.7.6) . 

The design of convo lutional codes for M-ary (where M is a power of 2) orthogonal signalling 

schemes has been addressed in [105-107, 126, 127]. A construction method for rate I binary to 

M-ary convolutional encoders with constraint length K = log2 (M) was introduced in [126, 127]. 

Maximum free distance (MFO) binary to M-ary convo lutional encoders are reported in [105 , 107] 

for 4-ary, 8-ary and 16-ary orthogonal signalling. These encoders were found by computer search 

with the constraint length, K, not limited to be equal to log2(M) , [105,107]. An analytical method 
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for the design of rate 1 binary to M-ary convolutional codes is presented in [106] where maximum 

M-ary free distance rate I binary to 16-ary encoders are introduced . The use of orthogonal 

convolutional codes in code division multiple access (COMA) systems is discussed in [82, 91, 128, 

129] while its use in optical channels with PPM has been addressed in [130-133]. All of these 

works are focused on BER analysis and do not consider the PSO of the transmitted signal. 

The use of binary convolutional codes in TH-IR-based UWB systems with M-ary PPM 

signalling has been proposed in [22,33,37,38]. Nevertheless none of these papers consider the use 

of binary to M-ary convolutional codes. Instead, the use of low rate binary superorthogonal codes, 

[82], and high rate binary punctured convolutional codes, [84], without interleaving is proposed in 

[22]. Binary rate compatible punctured convolutional codes with interleaving are employed in [38]. 

The use of rate 1 I log2 (M), K = log2 (M), MFO binary convolutional encoders with interleaving is 

proposed in [33] for M-ary PPM . Besides, rate 1 /Iog2(M) , K = log2(M) + 1, MFO binary 

convolutional encoders without interleaving are used in [37] for M-ary PPM. It is important to 

hi ghlight that none of the convolutional encoders used in these works were designed for M-ary 

orthogonal alphabets or interpreted as binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. This interpretation 

is important due to, as it will be shown in this chapter, the BER performance can be improved upon 

the introduction of properly designed binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

A form of orthogonal convolutional modulation for IR-based UWB systems has been proposed 

111 [31]. This scheme does not use traditional orthogonal M-ary PPM signalling. Instead, an 

orthogonal signal set is constructed by using M non-overlapping TH sequences which define a 

specific train of pulses for each M-ary symbol. Therefore, this scheme is si milar to the 

implementation of orthogonal convolutional coding through the use of binary Hadamard codes in 

direct sequence (OS) COMA systems, [82, 91, 128, 129]. 

As mentioned in Section 2.6, both [33] and [37] address the effects of the convolutional coding 

operation on the signal's PSO. Remember that, in a similar fashion to PCTH, in these schemes all 

time hopping is driven by the interleaver/encoder output with no additional TH or OS 

multiplication . The spectral analysis presented in [33] was performed using simulation, while [37] 

uses a simplified model for the signal's spectral analysis which is based on the assumption of 

independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) streams with uniform distribution at the encoder output 

(that is the correlation introduced by the convolutional encoders is not considered). The analysis 

presented in both [33] and [37] showed that spectral characteristics similar to those obtained with 

PCTH are feasible when using these schemes under similar operation constraints, that is uniform 

distributed i.i.d. binary data streams are assumed at the encoder input. Nevertheless, the scheme 

proposed in [33] relies on the interleaver to obtain such PSO characteristics and therefore a delay in 

the decoding operation is introduced when compared to non-interleaved schemes. 

Based on the previous discussion it can be said that the use of binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders in M-ary PPM IR-based UWB systems to achieve both PSO characteristics similar to 

those obtained with the PCTH scheme and improved BER has not been previously addressed. 
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Therefore the focus here is to suggest, identify and find good feedforward binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders with convenient PSD characteristics without interleaving. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the proposed system model. Section 

4.3 introduces the signal model and its respective PSD. The code search procedure is introduced in 

Section 4.4 altogether with the MFD binary to M-ary convolutional encoders found with such 

procedure. Comparisons in terms of PSD characteristics between the new encoders and the PCTH 

scheme are presented in Section 4.5. The BER performance analysis for the new encoders and BER 

comparisons with the PCTH scheme are provided in Section 4.6. Finally conclusions are presented 

in Section 4.7 . 

4.2 System Model for Binary to M-ary Convolutionally 

Coded TH-IR-Based UWB Signals 

The block diagram of the system model used for discussion in this chapter is shown in Figure 

4-1. This model is similar to the PCTH scheme reviewed in Section 2.5.4, with the difference that 

the PCTH encoder in Figure 2-10 (consisting of the shift register and the optional modified Gray 

based mapper) is replaced with a binary to M-ary convolutional encoder. 

Compression y, 
and 

Scrambling 

Binary to M-ary 
Convolutional 

Encoder 

z, M-ary PPM TH-IR 
based UWB 
Modulator 

Figure 4-1. Binary to M-ary convolutionally coded M-ary PPM TH-IR-based UWB system. 

Throughout this chapter it will be assumed that M is a power of 2 and that {Y/} is a uniformly 

di stributed i.i.d. binary stream as in the PCTH scheme, [70]. That is, YI has probability mass 

function (p.m.f) 

P y ,O = Pr{y, = O} = 1/ 2; and P y, 1 = Pr {y, = I} = 1- P y,o = 1/ 2 

4.2.1 Interpretation of PCTH as a Rate 1 Binary to M-ary 

ConvolutionaIly coded Scheme 

(4, I) 

The encoders used in [70] and [37] were interpreted as binary encoders, However, these 

encoders can be interpreted as binary to M-ary encoders as well. This interpretation is important 

due to PCTH can be seen as a set of rate I binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with constraint 

length K = L = log2(M) and total encoder memory v = log2(M) - I. One can see that is 

interpretation is correct by comparing the basic PCTH encoder structure in Figure 4-2a (see also 

Section 2,5.4 - Figure 2-10) with the binary representation for rate I binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders introduced in Section 2,7 ,6 - Figure 2-21, We can further confirm thi s interpretation by 

comparing the basic structure of the PCTH encoder with that of the binary to M-ary orthogonal 

convolutional encoders introduced by Viterbi in [126] as shown in Figure 4-2b, The main 
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di ffe rence between both encoders is that in Figure 4-2b the modulation format has not been defined 

while in the original PCTH scheme (Figure 4-2a) the modulat ion format used is M-ary PPM 

binary 
input 

y , 

Modified Gray 
Code Based Mapping 

(optional) 

Shift register with L 
memory elements 

Binary to 
M-ary PPM 

Mapper 
M= i -

a) PCTH encoder 

binary 
input 

y, 
~----~y~------

v memory locations 

• • • 

Binary to 
M-ary 

Ort hogonal 
Signall ing 
M= 2V+ 1 

K = v +1 

b) Viterbi 's orthogonal convolutional encoder 

Figure 4-2_ Basic diagrams of the PCTH encoder and Viterbi's orthogonal convolutional encoder. 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.4, the modified Gray code based mapper in Figures 2-10 and 4-2a 

IS needed for tent map PCTH implementations. However, for Bernoulli shift map PCTH 

realisations the Gray code based mapper is di scarded. The tent map implementation offers 

improved BER performance fo r binary hard decision Viterbi decoding (HVD) compared to the 

Bernoulli shift map rea lization, [70]. Thi s is because of the larger binary free di stance, d Iree ' of the 

tent map encoder, which is the mai n perfo rmance parameter when us ing binary HV D (Sections 

2.7.4 and 2.7.5) as in [70]. However, both PCTH realizations have the same M-ary free di stance, 

d Mlree , when interpreted as binary to M-ary convo lutional encoders. This is due to changing a 

non-zero label with another non-zero Gray code based label does not change the M-ary Hamming 

weight of a given M-ary symbol/s ignal (Section 2.7.6) as far as all changes are performed in a one 

to one basis (such as with Gray code based labell ing). 

As an example consider Figure 4-3 where state transition diagrams equiva lent to the Bernoulli 

shi ft and tent maps encoders for 8-ary PCTH are shown. Starting in qo the path that defines the free 

di stance is highlighted with bold lines. It can be seen that the binary free distance is la rger fo r the 

tent map encoder. However, the M-ary free di stance is the same for both encoders as the sequences 

{1, 2, 4} (Bernoulli shift map) and {1, 3, 7} (tent map) have the same M-ary Hamming weight. 

01100 (4) 

01010 (2) 

1/011 (3) 01100 (4) 1/010 (2) 

a) Bernoulli shift map PCTH encoder, dl ree = 3 b) Tent map PCTH encoder, dlree = 6 

Figure 4-3. State transition diagrams equivalent to the Bernoulli shift and tent map encoders for 8-ary PCTH . 

Both encoders have different binary free distance , d lree , but the same M-ary free distance, d Mlree = 3. 

From Figure 4-3 it is clear that the M-ary Hamming weight of every branch remains unchanged 

when using the modified Gray code based labelling. Therefore, performance re lated parameters 
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(see Section 2.7.3) such as the distance spectrum and information weight spectrum (IWS), are the 

same for both encoders when calculated in terms of the M-ary Hamming weight. As a consequence 

the performance of both encoders should be similar when interpreted as binary to M-ary 

convo lutional encoders. This can be inferred from the union bounds introduced in Section 2.7.4 for 

bit and first event error probabilities since they wou ld be identical for both binary to M-ary 

encoders. 

4.2.2 Source-Encoder Markov Model for the Binary to M-ary 

Convolutionally Coded Time Hopping Scheme 

The source-encoder (SE) model introduced in Section 3.2 will be used for the signal's spectral 

analysis. Therefore the binary Markov source (BMS) equivalent to the data source and 

compression-scrambling blocks in Figure 4-1 is defined by the following one step transition 

probabilities matrix 

[
112 112] 

Py = 1/ 2 1/ 2 
(4 .2) 

where all the transitions have the same probability due to the uniform i.i .d. assumption for the 

binary data stream. 

This chapter focuses on feedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. The total encoder 

memory is not restricted to v = L -I = log2(M) -I or v = L = log2(M) as in [70] and [37] 

respectively and the code rate, I l K, can be smaller than I. Therefore, the encoders considered in 

this chapter have the basic structure shown in Figure 4-4 (see as also Section 2.7.6 - Figure 2-21). 

For c larity the operations defined by the encoder's generator polynomials are generically 

represented by the binary operations set blocks in Figure 4-4. 

v memory locations 
(~ ______ ~A , 

~~~~ A ~~~ ••• -r@ ~~,----____ --, L s; v+ 1= K,----_____ --. 

• Binary Binary to M-ary zt) 
• Operations : L binary : Orthogonal ~ 

I ---f===F==f==F·=t_~~t_J · outputs . ~ _________ /~ I Signalling (M = 2 ' ) 

• • K M-ary • • • • outputs 

'-: 
Binary Binary to M-ary • : L binary : 

( K- I ) · Operations Orthogonal 
z, 

• • outputs . -~ 
Set Signalling (M = 2" ) 

Figure 44. Generic diagram of a rate 1/Kfeedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoder. 

From Section 3.2.3 the state process, IT,, defined by the SE pair Markov model has transition 

probabi lities matrix given by 

(4.3) 
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where Bo and B, are the Nq x N q the next state matrices defined in Section 3.2.3. Remember 

Nq = 2" is the number of encoder states, qi, as defined by the encoder's state transition diagram 

representation (see Sections 2.7.2 and 3.2.2). Now assume the encoder memory content at time I to 

be [B"p B"2, ... ,8,,,,] = [JiJ ,,u2""' ,u,,] with corresponding state label qi, where by convention 

i = JiJ 2,,-1 + ,u2 2,,-2 + .. . +,u" as in the previous chapter. When the current input is y, = ° the next 

state is [~+I I' B,+, 2' . .. , 8'+1 J = [0,1li ,,u2' ···,,u,,-I] or using Section 3.2.3 notation : 
" , 

(4.4) 

where L·j stands for the floor function and rfJ(-) is the next state function of the encoder's Melay 

finite state sequential machine model (FSSM) equivalent to the encoder's state transition diagram. 

Therefore each element, Bo,i)' of Bo is equal to 

{
O, 

BO,ij = I, 
j ;t Li 12 j 
j=Li l 2j 

Similarly when the current input is y, = 1 the next state is given by 

{
O, 

B" ij = I, 
j;t 2"-1 +Lil 2 j 
j=2 V

-
'
+Li / 2j 

Finally the state set for the SE pair Markov model is defined as 

s = {(ro, %),(ro' ql)' ... , (ro, qNq-I)' (ri' %),(rl , ql ), .. . , (Ij , qNq-I )} 

= {(O, %), (0, ql ), ... , (0, qNq-I )' (I , %),(1, ql)' .. . , (I , qNq-I )} = {so, SI ' ""S2Nq_l } 

with corresponding output mapping 

where rO is the output mapping function, n = 0,1 and j = 0,1, ... , Nq -1 . 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

From Equations (4.2) to (4.7) it can be seen that for the particular case of uniform distributed 

i.i .d. binary streams the entries in each column of the transition probabilities matrix, PO" sum to 

unity. Thus Puis a double stochastic matrix and therefore all the steady state probabilities are 

equal, [134], that is 

1t0' = [1l'0' 0, 1l'0'1, .. ·, 1l'a 2N - I] = [-2N
I 

' -2N
I 

' ''''-2N
I 

] - •• • q q q q 
(4.10) 

As an example the next state matrices for feedforward encoders with v = 2 (e.g. the Bernoulli 

sh ift and tent map encoders shown in Figure 4-3) are given by 

[

I ° 
Bo = 1 ° ° 1 

° 1 

(4.11) 
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Hence the SE pair Markov model for the 8-ary Bernoulli shift map encoder is defined by 

So SI S2 S3 S4 Ss S6 S7 

S 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 112 0 0 0 So = (0, %); y(so) = 0 

SI 1/ 2 0 0 0 112 0 0 0 SI = (O ,ql); Y(SI) = 4 

S2 0 112 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 S2 = (0 ,q2); y(s2)=2 

s, 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 112 0 0 S3 = (0, %); y(sJ = 6 p = > , 
er S4 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 S4 = (1 , %); y(S4) = 1 

(4. 12) 

Ss 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 Ss = (I , ql); y(ss) = 5 

S6 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 112 S6 = (I ,q2); y(ss) = 3 

S7 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 S7 =(1,%); y(s7)=7 

with steady state probabilities vector equal to 

1ter = [7Z"er ,0 ,7Z"a,I,· ·· , 7Z"er ,7 ] =[t ,t, .. ·,t] (4.13) 

It is important to recall that for binary to M-ary encoders the rate is defined in terms of the 

number of M-ary symbols produced per input bit. This is the reason why the decimal representation 

of the Bernoulli shift map encoder' s output is used for the output mapping defined by rO in 

Equation (4 .12). As another example consider the rate 1/2, v = 2 , MFD binary to 8-ary encoder 

with transfer function matrix 

(4. 14) 

The two sets of generators polynomials corresponding to the two M-ary outputs are c learly 

differentiated by the parenthes is in Equation (4.14). This encoder is equivalent to the one reported 

in [ 105] with representation over GF(8). The corresponding SE pair Markov model is defined by 

So SI S2 S3 S4 Ss S6 S7 

So 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 So =(0,%); y(So) =[0,0] 

SI 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 SI = (0, ql) ; Y(SI) = [I , 3] 

S2 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 S2 = (0 ,q2); Y(S2) = [2,2] 

S3 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 S3 = (0 ,Q3); Y(S3) =[3, I] p = , er 0 0 112 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 S4 = (1 , %); Y(S4) = [4,4] S4 

Ss 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 Ss = (I , ql ); y(ss) = [5, 7] 

S6 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 112 S6 = (I ,Q2); y(s6)=[6,6] 

S7 0 0 0 1/ 2 0 0 0 1/ 2 S7 =(1,%); y(s7)=[7,5] 

with steady state probabi lities given in Equation (4 .13). 

4.3 Signal Model and Power Spectral Density of the 

Binary to M-ary Convolutionally Coded Time 

Hopping Scheme for PPM IR-Based UWB 

(4 .1 5) 

In th is section the signal model of the binary to M-ary convolutionally coded time hopping PPM 

IR-based UWB scheme is in trod uced. The power spectral dens ity of the signal model is then 

provided as obtained when us ing the resu lts from Section 3.4. Fina lly, some PSD examples 

obtained when using known convo lutional encoders are presented . 
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4.3.1 Signal Model for the Binary to M-ary Convolution ally Coded Time 

Hopping Scheme 

The signal model for the binary to M-ary convo lutionally coded TH-IR-based UWB scheme 

analyzed in this chapter is defined as 

00 Nw - I 

x(t) = L L wet - IT" - k~ - fla/,kTp) (4,16) 
,=--«> k=0 

where w(t) is the waveform used ; u, is the SE pair Markov model's state process with Na = 2Nq 

states; Pa/,k E to, I" .. ,M -I} is the k th M-ary symbol transmitted when the encoder is in state u ,; Nw 

is the number of M-ary symbols transm itted per state as defined by the encoder rate 1 I K = 1 I Nw; 

Tp is the PPM modulation index; Tr is the mean repetition time between pulses and T, = N wTr is the 

encoder' s output vector time, As in Chapter 3 the notation trj = 7ra ,j and pj~~/ ) = p~:;j' w i 11 be used 

for the steady state and the n th step transition probabilities ofthe state process, u " respectively, 

Jf the rate 1/ K encoder is in state u , = Sj at time I with corresponding output vector 

_ _ [ (0) ( I ) ( .. - I ) ] _ ( _ ) _ r _ [),, (O) )"(1 ) )"( .. - 1) ] h z, - z, - z, ,z, , .. , ,Z, - r u , - Sj - ~s - ':> s. ,':> s. " " , ':> s. , t en 
I . , I . , 

n _ Z (k) _ r (k) _ n 
fJu, .k - I - '=' S; - fJi.k' k =O, I, ... , Nw-1 

where Nw = K and p j,k = Ss~k) E to, I, .. "M -I} , 

4.3.2 Power Spectral Density of the Binary to M-ary Convolution ally 

coded Time Hopping Signal 

(4 .1 7) 

Us ing the results presented in Section 3.4 the PSD of the signal described by Equation (4, 16) 

can be fOLl nd to be 
-
S(f)=SCI(f)+SC3 (f)+SD(f) Nw =1 

(4,18) -

S(f) = SC. I (f) + SC2 (f) + SC3 (f) + S D(f) Nw > 1 

(4, 19) 

(4 .20) 

(4.21) 

(4,22) 

where S c(f) is the PSD's continuoLlS part, S D(f) is the PSD's discrete part and 

W(f) = 3{w(t) } , Note spectral lines in the PSD are expected to appear at multiples of I /(r,), 
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Now we will focus on the PSD's discrete part, SD(f). If the steady state probabilities, 7rj> and 

output mapping function , rO , of the state process, (7'" are such that 

N,,- I 1 M-I 

" j21CjPi .k
T
p = -" j21Cj,1'p . k = 0 1 N-1 L..J e 1£i ~ e , "'." w 

;=0 M ,=0 

for every value of k and where /3; ,k E {O,I, ... ,M} , then Equation (4.22) becomes 

S/J (f) = 1 W(f; 12 f 1_1 I e
j2 1C

(r I T,) ,1'p 121"I1 e j21f(r I N,,)k 12 5(f - f) 
er,.) r=-«> M ,=0 k=O 

where some of the absolute values were brought into the sum. By setting 

1', 
Tp = M 

and assuming Equation (4.23) is satisfied it can be proved that 

L e j21C(r I N,,)k _1 L e J21t(rl1s ),1p = (Nw) ' r-O,_MNw,-.2MN"" ... 

I
N"-I 121 M-I . .. " 12 { 2 - + + 
k=O M ,=0 0, otherwIse 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

and as a consequence the number of spectral lines in Equation (4.24) is reduced . Thus the space 

between successive spectral lines is increased from 1 IT. to M I Tr = MN", IT. and it can be 

concluded that when the SE pair Markov model is such that Equation (4.23) is satisfied the number 

of spectral lines in the PSD can be reduced. 

4.3.3 Power Spectral Density of a Non-Coded Binary PPM IR-Based 

UWB Signal with Random and Pseudo Random TH 

It is convenient to define a signal model for a non-coded TH-IR-based UWB signal for 

comparison purposes. For meaningful comparisons the rate of the non-coded system must be 

equivalent to the convolutionally coded one. Similarly, the number of TH positions available 

within a pulse frame (as defined by the mean repetition time between pulses Tr ) must be the same 

for both systems . Therefore the model adopted in this chapter for non-coded (uncoded) PPM TH

IR-based UWB signals is defined by 

00 Nw-I 

x ll (t) = L L wet -IT" -kT, - y,Ty - CIN,, +kT,, ) (4.27) 
,=-«> k=O 

where y, E {a, I} is the rh data bit; Nw is the number of transmitted pulses per bit; Ty is the binary 

PPM modulation index; {clN •. +k } is a pseudo-random (PR) TH sequence taking values on the set 

{a, I, 2 , ... , (M 12) -I} with period xc; Tc is the nominal shift caused by the TH sequence; Tr is 

the mean repetition time between pulses and T. = NJr is the bit time. 

It is assumed that {y,} is a uniform distributed (balanced) i.i.d. binary sequence with p.m.f. as 

defined by Equation (4.1). Moreover, Ty and Tc are set to 
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T" =l and T = T" 
M 12 y 2 

(4.28) 

Thus the PR-TH sequence, {c1N .. +k } ' combined with binary PPM defines M different pulse positions 

which are equivalent to the M different symbols used in the binary to M-ary convolutionally coded 

system. Furthermore, as in the rate I I K binary to M-ary convolutionally coded scheme K M-ary 

symbols are generated per input bit, the number of transmitted pulses per bit, N w, in the non-coded 

system will be set to Nw = K. 

Using Section 3.4 results the PSD of the signal described by Equation (4.27) can be found to be 

SII (f) = SlI e i (f) + S liD (f) 
(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.3 I) 

(4.32) 

where S II C(!) is the PSD's continuous part, S II D(f) is the PSD's discrete part, 

(4.33) 

Note how for this case spectral lines in the PSD are expected to appear at multiples of I I(T,AJ. 

Let us focus on the PSD's discrete part, S liD (f). Assuming the TH sequence is perfectly 

random (that is i.i.d. with uniform distribution) with c
lNp

+k uniformly distributed over the set 

{O, I, 2 , .. . , (M I 2) -I } Equation (4.32) becomes 

(4.34) 

where 1 G/! ) 12 was substituted using Equation (4.33). Then for this ideal case 

I 1

21 121 12 
i . .... (M I 2)-i N .. - i 2 _ + + ~ I e J2 1r(rl7, )t;/y (Mi/ 2) I e-j21r(rl7~ )I/~ I e j2 1r(rl7; )k7; = {(Nu') , r - 0, _ MNw ,-.2MNw , ••• 

2 t;=0 1=0 k =O 0, otherwIse 
(4.35) 

and therefore the number of spectral lines in Equation (4.34) is less than in Equation (4.32) where 

non-ideal TH is considered . 

By comparing Equations (4.34) and (4.35) with Equations (4.24) and (4.26) it can be concluded 

that for PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems with uniform distributed i.i.d. binary data streams at the 

input the number of spectral lines suppressed in the PSD is equal for: 

a) A binary to M-ary convolutionally coded scheme with state process, (J"" and output 
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mapping function , r O, such that Equation (4.23) is strictly fulfilled. All TH is driven by 

the encoder and therefore M-ary PPM is implemented. 

b) A system using binary PPM combined with perfectly random (ideal) TH over the set 

{O, 1, 2 , ... , (M I 2)-1}. 

Therefore, in the subsequent Equation (4.23) will be referred as the spectral line suppression 

condition for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

4.3.4 PSD Examples of Binary to M-ary Convolutionally Coded and Non

Coded TH-IR-Based UWB Signals 

This section presents PSD examples of TB-IR-based UWB signals using: non-coded binary 

PPM combined with random and pseudo-random (PR) 4-ary TH; the 8-ary Bernoulli shift map 

PCTH scheme; and the rate 113 MFD feedforward binary convolutional encoder (5, 7, 7)8, [83], 

coupled to 8-ary PPM. In order to be able to compare the analytical results with results obtained 

from simulation, a double simulation-estimation procedure was performed for all the plots in this 

chapter as described in Appendix A. 

Power spectral density plots for a TH-IR-based UWB signal employing binary PPM combined 

with pseudo-random and perfectly random 4-ary TH are shown in Figure 4-5 . The sequence {O, 2, 

1, 3, 2, 1, 0, 3} with period Xc = 8 was used for PR-TH in Figure 4-5a. Note the significant amount 

of spectral lines in this PSD plot appearing at l/(AT, ) = 10 MHz intervals. In contrast, when the 

TH sequence is assumed to be perfectly random (ideal case) over the set {O, 1, 2, 3 }, the number of 

spectral lines in the PSD is considerably reduced as seen in Figure 4-5b where the spectral lines 

appear at 640 MHz intervals. 
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Figure 4-5. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM with pseudo
random and perfectly random 4-ary TH . The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns, Te = T)4 

and Tp= T) 8. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw "" 0.35 ns. 

The Figure 4-6 shows that the spectral line suppression capabilities of the 8-ary Bernoulli shift 

map PCTH scheme are equivalent to those obtained with a system employing binary PPM 
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combined with perfectly random (ideal) TH over the set {O, 1, 2, 3} . These can be seen by noting 

that in this PSD plot the spectral lines appear at 640 MHz intervals as in Figure 4-5 b . 
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Figure 4-6. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the 8-ary Bernoulli shift 
map PCTH scheme. The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp= T,I8. 

The 3'd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns. 

Fina lly Figure 4-7 shows that good spectra l line suppression capabilit ies are not necessarily 

obtained when combin ing good rate 1/ log2(M) binary convo lutional encoders w ith M-ary PPM. 

Thi s plot was obta ined by using the rate 1/3 MFD binary convolutional encoder (5, 7, 7)8 with 

8-ary PPM. The SE pair Markov model for this encoder has transition probabilit ies matrix, Po-, 

identical to the one defi ned in Equation (4.12) but with output mapping changed to 

(4.36) 

A consequence of this change is that Equation (4.23) is not satisfied, that is 

Na - I M - I 
'" j27t/Pi Tp _ I {I j27t/3Tp j27t/4Tp j27t/7Tp } I '" j27t/t;Tp 
~ e 1[; -'4 +e +e +e *8 ~ e (4.3 7) 
~o ~o 

Therefore the signal' s PSD for this system (shown in Figure 4-7) has 3 times more spectral lines 

than the PSD of signals generated when using the PCTH scheme or the system employing perfectly 

random TH (Figures 4-5b and 4-6). 
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Figure 4-7. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate 1/3 MFD 
feedforward binary convolutional code (5, 7, 7)g coupled to 8-ary PPM. The signal parameters are Nw = I , 

Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp= T,/8. The 3'd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with Tw"" 0.35 ns. 
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4.4 Code Search Procedure for Feedforward Spectral 

Line Suppressive Binary to M-ary Convolutional 

Encoders 

In this section a code search procedure for feedforward "spectral line suppressive" binary to M

ary convolutionally encoders with uniform distributed i.i.d. binary data streams is introduced. First 

the two main criteria used in the algorithm to discard and compare encoders are introduced. Then 

the code search procedure is described by using a flowchart and lastly the results of the code search 

are presented . 

4.4.1 Verification of the Spectral Line Suppression Condition 

From the results presented in the previous sections it can be seen that a binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoder can be effectively used to eliminate spectral lines in M-ary PPM IR-based 

UWB systems. In order to do so the encoder must satisfy Equation (4.23). For the case under study 

(uniform distributed i.i.d . binary data streams at the encoder input), all steady state probabilities are 

of the form 7r; = I /(2Nq ) = 1/ Nu as shown in Section 4.2.2 and therefore Equation (4.23) becomes 

(4.38) 

where Nu = 2Nq = 21'+1 = 17M with 17 ~ I . 

Now assume k has been fixed and that the states, Si, are relabelled to, Si', such that the first 170 

M-ary symbols, fJ;.,k = (~q , are equal to 0, the following 171 M-ary symbols are equal to I, and so 

on until the last 17M-1 M-ary symbols are equal to M -I. Using this new ordering Equation (4.38) 

can be expanded as 

N,, -I ~-I ~+'7J - 1 N,,- I 1 M - I 
-L ~ j21C! P,.k 1p _ -L {~ o ~ j21T!1p " j 21C!(M-I)lp } __ ~ j21Cf>TfJ 
N" L.... e - N" L.... e + L.... e + ... + L.... e - M L.... e 

;::::.0 j'=O ;'=170 i'=Na - 7]M_I- l ~=O 

(4.39) 

Therefore if Nu = 77M Equations (4.38) and (4.39) only hold when 770 = 171 = ... = 17M-I = 17 . 

As a consequence a code search procedure aimed to find binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders with good spectral line suppression characteristics must verify that the state process, (F" 

and output mapping function, rO , are such that Equation (4.39) is satisfied or equ ivalently 

170 = 171 = ... = 17M-I = 17 = Nu / M. ]n fact this is the first discarding criteria used in the code 

search procedure introduced later in Section 4.4 .3. 

4.4.2 Superior Information Weight Spectrum Criteria 

If an encoder complies with the spectral line suppression property, then an assessment of its 

error correction capabilities must be performed for comparison and selection purposes. In this work 
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the superior information weight spectrum (lWS) criteria, [105-107, 109, 111], will be adopted as a 

performance measure when comparing different encoders with the same basic characteristics such 

as total encoder memory, v, rate and output alphabet (e.g. binary, 4-ary, M-ary). 

The superior IWS criteria is based on the form acquired by the upper bound on the bit error 

probability achieved when using binary and binary to M-ary convolutional encoders in output 

symmetric memoryless channels as introduced in Section 2.7.4. Remember this bound has the form 

([83 , 100-103 , 105-107]) 

00 

~ ~ I Bd P2 (d) (4.40) 
d=dUfree 

where ?zed) is the palrwlse error probability between two codewords with M-ary Hamming 

distance d, and {Bd} is the IWS introduced in Section 2.7.3. Thus, as explained in Section 2.7.4, a 

good design strategy consists of finding the encoder with the largest M-ary free distance, dMJree and 

minimum {Bd}. As an example assume Code 1 has M-ary free distance d~}ree and IWS {B~l ) }. 

Similarly assume Code 2 has free distance d<';)'ee and IWS {B~2) }. Then Code 1 has superior IWS 

compared to Code 2 if d~}ree > d<';)'ee . Alternatively if d~}ree = d<';)'ee , then Code 1 has superior rws 

compared to Code 2 if and 

B (1) < B(2) 
dAf/rc.e +i+1 d'\/free +i +1 • 

In the code search procedure used in this work the M-ary free distance and IWS are calculated 

using the FAST algorithm introduced by Cedervall and Johannesson, [103 , 108]. 

4.4.3 Code Search Procedure for Feedforward Spectral Line Suppressive 

Binary to M-ary Convolutional Encoders 

Once the two main encoder discarding/comparison criteria have been defined we can introduce 

the code search procedure. Based on the previous discussion, there exists the possibility to find 

feedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with better BER performance than PCTH and 

the same spectral line suppression capabilities. Therefore an extended search to find this kind of 

spectral line suppressive (SLS) convolutional encoders has been performed. 

The flowchart of the code search procedure is shown in Figure 4-8. The goal is to find the 

encoders with spectral line suppression capabilities and the best possible IWS. This code search 

procedure is similar to that introduced in [105 , 106] with some modifications. Briefly, the main 

difference in our code search procedure is the verification the encoder's spectral line suppression 

capabilities, which is novel. Thus encoders with inferior or no spectral line suppression capabilities 

are discarded before calculating the encoder' s IWS. 

The code search procedure has not been restricted to rate I binary to M-ary convolutional codes 

as rate 1/2 and rate 1/3 encoders have been included. Similarly the total encoder memory, v, can be 
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larger than log2 (M) -I = L - I . Remember from Sections 2.7.6 and 4.2.2 that for a rate I l K binary 

to M-ary convo lutional code K sets of L = log2(M) generators must be provided, therefore the 

following notation will be used for the transfer function matrix 

G(D) = [{g~O) (D) g;O) (D) .. . g;.~, (D)} (O) .. . {g~'- -I) (D) g;.-- I) (D) .. . g).~71) (D) }(.-- I)] 

The i h generator ofthe kth set corresponding to the /(h M-ary output has the form 

(k) (D) _ (k) (k) D (k)Dv 
gi - ai,o + ai ,1 + ... + ai,v 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

where D is the delay operator ai(.~) E{O, l}, i=O,l, ... ,L-l and k=O,I , ... ,K-1. If the input 

sequence, Y = {YOY1Y2 '''Y'' ''}' is expressed in terms of the delay operator as 

y(D) = Yo + YP+ Y2 D2 + ... + YiD' + .. . 

then the M-ary symbols produced by the kth generator set can be obtained by using 

z(k) (D) = 2(1.-1) y(D)g~k) (D) + 2(1A) y(D)g;k) (D) + .. . + y(D)g):~!, (D) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

Thus the encoder output mapping function , rO , is defined by the generator sets in Equation (4.41) 

and the binary to M-ary conversion defined by Equation (4.44). 

For a better understanding of the code search procedure several main tasks have been identified 

in the flowchart of Figure 4-8. Task I consists of defining the main parameters of the code search 

such as the M-ary alphabet, the total encoder memory, v , and the code rate, I l K. In order to provide 

rate adaptability a nested code search approach has been adopted, [112]. This means that first the 

best generator set (in terms of spectral line suppression capabilities and IWS) for rate I SLS 

encoders must be found. Afterwards this set is used as the first generator set of a rate 112 encoder 

while the second generator set is searched in such a way that the best possible rate 112 SLS encoder 

is formed. This approach is then repeated by searching the additional generator set needed to form 

the best possible rate 113 SLS encoder from the rate 112 SLS encoder. 

During Task 2 the target M-ary free distance is set. Initially the following upper bound on the 

M-ary free distance of rate I/Kbinary to M-ary convolutional codes is used ([105]) 

d Mfree ~ d Mtar = (v + J)K ( 4.45) 

If no MFD spectral line suppressive encoder is found when using the current target free distance 

then dMlGr is decreased until an encoder is found . 

Note the total number of transfer function matrices to be searched in every stage of the nested 

code search procedure is 2L
(v+I) . Nevertheless this number is reduced in Task 3 by identifying and 

discarding encoders with identical IWS. Three main equivalence criteria have been used in Taks 3 

([ 105, 107]): 

I. Generator sets with interchanged generator polynomials are equivalent. This is due to a 

change in the generators order in the kth set from {g~k ) (D) g?) (D) .. . g;.~I(Dn<k) to 

{g jk) (D) g)_k}2 (D) ... g~k) (D)} (k) (or any other permutation) does not modify the M-ary Hamming 

weight of the M-ary symbols generated . 
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Figure 4-8. Flowchart diagram of the code search procedure for feedforward SLS 
binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 
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2. Any rate 1/ K binary to M-ary code is equivalent to one with 

(k) CD) -I (k) D (k) D V d (k) CD) - 0 (k) D (k) D " 
gL- I - + al._ I.1 + ... + a L_I ,v an gi - + a i ,1 + ... + a i ,,, (4.46) 

for i = 0, I, ... , L - 2. This equivalence rule halves the number of encoders to search. 

3. Two generators sets are equivalent (in the IWS sense) if one can be obtained by perfonning 

a column operation in the other. 

Task 4 verifies the encoder's spectral line suppression capabilities. The encoder is discarded if it 

does not satisfy the spectral line suppression condition introduced in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.1. 

Task 5 verifies if the current encoder is catastrophic (see Section 2.7.3). If the encoder is not 

catastrophic then its free distance, d MCllrr = d MJree , is calculated and compared with the target free 

distance, dMrar . 

Task 6 is performed if the current free distance, d MCllrr' is at least equal to the target free 

distance, dM,ar . If this task is reached the current encoder's IWS is calculated and compared to the 

best IWS. The encoder is discarded if its IWS is worst than the current best. If the encoder's IWS is 

equal to the current best it is saved in a file containing all encoders found with the same IWS. 

Finally if the encoder's IWS is better than the current best all previously stored encoders are 

discarded, the current encoder is saved and its IWS is set as the current best. The algorithm ends 

when an encoder with spectral line suppressive capabilities and the best possible IWS is found. 

All different tasks involved in of the code search procedure flowchart have been programmed in 

MATLAB®. 

4.4.4 Code Search Results for Feedforward Spectral Line Suppressive 

Binary to M-ary Convolutional Encoders 

New maximum free distance (MFD) feed forward binary to M-ary convo lutional encoders with 

the spectral line suppression property have been found using the code search procedure introduced 

in the previous section . Tab le 4-1 presents the code search results for feedforward spectral line 

suppressive (FSLS) binary to 16-ary, 32-ary, 64-ary and I 28-ary convolutional encoders with rates 

I, 1/2 and 1/3 . 

The results in Table 4-1 are interpreted as follows: for each M-ary alphabet and total encoder 

memory, v, the first line gives the set of generators {g~O) (D) giO) (D) ... g;.~, (D)} (O) (in octal form) , 

the M-ary free distance, dMjree , and the first 18 components of the information weight and distance 

spectrums for rate I FSLS convolutional encoders. The second and third lines give the second and 

third generator sets needed to form the rate 1/2 and 1/3 FSLS convolutional encoders with their 

respective spectrums. All these encoders have optimum IWS within the FSLS set while the binary 

to 16-ary encoders presented here have better IWS than the encoders reported in [105-107]. 
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Table 4-1. Best feedforward spectral line suppressive binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with 
the first 18 elements of its IWS and distance spectrum. 

M v Generator sets in octal fonn d'If"'" 
Infonnation weight spectrum (IWS): [8_, B_+ " ... , B.,q>n + IS] 

Distance spectrum: {A....,.. Ad.ov'~+ h. · ·. A....,. + IS} 

( 17, 15, 13, 12) 4 
[1 , 2, 5, 12,26,56, 118, 244, 499, 1010, 2027, 4040,8004, 15776,30956,60504, 11 7845, 2288 18] 
{ I, 1, 2, 4, 7, 13,24, 44, 81, 149,274, 504,927, 1705,3 136, 5768, 10609, 1951 3} 

3 ( 15, 13, 12, 17) 8 [1 , 0, 2, 0, 5. 0, 12,0,26,0, 56, 0, 118,0,244, 0, 499, 0] 
{ I,O, 1, 0, 2, 0, 4,0, 7,0, 13,0,24,0, 44,0,8 1, 0} 

( 13, 17, 15, 12) 12 
[1 ,0,0,2,0,0,5,0,0, 12, 0,0, 26, 0, 0, 56,0,0] 
{ I, 0, 0, 1,0, 0, 2, 0, 0,4, 0, 0, 7,0, 0,13, 0, O} 

(2 1, 10. 4, 2) 5 
[1 , 2,5, 14, 32, 74, 171 , 382, 847, 1864, 4060, 8788, 18917, 40506, 86361,183426,388248, 8 19294] 
{ I, 1, 2, 5, 9, 18, 37, 73, 146,293,585, 11 70,234 1, 468 1, 9362, 18725,37449, 74898} 

4 (22 , 10, 4, 3) 10 
[I , 0, 2, 0, 5, 0, 12, 5, 23, 14, 48, 41 , 95, 112, 198, 260, 412, 602] 
{ I, O, 1, 0, 2. 0, 4, 2,6, 4, 11 , 10, 19, 24, 36, 48,68, 10O} 

(24 , 2 1, 10, 2) 15 
[I , 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 12, 0, 8, 20, 0, 22, 40, 4, 56] 
i I, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 3, 5, 0, 6, 9, I, 13)· 

(42,2 1, 11 , 4) 6 
[1 , 2, 5, 17, 35, 87, 219, 474, 11 21,2570, 5669, 12879, 28605, 63035, 139739, 306254, 67000 1, 1464450] 
i l , 1,2,6,9,2 1,46,86, 189,389,786,1662,3409,7029.14630, 30134, 62357, 12914 1) 

16 5 (50, 32 , 13, 4) 12 
[1 , 0, 2, 0,5, 0, 12, 11 , 17, 24, 44, 63, 84, 177, 207, 327, 501 , 795] 
{ I, O, 1, 0, 2, 0, 4, 4, 4,6, 11 , 14, 18, 35,4 1,54,88, 129} 

(43 , 22 , 12, 4) 18 
[1 , 0, 0, 2,0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 12, 0, 19, 9, 0, 36, 28,9,91] 
{ I, 0, 0, 1, 0,0, 2, 0, 0, 4,0, 6, 2, 0, 9,7, 2, 20) 

( 124 , 66, 2 1, 10) 7 
[1 , 2, 5, 20, 36,95,247,52 1, 1252, 2993,6532, 15150.34443,76 167, 17236 1,384 126,849663, 189 1486] 
{ I, 1,2,7, 9,23 , 53 , 95, 2 15, 466,921 ,2008, 4225,8708, 18608, 38973 , 8 1492, 172380) 

6 ( 143,6 1, 44, 10) 14 
[1 , 0, 2, 0, 5, 0, 12, 19, 9, 30,37,8 1, 108, 145,254,342,629, 773] 
{ I,O, 1, 0, 2,0,4,6,2,8,9, 18,23,30, 48,62, 110,125·) 

( 164, 114, 106, 2 1) 2 1 
[I , 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 12, 2, 26, 0, 3, 40, 24, 34, 59] 
i l ,o,o, 1, 0,0,2,0,0, 4, 1,7, 0, I, 10,6,7,13) 

(2 10, 16 1, 122 , 104) 8 
[1 , 2, 5,23, 41 , 113, 293, 584, 1629, 3499, 8228, 19429, 43371 , 100244, 226734,5 12425, 1156579, 2596939] 
i I, I, 2, 8, 10, 26, 58, 106, 262, 5 I 5, 1122, 2426, 5059, 10926, 2316 1, 49388, 105309, 224 199) 

7 (305 , 122, 11 3,46) 16 
[1.0, 2, 0,5,0, 12, 28, 0, 38, 65, 49, 130, 187, 273,369,764, 888] 
{I , O, 1, 0, 2, 0, 4, 8, 0, 10, 14, 11 , 27,35, 53, 62, 130, 138) 

(326, 136,42, 2 1) 24 
[1 ,0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 12, 11 , 17, 0, 10, 45, 22,38, 68] 
{ I, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 0, 3, 11 , 5, 8, 15) 

(33,27,25. 17,35) 5 [1 , 2,5, 12,28,62, 136, 294,628, 1328, 2787,58 10, 12043 , 24840, 510 16, 104380,2 12848,432732] 
{I, 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 29, 56, 108, 208, 401 , 773, 1490,2872,5536, 10671 , 20569,39648) 

4 (25 , 17, 35, 33 , 27) 10 
[I , 0, 2, 0, 5, 0, 12, 0, 28, 0, 62, 0, 136, 0, 294, 0, 628, 0] 
{ I, O, 1, 0, 2, 0, 4, 0, 8, 0, 15, 0,29, 0,56, 0, 108,0) 

(27 , 17,25, 35 , 33) 15 
[1 , 0, 0,2, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 12,0,0,28,0,0,62,0,0] 
{ I, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 8, 0, 0, 15, 0, O} 

(4 1,20, 10. 4, 2) 6 
[1, 2, 5, 12, 30, 68, 154, 344, 763, 1670, 363 1, 7844, 16856, 36040, 76740, 162800,34424 5. 725770] 
( I, 1, 2,4,9, 17, 34 , 68, 137, 273,546, 1092, 2185,4369,873 8, 17476,34953 , 69905) 

5 (50, 20, 11, 4, 2) 12 
[1 , 0, 2, 0, 5, 0,12,0, 28, 5,59,14, 128, 41,271 , 112, 566, 292] 
{I,O, 1, 0, 2,0, 4,0,8,2, 14,4, 27, 10,5 1,24,96, 56} 

(60, 2 1, 10. 4, 2) 18 
[1 ,0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 12, 0, 0, 28, 0, 8, 56, 0, 22] 
{ I, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,2,0, 0, 4, 0,0,8,0, 3, 13,0, 6} 

32 
[1 , 2, 5, 12, 33, 71 , 167,377, 860, 1886, 4197, 9 188, 20101, 43568, 94407. 203331 , 437037, 935829] 

( 102, 44, 20, 10, 5) 7 {I , 1, 2, 4, 10, 17,3 7, 74, 154, 304, 629, 1269,2590, 5240, 10686, 21673 , 44089. 89526} 

6 (14 1, 103, 20, 10, 4) 14 
[1 , 0, 2,0, 5, 0, 12, 0. 28, 11 ,53, 22, 122,67.25 1, 180,520, 456] 
{I,O, 1,0, 2, 0. 4, 0, 8, 4, 12, 6, 26, 16, 47,38,88,86) 

( 111 , 50, 20, 13, 4) 2 1 
[1 , 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 5.0.0, 12, 0, 0, 28, 0, 18, 46, 0, 34] 
(I , 0, 0, 1, 0,0, 2,0, 0,4,0,0, 8,0,6, 10, 0,9) 

(205 , 41 , 107, 20, 10) 8 
[1 , 2, 5, 12, 36, 72, 175,388,930, 1989,4485,9947,21952, 47695, 104436, 226879, 491513, 1059996] 
{I , 1. 2,4, 11 , 17, 39,77, 169, 323,68 1, 1396,287 1, 5822, 12021 , 24606, 50453, 10323 1) 

7 (34 1, 145 . 120, 103, 10) 16 
[1 , 0, 2,0, 5, 0, 12, 0, 28, 18, 46, 32,116, 82, 255, 198, 538, 503] 
(I , O, 1, 0, 2, 0,4,0, 8,6, 10, 8, 25, 18, 49, 40,93, 91) 

(303 , 111. 104, 4 1, 20) 24 
[1 , 0, 0,2, 0, 0, 5,0, 0, 12,0, 0,28, 0, 30,34, 0,48, 96,8, 124, 188] 
{ I, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 8,0, 9, 7,0, 12, 20, 2,26, 36} 

(76,75 , 7 1,67,55. 53) 6 
[I , 2, 5, 12, 28, 64, 142, 3 12, 678, 1460, 3 120, 6624, 13987, 29394, 6 15 I 5, 128264, 266568, 552384] 
{ I, I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 3 1, 6 1, 120, 236, 464, 9 12, 1793, 3525, 6930, 13624, 26784, 52656} 

5 (67, 55, 53, 76, 75. 71) 12 
[I , 0, 2, 0, 5, 0, 12, 0, 28, 0, 64, 0, 142, 0, 312, 0. 678, 0] 
{ I, 0, I, 0, 2, 0, 4, 0, 8, 0, 16, 0, 3 1, 0, 6 1, 0, 120, O} 

(55, 53 , 76, 75,7 1.67) 18 
[1.0, 0, 2, 0, 0,5, 0, 0, 12,0, 0, 28, 0,0.64, 0,0] 
{I, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0.0, 4, 0,0,8, 0,0, 16, 0, O} 

( 10 1, 40,20, 10, 4, 2) 7 
[I , 2, 5, 12, 28, 66, 148, 330, 728, 1592, 3459, 7462, 160 I 5, 34212, 72788. 154308, 326072, 687060] 
(I, 1, 2, 4, 8, 17, 33, 66, 132, 264, 529, 1057, 2114, 4228, 8456, 1691 3,33825.67650) 

64 6 ( 140, 4 1, 20, 10, 4, 2) 14 
[1 , 0, 2, 0,5, 0, 12, 0, 28, 0, 64, 5, 139, 14,304,41 , 655, 11 2] 
(1 , 0, 1, 0, 2,0, 4, 0, 8, 0, 16, 2,30, 4, 59, 10, 115. 24) 

( 120, 40, 2 1, 10, 4, 2) 2 1 
[1 , 0, 0, 2, 0,0,5, 0, 0, 12, 0, 0, 28, 0,0,64, 0, 8] 
{ I, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 8, 0, 0, 16, 0, 3} 

(202 , 104 , 40, 20, 10,5) 8 
[1 , 2,5, 12, 28, 69, 15 1, 343, 761 , 1676, 3680, 7974, 17277, 37172, 79705, 170316, 362604, 770139] 
{I , 1, 2, 4,8, 18, 33, 69, 138, 278, 564, 1128,2285, 4597,9270, 18692, 37656, 75942} 

7 (30 1, 203 , 40, 20, 10, 4) 16 
[1 , 0,2,0, 5, 0, 12, 0, 28, 0, 64, 11, 133, 22, 298, 67, 635, 180] 
{I,O, 1, 0, 2,0, 4,0, 8, 0, 16, 4, 28, 6,58, 16, Ill , 38} 

(320, 122 , 101 ,40, 10, 4) 24 
[1 , 0, 0, 2,0, 0, 5,0, 0, 12, 0, 0, 28, 0, 0,64, 0, 17] 
{I , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0,0, 4, 0, 0, 8, 0, 0, 16, 0, 6} 

(173, 140, 117, 136,67,4 1, 10) 7 [1 , 2, 5, 12, 28, 64, 144, 3 18, 696, 15 10,3252,6960, 148 16, 31392, 66243. 139282. 29 19 15,6 10056] 
i I, I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 63, 125, 248, 492, 976, 1936, 3840, 7617, 15 109, 29970, 59448} 

6 ( 173, 140, 11 7, 136,67,41,10) 14 
[1 .0.2,0,5,0, 12, 0, 28, 0, 64, 0, 144, 0, 3 18, 0.696. 0] 
{I , 0. I. 0, 2, 0, 4, 0. 8, 0, 16, 0,32, 0,63,0, 125,0) 

( 173 ,140, 117, 136,67 ,4 1, 10) 2 1 
[1 ,0, 0, 2, 0, 0,5, 0, 0, 12.0,0,28,0,0,64,0,0] 
{I , O, O, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 8,0, 0, 16,0,0) 128 
[1 , 2, 5, 12, 28, 64, 146, 324,714, 1560, 3384,7296, 15651 , 33414, 71055. 150564,3 18036,669888] (20 1, 100, 40, 20, 10, 4, 2) 8 {I , I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 33, 65, 130, 260, 520, 1040, 2081 , 4161 , 8322, 16644, 33288, 66576} 

7 (240, 100, 4 1, 20, 10,4 , 2) 16 
[I , 0, 2, 0, 5, 0, 12, 0, 28, 0, 64, 0, 144, 5, 3 15, 14, 688, 4 1] 
{I, 0, 1, 0, 2,0, 4,0, 8,0, 16,0, 32,2,62,4, 123, 1O } 

(300, 10 1,40,20, 10, 4, 2) 24 
[1 ,0, 0, 2,0,0,5, 0,0, 12, 0,0, 28, 0, 0, 64, 0,0] 
{I. 0, 0, 1, 0,0, 2, 0,0, 4, 0, 0.8, 0,0, 16,0, O} 

The next sections show that improved bit error rate (BER) performance over the PCTH scheme 

can be obtained by using the new encoders reported in Table 4-\ while preserv ing the same spectral 

line suppression properties. 
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4.5 PSD Comparisons of the FSLS Binary to 32-ary 

Convolutional Encoders and 32-ary PCTH 

This section presents PSD examples of TH-IR-based UWB signals obtained when using non

coded binary PPM with random and pseudo-random 16-ary TH, the 32-ary Bernoulli map PCTH 

scheme, and several of the rate 1 FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders introduced in 

Table 4-l. 

The PSD plots for non-coded binary PPM combined with pseudo-random and perfectly random 

16-ary TH are shown in Figure 4-9. In Figure 4-9a the periodic sequence {O, 14, 1, 5, 13, 6, 3, 15, 7, 

11 , 8, 12, 9, 2, 10, 4} with Xc ::: 16 was used for TH. It can be seen that when the TH sequence is 

not assumed to be perfectly random the PSD has a significant amount of spectral lines as shown in 

Figure 4-9a. Particularly, the spectral lines appear at I I(AT,) ::: 5 MHz intervals in this figure. When 

the TH sequence is assumed to be perfectly random (ideal case) over the set {O, I, ... , IS} , the 

number of spectral lines is considerably reduced as shown in Figure 4-9b. Note how in this figure 

the spacing between successive spectral lines increases to 2.56 GHz. As reference, recall from 

Section 2.4 that the power spectrum of a periodic pulse train consists of spectral lines spaced at 

multiples of the pulse repetition frequency] I T Per . Thus the power spectrum of a periodic pulse train 

with the same set of parameters consists of spectral lines appearing at 1 I T Per ::: 80 MHz intervals as 

shown in Figure 4-10. 
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a) PR-TH driven by the periodic sequence 
{O, 14, 1, 5, 13, 6, 3, 15, 7, 11 , 8, 12, 9, 2, 10, 4} 
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Figure 4-9. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM with pseudo
random and perfectly random 16-ary TH. The signal parameters are N.., = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns, 

Tc = T,I16 and Tp= T,I32. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration T .. '" 0.35 ns. 

The Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show that by using the 32-ary Bernoulli shift map PCTH scheme or 

the binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders from Table 4-1 the same amount of spectral lines can 

be eliminated as when using binary PPM with perfectly random 16-ary TH. This is because the 

spectral line suppression property is satisfied , that is 
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for these particular encoders. 
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Figure 4-10. Analytical and simulated PSDs of a periodic pulse train . The signal pulse repetition period is 
Tper = 12.5 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns . 
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Figure 4-11. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the 32-ary Bernoulli shift 
map PCTH scheme. The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp= T/ 32. The 3rd 

derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns. 

By comparing Figures 4-9b, 4-1 1 and 4-1 2 it can be seen that even though the FSLS binary to 

32-ary convo lutional encoders, the 32-ary Bernoulli shift map PCTH scheme and the system 

employing binary PPM with perfectly random 16-ary TH e liminate the same amount of spectral 

lines, some differences can be detected on the PSD's continuous part. The differences are explained 

by the dependence of the continuous PSD on the steady state and n th step transition probabili ties of 

the SE pair Markov model for convolutionally coded systems ( including the PCTH scheme), as 

evidenced by Equations (4. 18) to (4.21). Neverthe less, note how fo r the binary to 32-ary 

convolut iona l encoders g iven in Table 4-1 the contin uous PSD becomes smoother as v increases. 

F inally note how there is good agreement between the ana lytical and sim ulated results fo r both 

the PSD 's continuous part (S im . V.E.) and the P SD ' s discrete part (S im . 1 X w(O) 12= 1) in the all the 

figures presented in this and previous sections. 
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Figure 4-12_ Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using several of the FSLS 
binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders from Table 4-1 , The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12,5 ns, 

T, = 12.5 ns and Tp = T,I32 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns. 

4.6 BER Performance Comparisons of FSLS Binary 

to M-ary Convolutional Encoders and the PCTH 

Scheme 

In this section comparisons In terms of BER performance between FSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders and the PCTH scheme are provided for hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) and 

soft Viterbi decoding (SVD). It is shown that performing HVD based on the M-ary Hamming 

distances improves the BER performance compared to HVD decoding based on binary Hamming 

distances as in the PCTH scheme_ 

As expJained in Section 2.3, orthogonal PPM TH-IR-based UWB is a particular implementation 

of an orthogonal signalling system_ Therefore an IR-based UWB system using binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders can be described by the block diagram shown in Figure 4-13_ 
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Binary to 
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Noise, net), 
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Front End 
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Demodulator 

r Viterbi 
Decoder 

z' l Y' 

Figure 4-13. Block diagram of a binary to M-ary convolution ally coded TH-IR-based UWB system. 

Using the same notation as in Section 2.7.5 the data source produces a binary sequence 

Y={Yo' YP""YN-I } of length N which defines a path generating the code sequence 

where zY) E {O, I, ... ,M -I}. Next Z IS 

transmitted over a memory less noisy channel using an M-ary orthogonal PPM TH-IR-based UWB 

system. The transmitted signal, x Tx (t), for this sequence is defined by 

N-I N.,-I 
x 1X (t)=L L w(t-IT,-k~-PU" kTp) (4.48) 

1=0 k=O 

where w(t) has energy Ew and PU/.k = zY) E {O, I, ... ,M -I}. In vector form x 1x(t) can be 

represented as 

_ [ (0) ( .. - I) (0) ( .. - I) ] 
X - X o , ... , Xo , ,,, , XN_P , ,, , XN_I (4.49) 

with 

(k) _ [ (k) (k) (k) ] _ [0 0 rD ] 
XI - x l ,o , XI ,I , ,,, , XI,M_I - , , ... , "E.. , ... ,0 (4.50) 

~ 

Pal,k Position 

Note X~ k ) is an M dimensional vector. 

The received signal can be described as 

N-I N.,- I 
X lix (t) = L L wet -IT, - k~ - Pu/,k Tp + r) + net) (4,51) 

1=0 k=O 

where r is the delay and n(t) is additive noise, For comparison purposes it will be assumed that r is 

known at the receiver and that n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN) with zero mean and 

power spectral density No/2, After signal reception the pulse position demodulator (PPO) produces 

the received sequence 

(4,52) 

where r?) is itself a vector. Due to orthogonal signalling is being used, and assuming perfect 

synchronisation between receiver and transmitter has been achieved (coherent detection), r?) can 

be expressed in vector form as ([83 , 86]): 

(4,53) 

where no, ni , ,, ,, nM _1 are zero mean mutually independent Gaussian random variables with 

variance No/2. Note the PPO can be implemented by using a set of M correlators (the actual number 

can be reduced) such that 
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17.~+(k+ 1 )7; 

'i~;) = f X lix (t)w(t -ITs - kT,. - iTp + r )dt 

17~ +(k+.I)7; 

for i = O,I, ... ,M -1 . 

f {w(t -ITs - kT,. - fJu/.k Tp) + n(t)}w(t -IT, - kT,. - iTp )dt 
17.~. +k7~ 

(4.54) 

The received sequence, r, is then used by the Viterbi decoder to produce an estimate, 

, { } {'(O) '(1<-1) ,(0 ) ,( I<-I ) } f th t 'tt d d 
Z = Z O, ZI "", Z N_I = Z 0 , ... ,Z 0 , ... ,Z N_P''' ' Z N-I , 0 e ransml e sequence Z an an 

estimate, y'={y'o,y 'P ... ,y'N-I}, of the information sequence, y. Hard Viterbi decoding (HVO) or 

soft Viterbi decoding (SVO) can be implemented depending on the way r?) is fed to the decoder 

as explained in the following sections. 

4.6.1 Bit Error Rate Performance for Hard Viterbi Decoding 

In this section the metrics used for hard Viterbi decoding of the FSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders are introduced. A union bound on the bit error probability for M-ary 

Hamming distance based HVO over memory less A WGN channels is derived. Also examples of 

BER plots for FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders are provided. 

4.6.1.1 Branch Metrics for Hard Viterbi Decoding 

When the PPD makes a hard decision on the received pulse position hard Viterbi decoding must 

be implemented. In this case liCk) is no longer a vector but an M-ary symbol. For the coherent PPO 

detector under consideration the effect of performing a hard decision before decoding is the 

transformation of the A WGN channel into an M-ary symmetric discrete channel with transition 

probabilities ([95]) 

{I P. (k) _ (k ) 
(k) (k) - M 'i - z, 

Pr{r I z } = 
" '~'I (k) (k) 

M- I 'i 1; Z, 

(4.55) 

where PM is the error probability for M-ary orthogonal signals given by (see Section 2.3) 

<Xl Y 

P. = PM = ;; f [I-( ,;k f e-
x212

dx ) M-I ]exp[ -+ (Y_f~~)M-I ]dy ~ (M -I)Q( ~) 
-«> --«> 

(4.56) 

where QO was defined in Section 2.3.1. 

Assume the M-ary Hamming distance between the estimated sequence z' and the received 

sequence to be dMHallllll( r ,z') . Then the conditional probability mass function (p.m.f.), Pr{r I z'} , 

can be found to be 

N d (') ( p ) d'\II/amm(r .z') Pr{r lz'}=(I-P.) -.III/a",,,, r •• -1:L 
M M-I (4.57) 

Remember the Viterbi algorithm maximizes the log-likelihood function log(g(r I z')) 

introduced in Section 2.7.5. Therefore substituting Equation (4.57) in log(g(r I z')) yields 

log(g (r I z')) = log(Pr{r I z'}) = dMHa1ll1ll (r,z') log (M-:~~-'~,,) + N log(l- PM) 
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For most cases of interest PM < 112, hence maximising the log-likelihood function is equivalent to 

minimising the M-ary Hamming distance dMflamm (r,z') since Nlog(1- PM) is a constant for all z' . 

Therefore the path and branch metrics are given by 

N - I 1<" - 1 

PM(r l z')=dMHmllm (r,z')= L BM(~I~~) and BM(r; I z';)= L dMH{IIIIIII(r?),z 'V» 
;=0 - - j =O 

(4.59) 

where r?) , z,~j) E {O,I , ... ,M - I} and the hard Viterbi decoder (HVD) must find the path, z' , with 

the smallest M-ary Hamming distance to the received vector r. It is important to note that the 

metrics defined in Equation (4.59) are different to the hard metrics proposed in [70] for the PCTH 

scheme which are based on the binary Hamming distance. 

Figure 4-14 shows BER plots for PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems using the rate 1 FSLS 

binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders from Table 4-1 with M-ary Hamming distance based 

HVD, 32-ary PCTH with binary Hamming distance based HVD, and binary PPM. From Figure 4-14 

it can be seen that the system's BER performance can be improved by using the encoders reported 

in Table 4-1. 

Binary PPM 
J2.ary PCTH Binary HYD 
v = 4, J2.ary FSLS HYD 
v = S, 32·ary FSLS HYD 
v= 6, 32·ary FSLS HYD 

\ . 

v = 7, 32·ary FSLS HYD 
,o·'l.':L=~=3::'::::=4C:=~5 ~-:-6 --:':-7 "----':B~---'c----,''::-O ---,J" 

Bit Energy to Noise Ratio · EblNo (dB) 

Figure 4-14. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) in PPM TH-IR
based UWB systems using the rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders from Table 4-1, 32-ary 
PCTH, and binary orthogonal PPM. All the plots were obtained by simulation for AWGN channel. The total 
encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. The branch and path metrics used with FSLS 

encoders were based on the M-ary Hamming distances. For the PCTH scheme HVD was performed by 
using branch and path metrics based on binary Hamming distances. 

4.6.1.2 Upper Bound on the Bit Error Probability for Hard Viterbi Decoding 

An upper bound for the bit error probability can be obtained by calculating the pairwise error 

probability, P2 (d), and substituting it in Equation (4.40). Without loss of generality (due to the 

linearity property of convolutional codes) assume the transmitted M-ary sequence to be the all 

zeros sequence and name it Z(:. As well consider a symbol sequence, ZE, that diverges from Zc at 

some point and later remerges with it after accumulating an M-ary Hamming weight d. Consider 

the d positions at which Zc and ZE differ and label them as zc,; and Z E,i with i = O,l , ... ,d - 1 . 

Similarly label the corresponding received symbols at these positions as r;. Define lPc to be the 

number of positions at which y; = z C,; 1= ZE,i and lPE to be the number of positions at which 
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If = Z'i,i "* ZC,i ' As well define <PI = d - <Pc - <PE' that is the number of positions at which 

If "* ZC,i' ZIi,i . By noting that 

1

1- p. 

Pr{fi I ZC,i } = ::~ I M 

'~\I(M-2) 

~ 

we can find the following p.m.f. 

fi = z C,i 

(4.60) 

(4.61) 

Due to the fact that hard Viterbi decoding is equivalent to finding the path with the smaller 

M-ary Hamming distance to the received sequence, r, the pairwise error probability between the 

sequences Zc: and ZH can be found as 

P2 (d) = P(zc ~ Z,,) = Pr {dMHamm (r, z /i ) < dMHamm (r , zc ) I zc } + 

+ t Pr{ dMHamm (r, ZE) = dMHamm (r, zc ) I zc } 
(4.62) 

where P(zc ~ z,J stands for the pairwise probability of erroneously selecting z/:' when 

transmitting Zc. Using lPc ' lP/i and lP, Equation (4.62) becomes 

P2(d) = P(zc ~ ZF) = Pr{lPr < <PI; I zc } +t Pr{lPr = lPE I zc } (4.63) 

hence 

(4.64) 

By replacing Equation (4.64) in Equation (4.40): 

00 

~ ~ I BdPz(d) (4.65) 
d=dAffre/! 

and upper bound on the bit error probability for HVD based on the M-ary Hamming distances is 

obtained. It is worth mentioning that a different looser upper bound for HVD of binary to M-ary 

encoders is provided in [95]. This bound has the form 

00 

~ ~ I BdP d (4.66) 
d=dMfree 

where P is given by 

V= 4'~\ f(1 -~f) + M - 2 P. 
M-I M -I M (4.67) 

Figure 4-15 shows plots of the bounds defined by Equations (4.65) and (4.66) compared with 

simulation results for the rate I, v = 6 , FSLS binary to 32-ary encoder. These bounds were 

calculated by considering the first 20 elements of the IWS (as reference consider that the upper 

bounds for BER perfonnance of convolutional encodes reported in [135] , [110] and [Ill] were 

calculated using 8, 13 and 15 elements of the IWS respectively). The plots in Figure 4-15 show that 

the upper bound "A" defined by Equations (4.64) and (4.65) is tighter than the upper bound "B" 
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defmed by Equations (4.66) and (4.67). 

v ~ 6, 32-ary FSLS HVD 
- Upper Bound A 

.... Upper Bound B 

3 4 5 6 7 
Bit Energy to Noise Ratio - EblNo (dB) 

Figure 4-15. Upper bounds on the bit error probability for a PPM TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate I, 
v = 6, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 with HVD. The upper bound A was 
calculated using Equations (4.64) and (4.65) whereas for upper bound B Equations (4.66) and (4.67) 

were used. The first 20 elements of the IWS were used to calculate both bounds. 

4.6.2 Bit Error Rate Performance for Soft Viterbi Decoding 

In this section the metrics used for soft Viterbi decoding of the FSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders are introduced. Also the bit error probability union bound for SVD over 

memory less A WGN channels with coherent detection is provided. Examples of BER plots for 

feedfo rward spectra l line suppress ive binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders are presented. 

4.6.2.1 Branch Metrics for Soft Viterbi Decoding 

When the received vector Ij(k ) is fed to the decoder as a measure of the Euclidean distance 

between the received signal and each one of the poss ible M-ary orthogonal PPM signals, soft 

Viterbi decoding can be implemented. Remember from Section 2.7 .5 that for soft decoding the 

Viterbi a lgorithm maximizes the log-likelihood function 

N - I N - I K- I N - I K- I 

In(g (r I z ')) = L In(g(~ l z ';)) = L L In(g(r?) I z ';}» )) = L L In(g(r?) I x';}» )) (4.68) 
; =0 ;=0 } =o ;=0 } =o 

with 

,(J) - [ (J) (J) (J) ] - [0 f£ 0 0] X ; - x; ,Q , Xi ,1 , ... , Xi ,M - l - , . .. , ViJw " • . , (4.69) 
~ 

z'F) Posi tion 

and where g(r I z') is the conditional probability density function of r given z' . For M-ary 

orthogonal signalling we have ([83, 127]) 

M - I ( , (J) x~J» 2 
g(r (j) I x ,(}» ) = _ 1- exp(-'"' i ,~ - i .~ ) 

I I ( 1TNO)M I 2 L.... No 
, =0 

(4.70) 

and therefore 

(4.71) 

Maximising Equation (4.71) is equivalent to maximise 
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(4.72) 

where terms common to all paths have been discarded. Due to x '~:j = 0 for c; *- z '~) we have 

(4.73) 

and therefore the use of r/*) to form the path and branch metrics is straightforward. The BER plots 

obtained when implementing SVD by using these metrics are shown in Figure 4-] 6. 

10° r----,-~--.---.---,--~=====:::;_] 

~ 
~ 10.2 

.Sl 
'" a:: 

~ 10.3 

iD 

Binary PPM 
v= 8, FSLS HVD 
PCTH SVD 
v= 4, FSLS SVD 
v = 5, FSLS SVD 
v = 6,FSLS SVD 
v = 7, FSLS SVD 

3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 
Bit Energy to Noise Ratio · E/ No (dB) 

Figure 4-16. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) in PPM TH-IR-based 
UWB systems using the rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders presented in Table 4-1 and 
32-ary PCTH. The BER plots for rate I, v = 6, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders with HVD and 

binary orthogonal PPM are provided as a reference. All the plots were obtained by simulation for 
the AWGN channel. The total encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. 

The BER plots in Figure 4-16 are for PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems using the rate I FSLS 

binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders from Table 4-] with SVD, 32-ary PCTH with SVD, and 

binary PPM. From this figure it is clear that the BER is further improved when using SVD 

compared to HVD as expected. 

Finally note that maximising Equations (4.71) and (4.72) is equivalent to finding the 

path/codeword, z' , which minimises the squared Euclidean distance: 

N- I K- I M - I 

d . (r x ,)2 = " " " (r(J) _X ,(j»2 
Elle ' ~ ~ ~ I ,~ I . ~ (4.74) 

;=0 ) =0 , =0 

4.6.2.2 Upper Bound on the Bit Error Probability for Soft Viterbi Decoding 

As in the previous case, the pairwise error probability, P2(n) , must be calculated in order to 

obtain an upper bound on the bit error probability for SVD. Assume again that the all zeros 

sequence, Zc, is transmitted and name its respective signal sequence as Xc. Now assume the symbol 

sequence, ZE, with respective signal sequence, XE, diverges from Zc at some point and later 

remerges with it after accumulating an M-ary Hamming weight d. Denote d Elfc(XC, XE) the 

Euclidean distance between the signal sequences Xc and XE. As the channel is assumed to be 

A WGN with two sided power spectral density Na/2 and soft Viterbi decoding is equivalent to 
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finding the signal sequence with the smaller Euclidean distance to the received sequence, r , the 

pairwise error probability between the sequences Xc and Xr:; is given by ([83 , 101]) 

P (d) = P(x ~ x _) = Q( (dEUC (XC, XE»2 ) 
2e 6 2~ (4.75) 

where P(xc -; xE ) stands for the pairwise probability of erroneously selecting XE when 

transmitting Xc. Because of the symmetry of the orthogonal signal set: 

(4.76) 

and therefore 

(4.77) 

where Eb is the information bit energy and K is the number of M-ary symbols produced per data bit. 

Therefore for SVD the probability of error of a binary to M-ary convolutional code is upper 

bounded by 

(4.78) 

In Figure 4-17 the plots of the bound defined by Equation (4.78) compared to simulation results 

for the rate 1, v = 6 , FSLS binary to 32-ary encoder are shown. The upper bound was obtained by 

considering the first 20 element of the IWS whereas for the lower bound only the first element was 

used. The plots in Figure 4-17 show there is a good agreement between the bounds and the 

simulated results. 

i:? 10.2 

W 
e3. 

- Upper Bound (20 TemlS) 
v = 6, J2' aI)I FSLS SVD 

----- Lower Bound (I Term) 

~ 10-3 ~~~----- .. - ..... -_ 

! ::: -"........"..... ....... 
10~':-.5 --:-----:-1':-.5 - --::-2- -::2':-.5 --!:3--:3:':-.5-~4--4:':-. 5-~ 

Bit Energy to Noise Ratio - Ei No (dB) 

Figure 4-17. Upper and lower bounds on the bit error probability for SVD in a PPM TH-IR-based UWB system 
employing the rate I, v = 6, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders presented in Table 4-1 . For the 
upper bound the first 20 elements of the IWS were used in Equation (4.78) whereas for the lower bound 

only the first element of the IWS was considered. 

4.7 Conclusions for Chapter 4 

In this chapter feedforward spectral line suppressive (FSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders have been introduced. First, it was shown that the PCTH scheme can be interpreted as a 

binary to M-ary convolutionally coded system using M-ary orthogonal PPM signalling. Therefore it 
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was concluded that there existed the possibility to find good binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders with similar PSD characteristics and better BER than the PCTH encoders. Based on this 

premise the condition needed for a binary to M-ary convolutional encoder to eliminate as many 

spectral lines as the PCTH scheme was obtained through analysis. It has also been shown that 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders complying with the spectral line suppression condition can 

eliminate as many spectral lines as a TH-IR-based UWB system employing binary PPM and 

perfectly random Ml2-ary TH. 

Based on the spectral line suppression analysis a code search procedure for rate I, 112 and 1/3 

FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with the best possible information weight spectrum 

(fWS) was introduced. The code search procedure verifies that the spectral line suppression 

condition is fulfilled before comparing the IWS of the encoder under test. Using this code search 

procedure maximum free distance FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with the best 

possible IWS were found. A table of the best FSLS convolutional encoders for 16-ary, 32-ary, 64-

ary and I 28-ary orthogonal signalling has been provided. These encoders are able to eliminate as 

many spectral lines as the M-ary PCTH scheme and binary PPM with perfectly random Ml2-ary 

TH under the same operation constraints (uniform distributed i.i.d. binary inputs). 

Power spectral density examples of PPM TH-JR-based UWB signals using FSLS binary to 32-

ary convolutional encoders, 32-ary PCTH and binary PPM with perfectly random and pseudo

random (PR) 16-ary TH have been provided. These examples show that all these systems have the 

same spectral line suppression capabilities with the exception of the system employing binary PPM 

with periodic PR-TH. 

Lastly the bit error rate performance of the proposed convolutionally coded system has been 

addressed. A derivation of the branch and path metrics used for hard and soft Viterbi decoding has 

been provided. Upper bounds on the bit error probability for hard and soft Viterbi decoding have 

been introduced and BER plots examples have been given for 32-ary encoders. The BER plots 

examples showed that improved BER performance over PCTH and binary PPM can be achieved by 

using the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders introduced in Table 4-1 for both HVD and 

SVD. Furthermore, by using the M-ary Hamming distance to compute the branch and path metrics 

needed for HVD a significant improvement on the BER performance over PCTH and binary PPM 

can be achieved with the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. This characteristic is 

important if such encoders are intended to be used in low rate low complexity systems where soft 

Viterbi decoding may not be feasible. It is worth mentioning that the use of the FSLS binary to M

ary convolutional encoders is not restricted to orthogonal M-ary PPM as they can be used in any 

system employing M-ary orthogonal signalling. 

It is clear that the use of binary to M-ary convolutional encoders in TH-JR-based UWB systems 

may increase the system's complexity compared with non-coded binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB 

systems. However, in order to achieve similar PSD characteristics to those obtained with the PCTH 

and the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutionally coded schemes, the non-coded system must employ 
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a perfectly random (ideal) TH sequence. In practice the generation of this ideal TH sequence may be 

approximated by generating a PR-TH sequence with extremely long period wh ich would increase the 

system's complexity as well (note this PR-TH sequence must be generated in both the transmitter and 

the receiver in order to be able to recover the original information). In any case the complexity 

difference between the binary to M-ary convo lutionally coded scheme and the non-coded scheme 

wou ld reside in the receiver side and particularly in the implementation of the Viterbi decoder. 

Nevertheless, this possible increase in complexity is compensated by the improved BER performance 

achieved when using the binary to M-ary convolutional encoders as shown in Section 4.6. 

It is worth mentioning that the decoding complexity of the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders introduced in this chapter can be regarded to be low to medium as their total encoder 

memory ranges (a measure of decoding complexity, [lOO, 101 , 104]) from 3 to 7 and the industry 

de facto standard binary convo lutional encoder has total encoder memory equal to 6, [104]. As 

well, the decoding complexity of the encoders reported in Table 4-1 can be eq ual to or larger than 

the decoding complexity of the PCTH encoders, as several FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders with different total encoder memory were reported fo r the same M-ary alphabet. 

However, this increase in comple)(ity is compensated by the improved BER performance achieved 

when increasing the total encoder memory as evidenced by the results presented in Section 4.6. 
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a) BER performance comparison b) PSD shape comparison 

Figure 4-18. Side by side BER performance and PSD shape (analytical) comparisons between PPM TH-IR
based UWB systems employing : the rate I , v = 7, binary to 32-ary FSLS convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 , 

the 32-ary Bernoulli shift map PCTH scheme and non-coded orthogonal binary PPM with pseudo-random 
16-ary TH. The input data stream is assumed to consist on LLd. binary symbols with uniform distribution. The 

periodic sequence {O, 14, 1, 5, 13, 6, 3, 15, 7, 11 , 8, 12, 9, 2, 10, 4} was used for TH in the system employing 
non-coded orthogonal binary PPM. The BER performance plots were obtained by simulation for soft 

Viterbi decoding (SVD) and hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) in the AWGN channel. For the PCTH scheme 
HVD was performed by using branch and path metrics based on binary Hamming distances. The signal 

parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and Tp= T,!32 (Te = T,!16 for the system employing 
pseudo-random 16-ary TH). The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns. 
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Chapter 5 

Maximum Free Distance 

Spectral Line Suppressive Binary 

to M-ary Convolutional Encoders for 

Unbalanced Binary Markov Sources 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter novel maximum free distance (MFO) recursive spectral line suppressive (SLS) 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders for pulse position modulated (PPM) time hopping (TH) 

impulse radio (IR) based ultra wideband (UWB) systems with first order binary Markov sources 

(BMS) are introduced . These convolutional encoders eliminate as many spectral lines as the 

feedforward SLS (FSLS) convolutional encoders introduced in the previous chapter and the 

pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) scheme even when the binary stream at the encoder input 

does not consist of independent identically distributed (Ud.) symbols with uniform distribution. In 

particular it is assumed that the data stream is generated by an unbalanced (that is non-uniform 

distributed) binary Markov source. 

The main characteristic of the SLS convolutional encoders presented in this chapter is the 

introduction of feedback, which is novel for binary to M-ary encoders. It is shown that through the 

introduction of recursive structures the spectral line suppression condition introduced in Section 

4.3 .2 can be satisfied even when the data stream is generated by an unbalanced first order BMS. 

Good encoders with rates I, 112 and 1/3 for 16-ary, 32-ary, 64-ary and 128-ary orthogonal 

modulation schemes (not restricted to be PPM based) are reported. It is shown that these recursive 

SLS (RSLS) convolutional encoders provide enhanced power spectral density (PSO) characteristics 

compared to the FSLS convolutional encoders with a slight degradation on the system's bit error 

rate (BER) performance. 

One of the main limitations of the PCTH scheme and the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders introduced in the previous section is that they strictly require the encoder input to consist 

of uniform distributed i.i.d binary streams in order to satisfY the spectral line suppression condition. 

As explained in Sections 2.5 and 4.2 in [70, 33, 37] it is assumed that these uniform distributed 
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i.i.d. binary streams can be obtained through a compression and scrambling operation over the 

original data stream generated by the source. Nevertheless, in order to guarantee this constraint is 

fulfilled, the compression algorithm must be optimal meaning that it should be able to completely 

eliminate all the redundancy on the source's data stream, [136]. However achieving this in practice 

may prove difficult excluding a few specific cases. Furthermore, most real world source encoders 

are suboptimal or asymptotically optimal and therefore some residual redundancy, in the form of 

non-uniformity and/or memory, is usually left in the data stream after compression, [117, 137-141]. 

Therefore it can be asserted that for many cases of interest the assumption of uniform distributed 

i.i.d. binary streams at the encoder input can not be sustained, even with the inclusion of 

compression and scrambling operations. 

As previously mentioned, the source model adopted in this chapter is the first order BMS 

introduced in Section 3.2. This is due to the first order BMS enables the modelling of unbalanced 

i.i.d. memoryless binary data streams as well as binary data streams with memory, [116-118]. Note 

these kinds of data streams can be generated by the combination of data sources with suboptimal 

source encoders (e.g. suboptimal compression algorithms) or by stand alone data sources. 

Therefore, the SLS convolutional encoders introduced in this chapter have a much wider 

applicability range than the PCTH scheme and the FSLS encoders introduced in Chapter 4. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes the system model. Section 5.3 shows 

that a recursive structure for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders is advantageous for the design 

of SLS encoders with unbalanced first order BMS inputs. A modification of the code search 

procedure introduced in Section 4.4 is presented in Section 5.4 altogether with the novel recursive 

SLS (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders found with such procedure. Comparisons in 

terms of PSD characteristics and BER performance between the RSLS, FSLS and PCTH encoders 

are provided in Section 5.5. Lastly conclusions are presented in Section 5.6. 

5.2 System Model for Binary to M-ary Convolutionally 

Coded TH-IR-Based UWB Signals with First Order 

Binary Markov Sources 

The block diagram of the system model assumed in this chapter is shown in Figure 5-1. This 

model is similar to the one introduced in Section 4.2 with the difference that this time the data 

source is assumed to be the first order binary Markov Source (BMS) introduced in Section 3.2.1. 

Remember this BMS source model is defined by the state set n = {ro,lj} with corresponding 

outputs {lo'~} = {0,1} and the one step transition probabilities matrix defined by 

P
y 

= [p y,OO P y,ol] 
Py,IO Py,ll 

(5.1 ) 

where 
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(5.2) 

with 

Py,oo = 1- Py,OI and Py,ll = 1-Py,lO (5.3) 

The corresponding steady state probabilities for this Markov chain (MC) are then given by 

1t -[7Z' 7Z' ]-[ Py,lO 
--.!... - y,O y,l - Py,OI +Py,1O 

(5.4) 

where "y,O and "y,1 are the steady state probabilities of generating a "0" and a "1" respectively. 

In order to avoid trivial degenerate cases such as Py,ij = 1, it will be assumed that 

Binruy to M-ruy 
Convolutional 

Encoder 

M-ruy PPMIR 
basedUWB 
Modulator 

(5.5) 

Figure 5-1. Block diagram of the binary to M-ary convolutionally coded M-ary PPM TH-IR-based UWB system 
with first order binary Markov source (BMS). 

In Section 3.4 it was shown that the PSD's discrete part of a convolutionally coded - Markov 

driven IR-based UWB signal is a function of the steady state probabilities of the source encoder 

(SE) pair Markov model. Therefore it is pertinent to analyse the SE pair Markov model steady state 

behaviour when using feed forward and feedback structures to construct binary to M-my 

convolutional encoders. This analysis will be provided in the next sections where, as in the 

previous chapter, it will be assumed that M is a power of 2. 

Before starting the analysis it is convenient to remember from Section 3.2.3 that the state 

process, u l ' defined by the SE pair Markov model has transition probabilities matrix given by 

p = [Py.ooBo py,olBO 1 
er PY.IO BI Py ,l1B I 

(5.6) 

where Bo and B\ are the Nq x Nq the next state matrices defined in Section 3.2.3 and N
q 

= 2v is the 

number of encoder states, qi, as defined by the encoder's state transition diagram representation 

(see Sections 2.7.2 and 3.2.2). Recall the state set for the SE pair Markov model is defined as 

S = {(O,%),(O,QI), ... ,(O,qNq_I),(1,qo),(l,ql), ... ,(l,qNq_l)} = {SO, Spo •• , S2Nq_l} 

with corresponding output mapping 

SS.Nq+} = [Ss~;q+} ,s~:!q+j , ... ,s~.:~;j] = r(SnNq+j) = r(n,q) 

where y(.) is the output mapping function, n = 0,1 and j = 0,1, ... , Nq -1 . 
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5.2.1 Source-Encoder pair Markov Model Analysis for Feedfonvard 

Convolutional Encoders 

Consider the feedforward structure for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders introduced in 

Section 4.4.2 - Figure 4-4 and reproduced for convenience in Figure 5-2. 

v memory locations 
(~ ____ A~ ___ ~\ 

~~np~ ~~r®~ · · . -~ r--:.-----,L ~v+1 = K,---_____ ---, 

• Binary Binary to M-ary z~O) 
• Operations : L binary: Orthogonal ~ 
• Set • outputs. Signalling (M = 2L ) 

• • KM-ary • • • • outputs 

~~~~~y 

'------'! 
Binary Binary to M-ary • : L binary: 

z(r-I) 

• Operations Orthogonal ~ • • outputs. 
Set Signalling (M = 2L ) 

\: ) 

Output mapping - y(y/, ~) 

Figure 5-2. Generic diagram of a rate IIKfeedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoder. 

Recall from Section 4.2.2 that for feedforward convolutional encoders each element En,jj' of the 

Nq x Nq the next state matrices, Bn = [En,jj']' is equal to 

Bo .. , ={O, 
,jJ I, 

j' * U 12 J {a, j' * 2v
-

1 
+Lj/2 J 

L J and BI ·· = L J j' = j / 2 ,Ij I, j' = 2v
-

1 + j / 2 
(5.9) 

where L·J stands for the floor function. Since the BMS' one step transition probabilities Py,oo are 

not restricted to be 112 as in the previous chapter (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2), the entries in each 

column of the transition probabilities matrix, PO"' do not necessarily sum to unity. Thus, it can not 

be guaranteed that PO"'s steady state probabilities are all equal to 1/(2Nq) as in Section 4.2. 

Before providing a closed fonn expression for PO"'s steady state probabilities it is necessary to 

analyse the state transitions defined by the SE pair Markov model. Assume the state of the SE pair 

MC process at time I to be (1'1 =(~'(}I)=(YI'(}I)=(n',qj')=Sn'Nq+j' with corresponding encoder 

t t [ Ll () ()] [' I I ] h . I I 2v- 1 I 2v- 2 I' h memory con en UI,P 1,2"'" I,v = JlpJl2,···,Jlv , were) =JlI +Jl2 + ... +Jlv WIt 

Jl'; E {0,1} as in the previous chapters. Remember from Section 3.2.3 that this SE pair MC state 

can only be reached from a previous SE pair MC state (1'1_1 =(~_P(}I_I) = (YI-l'(}I-I) = (n,qj) = snNq+j 

if 

(5.10) 

where fjJ(.) is the next state function of the encoder's Melay finite state sequential machine (FSSM) 

model equivalent to the encoder's state transition diagram. From Figure 5-2 it can be seen that the 
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encoder state qJ' can only be reached from two previous encoder states qk+O and qk+1 with 

respective memory content at time I - 1 given by 

(5.11) 

where k=P'22v-1 + ... +p'v2=(2j'mod2V) and mod stands for the modulus operation. 

Furthermore, in order to reach qJ' from any of these states it is needed that 

YI-I = p\ (5.12) 

Thus the SE pair MC state (n',qj') = sn'Nq+j' can only be accessed from the states 

(5.13) 

As a consequence the i' = (n' Nq + jj th column corresponding to state (n',qJ') = sn'Nq+J' in the one 

step transition probabilities matrix PIT has row entries equal to 

_ {PY,JI',n' , 
PIT,ii' - 0 , 

i = p\ Nq +k,p\ Nq +k+l 
otherwise 

(5.14) 

where k=(2j'mod2V) and i=nNq+j is the row index corresponding to state (n,q)=snNq+J 

with n = 0,1 and j = 0,1, ... , Nq -1 . This property will now be used to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1: Consider afeedforward convolutional encoder withfirst order EMS input defined 

by Equations (5.1) to (5.5). Then the steady state probabilities of the SE pair Markov model state 

process, up with one step transition probabilities matrix, PIT' and state set, S, as defined by 

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) respectively, are given by 

7t N .=7t( )=7t -P P P P 7t IT.n q+ J IT. n.qj IT.SnNq+j - Y.JlIn Y.JllJII ... Y.JIv-Illv-2 Y.JlvJlv-1 Y.JIv (5.15) 

where n = 0,1, try., and PY.II' are EMS' steady state and one step transition probabilities, and 

[1lJ,1i2,""pvl is the encoder's memory content defining the encoder state qJ with 

j = IlJ 2v-1 + .. , + Pv . 

Proof: Remember from Section 3.2 that the steady state probabilities satisfy ([119, 120]) 

7t1T = 7tITPIT (5.16) 

or equivalently ([122]) 

2Nq -l 

7tlTi , = "" 7(lTiPlT ii' , L..J , . (5.17) 
i=O 

where trlT = [7(IT,O' trlT,I'" •• ,7(IT,2Nq_l] • Substituting Equation (5.14) in Equation (5.17) yields 

(5.18) 

h ·, 'N ., 'N ' 2v-1 'd k '2v-1 '2 (2" d2V) Th . were 1 = n q + } = n q + PI + ... + P v an = P 2 + ... + P v = } mo . us, In 

order to proof Theorem 5.1 it is necessary to demonstrate that Equation (5.18) holds when 

replacing trlT.i , by Equation (5.15), that is 
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Substituting Equation (5.15) in the right side of Equation (5.18) gives 

(5.20) 

However note that 

{

PY'lO(PY'OO+PY,QI) -tr 
Py .10 Py,Ol Py,Ol +Py,lO - y,O' 

,tr + ,tr =, +, = 
Py,Opy y,O Py,lpy y,l Py,Opy Py,OI+Py,lO Py,lP. Py,Ol+Py .10 Py,OI(Py,lO+Py,l1) -tr 

Py,Ol +Py,IO - y,l' 

p'. =0 
(5.21) 

p'v =1 

where Equation (5.4) was used. Replacing Equation (5.21) into Equation (5.20) yields 

(5.22) 

which is identical to the leftmost side of Equation (5.19). Therefore for feedforward convolutional 

encoders the steady state probabilities of the SE pair Markov model state process, eT" are given by 

Equation (5.15). 

It is worth mentioning that a distribution equivalent to Equation (5.15) has been reported in 

[142] where the correlation of the output offeedforward binary convolutional encoders is analysed. 

Nevertheless in [142] no formal proof of Equation (5.15) is provided and the analysis is performed 

in a different way. 

5.2.2 Source-Encoder pair Markov Model Analysis for Recursive 

Convolutional Encoders 

Now consider the recursive structure for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders shown in 

Figure 5-3. For reasons that will become clear in the following analysis, this work focuses on 

structures with hv = 1 while the rest of the feedback coefficients, hi ' can be freely set to be 0 or 1. 

binary 
input 

~ 

+ • 

bl Kb2 
by_l by =1 

~~ ~ ....... - ill L~v+I=K 

f-----! 
• Binary 

: L binary: 
Binary to M-ary z(O) 

• Operations Orthogonal ~ • • outputs. 
Set Signalling (M = 2L ) 

• • • • • • 
~ 

Binary Binary to M-ary • : L binary: 
Z(r-l) 

• Operations Orthogonal ~> • • outputs. 
Set Signalling (M = 2L ) 

\.: ) 
y 

Output mapping - y(Yl. B1) 

Figure 5-3. Generic diagram of a rate l/K'recursive binary to M-ary convolutional encoder, 

KM-ary 
outputs 

The transition probabilities matrix of the state process, eT" defined by this encoder's SE pair 

Markov model can be found by using Equation (5.6). However this time the Nq x Nq next state 

matrices, Bo and BJ, acquire a completely different form. In order find Bo and BJ consider the 
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encoder memory content at time I to be [8, l' 8, 2' ... , '" J = Lup 112, ... ,,uv] with corresponding state .. , 

label qJ where j = p, 2v-1 + ,u22v-2 + ... + ,uv' Two different cases regarding the encoder's feedback 

structure and the current memory content can now be identified namely: 

(5.23) 

where E9 stands for modulo 2 addition (that is over the binary Galois field - GF(2». Let us focus 

first on case with blP, Ea ..• Ea bv_l,uv_1 = O. When the current input is y, = 0 and ,uv = 0 

(that is j is even) the next state is ["'+1.1' 8'+1.2"'" 8'+I.v] = [O,,upP2, ... ,,uV_I] due to 

y, Ea blP, E9 ... E9 bv_l,uv_1 Ea bv,uv = O. In contrast, when ,uv = 1 (that is j is odd) the next state is 

[8'+1.1'8'+1.2,···,8'+1 . .] = [1,p",u2,···,,uv_l] since y, Ea blP, Ea ••• Ea bv_l,uv_1 E9 bv,uv = 1. Therefore using 

Section 3.2.3 notation 

j even 

j odd 
(5.24) 

for case (1) with blP, E9 ... Ea bv_l,uv_1 = 0 . Using a similar analysis when the current input is y, = 1 

we can find 

for case (1). 

j even 

j odd 
(5.25) 

Consider now case (2) with blP, Ea •.• Ea bv_l,uv_1 = 1. When the current input is y, = 0 and j is 

even (that is ,uv =0) the next state is ["'+I,p8,+1,2, .•. A+I.J=[I,,L4,,u2,. •• ,,uv-l] due to 

y, E9 blP, E9 ... Ea bv_l,uv_1 Ea bvPv = 1. In contrast, when j is odd (that is ,uv = 1) the next state is 

["'+1,1' "'+1.2"'" "'+I.V] = [O,p, ,P2,· .. ,,uV-I] since y, Ea blP, E9 ... Ea bv_IPv_1 Ea bv,uv = 0 . Hence 

{

Q2v_1+J/2 

8'+1 =,p(y,A)=,p(O,q) = 
qLJ/2J 

j even 

j odd 
(5.26) 

for case (2) with blP, E9 ... Ea bv_IPv_I = 1 . Using a similar analysis when the current input is y, = 1 

we can find 

for case (2). 

j even 

j odd 

Therefore each element Bo.jj • of Ba = [Bo•jj'] is equal to 

1, 

1, 

BO,jj' = 1, 

1, 

0, 

for j even, j' = j 1 2 and blPI + ... + bv_IPv_1 = 0 

for j odd, j' = 2v
-

1 +Lj 12 J and blPI + ... +bv_IPv_1 = 0 
for j even, j' = 2v

-
1 + j / 2 and blPI + ... + bv_IPv_1 = 1 

for j odd, j' = U 12 J and blf.it + ... + bv_IPv_1 = 1 
otherwise 
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whereas each element BI,jj' of BI = [BI,jj'] is equal to 

1, for j even, j' = 2v
-

1 + j 12 and bIlLI + ... +bv_IPv_1 = 0 

1, for j odd, j' = U 12 J and blPI + ... + bv_IPv_1 = 0 

Bl,jj' = 1, for j even, j' = j / 2 and blPI + ... + bv_IPv_1 = 1 

1, for j odd, j' = 2v
-

1 +U 12 J and blPI + ... +bv_IPv_1 = 1 

0, othelWise 

(5.29) 

Using these results the behaviour of the SE pair Markov model's state transitions can now be 

analysed. Assume the state of the SE pair MC state process at time I to be 

Ut =(PtA)=(Yi'~)=(n',qj')=Sn'Nq+j' with corresponding encoder memory content 

[~,I'Bt,2, ... ,Bt,J = [,u\,,u'2,· .. ,,u'J . From Figure 5-3 it can be seen that the encoder state qj' can 

only be reached from two previous encoder states qk and qk+1 with respective memory content at 

time I -I given by 

(5.30) 

where k = ,u'2 2v
-

1 + ... + ,u'v 2 = (2j'mod2V). From Equation (5.10) and the previous analysis it can 

be seen that in order to reach qj' from any ofthese states it is needed that 

'£Db '£D £Db ' (k) d '£Db '£D £Db ' £Db (k+l) Y'_I=Pl w IP2w ", w v_IPv=n an Y'_I=P I'<J7 IP2 w ", w v_IPv w v=n (5.31 ) 

for the states qk and qk+1 respectively. Note n(k) '* n(k+I) = n(k) $1 as far as bv = I. Thus the SE 

pair MC state (n',qj') = sn'Nq+j' can only be accessed from the states 

(5.32) 

Therefore the i'=(n'Nq + j')th column in the one step transition probabilities matrix PO" 

corresponding to state (n',qj')=Sn'Nq+j' with encoder memory content [,u\,,u'2""',u'.], has row 

entries equal to 

i=n(k)N +k 
q 

i = n(k+l) N + k + 1 
q 

otherwise 

(5.33) 

h k (2 " d2V) (k)_ 'll'Ib 'ffi ffib ' (k+ll_ 'ffib 'ffi ffib 'ffib d were = ) mo , n - ,u 1'<J7 l,u 2 W ... W v-l,u v' n - ,u I W l,u 2 W ... W v-l,u v W v' an 

i=nNq + j is the row index corresponding to state (n,qj)=SnNq+j with n=O,1 and 

j = O,I, ... ,Nq -I. Now Theorem 5.2 can be introduced. 

Theorem 5.2: Consider a recursive convolutional encoder with bv = 1 andfirst order BMS input 

defined by Equations (5.1) to (5.5). Then the steady state probabilities of the SE pair Markov model 

state process, u,' with one step transition probabilities matrix, PO" and state set, S, as defined by 

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) respectively, are given by 

1! N . = 1! ( l = 1! = 1!y,n 
(I,n q+) u, n,qj a,SnNq+l N 

q 

(5.34) 
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where n = 0,1, 1ry ,n is the BMS' steady state probability corresponding to state rn with BMS' 

output n, and j = 14 2 v-I + ... + Pv is defined by the encoder's memory content [14, Il:!, ... , Pv] 

corresponding to the encoder state qj' 

Proof: It is only needed to prove that 

2Nq -1 

tr_i' =trun'N +J-' =tru(n'q.,) = ~ truiPuii' .... , ,q" J L.J . I 

(5.35) 
;=0 

holds for every n'=O,l and j'=O,I, ... ,Nq -l. First note i'=n'Nq + j' and assume that 

j' = P'I 2v
-

1 + ... + p'v corresponds to the encoder memory content [P'I'P'2, ... ,P'J. Substituting 

Equation (5.33) in Equation (5.35) gives 

(5.36) 

h (k) - 'li'Ib 'lI"I lI"Ib ' (k+l) - 'li'Ib 'lI"I li'Ib ' li'Ib d k (2" d2V) were n -PI<;J;/ IP 2<JJ ... <JJ v-IPv' n -p l <:r:1 IP 2 <JJ .. ·<:r:1 v_IP v<:r:1 v an = } mo 

(note k = P'2 2v
-

1 + ... + p'v 2 ). Replacing 1ra-.i' in Equation (5.36) by Equation (5.34) yields 

(5.37) 

Substituting Equation (5.34) in the right side of Equation (5.36) gives 

(5.38) 

Replacing Equation (5.4) in the right side of Equation (5.38) yields 

(5.39) 

Nevertheless n(k+l) = n(k) EB 1 as b = 1 and therefore 
v 

n'=n(k) 
(5.40) 

n' = n(k+l) 

Hence Equation (5.38) becomes 

try"P> n'=n(k) -;:;-' q 
(5.41) 

tr 
y",(k+l) (k I) 

n'=n + 

which is equivalent to the leftmost side of Equation (5.37). Therefore for recursive convolutional 

encoders with bv = 1 the steady state probabilities of the SE pair Markov model state process, 0"/, 

are given by Equation (5.34). Furthermore, it is important to highlight that bv = 1 is a necessary 

condition owing to the fact that otherwise n(k) = n(k+I) and Equations (5.37) to (5.41) would not be 

valid for this case. 
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5.3 Spectral Line Suppression Capabilities of the Binary 

to M-ary Convolutional Encoders with First Order 

BMS Inputs for PPM IR-Based UWB Systems 

The signal model considered in this chapter for the binary to M-ary convolution ally coded time 

hopping (TH) scheme with first order BMS for PPM IR-based UWB is that introduced in Section 

4.3 .1. The main difference is that this time the SE pair Markov model is defined by Equations (5.6), 

(5.7), (5.8), (5.14) and (5.15) for feedforward encoders, and Equations (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.28), 

(5.29), (5.33) and (5.34) for recursive encoders. Therefore the power spectral density formulas 

introduced in Section 4.3.2 can be used for these encoders as well, that is 

S(f) = SC!(f) + SC3 (f) + SD(f) Nw = 1 

S(f) = SC!(f) + SC2(f) + SCJ (f) + SD(f) Nw> 1 
(5.42) 

SC! (f) = ~ 1 W(f) 12 -~ 1 W(f) 121~1 ~lei2Jrftr,. ej2JrjA,kTp 7r;12 
~ ~ k~ ~o 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

whereS d/) is the PSD's continuous part, S D(/) is the PSD's discrete part, W(f) is the Fourier 

transform of the transmitted pulse shape w(t); {J; k = t;';k) E {O,I, ... ,M -I} is the kth M-ary symbol . , 

generated when the encoder is in state s;; NO' = 2Nq is the number of states in the SE pair Markov 

model; Nw is the number of M-ary symbols transmitted per state as defined by the encoder rate 

1/1(" = 11 Nw; Tp is the PPM modulation index; T, is the mean repetition time between pulses and 

Ts = NwTr is the encoder's output vector time. As in Section 4.3.2 the notation 1i = 1i . and 
I IT,1 

p~7) = p~nli' has been used for the steady state and the nth step transition probabilities of the SE pair 

Markov model's state process, U I , respectively. 

Remember we are interested in binary to M-ary convolutional encoders whose SE pair Markov 

model satisfies the spectral line suppression condition 

k = 0,1, ... , Nw -I (5.47) 

as defined in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. Therefore in the next sections the feasibility of fulfilling 

Equation (5.47) when using feedforward and recursive convolutional encoders will be assessed. 
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5.3.1 Failure of the Spectral Line Suppression Condition for 

Feedforward Binary to M-ary Convolutional Encoders 

with First Order BMS Inputs 

This section analyses the spectral line suppression condition when feedforward implementations 

for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders are considered. Theorem 5.1 defines the steady state 

behaviour of the SE pair Markov model for this set of convolutional encoders. By analysing 

Equation (5.15) in Theorem 5.1, it can be seen that satisfying the spectral line suppression 

condition defined by Equation (5.47) may be difficult to achieve for most combinations of BMS' 

transition probabilities. This is due to every steady state probability 1r; = 1r u; is a function of at 

least two probabilities from the following set: 

o 1 0 1 1 1 7r - Py.lO 7r = Py.OI < Py ,OI <, < Py,1O <, Py,OO = - Py,OI' P y ,lI = - P y ,IO' y,O - Py.OI+Py.lO ' y,1 Py,QI+Py .1O (5.48) 

Moreover, even though the fulfilment of Equation (5.47) for particular combinations of Py,OI 

and Py,lO can be achieved through proper specific designs of the output mapping function (like in 

Chapter 4 for Py,ii' = 112), there exist combinations for which the spectral line suppression 

condition can not be satisfied no matter what (valid) output mapping function, r(')' is used. In 

order to see this note that it is not difficult to find values of Py,OI and Py,IO such that 

1 
7r. = 7rnN . = 7r = P P ••• p P 7r > -

I q+ ] SNq+j y,llJn y,P2Pi y,Pv-IPv-2 y,PvPv-1 y,Pv M (5.49) 

which concludes to the no fulfilment of Equation (5.47). Therefore it can be stated that feedforward 

structures do not provide a good construction framework for spectral line suppressive (SLS) binary 

to M-ary convolutional encoders with unbalanced first order BMS inputs. 

5.3.2 Spectral Line Suppression Condition Analysis for Recursive Binary 

to M-ary Convolutional Encoders with First Order BMS Inputs 

Now consider recursive implementations for binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with bv = I 

(see Figure 5-3). The SE pair Markov model for this kind of convolutional encoders has steady 

stated probabilities defined by Theorem 5.2. From Equation (5.34) in Theorem 5.2 these 

probabilities can only assume one of two values namely 

7r y,O • 7r y,1 
7r. =7r =-, for l=O,I, ... ,Nq-1 and 7r; =7rs . =-, for i=Nq,Nq+I, ... ,2Nq-1 (5.50) 

I SoNq+j N Nq+l N 
q q 

where j = O,I, ... ,Nq -I.Therefore the recursive structures with bv = I provide a better framework 

for the construction of SLS encoders as shown next. 

Let the number of encoder states to be Nq = 2V = 1]M with 1] ~ I . Thus the number of states in 

the SE Markov model will be Nu = 21]M . Now assume k has been fixed in Equation (5.47) and 
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focus on the first set of states s; = SONq+j with i = j = O,I, ... ,Nq -1 and tr; = try,o / N q • Change the 

label of these states to Si such that the!(h M-ary output symbol, A k = S;k), of the first 1'J~;0) states 
o o· '0 

is equal to 0; then the following 1'J~;0) states will have !Ch M-ary output symbol equal to 1, and so on 

until the last 1'J!i'~1 states have !(h M-ary output symbol equal to M -1. Similarly change the label 

of the set of states S; =SNq+j with i=Nq + j=Nq , ••• ,2Nq -1 and tr; =try,1 I Nq to s;, such that the 

first 1'J~;') states have !Ch M-ary output symbol, A"k = Ss~k) , equal to 0, and so on until the last 1'J~~1 

states have !(h M-ary output symbol equal to M -1. Using this new labelling the left hand side of 

Equation (5.47) can be expanded as 

N,,-I '7~'o) -I '7<\iO) +'7iIo) -I Nq-I 

L ej21CfPi,kTP1t; = ~~o {L eO + L e
j21C

/Tp + ... + L e
j21f

/(M-I)Tp } + 
;=0 ;0=0 ;0='7<\'0) ;0=Nq -'71t,-1 

'7~~) -I '7~~) +'7i~) -I Nq-I 

. + ~" {L eO + L e
j21C/Tp + ... + L e

j21C
/(M-I)Tp } 

q ;,=0 i,=~i,) ;,=Nq -'71?2,-1 

(5.51) 

for this kind of recursive convolutional encoders. Note Equation (5.51) can be simplified to 

(5.52) 

Therefore in order to satisfY the spectral line suppressive condition the output mapping function, 

y(.), must designed such that 

(5.53) 

is satisfied. 

For Equation (5.53) to be true it is needed that 

(5.54) 

for q=O,I, ... ,M -1. However O<try,o <1 with try, I =I-try,o for every combination of 

0< Py,OI < 1 and 0 < Py,IO < 1 (see Equation (5.4)). Therefore if y(.) is such that 

(5.55) 

then 

(5.56) 

and Equation (5.53), thus the spectral line suppression condition, is satisfied for every combination 

of 0 < P y,OI < 1 and 0 < P y,1O < 1 . 

Consequently it can be concluded that by using recursive structures with total encoder memory 

v ~ log2(M) = L and feedback loop with bv = 1 (see Figure 5-3), spectral line suppressive (SLS) 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders for unbalanced (that is Py,ii' * 1/2) binary Markov sources 

(BMS) can be constructed. 
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5.4 Code Search Procedure for Recursive Spectral 

Line Suppressive Binary to M-ary Convolutional 

Encoders with Unbalanced First Order BMS Inputs 

The code search procedure used in this chapter for recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders is based on that introduced in Section 4.4.3 for feedforward 

spectral line suppressive encoders (FSLS). The main difference is that this time the main goal is to 

find RSLS convolutional encoders which eliminate as many spectral lines as the FSLS 

convolutional encoders and the PCTH scheme even when the input consists of binary data streams 

generated by an unbalanced (that is Py,ii' *" 1/2) BMS. As in Chapter 4, the second aim of the code 

search procedure is the optimisation of the information weight spectrum (IWS) so that an RSLS 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoder with the best possible IWS is found. The modified flowchart 

of the code search procedure is shown in Figure 5-4 where the changes/additions to the flowchart 

introduced in Section 4.4.3 - Figure 4-8 have been highlighted with bold lines. 

In a similar way to that shown in Section 4.4.3, the code search procedure has not been 

restricted to rate 1 binary to M-ary convolutional codes as rate 112 and rate 113 encoders have been 

included. Furthermore the notation introduced in Section 4.4.3 will be used in this section and thus 

for a rate 11 K binary to M-ary convolutional code K sets of L = log2(M) generators will be 

provided. However, this time each element of the transfer function matrix 

G(D) = [{g~O)(D) g}O)(D) ... gl~1 (D)}(O) ... {g~r:-l)(D) g}r:-l)(D) ... gl~~I)(D)}(r:-l)] 

has the form 

(k) 
a(k) (D) ai(~) +a:~)D+ ... +a:~)DV 

g. (D) = I = " , 
I beD) 1+b1 D+ ... +bv_pv-1 +bvDv 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

where D is the delay operator, a:,:> E {O, I}, hj E {O, I}, i = 0,1, ... , L -1, k = 0,1, ... , K -1, and 

gY>(D) is the ;th rational generator of the J(1I set corresponding to the kth M-ary output. The 

numerator in Equation (5.58) 

(5.59) 

describes the generator's feedforward connections (feedforward polynomial) while the 

denominator 

(5.60) 

is the feedback polynomial describing the shift register's feedback connections in Figure 5-3 (see 

Section 2.7). 

If the input sequence, Y = {YOYIY2"'YI"'} ' is expressed in terms of the delay operator as 

y(D) = Yo + y1D+ Y2 D2 + ... + Yid + ... (5.61) 

then the M-ary symbols produced by the If' generator set can be obtained by using 
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(5.62) 

and therefore the encoder output mapping function, y(.) , is defined by the rational generator sets in 

Equation (5.57) and the binary to M-ary conversion defined by Equation (5.62). 

5.4.1 Modifications to the Code Search Procedure Introduced in 

Section 4.4 for the Search of RSLS Binary to M-ary Convolutional 

Encoders with Unbalanced First Order BMS Inputs 

As previously mentioned, the code search procedure described by the flowchart in Figure 5-4 is 

based on the flowchart introduced in Section 4.4.3 - Figure 4-8. Therefore only an explanation of 

the main flowchart's modifications will be provided referring the reader to Section 4.4.3 for the 

explanation of the unmodified tasks. 

The main modification on Task 1 is the addition of the feedback polynomial selection block. 

The feedback polynomials' selection pool for an encoder with total encoder memory 

v 2!: log2(M) = L was chosen to consist of the simple beD) = I + DV polynomial plus all known 

primitive polynomials of degree v. The heuristic reason for the inclusion of the primitive 

polynomials is based on the fact that the pseudo noise (PN) linear-feedback shift register sequences 

with the longest period (m-sequences), hence best noise-like properties, are generated when the 

feedback connections are defined by a primitive polynomial, [82, 83, 95, 136]. Furthermore, it has 

been shown that for self-synchronizing scrambled sequences the selection of primitive scrambling 

polynomials is the best in terms of the signal's PSD characteristics when used in pulse amplitude 

modulation (PAM) based systems, [143]. Therefore it is expected that RSLS convolutional 

encoders with primitive polynomial based feedback will provide better PSD characteristics than 

encoders with beD) = 1 + DV based feedback. 

Task 2 has not been modified while Task 3 was slightly modified to account for the use rational 

generators instead of polynomial ones. Thus the new generator sets are obtained by defining new 

feedforward polynomials (numerator in Equation (5.58» each time while the feedback polynomial 

remains unchanged. 

Task 4 is modified to obtain the SE pair Markov model from an unbalanced BMS with 

stationary probabilities 1!y,O '* 1!y,1 '* 112. One or two specific numeric values for Py,OI '* 112 and 

Py,IO '* Py,OI are used at this stage. The encoder is discarded if it does not satisfy Equation (5.53) 

and hence does not satisfy the spectral line suppression condition defined by Equation (5.47) (see 

Section 5.3). 

Task 5 has not been modified as it deals with standard encoder's properties. 

Finally in Task 6 the operations related to the comparison of the encoder's IWS are the same as 

in Figure 4-8 (Section 4.4.3). Nevertheless two blocks have been added before storing the encoder 

under test in case its IWS is as good as or better than the current best. These blocks further verify 
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that Equations (5.47), (5.53) and (5.56) are satisfied by the encoder under test for all combinations 

of Py,OI ={O.1,O.2, ... ,O.9} and Py,IO = {O.1,0.2, ... ,O.9} . 

Task 6 

Task I 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Set the total encoder memory 
v~log,(M)=L 

Get a feedback polynomial 
with b. = I from the pool 

N 

Use the generator sets from the rate 
I/(K- I) encoder as the first K- I 

generator sets 

N 

Have all 
possible encoders 

been 
searched? 

Is the encoder Y 
catastrophic? >'"-------+1 

dMCfI" < dUtar ? >-'-Y_-------+I 

Is the encoder 
IWS worst than the 

current best? 

N 

y 

Has a code N 
been found? 

Verity the spectral line suppression condition 
for all combinations Ofp,.1O = {O.I, 0.2, ... , 0.9} 

andp,.ol = {O.I, 0.2, ... , 0.9} 

Is the encoder 
IWS equal to the 

current best? 

N 

Figure 5-4. Flowchart diagram of the code search procedure for RSLS 
binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 
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The algorithm ends when an encoder with spectral line suppressive capabilities for unbalanced 

BMS and the best possible IWS is found. 

5.4.2 Code Search Results of RSLS Binary to M-ary Convolutional 

Encoders for Unbalanced First Order BMS Inputs 

Novel maximum free distance (MFD) recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to 

M-ary convolutional encoders for unbalanced first order BMS inputs have been found using the 

code search procedure introduced in the previous section. RSLS encoders with the best possible 

IWS for l6-ary, 32-ary, 64-ary and l28-ary orthogonal signalling are reported in Table 5-1 for 

recursive structures with feedback polynomials of the form b(D) = 1 + DV and in Table 5-2 for 

recursive structures with primitive feedback polynomials. 

Table 5-1. Best recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders 
with feedback polynomial b(D) = 1 + DV. The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given in 

octal form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

M v Feedback Feedforward polynomials sets 
dMJ-

Information weight spectrum (lWS): [B~, B~ + 1, •• " B~ + 151 ,. 

polynomial in octal form Distancespectrum; /Am. ..... Am._+I •.•• Am._+I;i 

(22.10.4, I) 5 
[2,4, 14,24,60, 116,280,566, 1276,2626,5744, 11942,25616,53408, 113160] 
(I 1,3 4, 11, 18,42,75, 163,307,642, 1243,2546,5004. 10137\ 

4 21 (20,14,2,11) 10 
[2,0,4,0, 10, 10, 14, 10,30,38,76,58, 132, 176,312] 
(1,0, 1,0,2,2,2,2,6,6, 12,8,21,26,40\ 

(20,4,12,11) 15 [2,0,0,4,0,0, 10,0, 16,8,0, 16,24,8,44] 
(1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,3, 1,0,3,5, 1,7\ 

(21,10,44,42) 6 
[2,4,10,34,64,132,348,692, 1554,3580,7488,16718,36636,78514,172118] 
(1,1,2,6,9,21,46,86,189,389,786,1662,3409,7029.14630'\ 

5 41 (42,23,10,5) 12 [2,0,4,0,10,0,24,22,34,36,68,98,130,274,312] 
(1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,4,4,6, 11, 14, 18, 35, 41·\ 

(61,10,45,43) 18 [2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0, 24,0, 38, 18, 0, 54] 

16 
(1 0,01,0,0,2,00,40,62,09\ 

(142,124,10,105) 7 [2,4,10,40,72,166,406,818,1898,4388,9358,21166, 47176,102448,227920) 
11,1,2,7,923,53,95,215,466,921,2008,4225,8708,18608·1 

6 101 (122,10,44,143) 14 
[2, 0, 4, 0, 10,0, 24, 38, 18, 60, 72, 126, 172, 242, 402] 
(1,0, I, 0, 2, 0,4, 6,2, 8,9,18,23,30.48\ 

(164,70,62,21) 21 \~' 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 10,0,0,24,4,52, 0, 6
i
\80] 

1,0,0, 1,0,0,2, O. 0, 4, 1,7,0, I, 10 

(254,150,42,21) 8 
[2,4,10,46,82,216,510,968,2568,5302, 12026,27916,60566,137370,305528] 
(1,1,2,8,10,26,58,106,262,515,1122,2426,5059,10926,23161\. 

7 201 (351, 161, 144, 112) 16 [2, 0, 4, 0, 10, 0, 24, 56, 0, 76, 130, 92, 238, 304, 442] 
(1,0,1,0,2,0,4,8,0,10,14,11,27,35,53'\' 

(362,172,104,21) 24 
[2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 10,0, 0, 24, 22, 34, 0, 20, 90] 
(1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,4,4,0,3,11'\ 

(40,21,10,4,2) 6 [2,4, 10,28,56, 110,256,536, 1144,2472,5168, 10968,23144,48482, 101860] 
(I, 1,2,5,8,18,36,69 143,282,563,1134,2256,4520,90451 

5 41 (20, 10, 44, 42, I) 12 [2,0,4,0,10,0,24,10,46,10,86,38,182,106,380] 
(1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,2,6,2, 14,6,25, 14,501 

(60,10,4,22, I) 18 [2,0,0,4,0,0, 10,0,0,24,0, 16,40,0, 16] 
(1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,3,5,0, j\ 

(102,60,10,4,41) 7 [2,4,10,24,66,136,260,604,1346,2822,6006,13080, 27842, 59116,125836] 
(1,1,2,4,10,17,37,74,154,304,629,1269,2590,5240,10686:\ 

32 6 101 (142,120,10,4,103) 14 [2,0,4,0,10,0,24,0,56,22,106,36,188,114,394] 
(1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,4,12,6,26,16,47'1 

(110,20,44,52,41) 21 [2, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0, 24, 0, 0, 56, 0, 36] 
(1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4.0,0,8,0,·6\ 

(204, 146,20,10,103) 8 
[2,4,10,24,72,144,326,632,1528,3144,6906,14738, 32262, 68376,147134] 
(I 124,11 1739,77 169,323,681,1396,2871,5822,120211 

7 201 (254,144,20,12,41) 16 [2,0,4,0,10,0,24,0,56,36,92, 64, 230,128,410] 
(I 0, I 0,2,0,4,0,8,6,10,8,25,18,49\ 

(222,160,10,104,121) 24 [2,0,0,4,0,0, 10,0,0,24,0,0,56,0,60,68] 
(1,0,0,1,0,0,2,0,0.4.0,0,8,0,9\· 

(100,41,20,10,4,2) 7 [2,4,10,24,60,128,238,538,1156,2440,5114,10872, 22736, 47686, 99718] 
(I, 1,2,4,9,16,34,67,135,267,539,1073,2150,4295,8599\' 

6 101 (40,20,10, 104, 102, I) 14 \2,0,4,0,10,0,24,0,56,10,118,10,214,38,470] 
1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,2,14,2,30,6,571 

(140,20,10,4,102, I) 21 \2,0,4,0,10,0,24,0,56,10,118, 10, ;\4, 38, 470] 

64 
1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,2,14,2,30,6,57 

(202, 140, 20, 10, 4, 10 I) 8 [2,4,10,24,56,138,296,548,1244,2658,5700,11994, 25134, 53480,112190] 
(I 1,2,4,8,18,33,69,138,278,564,1128,2285,4597,92701 

7 201 (302, 142, 20, 10, 4, 101) 16 [2,0,4,0, 10, 0, 24, 0, 56,0, 128,22,266,36,476] 
(1,0, I 0,2 0,4,0 8,0 16 4,28 6,58\ 

(202, 40, 22, 10, 104, 10 I) 24 [2,0,0,4,0,0, 10,0,0,24,0,0,56,0,0] 
(1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0,01 

(202,100,40,20,10,4, I)) 8 
[2,4, 10,24,56, 132,288,526, 1178,2494,5268, 11066,23074,48496, 100968] 
1 I, 1,2,4,8, 17,32,66, 131,262,525, 1047,2099,4193,8389\' 

128 7 201 (200,140,20, 10,4,2,101) 16 \3,0,4,0, 11,0,26,0,60,0, 136,4,236, 13, 531, 36, 1110,\1\01,2311,266] 
1,0,1,0,2,0,4,0,8,0,16,1,31,2,62,5,122,12,241,28 

(200,40,20,10,4,102,101) 24 \2,0,0,4,0,0, 10,0,0,24,0, 0, 56,0~' 0] 
1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0, O. 4,0, 0,8,0,0 
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Table 5-2. Best recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders 
with primitive feedback polynomials. The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given in octal 

form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

M 
Feedback Feedforward polynomials sets 

d,1fiw 
Information weight spectrum (lWS): (B ...... , B ...... + " ••• , B ...... • Id 

" polynomial in octal form Distance sDeCtrum: fA..... k.._ + I ... AJ>.,.w + I;"} 
(30,4,22,21) 5 

[3,4, 11,24,52, 118,255,556, 1199,2582,5523, 11784.25049,53096, 112238] 
11. 1,2,5,9 19 37,76,151,305,612,1231,2474,4973,99971" 

4 23 (24, 14, 6, 5) 10 
[3,0,4,0,11,0,18,11,39,21,78,55,181,115,375] 
il,O, 1,0,2,0,4,2,7,3,13,8,27,15,52\ 

(10,4,22,21) 15 
[3, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 11,0, 0, 18, 0, 18, 26, 6, 28] 
11,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,3,5, 1,4\ 

(51,30,15,12) 6 
[3,6,11,31,59,160,292,763,1531,3579,7599,16886, 36652, 79623,173386] 
il, 1,2,6,9,23,40,96,181,395,794,1664,3427,7085,146961 

5 45 (64,50,42,5) 12 
[3,0,6,0,11,0,20,22,26,40,92,67,189,183,366] 
i 1,0, I, 0, 2, 0, 4, 4, 4, 6, 14,9,27,24,471" 

(62,10,46,43) 18 
[3,0,0,6,0,0, 11,0,0,20,0,34, 14,7,48] 
il,O,O, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,6,2, I, il 

16 [3,4, 11,46,68, 154,460,788,2038,4738,9496,22860,50634, 107778,247857] 
(162, 10, 104, 143) 7 11, 1,2,7,10,21 57,95,224,489,941,2117,4462,9106,198441 

6 103 (122,70,24,11) 14 
[3, 0,4, 0, 11, 0, 26, 43, 17,46, 79, 109, 186, 249, 366] 
il,O, 1,0,2,0,4,6,2,8, 11, 14,24,31,441 

(164,134,126,21) 21 
[3, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 11,0, 0, 26, 6, 54, 0, 5, 64] 
1 1,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4, 1,7,0, I, Hil 

(306,142,127,116) 8 
[3,4,11,53,79,219,429,1015,2327,5171, 11592,26102,58129,128802,287803] 
il, 1,2,8, 10,26,54,111,245,513,1085,2327,4912, 10416,222111 

7 301 (264,50,22,105) 16 [3,0,4,0, 11,0,26,60,0,93,93,97,256,240,507] 
i 1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,8,0, 11, 11, 13,31,28,571 

(311,142,30,104) 24 
[3,0,0,4,0,0, 11,0,0,26,27,33,0, 17,92] 
il, 0, 0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,4,4,0,2, III 

(50,20, 14,2,11) 6 
[3,6,11,20,54,112,250,518,1139,2392,5153,10806, 23003, 48214,101784] 
i I, 1,2,4,9 17,35,68, 140, 276, 560, 1112,2245,4478,90111 

5 51 (44,24,14,6,5) 12 
[3,0,6,0, 11,0,20,0,48, 12, 99, 22, 206, 62, 431] 
11,0, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,2,15,3,29,8, 57} 

(50,20,14,12,11) 18 
[3, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0, 11, 0, 0, 20, 0, 0, 48, 0, 19] 
11,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0,31 

(104,102,41,20,10) 7 
[3,4,11,26,69, 111,279,601,1322,2744,6079,12862,27621,58622,125269] 
(I,I,2,4, 10,17,37,74,154,304,629,1269,2590,5240,106861 

32 6 141 (60,110,104,102,21) 14 [3, 0, 4, 0, 11, 0, 26, 0, 60, 20, 97, 10, 233, 89, 467] 
{I,O, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,4,14,2,30,13, 55} 

(121,41,11,4,23) 21 [3, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 11,0, 0, 26,0, 0, 60, 0, 33] 
11,0,0,1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0,61 

(204, 146, 20, 10, \07) 8 [3,4, 11,26,80, 144,280,704, 1519,3138,6913, 15160,32214,68714, 148526] 
il I 2 4 11 18,36,82,165 325,682,1411,2858,5842,12071\ 

7 203 (303,141,123,113,105) 16 [3,0,4,0, 11,0,26,0,60,44,92,48,205, 138,404] 
h, 0, 4, 0, 11,0 26,0,60,44,92,48,205, 138,404-1 

(243,141,22,10,44) 24 
[3, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 11, 0, 0, 26, 0, 0, 60, 0, 70] 
11,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0, 9} 

(140,20, 10,4, \02, 101) 7 
[3,4,11,26,60,110,248,534,1140,2400,5083,10692, 22485, 47120, 98596] 
11, 1,2,4,8,17,33,66,132,265,529,1059,2118,4238,84771" 

6 103 (120,60,10,4,22,21) 14 [3,0,4,0, 11,0,26,0,60,0, 104, 13,227,28,478] 
1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,0,16,2,30,4, 59{] 

(40,20,10,4,102,101) 21 [3, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 11,0, 0, 26, 0, 0, 60, 0, 0] 
11,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0,01 

64 [3,4,11,26,60,145,247,583,1241,2656,5658,11832, 25279, 53078,111853] (101,40,20, 10,204,202) 8 il, 1,2,4,8,18,33,69,138,278,564,1128,2285,4597,92701' 

7 301 (140, 20, 210, 204, 202, 41) 16 
[3, 0, 4, 0, 11, 0, 26, 0, 60, 0, 136, 20, 233, 12, 527] 
i I, 0, I, 0, 2, 0, 4, 0, 8,0, 16, 4, 30, 2, 61\ 

(340, 260, 10,4, 202, 241) 24 [3,0,0,4,0,0, 11,0,0,26,0,0,60,0,0] 
il, 0, 0,1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0,01 

(300,40,20,10,4,102,101) 8 [3,4,11,26,60,136,246,552, 1174,2484,5240,10968,23019,48100,100437] 
11, 1,2,4,8,16,33,65,130,260,520,1041,2081,4163,83261' 

128 7 301 (204, 104,40,20, \0,6,5) 16 [3,0,4,0, 11,0,26,0,60,0, 136,0,240, 13, 531] 
I 1,0, 1,0,2,0,4,0,8,0, 16,0,32,2,621 

(300,40,20,10,4,2,101) 24 [3,0,0,4,0,0, 11,0,0,26,0,0,60,0,0] 
11,0,0, 1,0,0,2,0,0,4,0,0,8,0,01" 

The results in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 are interpreted as follows: for each M-ary alphabet, total 

encoder memory, v, and feedback polynomial beD) (presented in octal form), the first line gives 

the set of feedforward polynomials {abO}(D) a}O)(D) •.. ai~I(D)}(O} (in octal form), the M-ary free 

distance, dMfree. and the first 15 components of the information weight and distance spectrums for 

rate 1 RSLS convolutional encoders. The second and third lines give the second and third sets of 

feedforward polynomials needed to form the rate 1/2 and 1/3 RSLS convolutional encoders with 

their respective spectrums. 

It is important to note that the RSLS convolutional encoders reported in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 have 

slightly inferior IWS compared to the FSLS convolutional encoders reported in Section 4.4.4 -

Table 4-1. Therefore it is expected that the RSLS convolutional encoders will have slightly inferior 

bit error rate (BER) performance compared to the FSLS convolutional encoders previously 
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introduced. However, as it will be demonstrated in the next sections, this minor decrease in BER 

performance is compensated by the superior spectral line suppressive characteristics shown by the 

RSLS convolutional encoders, especially when the data stream is generated by an unbalanced 

binary Markov source. 

Another interesting result is that in general convolutional encoders with feedback polynomials 

of the form beD) = I + DV as reported in Table 5-1, have better IWS than convolutional encoders 

with primitive feedback polynomials as reported in Table 5-2. Nevertheless as it will be shown 

next, the RSLS convolutional encoders with primitive feedback polynomials have better PSD 

characteristics than encoders with beD) = I + DV feedback polynomial. 

In the next sections comparisons between RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders, FSLS 

binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders and 32-ary PCTH in terms ofPSD characteristics and BER 

performance will be provided. 

5.5 Comparisons between RSLS Binary to 32-ary 

Convolutional Encoders, FSLS Binary to 32-ary 

Convolutional Encoders and 32-ary PCTH 

This section introduces comparisons between PPM TH-IR-based UWB systems employing 

RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders, FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders and 

32-ary PCTH in terms of both PSD characteristics and BER performance. 

5.5.1 PSD Comparisons of RSLS Binary to 32-ary Convolutional 

Encoders, FSLS Binary to 32-ary Convolutional Encoders and 

32-ary PCTH for Unbalanced First Order BMS Inputs 

This section presents PSD examples of PPM TH-IR-based UWB signals obtained when using 

the 32-ary Bernoulli map PCTH scheme, the rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder 

introduced in Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4) with v = 6, and the rate I RSLS binary to 32-ary 

convolutional encoders reported in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 with v = 6 . Furthermore, PSD examples of a 

non-coded binary PPM TH-IR-based UWB signal with perfectly random (ideal) 16-ary TH are 

provided as well for comparison purposes. 

The input binary data stream is assumed to be generated by an unbalanced first order BMS for 

two different combinations of Py,Dl and Py,w: 

1). Py,DI =2/5 and Py,w =3/5 thus Hy,D =3/5 and Hy,l =2/5 

2). Py,DI = 115 and Py,ID = 3/5 thus Hy,D = 3/4 and Hy,l = 114 

Note the source's steady state statistics are unbalanced for both cases. 
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The PSD plots for non-coded binary PPM combined with ideal perfectly random 16-ary TH are 

shown in Figure 5-5 . Remember from Section 4.5 - Figure 4-9b that spectral lines appear at 2.56 

GHz intervals when ideal perfectly random 16-ary TH is assumed and the data stream consists of 

i.i.d. binary symbols with uniform distribution. However in Figure 5-5 it can be seen that when the 

source's stationary distribution is not uniform like the number of spectral lines in the PSD is 

doubled (the spectral lines appear at 1.28 GHz intervals in Figures 5-5a and 5-5b). It is worth 

pointing out that if a periodic pseudo-random (PR) sequence had been used instead of an ideal one, 

then the PSD would have shown a larger number of spectral lines (see Section 4.5-Figure 4-9a) . 
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Figure 5-5. Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM with ideal 
perfectly random 16-ary TH . The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns, Tc = T,J 16, 
Tp = T,J32 ns and CINw+k uniform distributed over the set {O, I , ... , IS }. The 3,d derivative Gaussian 

pulse was used with duration Tw'" 0.35 ns. 

The PSD plots obtained when using the 32-ary Bemoulli shift map PCTH encoder and the rate 

1, v = 6 , FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4) are shown in 

Figures 5-6 and 5-7 respectively. Remember from Section 4,5 - Figures 4-11 and 4-12 that spectral 

lines appear at 2.56 GHz intervals when the data input to these encoders consists of a uniform 

distributed i.i.d. binary stream, Nevertheless, in Figures 5-6 and 5-7 spectral lines appear at 80 

MHz intervals. Thus, fewer spectral lines are eliminated by these encoders when the source 

generates a non-uniform distributed binary stream, Furthermore, it can be seen that the number of 

spectral lines generated by these encoders is larger than the number of spectral lines produced by 

the system employing ideal perfectly random 16-ary TH for both combinations of BMS ' one step 

transition probabi lities. 

To conclude Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show that the best PSD characteristics are obtained when using 

the rate 1, v = 6 , RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders introduced in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. 

It can be seen in Figures 5-8 and 5-9 that these encoders eliminate the same amount of spectral 

lines regardless of the values acquired by the BMS ' one step transition probabilities. In fact the 

spectral lines in these figures are spaced at 2.56 GHz intervals. This is the same spectral line 

spacing achieved when assuming ideal perfectly random 16-ary TH is used in a non-coded binary 

PPM system with uniform distributed i.i ,d, binary data streams (Section 4.5 - Figure 4-9b). 
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The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, T, = 12.5 ns and Tp = 0.39 ns. The 3,d derivative 
Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw'" 0.35 ns. 
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Figure 5-9_ Analytical and simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate I , v = 6, RSLS 
binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 5-2 with primitive feedback polynomial 
beD) = 1 + D + D6.~ 141 8, The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, TT = 12.5 ns and 

Tp = 0.39 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw'" 0.35 ns. 

By comparing Figures 5-8 and 5-9 it can be seen that even though the RSLS binary to 32-ary 

convolutional encoder with beD) = 1 + D6 feedback polynomial and the RSLS binary to 32-ary 

convolutional encoder with beD) = 1 + D + D6 primitive feedback polynomial eliminate the same 

amount of spectral lines, there exist noticeable differences on the PSD' s continuous part. Therefore 

the RSLS convolutional encoders with primitive feedback polynomials reported in Table 5-2 must 

be used if getting a continuous PSD component as smooth as possible is required. 

Finally note how there is good agreement between the analytical and simulated results for both 

the PSD' s continuous part (Sim. V.E.) and the PSD's discrete part (Sim_ 1 X ", (O) 12= 1) in the all the 

figures presented in this section. 

5.5.2 BER Comparisons of RSLS Binary to 32-ary Convolutional 

Encoders, FSLS Binary to 32-ary Convolutional Encoders and 

32-ary PCTH 

In this section comparisons in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance between RSLS and 

FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders in additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN) channel 

are provided for hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) and soft Viterbi decoding (SVD). The 

implementation particularities for each system are described in Section 4-6 and therefore only 

results in terms ofBER plots will be presented in this section. 

Simulated BER plots for a PPM IR-based UWB system employing rate 1 RSLS (Tables 5-1 and 

5-2) and FSLS (Table 4-1) binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders are shown in Figure 5-10 for 

M-ary Hamming distance based HVD. From this figure it can be seen that for HVD the BER 

performance loss of both RSLS convolutional encoders is negligible compared to the BER 

performance of the FSLS convolutional encoders introduced in Chapter 4_ Furthermore, the BER 

performance ofRSLS convolutional encoders with primitive feedback polynomials (Fdbk Poly = 141 
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and 203 - see Table 5-2) is nearly identical to the BER performance achieved with RSLS 

convolutional encoders with feedback polynomials of the form beD) = 1 + DV (Fdbk Poly = 101 

and 201 - see Table 5-1). 
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Figure 5-10. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for hard Viterbi decoding (HVD) in PPM TH-IR
based UWB systems using 32-ary PCTH, the rate I RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders presented 
in Tables 5-1 (Fdbk Poly = 101 and 20 1) and 5-2 (Fdbk Poly = 141 and 203 - primitive polynomials) , and the 

rate I FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders introduced in Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The BER plot for 
binary orthogonal PPM is provided as a reference. All the plots were obtained by simulation for the AWGN 

channel. The total encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. 

Simulated BER plots for aPPM IR-based UWB system employing rate 1 RSLS (Tables 5-1 and 

5-2) and FSLS (Table 4-1) binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders are shown in Figure 5-11 for 

SVD. In this case the performance loss when usi ng RSLS convolutional encoders is not as 

negligible as for HVD. Nevertheless this performance loss can sti ll be considered to be acceptable 

as the bit energy to noise ratio difference between the FSLS convolutional encoders and both RSLS 

convolutional encoders is less than 0.5 dB for BER values below 10-2
. Finally note that the BER 

performance of both RSLS convolutional encoders is nearly identical for SVD as in the HVD case. 
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Figure 5-11. Bit error rate versus bit energy to noise ratio for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) in PPM TH-IR-based 

UWB systems using 32-ary PCTH, the rate I RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders presented in 
Tables 5-1 (Fdbk Poly = 101 and 20 1) and 5-2 (Fdbk Poly = 141 and 203 - primitive polynomials), and the rate 

I FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders presented in Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The BER plot for 
binary orthogonal PPM is provided as a reference. All the plots were obtained by simulation for the AWGN 

channel. The total encoder memory, v, of each code is indicated in the legend. 
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5.6 Conclusions for Chapter 5 

In this chapter recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders for unbalanced (non-uniform distributed) binary Markov sources (BMS) have been 

introduced. First it was shown that the traditional feed forward structures do not provide a good 

framework for the construction of SLS encoders when the binary data stream is generated by an 

unbalanced first order BMS. Next it was shown that by introducing recursive structures a better 

framework is provided, as the distribution acquired by the steady state probabilities of the source 

encoder (SE) pair Markov model only depends on the BMS's steady state probabilities. 

It was shown analytically that binary to M-ary convolutional encoders based on feedforward 

structures do not satisfY the spectral line suppression condition for all combinations of BMS' one 

step transition probabilities, 0 < P y ,ij < 1 . It was also demonstrated that by using binary to M-ary 

encoders with recursive structures the spectral line suppression condition can be satisfied for all 

combinations of 0 < P y,ij < 1 as far as the output mapping function, r(') , is properly designed. 

Based on this analysis a code search procedure for rate I, 112 and 113 RSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders with the best possible information weight spectrum (IWS) was introduced. 

The code search procedure verifies that the spectral line suppression condition is fulfilled for 

unbalanced first order BMS's. Using this code search procedure maximum free distance RSLS 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders have been found. Two tables with the best RSLS 

convolutional encoders found for 16-ary, 32-ary, 64-ary and 128-ary orthogonal signalling have 

been provided: one for recursive structures with beD) = 1 + DV feedback polynomials and another 

for recursive structures with primitive feedback polynomials. These encoders are able to eliminate 

as many spectral lines as PCTH and the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders introduced 

in Chapter 4 even when the data stream at the encoder input consists of binary symbols generated 

by an unbalanced first order BMS. 

Power spectral density examples of PPM TH-IR-based UWB signals using RSLS and FSLS 

binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders, 32-ary PCTH and binary PPM with ideal perfectly 

random 16-ary TH have been provided . These examples showed that compared to all the other 

schemes the RSLS encoders offer superior PSD characteristics when the data stream is generated 

by an unbalanced first order BMS. Moreover, based on these examples it can be concluded that if 

the main constraint in the design of spectral line suppressive convolutionally coded PPM TH-IR

based UWB systems is maximising the number of spectral lines suppressed while keeping the 

continuous PSD component as smooth as possible, then the RSLS convolutional encoders with 

primitive feedback polynomials reported in Table 5-2 must be preferred over the encoders with 

beD) = 1 + DV feedback polynomials reported in Table 5- I. 

Lastly comparisons of the bit error rate (BER) performance achievable with RSLS and FSLS 

binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders for hard and soft decision Viterbi decoding were 
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introduced. The BER plots presented showed that the R SLS binary to 32-ary convolutional 

encoders provide negligible performance loss compared to equivalent FSLS binary to 32-ary 

convolutional encoders for hard V iterbi decoding. Furthermore, these plots showed that fo r SVD 

the performance loss is limited to no more than 0.5 dB for bit error rates below 10-2
. Nevertheless, 

this s light BER performance loss is compensated by the superior PSD characteristics achieved with 

the RSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders when the data streams are generated by an 

unbalanced binary Markov source. 

Fina lly it is worth mentioning that the complexity of the RSLS binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders introduced in this chapter is equ ivalent to the complexity of the FSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders introduced in Chapter 4 (as far a both encoders have the same total encoder 

memory). Moreover, similar to the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders, the use of the 

RSLS binary to M-ary convo lut ional encoders is not restricted to orthogonal M-ary PPM as they 

can be used in any system employing M-ary orthogonal signalling. 
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Figure 5-12. Side by side BER performance and PSD shape (analytical) comparisons between PPM TH-IR-
based UWB systems employing : the rate I , v = 6, binary to 32-ary FSLS convolutional encoder from Table 5-2 

(primitive feedback polynomial : beD) = 1 + 0 + D6.~ 1418), the 32-ary Bemoulli shift map PCTH scheme and 
non-coded orthogonal binary PPM with pseudo-random 16-ary TH . The input binary data stream is assumed 

to be generated by an unbalanced BMS with Py.OI = 2/5 and P y.O I = 3/5. The periodic sequence {O, 14, 1, 5, 13, 6, 
3, 15, 7, 11 , 8, 12, 9, 2, 10, 4} was used for TH in the system employing non-coded orthogonal binary PPM. The 
BER performance plots were obtained by simulation for soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) and hard Viterbi decoding 
(HVD) in the AWGN channel. For the PCTH scheme HVD was performed by using branch and path metrics 

based on binary Hamming distances. The signal parameters are Nw = 1, Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and 
Tp= T/ 32 (Te = T/ 16 for the system employing pseudo-random 16-ary TH) . The 3rd derivative 

Gaussian pulse was used with duration Tw"" 0.35 ns. 
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Chapter 6 

Maximum Free Distance Spectral Line 

Free Binary Convolutional Encoders 

for BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB 

Systems with Unbalanced Binary 

Markov Sources 

6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter new binary convolutional encoders with maximum free distance (MFD) are 

introduced. The main characteristic of this set of new convolutional encoders is that they generate a 

spectral line-free (SLF) signal when used in binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and quaternary 

biorthogonal pulse position modulation (Q-BOPPM) impulse radio (lR) based ultra wideband 

(UWB) systems. Furthermore, the power spectral density (PSD) of the signals driven by these 

encoders is spectralline-jree even when the binary stream at the encoder input does not consist of 

independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) symbols with uniform distribution. 

The binary convolutional encoders introduced in this chapter are based on recursIve 

non-systematic (RNS) structures and were specifically designed to generate signals with spectral 

line-free PSDs even when the data stream is generated by an unbalanced first order binary Markov 

source (BMS). These recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) convolutional encoders provide enhanced 

PSD characteristics when used in BPSK/Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems compared to the 

non-coded pulse repetition scheme and traditional feedforward and recursive-systematic binary 

convolutional encoders. 

In common with the recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convo lutional 

encoders introduced Chapter 5, the RSLF binary convolutional encoders introduced in this chapter 

have a wide applicabi lity range, as the first order BMS can be used to model both unbalanced (that 

is non-uniform distributed) i.i .d. memory less binary data streams and binary data streams with 

memory, [116-118]. 
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As introduced in Sections lA and 2.6, the application of binary convolutional and related codes 

(for example turbo codes) in binary IR-based UWB systems has been previously addressed in [21 , 

23-30, 32]. However, these works do not consider the effects of the convolutional coding operation 

over the signal's PSO and focus their analysis on the improvement ofthe system's BER performance. 

Therefore the idea of using binary convo lutional encoders to achieve both a spectral line-free PSO 

and improved BER performance in IR-based UWB systems has not been previously addressed. 

As previously explained in Sections 104.2 and 2.5.3 the main approach proposed for the 

elimination of the PSO's spectral lines is the polarity randomisation technique, [78-81]. This 

technique requires the multiplication of each transmitted symbol (symbol based polarity 

randomisation) or pulse (pu lse based polarity randomisation) by an ideal perfectly random direct 

sequence (OS). In practice it is assumed that this ideal case can be approximated by the use of a 

pseudo-random (PR) OS code with an extremely long period, [81]. Nevertheless, as it will be shown 

later in this chapter, when the length of the PR-OS code is relatively short the height of the spectral 

lines may be reduced but the actual number of spectral lines in the PSO may be simultaneously 

increased . Although the analysis presented in this chapter focuses in single user scenarios, it is 

worth mentioning that in systems employing time hopping (TH) - code division multiple access 

(COMA) the polarity randomisation technique may help to improve the system's BER performance 

in the presence of multiple access interference (MAl), compared to TH-IR-based UWB systems 

where no OS multiplication is used, [92]. However, in single user scenarios the polarity 

randomisation technique does not necessarily provide significant BER performance improvements 

when compared with TH-IR-based UWB systems in which no OS multiplication is used . 

The RSLF binary convolutional encoders introduced in this chapter provide a novel a lternative 

method for spectral line elimination when the input symbols are generated by an unbalanced first 

order BMS. It wi ll be shown that these encoders provide a spectral line-free PSO while 

simultaneously improving the system's BER performance for single user scenarios. 

It is worth mentioning that the use of convolutional codes for spectral shaping purposes with 

error correction capabilities has been previously addressed in [144-150]. However the main 

objective in all these papers is to obtain a ~C-free signal which is a different goal from the one 

pursued in this chapter. The schemes proposed in these papers are based on feedforward structures 

which are modified through the addition of specific mechanisms that increase both the encoder and 

decoder complexity compared to normal convolutionally coded schemes. 

This chapter is structured as follows . Section 6.2 describes the system model. Section 6.3 

introduces the signal model and its respective PSO. Section 604 shows that a recursive 

non-systematic structure for binary convolutional encoders enab les the design of spectral line-free 

encoders. The code search procedure is introduced in Section 6.5 altogether with the RSLF binary 

convolutional encoders found with such procedure. Comparisons in terms of PSO characteristics 

between the RSLF binary convolutional encoders, the best binary convolutional encoders known 

and a rate equivalent non-coded scheme are presented in Section 6.6 while comparisons in terms of 
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BER performance are provided in Section 6.7. Finally conclusions are presented in Section 6.8. 

6.2 System Model for Binary Convolutionally Coded 

BPSKlQBOPPM IR-Based UWB Signals with First 

Order Binary Markov Sources 
The block diagram of the system model assumed in this chapter is shown in Figure 6-1. This 

model assumes the data source to be the first order binary Markov Source (BMS) introduced in 

Section 3.2.1. However, unlike Chapters 4 and 5 this time the analysed convolutional encoder is set 

to be binary and the modulation format is assumed to be BPSK or Q-BOPPM (with natural or Gray 

based mapping). 

/ ~ ,---------------------------------------, 
Compression 

and 
Scrambling i 
(Optional) : 

~ ______________________ _ ._. ____________ 1 

Binary 
Convolutional 

Encoder 

z, BPSK/Q-BOPPM w, (t) 
IR-Based UWB 

Modulator 

Random or Pseudo 
Random TH and/or DS 

x(t) 

Figure 6-1. Block diagram of the binary convolutionally coded BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB system with 
first order binary Markov Source (BMS) . 

Recollect that this BMS source model is defined by the state set R = {ro,rl } with corresponding 

outputs {lo' ll} = {O, I} and the one step transition probabilities matrix defined by 

P
y 

= [pYoQQ 

P y . IO 

PYo QI ] 

P Yo l1 

with corresponding steady state probabilities given by 

1t - [7l" 7l"] - [ Py .lO 
.2. - YoO yo l - Py .0 1 +l'y .10 

(6.1) 

1' ,.0 1 ] 

fly.O I +Py .1O 
(6.2) 

where " y ,O and " y ,1 are the steady state probabilities of generating a "0" and a "I" respectively. 

As in the previous chapters it will be assumed that 

0< P y,ij < 1 (6.3) 

in order to avoid trivial degenerate cases. 

Remember from Section 3.4 that for convolutionally coded/Markov driven IR-based UWB 

signal s the discrete part of the PSD is a function of the steady state probabilities of the source 

encoder (SE) pair Markov model. Recall as well that the state process, 0'" defined by the SE pair 

Markov mode l has state set defined by 

(6.4) 

with corresponding transition probabilities matrix given by 
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(6.5) 

where Ba and BJ are the N q x N q the next state matrices defined in Section 3.2.3 and N q = 2v is the 

number of encoder states, q;, as defined by the encoder's state transition diagram representation 

(see Sections 2.7.2 and 3.2.2). Furthermore, remember that the output mapping is defined as 

r [ ,I'{O) /,(1) .. . /, ( .. -1) ] = r(s .) = r(n q ) 
'> SnNq+j = <:' SnNq +j ' <:' SnNq+J ' , <:' SnNq +j IIN q +J ' j 

(6.6) 

where rO is the output mapping function, n = 0, I and j = 0, 1, ... ,Nq -I . 

As in Section 5.2, it is convenient to analyse separately the steady state behaviour of the SE pair 

Markov model when feed forward and feedback structures are used to construct binary 

convolutional encoders. 

6.2.1 Source-Encoder pair Markov Model Behaviour for Rate lIK 

Feedforward Binary Convolutional Encoders 

Consider the feedforward structure for rate 1/ K binary convolutional encoders shown in Figure 

6-2. Note how the base shift register structure shown in this figure is essentially the same as that 

introduced in Section 5.2.1 - Figure 5-2 for feedforward binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. 

The main difference between both encoders resides in their output mapping function , rO , owing 

to the fact that in Figure 6-2 the output consists of binary symbols while in Figure 5-2 the output 

consists of M-ary symbols. 

The output mapping is defined by the encoder's particular generator polynomials and it is a 

function of the current SE pair Markov chain (MC) state (see Section 3.2.3 and Equation (6 .6)). 

Furthermore, remember from Section 3.2.3 that the SE pair output process, z" is said to be a 

projection of the MC state process, u,' that is 

(6.7) 

Therefore by definition a change in the output mapping function , rO , does not change the MC 

state process, u,' of the SE pair Markov model. This means that the state process, u,' of 

feedforward binary convolutional encoders and feedforward binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders with the same base shift register structure are equivalent. As a consequence the SE pair 

Markov model analysis presented in Section 5.2.1 for feedforward binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders applies to binary convolutional encoders whose base structure is equivalent to that shown 

in Figure 6-2 . 

Therefore, based on the previous discussion and according to Theorem 5.1 , for feedforward 

encoders with base structure as shown in Figure 6-2 the steady state probabilities of the SE pair 

Markov model state process, u ,' are given by 

(6 .8) 
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where n = 0,1 , 1Cy " and Py ,II' are BMS' steady state and one step transition probabilities, and 

[fl.. , Jl.2''''' Jl.vl is the encoder's memory content defining the encoder state qi with 

. 2v- 1 
J = fl.. + ... + Jl.v . 

binary y, 
input 

a (O) 
,-1 

••• 
a « - I ) 

0 

a (K- l ) 
1 

a « -I ) 
, -1 

y 

v memory locations 

· • • 
a,~O) 

• • • 

• • • 
Kbinary 
outputs 

Figure 6-2. Generic diagram of a rate I /Kfeedforward binary convolutional encoder. 

6.2.2 Source-Encoder pair Markov Model Behaviour for Rate 1/K 

Recursive Binary Convolutional Encoders 

Now consider the recursive structure for rate 1/ K binary convolutional encoders shown in 

Figure 6-3 . As in Section 5.2.2 the feedback coefficients, bi ' can be free ly set to ° or I w ith the 

exception of the last one which is set to 1, that is bv = 1. 

· a (O) • 
1,- 1 

a~O) 

••• • • 
a« - I ) • 0 

a «-I) 
1 · a;:-I) • 

••• 

Kbinary 
outputs 

Figure 6-3. Generic diagram of a rate )/.necursive binary convolutional encoder. 

Similar to the previous case, the base recursive structure used in Section 5.2.1 - Figure 5-2 for 

recursive binary to M-ary convolutional encoders is equivalent to the recursive structure introduced 

in Figure 6-2 for rate 1/ K recursive binary convolutional encoders. The main difference between 

both encoders resides in the output mapping funct ion, rO. Therefore Theorem 5.2 applies as well 

for recursive binary convolutional encoders with base structure as shown in Figure 6-2 . This means 
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that SE pa ir Markov mode l state process, u,' for this kind of recursive convolutional encoders has 

steady state probabilities given by 

(6.9) 

where n = 0, I , try,,, is the BMS' steady state probability corresponding to state r" with respective 

output n, and j = j.L, 2
v

-
1 +." + Jl.v is defined by the encoder's memory content [j.L, , ~ , ... ,JI."] . 

T he next section introduces the corresponding signal model and PSD obtai ned w hen using these 

binary convolutional encoders in BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems. 

6.3 Signal Model and Power Spectral Density of the 

Binary Convolutionally coded Scheme for 

BPSKJQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB 
In this section the signal model of the binary convolutionally coded BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based 

UWB scheme is introduced . The power spectral density of the signal model is then provided as 

obtained when using the resu lts from Section 3.4. Finally the required conditions to obtain a 

spectral line-free PSO through the convolutional encoding operation are derived . 

6.3.1 Signal Model for the Binary Convolutionally coded 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB Scheme 

The signal model for the binary convolutionally coded BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB 

scheme analysed in this chapter is defined as 

co Nw- I 

x(t) = I I alNw +k a(j, .k w(t-f3(j, . k Tp -Ir.-k~-ClNw +k ~) (6.10) 
,=--«) k=O 

where u , is the SE pair Markov model state process with N(j = 2Nq states; a i,k E {-I , I} and 

/3; .k E {O, I} are the klh PAM and PPM symbo ls used for the transmission of the Ith encoder output 

vector, z, = r(u ,) , whose value depends on the SE pair MC state at time I; Nw is the number of 

pulses used per output vector; Tp is the PPM modulation index; Tr is the mean repetition time 

between pulses; T, = NII'T,. is the encoder's output vector time; {a'N.,+k} is a pseudo-random (PR)-

OS sequence taking values on the set {-I , I } with period Xa; { CIN.,+k} is a PR-TH sequence taking 

values on the set {O, I, 2 ,.", Ne - I} with period Xc and Te is the nomina l shift caused by the TH 

sequence. If BPSK is used then a i,k E{-I, I}, /3; ,k =0 and Tp =0 . In contrast for Q-BOPPM 

a i,k E {- I, I} , /3; .k E {O, I} and Tp :;t: 0. 

Assume that the rate I l K binary convo lutional encoder is in state u , = Si with corresponding 
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d t t - - [ (0) (I) (K-I) ] - ( - ) - r - [ 1'(0) 1'(1) I' (K-I ) ] If BPSK enco er outpu vec or z, - z, - z, ,z, , ... , Z, - r u, - Si - ,""Si - ':> Si '':> s, ' '' ', ':> Si • 

is used then N II' = K and 

a = (2 Z(k ) -I) = (21'(k) -I) = a . 
G/, k J '=" \ j I ,k and P er/. k = 0, k =O, I, ... ,NII'- I (6. 11 ) 

where a i ,k E {- I, I }. IfQ-BOPPM with natural mapping is used then N II' = K / 2 a nd thus 

a = (2Z (2k) - 1) = (21'(2k) -I) = a 
UI ,k I ,=, ,~, I,k 

d n _ (2k+I) _ 1'(2k+ I) _ n 
an I-'u" k - zJ - "=' Sj - I-'i,k' k = 0, I, ... , NII' -I (6. 12) 

where a i,k E {-I , I} and /3; ,k E {O, I} . Lastly, if Gray mapping based Q-BOPPM is used then 

[ 1'(2k) 1'(2k+I) ] =[0 O]=>(a. n )=(-10)' [ 1'(2k) 1'(2k+I) ] =[0 I] => (a. n )=(_11 )' 
~ s, ' ~ Si ' I,k , 1-', ,k " f:, s, , '=' Si ' I,k , P' ,k " 

[(;,2k) , ( ; ,2k+I) ] = [1 ,0] => (ai,k' P i ,k ) = (+ I, 1); [(,(,2k), ( ;i2k
+

I
) ] = [I , I] => (ai,k' P i.k ) = (+ I, 0); 

(6 .13) 

Note how the code bits to s ignal assignment is different for Q-BOPPM with natural mapping and 

Q-BOPPM with Gray mapping. 

6.3.2 Power Spectral Density of the Binary Convolutionally coded 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB Scheme 

Us ing the results presented in Section 3.4 the PSD of the s ignal described by Eq uation (6.10) 

can be found to be 

S(f) = Sc (f) +SD(f) (6.14) 

Sc (f) = S C. I (f) + SC.3 (f) NII' = I 

Sc(f) = S C. I (f) + Scz (f) +So (f) NII' > I 
(6. 15) 

(6 .16) 

(6.17) 

(6. 19) 

where S e (!) is the PSD's continuous part, S J) (f) is the PSD's discrete part, W(f)=.3{w(t)} 

and .3{-} is the Fourier transform operator. Remem ber 

Xacw = Icm(x", Xc, N",) and A = X"cw / NII' (6.20) 

where Icm stands for least common multiple. Note how spectral lines in the PSD are expected to 

appear at frequencies multiples of 1 /(AT,). 
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6.3.3 Spectral Line Free Condition for Binary Convolutionally coded 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB 

Let us now focus on the PSD ' s discrete part, SDCf). By reordering the sums in Eq uation (6.19) 

we get 

(6.21) 

Now note how all spectral lines can be eliminated by making the absolute va lue in Eq uation (6.2 1) 

equal to zero. Thus a ll spectral lines can be e liminated if 

(6.22) 

for all val ues of k = 0,1, ... , Nw - 1 . Therefore Equation (6.22) will be referred as the spectral line

free condition (SLF) for binary convo lutional encoders. 

6.4 Spectral Line Elimination Capabilities of Binary 

Convolutional Encoders with First Order BMS 

Inputs for BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB 

Systems 
In this section the spectral line elim ination capabilities of feedforward and recursive 

convo lutional encoders wi ll be assessed. Particularly the feasibility of fulfilling the spectral line

free condition defined by Equation (6.22) when usi ng these structures is analysed. 

6.4.1 Failure of the Spectral Free Suppression Condition for Rate 1/K 

Feedforward Binary to M-ary Convolutional Encoders with First 

Order BMS Inputs 

As exp la ined in Section 6.2.1 , the Theorem 5. 1 describes the SE pair Markov model's steady 

state behaviour for rate I l K feedforward convolutional encoders. Thus from Equation (6.8) the 

steady state probabilities 7r; = 7r,, ; are a function of at least two probabilities from the fo llowing set 

o < < J 0 < P < J = J - = J - 7r = P,v.lO 7r = P,v.01 
P y .OI ' y. IO' P y ,oo p y .oP P y .11 p y. lo ' y.O /1,v.01+P".l 0 ' ),, 1 Py.01+Py.lO (6 .23) 

Therefore a lthough the output mapping funct ion, rO , defined by the encoder's generator 

polynomials can be designed to satisfy the spectral line-free cond ition for particular cases, there 

exist combinations for which the spectral line suppression condition can not be fulfilled no matter 

what (valid) output mapping function is used. In order to see this, note that it is not difficult to find 

values of P )"O I and P y ,IO such that 
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1C· =1C N . =1C . =p P ... p P 1C >-
1 11 q +} "Nq+i Y. J.lI" Y·J.l2J.1I Y ,j.I,'- lj.I,'- 2 Y.j.I"j.I,'- 1 Y,j.I" 2 (6.24) 

which concludes to the no fulfilment of Equation (6.22) as a ;,k E {-I,I } . Therefore it can be stated 

that feedforward structures do not provide a good construction framework for spectral line-free 

(SLF) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders with first order BMS inputs. 

6.4.2 Spectral Line Suppression Condition Analysis for Rate llle 

Recursive Binary Convolutional Encoders with First Order 

BMS Inputs 

Now consider recursive implementations for rate IlK binary convolutional encoders with hI' = 1 

(see Figure 6-3). As introduced in Section 6.2.2, the SE pair Markov model for this kind of 

convolutional encoders has steady stated probabilities defined by Theorem 5.2. Hence, from 

Equation (6.9) these probabilities can only assume one of two values namely 

(6.25) 

where j = 0, 1,00. ,Nq -I. Therefore, the recursive structures with hI' = 1 provide a better framework 

for the design of spectral line-free (SLF) encoders. Next an analysis similar to that introduced in 

Section 5.3.2 for recursive binary to M-ary convolutional encoders will be performed for rate I l K 

recursive binary convolutional encoders coupled to Q-BOPPM and BPSK IR-based UWB systems. 

6.4.2.1 Analysis for Q-BOPPM IR-Based UWB Systems 

Assume that k has been fixed in Equation (6.22) and that the number of encoder states is 

N q = 2" ~ 4 corresponding to Nu = 2,,+1 ~ 8 states in the SE pair Markov model. Note there are 

four different valid Q-BOPPM symbols: 

(a;,k,/3;.k) = (-1 ,0); (a;.k,/3;,k) = (-1 , 1); (ai,k ,!Ji,k ) = (+1, 0); (ai,k ,fJi,k ) = (+1, I) (6.26) 

corresponding to the binary outputs [0, 0], [0, 1], [I , 0] and [I , I] respectively and where 

k = 0, 1,00' , N II' -I . Remember for this case N II' = K / 2. 

Now define 17b"·k ) to be the number of states s; = snN
q
+l whose ktJ1 Q-BOPPM symbol is equal to 

(a;,k, ,B;,k)=(-I ,O) where n=O, I. Note from Equation (6.25) that these states' steady state 

probability is 1C = 1C . = 1C IN . Similarly define 17<n,k), 17;n,k) and 17~ n , k) to be the number of 
, '\IIN

q
+J Y, II q 1 _ .J 

and (a;,k, ,B;,k)=(+I , I) respectively. Using these variables the spectral line-free condition defined 

by Equation (6.22) becomes 

Na - I 

'" a . e j2 lCj Pu 7p 7[ . = lCy .O {_,, (O ,k) _ ,,(O ,k ) e j 2lCjlp + ,,(O,k ) + ,, (O .k ) e j 2lCjlp } + 
L... I .k 1 Nq '/ 0 '/I '/2 '/3 
;=0 (6.27) 
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for this kind of recursive convolutional encoders . 

Therefore our goal will be to find convolutional encoders with output mapping (defined by the 

rational generators) such that Equation (6 .27) holds for every possible combination of 0 < P 0 1 < I 
y. 

and 0 < P y ,IO < I (or equivalently for every 0 < 7ry ,o < I with 7ry ,1 = 1 - 7ry ,o ) and every value of k. 

Note a way to do this is by looking for encoders with output mapping, re-) , such that 

1]
(O,k) _1](O,k) . 1](O ,k ) _1](O,k ) . 71(I,k) = 1]( I,k ) . 1]( I .k ) = 1]( I,k ) 
o - 2 ' I - 3 " 10 2' I 3 (6.28) 

holds for every value of k. 

Consequently it can be concluded that by using recursive structures with bl' = I (see Figure 6-3) 

the construction of spectral line-free binary convolutional encoders with unbalanced (that is 

P , :;t 1/ 2) BMS inputs for Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems is feasible. y ,U 

Before continuing, it is important to mention that the verification of the spectral line-free 

condition must be performed separately for Q-BOPPM with natural mapping and Q-BOPPM with 

Gray mapping. This is due to the code bits to signal assignment is different for each mapping (see 

Equations (6.12) and (6.13)). Therefore the k th Q-BOPPM symbol, (ai k , /3; k) ' corresponding to state, 

Si, may be different for Gray mapping based Q-BOPPM and natural mapping based Q-BOPPM. 

6.4.2.2 Analysis for BPSK IR-Based UWB Systems 

For this case there are only two different symbols: a i ,k = -1 and a ;, k = + 1. Therefore the 

spectral line suppression condition defined by Equation (6.22) becomes 

(6.29) 
;:0 

Performing an analysis similar to the one presented in the previous section Equation (6 .29) can be 

rewritten as 

(6.30) 

where 17r~; , k ) and 17r~; , k ) are the number of states S i = SnN
q

+) whose k th BPSK symbol is equal to 

a i ,k = - 1 and a i ,k = + I respectively. Remember for this case Nw = K and thus k = 0, I, .. . , K - 1 . 

Therefore, for BPSK IR-based UWB systems a rate ilK recursive binary convolutional encoder 

with bl' = I will be spectral line-free for every possible combination of 0 < P y ,OI < 1 and 

0 < P y ,IO < 1 (or equivalently for every 0 < 7ry ,o < 1 with 7ry ,1 = 1-7ry ,o ) if it has output mapping, 

rO , such that 

(6.31 ) 

holds for every value of k. 
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6.5 Code Search Procedure to Seek Recursive Spectral 

Line Free Binary Convolutional Encoders for 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB Systems with 

Unbalanced First Order BMS Inputs 
The code search procedure introduced in this section for recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) 

binary convo lutional encoders is simi lar to that introduced in Section 5.4 for recursive spectral line 

suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. The principal differences are that this 

time the encoders are binary and the main goal is to find spectral line-free encoders for 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems w ith unbalanced BMS inputs. 

Before continuing it is convenient to recall from Section 2.7.1 that a rate I l K recursive binary 

convolutional encoder can be described by the transfer function matrix 

(6.32) 

where D is the de lay operator. Each rational generator, g (k) (D) , of G(D) has the form 

a(k)(D) a(k) + a(k) D+ + a(k) D" (k) (D) - _ 0 I .• . v 

g - beD) - 1 b D b Dv- I b DV + I + ... + v- I + v 

(6.33) 

in which ajk) E {O, I} , bj E {O, I} and k = 0, I, ... , K -I . The numerator in Equation (6.33) describes 

the generator's feedforward connections (feedforward polynomial) while the denominator is the 

feedback po lynomial describing the shift register's feedback connections (see Figure 6-3). 

Therefore to define a particular rate I l K recursive binary convolutional encoder it is sufficient to 

speciry one feedback polynomial, b(D), and K feedforward polynomials a(k) (D) . 

6.5.1 Superior Information Weight Spectrum Criteria 

As in Chapters 4 and 5, another important aim of the code search procedure is to find the RSLF 

binary convolutional encoders with the best possible information weight spectrum (IWS). 

Therefore, the superior IWS criteria introduced in Section 4.4.2 will be used for comparison and 

selection purposes. Remember from Sections 4.4 .2 and 2.7.4 that the superior IWS criteria is based 

on the form acquired by the upper bound on the bit error probability achieved when using binary 

convolutional encoders in output symmetric memory less channels, [83 , 100-103 , 105-107]. This 

bound is given by 

00 

P,,:-:; L Bd P2 (d) (6.34) 
d=d/ ree 

where {Bd} is the lWS introduced in Section 2.7.3 and ?zed) is the pairwise error probability 

between two codewords with binary Hamming distance d. It is worth noting that for this case the 

IWS is based on the binary Hamming distance properties of the encoder (see Sections 2.7.3) . Thus, 

as explained in Sections 2.7.4 and 4.4.2, the superior IWS criteria consists of finding the encoder 
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with the largest binary free distance, dJree , and minimum {Bd} . 

In the code search procedure introduced in this chapter the binary free distance and IWS are 

calculated using the FAST algorithm introduced by Cedervall and Johannesson, [103-108]. 

6.5.2 Code Search Procedure for Recursive Spectral Line Free Binary 

Convolutional Encoders 

The flowchart of the code search procedure is shown in Figure 6-4. The goal is to find spectral 

line-free encoders with the best possible IWS. Note how this flowchart is similar to the one 

introduced in Section 5.4 for recursive spectral line suppressive binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders . As in Section 5.4, several main tasks have been identified in the flowchart of Figure 6-4 

for a better understanding of the code search procedure. 

Task I consists of defining the main parameters of the code search procedure such as the total 

encoder memory, the feedback polynomial used and the code rate ilK. As in Section 5.4 the 

feedback polynomials ' selection pool for an encoder with total encoder memory, v, was chosen to 

consist of the simple beD) = I + D" polynomial plus all known primitive polynomial s of degree v. 

Again it is expected that RSLF binary convolutional encoders with primitive polynomial based 

feedback will provide better PSD characteristics than encoders with beD) = 1+ D" based feedback. 

In order to provide rate adaptability a nested code search approach has been adopted for 

convolutional encoders with rates I l K < 114 as in [112]. Due to the target here is to find RSLF 

convolutional encoders for both BPSK and Q-BOPPM, K is always set to be a multiple of2 as each 

Q-BOPPM symbol can transmit 2 code bits. Therefore in order to search for a rate I l K < 1/ 4 

RSLF convolutional encoder, the generators of the best I I(K - 2) RSLF convolutional encoder are 

used as the first K - 2 generators of the new encoder. Thus only two new generators are searched 

each time. The best rate 114 RSLF binary convolutional encoders are used as the parent encoders of 

RSLF convolutional encoders with rates I l K < I 14 . 

During Task 2 the target binary free distance, d lar , is set. Initially the free distance of the best 

rate I l K convolutional encoders found up to date as reported in [107, 109, Ill , 112] is used as the 

target free distance. For rate I l K < 114 encoders with total encoder memory v = 6 the improved 

Helier upper bound on the binary free distance of rate I l K binary convolutional codes reported in 

[135] is used . If no maximum free distance (MFD) spectral line-free convolutional encoder is 

found when using the current target free distance, then target free distance is decreased until an 

encoder is found . 

Note the total number of transfer function matrices to be searched for rate 1/4 encoders is 24
(,,+1 ) 

while for rate 1/2 and nested codes this total is 2 2( v+1) . However this number is reduced in Task 3 

by identifying and discarding encoders with identicallWS. 
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Figure 6-4. Flowchart diagram of the code search procedure for RSLF 
binary convolutional encoders. 
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As mentioned in Section 2.7.3 an important characteristic of binary convolutional encoders is 

that the free distance, distance spectrum, information weight spectrum and related distance 

properties do not change when interchanging the order of the columns in the transfer function 

matrix, G(D), [83 , 100-103, 107]. Therefore this property is used in Task 3 to discard equivalent 

polynomials before advancing to the next task in the flowchart. 

During Task 4 the SE pair Markov model is obtained by assuming the source to be an 

unbalanced BMS with stationary probabilities try,o *' try , l *' 1/2 . One or two specific numeric 

values for P y ,OI *' 112 and P y, lO *' P y ,OI are used at this stage. The encoder is discarded if it does not 

satisfy the spectral line-free condition for BPSK, Q-BOPPM with natural mapping and Q-BOPPM 

with Gray mapping. Hence the encoder must satisfy both Equations (6.27) (Q-BOPPM natural and 

Gray mapping) and (6.30) (BPSK) or equivalently Equations (6.28) and (6.31). 

Task 5 verifies if the current encoder is catastrophic (see Section 2.7.3). If the encoder is not 

catastrophic then its binary free distance, dCllrr = d lree , is calculated and compared with the target 

free distance, d,al' . 

Task 6 is performed if the current free distance, dCllrr ' is at least equal to the target free distance, 

dial" If this task is reached the current encoder IWS is calculated and compared to the best IWS. 

The encoder is discarded if its IWS is worst than the current best. If the encoder's IWS is at least 

equal to the current best, then the fulfilment of the spectral line-free condition for BPSK and 

Q-BOPPM (natural and Gray mapping) is verified for all combinations of P y,OI = {O.I ,O.2, ... ,0.9} 

and P 10 = {0.1,0.2, ... ,0.9} . If the spectral line-free condition is satisfied and the encoder's IWS is y , 

equal to the current best it is saved in a file containing all encoders found with the same IWS. 

Finally if the encoder's IWS is better than the current best all previously stored encoders are 

discarded, the current encoder is saved and its IWS is set as the current best. The algorithm ends 

when an encoder with spectral line-free capabilities and the best possible IWS is found. 

All different tasks in the code search procedure flowchart have been programmed 111 

MATLAB®. 

6.5.3 Code Search Results for RSLF Binary Convolutional Encoders 

for BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-Based UWB Systems with Unbalanced 

First Order BMS Inputs 

Using the code search procedure previously introduced, new maximum free distance (MFD) 

recursive binary convolutional encoders showing the spectral line-free property for 

BPSKlQ-BOPPM IR-based UWB with unbalanced BMS inputs have been found . 

The best rate 112 recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) convolutional encoders are reported in 

Table 6-1 for recursive structures with feedback polynomials of the form beD) = I + DV and 111 

Table 6-2 for recursive structures with primitive feedback polynomials. Similarly, the best rate 1/4 
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RSLF convolutional encoders are reported in Table 6-3 for recursive structures with feedback 

po lynomial s of the form beD) = I + DV and in Table 6-4 for recursive structures with primitive 

feedback polynomials. The first column in Tables 6-1 to 6-4 gives the total encoder memory v. The 

second and third columns give the feedback polynomial beD) and the feedforward polynomials 

a(k\D) (represented in octal form) of the best RSLF convolutional encoders found. The last two 

columns give the code's binary free distance, d lree , and the first 15 components of the information 

weight (IWS) and distance spectrums. 

Table 6-1. Best rate 112 recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders with 
feedback polynomial beD) = I + DV The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given in octal 

form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

Feedback Feedforward 
dfru 

Information weight spectrum (IWS): [Bd,I.., B .... +J, •.. , Bd,I..+ 15) 
v polynomial polynomials Distance spectrum: (Adm., A ..... I, ... , Ad", + ,;Y 
3 11 ( 13, 17) 6 

[4, 12, 28, 70, 174, 430, 1046, 2520, 6032, 14348,33946. 79946, 187522,438284,102 11 24] 
( I, 3, 5, 11,25,55. 121 , 267,589, 1299,2865.63 19, 13937,30739, 67797j 

4 2 1 (23 , 35) 7 
[8, 18, 30, 11 4, 296, 628, 1742. 4568. 10670,26702, 67660, 1635 10, 398728, 983612, 2388524] 
(2, 3, 4, 16, 37, 68, 176, 432, 925, 2 156. 5153 , 11 696, 26868, 62885, 145085j 

5 4 1 (53 , 75) 8 
[4. 54, 52. 88, 440. 920, 2980, 6964, 15342, 43692. 105970, 265998, 672438, 1620268, 4074604] 
{I, 8, 7, 12, 48, 95, 28 1,605, 1272, 3334, 76 15, 1813 1, 43 197, 992 10, 237248) 

6 10 1 ( 11 7, 155) 10 
[68, 0, 340, 0, 1990, 0, 15650, 0, 98842,0, 614666,0, 3954342. O. 24756766] 
( 11 , 0, 38, 0, 193, 0, 133 1. 0, 7275, 0, 40406, O. 234969, 0, 13377 14 j 

7 20 1 (237 , 345) 10 
[4, 40, 108, 244. 540. 1454, 3720, 9418,24804. 64028. 164 172, 409724, 1034640. 2613160, 6553858] 
{1 , 6, 12, 26, 52, 132, 3 17, 730, 1823,4446, 10739.25358.60773. 146396, 350399} 

8 401 (435,657) 12 
[66. 0, 490, 0, 3424,0, 21776, 0, 144868, 0, 9 19460, O. 5909052, 0, 3737 1990] 

J 11 , 0, 50, 0, 286, 0, 1630,0,9639,0,55 152,0,320782,0, 1859 184\ 

9 100 1 ( 11 5 1, 1753) 12 
[4, 42, 180,324.780, 2278, 5432, 14208, 37 146.93452, 234394, 600822, 1524076,3826906,9640382] 
(1 , 7,19, 28, 69, 185, 411 , 10 10, 2492,5963, 14192,34584, 83567, 200343, 483393\ 

10 2001 (2473,32 17) 14 
[1 08.0, 1130, 0, 5864, 0, 40366, 0, 260952, 0, 1650952, 0, 10471980, 0, 66 180302] 
(14, 0, 92, 0, 426, 0,2595, 0, 1522 1, 0, 87694,0,509876, 0, 2975097) 

Table 6-2. Best rate 1/2 recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders with 
primitive feedback polynomials. The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given in octal 
form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

Feedback Feedforward 
df~ 

Information weight spectrum (lWS): [Bd_ Bd/m + J, ... , Bd,I..+ 15] 
V 

polynomial polynomials Distance spectrum: (Adf ... Ad_+h ... ,AdfoH+ ,; ) 

3 15 ( 13, 17) 6 
[4, 13, 28, 71, 180, 439, 1064,2563, 6 126,14555,34406, 80965, 189778, 443281 , 1032 192] 
{ I, 3, 5, 11, 25, 55, 121 ,267, 589, 1299, 2865,63 19, 13937, 30739, 67797} 

4 23 (27 , 3 1) 7 
[8, 20, 28, 104, 309,638, 1668, 4556, 1074 1, 26236, 66907, 163078, 394832, 972948, 237 1517] 
{2, 3, 4, 16, 37, 68, 176, 432, 925,2156, 5153, 11696, 26868,62885, 145085} 

5 5 1 (53 , 75) 8 
[4 , 54, 46, 80, 436, 911 , 2926, 673 1, 14922, 42966, 104 164, 2613 15, 659994, 1592486, 40 12396] 
11 , 8, 7, 12, 48, 95, 281 , 605, 1272, 3334, 76 15, 18 13I, 431 97, 992 10, 237248j 

6 103 ( 11 7 , 155) 10 
[72, 0, 335, 0, 20 12, 0, 15779, 0,98797,0, 6 17558, 0, 39737 17, 0, 24839366] 
{1 1, 0, 38, 0, 193, 0, 133 1,0,7275,0, 40406,0,234969,0, 13377 14} 

7 253 (25 5, 363) 10 
[4 , 22, 106, 202, 472, 1237,3234,8233, 22228, 55753, 142118, 364648,920678, 23 12367, 5837064] 
p , 4, 13 , 24, 50, 117, 285,689, 1724, 4089, 9764, 23638, 5653 1, 134963. 32450 1} 

8 55 1 (557 , 75 1) 12 
[64, 69, 288, 505, 1716, 3848, 109 14, 25539, 71834, 172755. 454420, 1130823 , 2909024, 7245902, 18427 122] 
{1O, 9, 30, 51, 156, 340, 875, 195 1,5 127, 11 589,28740, 68 19 1, 166304, 396 120. 96 11 54} 

9 1257 ( 1055 , 1657) 12 
[4 , 55, 132, 359, 700, 1953, 5500, 129 16,34022,88432,222430, 565 157, 144 1878, 362962 1, 9 138132] 
p , 7, 15, 37, 65, 167, 446, 974, 2408, 5930, 14101 , 3402 1,82502, 198077, 476528} 

10 2475 (2473 , 32 17) 14 
(i 10, 0, 1020, 0, 5370, 0, 37539, 0, 244463, 0, 15580 17, 0,9926 179, 0, 630222 1 1] 
/14, 0, 92, 0, 426, 0, 2595, 0, 1522 1, 0,87694, 0, 509876,0, 2975097) 

Table 6-3. Best rate 1/4 recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders with 
feedback polynomial beD) = I + DV. The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given in octal 

form. The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

Fdbk Feedforward polynomials dpu 
Tnforrnation weight spectrum (IWS): [B</frm Bdfiu + J, ... , Bdft". IS] v poly Distance spectrum: (Adr .. " A"", + J,. ", AdffH+ lif 

3 11 ( 13, 15, 13, 17) 13 
[8, 4, 0, 16, 4, 24, 50, 26, 104, 11 0, 138, 360,326, 638, 1058] 
(2, 1, 0, 3, 1, 4, 8,4, IS, 16, 18. 45, 40, 73, 11 9) 

4 2 1 (25 , 27, 33, 37) 16 
[16, 0, 14, 0, 24, 0, 96, 0, 204, 0, 418, 0, 982, 0, 2222] 
(4.0, 2, 0, 4, 0, 15, 0, 30, 0, 54, 0, 11 5, 0, 252 ) 

5 41 (45 , 55, 73,77) 18 
[10, 0, 18, 0,60, 0, 100, 0, 2 10, 0,504.0, 111 0, 0,2868] 
(3,0,3, 0, 9, 0, 13, 0, 26, 0, 66, 0, 127, 0, 3 11 j 

6 10 1 ( 11 7, 127, 155, 17 1) 20 
[6,0,34, 0, 62, 0, 110,0, 2 12, 0, 556,0, 1304. O. 2778] 
(2, 0, 6, 0, 7, 0, 15,0, 25, 0, 62.0, 138, 0, 294) 

7 20 1 (23 1, 273, 327, 375) 22 
[4, 8, 8, 12, 36, 64, 86, 134, 144, ISO, 314, 486, 746, 11 52, 1650] 
{1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 8, 10, 14, 14, 18, 32, 50, 74,107, I59} 

8 40 1 (473 , 5 13, 671 , 765) 24 
[2, 0, 30, 0, 66, 0, 216. 0, 364, 0, 772, O. 1694. 0, 3862] 
{ 11 , 0, 50, 0, 286, 0, 1630, 0, 9639, 0, 55 I 52, 0, 320782, 0, 1859 184} 

9 100 1 ( 11 37 , 1255 , 157 1, 1663) 27 
[14, 20, 0, 56, 104, 114, 108, 162, 268, 500, 740, 818, 1416, 2390, 3342, 4874, 6920, I 1548. 18480, 25726] 
p , 4, 0, 5, 12, 12, 10, 17, 26, 46, 69, 70, 120, 199, 271 , 39 1,540, 880, 137 1, 188 1} 
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v 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Table 6-4. Best rate 1/4 recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders with 
primitive feedback polynomials. The feedback and feedforward polynomials are given in octal 
form . The first 15 elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

Fdbk Feedforward polynomials 
d
J
_ Infonnation weight spectrum (IWS): [Bd .... , Bdp.. + I,· .. , Bdf_+IS] 

poly Distance spectrum: {A_ , Adp.. + Io ••• ~A.i,...+ I;} 

13 ( 11 , 15, 15, 17) 12 
[3 , 0, 11 , 0, 17, 0, 45. O. 11 3, O. 250. 0. 568. O. 13 17] 
{I . 0, 2. 0, 4. O. 7. 0. 17. O. 34. 0.71 . O. 149} 

23 (25 , 33, 35, 37) 16 [18. O. 9. O. 23. O. 104. O. 2 12. O. 409. O. 953. O. 2287] 
{18. O. 9. O. 23. O. 104. O. 212. O. 409. O. 953. o. 2287} 

67 (47 , 65, 73 , 57) 18 [12. O. 29. O. 38. O. 88. O. 164. O. 49 1. O. 1369. O. 2552] 
P . O. 5. O. 6. 0, 12. 0.23. O. 67. 0. 157. o. 283} 

103 (123, 171, 175 , 133) 20 [7. O. 37. O. 83. O. 86. O. 32 1. O. 625. 0. 1346. O. 3353 ] 
{2. O. 6. 0, 11. O. 11. O. 39. O. 69. O. 149. o. 346} 

203 (273, 327, 375, 23 1 ) 22 [4.8. 12. 14. 36. 64. 84. 118. 134. 166. 300. 484. 740. 1085. 1646] 
(1 . 2. 2. 2. 5. 8. 10. 14. 14. 18. 32. 50. 74. 107. 159} 

607 (467 , 635, 533, 771) 24 
[4.10. 16. 23. 24. 78. 104. 153. 108. 173. 414. 518. 900. 12 13. 1712] 
(1 . 2. 2. 3. 3. 10. 14. 17. 12. 19. 42. 52. 87. 117. 160} 

1333 ( 1137, 1255, 157 1, 1663) 27 [17. 28. 0. 56. 108. 11 4. 100. 172. 274, 476. 729. 756. 1394. 2370. 3255. 4844. 68 14. 11484. 18277. 25302] 
13. 4. O. 5. 12. 12. 10. 17. 26.46. 69.70. 120. 199. 27 1. 391 . 540. 880. 137 1. 188 1} 

All the encoders reported in Tables 6-1 to 6-4 have maximum free distance with the exception 

of the v = 3 encoder in Table 6-4 (no MFD rate 1/4 RSLF convolutional code with primitive 

feedback polynomial was found for v = 3). Note as well that not al l the encoders with 

beD) = I + DV feedback polynomial have better IWS than the encoders with primitive feedback 

polynomials. It is worth mentioning that the IWS of the spectral line-free encoders reported in 

Tables 6-1 to 6-4 is slightly inferior than the IWS of the best rate 112 and 1/4 binary convolutional 

encoders known reported in [107, 109, Ill]. However it is important to highlight that all the 

convolutional encoders reported in [107, 109, Ill] are feedforward and thus they do not fu lfil the 

spectral li ne-free condition for all combinations of 0 < P y ,OI < I and 0 < P y .IO < I as shown in 

Section 6.4.1 , (commonly the spectral line-free condition is only satisfied for P ID = P 01 = 1/ 2). y . y . 

Therefore, the possible decrease in bit error rate (BER) performance due to the inferior I WS of the 

RSLF convolutional encoders would be compensated by the superior PSD characteristics achieved 

when using these encoders. 

As with the recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders 

introduced in Chapter 5, the RSLF encoders with primitive feedback polynomials offer better PSD 

characteristics than the RSLF encoders with beD) = 1 + DV polynomials (see Section 6.6). 

Therefore the rate 1/4 convolutional encoders in Table 6-4 have been used as parent codes for the 

search of rate I l K < 114 RSLS convolutional encoders. The results of this code search are 

presented in Tables 6-5 to 6-9 for rates ranging from 116 to 1132 and total encoder memory ranging 

from v = 5 to v = 9 . These tables are interpreted as follows : the first column gives the code rate 

I l K ; the second column gives the two additional generators needed to form the I l K encoder from 

the 1 I(K - 2) encoder; the third column gives the code's binary free distance, dlree , and the last two 

columns the first 15 components of the information weight (IWS) and distance spectrums. Note the 

additional generators are given in pairs as the goal is to find spectral line-free convolutional 

encoders for both BPSK (one code bit per signal) and Q-BOPPM (two code bits per signal) IR

based UWB systems. All the encoders in Tables 6-5 to 6-9 have maximum free distance. 
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Table 6-5. MFD rate 1/6 to 1/32 RSLF binary convolutional encoders with total encoder memory 
v = 5 and primitive feedback polynomial. The rate 1/4 RSLF convolutional encoder with feedback 
polynomial 678 and feedforward polynomials (47, 65, 73, 57)8 reported in Table 6-4 was used as 

parent code , The additional feedforward polynomials are given in octal form , The first 15 elements 
of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last two columns, 

Rate 
Additional Feedforward 

d;", 
Information weight spectrum (JWS) Distance spectrum 

polynomials [Bdt.h B ... +1, .. " Bdt. +1;1 (Adr"" Ad .... + !, .. " AdfiN+ Ij) 
1/6 (53 , 75) 27 [8, 10, 0, 0, 10, 14, 0, 14, 26, 10, 24, 60, 32, 40, 95] (2 , 2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 0, 2, 4, 2, 4, 9, 4, 6, 13) 

1/8 (57 , 71 ) 36 [9, 0, 14,0, 0, 0, 5, 0,6, 0, 37, 0, 59,0, 13] (2, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1,0,5, 0, 9,0, 3) 

III 0 (55 , 75) 45 [5, 10, 3, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0, 0, 16, 22,0,6,5] ( I, 2, I, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 3, 0, I, I ) 

1112 (57, 73) 54 [4, 8, 6, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 8, 16, 14] p , 2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2) 

1114 (55 , 75) 64 [I 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0, 0, 32, 0, 0] (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0 ) 

1116 (57 , 71) 72 [4, 5, 6, 3, 0, 0, 0, 5,0, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 8] p , I, I, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, I} 

1118 (65 ,73) 82 [12, 0,6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0] P , O, 1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

1120 (57 , 65) 91 [8, 10,0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0] p , 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 01 

1122 (47,57) 100 [9, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 5] (2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, I) 

1/24 (55 ,75) 109 [5, 10, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 1O] {I,2, 1, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 21 

1/26 (57, 73) 118 [4, 8, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5, ° ] ( I, 2, 1, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 

1/28 (55 , 75) 128 [ 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

1/30 (57,7 1) 136 [4,5, 6, 3,0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0] ( I, I, I, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

1/32 (65,73) 146 [12, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° ] p, o, 1, 0,0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,01 

Table 6-6. MFD rate 1/6 to 1/32 RSLF binary convolutional encoders with total encoder memory 
v = 6 and primitive feedback polynomial. The rate 1/4 RSLF convolutional encoder with feedback 
polynomial 1038 and feedforward polynomials (123,171, 175,133)8 reported in Table 6-4 was used 

as parent code, The additional feedforward polynomials are given in octal form , The first 15 
elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column, 

Rate 
Additional Feedforward 

dfru 
Information weight spectrum (JWS) Distance spectrum 

polynomials [Bd,_, Bd + !, .. , Bd + Isi {Ad(,..., Ad," + I .. " Ad + IS} 

116 ( 135, 157) 30 [4, 8, 6, 0,6, 30, 12, 0, 30, 33, 40, 59,68, 80,98] ( 1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 4, 2, 0, 4, 5, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12) 

1/8 ( 11 3, 165) 40 [3,0, 15, 0, 0,0, 20, 0, 21,0,29,0, 26,0, 45] ( I,D, 3, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 3, 0, 4, 0, 4, 0, 6) 

1110 ( 137, 153) 51 [8, 10,0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 12, 0, 8, 21, 0, 14, 14, 16] (2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 3, 0, 2, 2, 2) 

1112 ( 11 7, 165) 6 1 [3, 10, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 14, 6, 0, 14,7, 0, 28] p , 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0,2, 1, 0, 4) 

1114 ( 137, 155) 72 [1 8,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 26, 0, 0, 0, 22] {4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 3 I 
1116 ( 153, 17 1) 82 [1 2, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 6,0, 20, 0, 0] p,O, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0,0) 

111 8 (137, 151) 92 [7, 0, 11 , 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 0, 14] (2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 21 

1120 ( 135, 173) 102 [4, 8, 6, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 6] p , 2, 1, 0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, I) 

1/22 ( 127, 151) 11 2 [3, 0, 15,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0] p , 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01 

1124 ( 153, 175) 123 ~ I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ p , 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01 

1126 ( 127, 171) 133 ~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ p , 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 

1128 ( 133, 175) 144 [I 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0] (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 

1/30 ( 123 , 157) 154 [12, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0] p , o, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01 

1/32 ( 11 3, 175) 164 [7, 0, 11 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] {2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01 

Table 6-7. MFD rate 1/6 to 1/32 RSLF binary convolutional encoders with total encoder memory 
v = 7 and primitive feedback polynomial. The rate 1/4 RSLF convolutional encoder with feedback 
polynomial 203 8 and feedforward polynomials (273 , 327, 375 , 231)8 reported in Table 6-4 was used 

as parent code , The additional feedforward polynomials are given in octal form , The first 15 
elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column, 

Rate Additional Feedforward 
d;", 

Information weight spectrum (JWS) Distance spectrum 
polynomials [B ... " B .... + " ... , B .... + IS] {Adfne,.AdM .. + 1 . . . Atl,,+IS} 

1/6 (265 , 317) 34 [12, 0, 12, 0, 20, 0, 39, 0, 66, 0, 172, 0, 144, O. 210] p, 0, 2, 0. 3, 0, 5. 0, 8, 0, 20, 0. 16, 0, 24) 

1/8 (25 1, 357) 45 [3, 10, 5, 0, 14, 6, 0, 6, 0, 0, 39, 30, 41, 62, 34) p , 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 5. 4,5, 7, 41 

III 0 (233,275) 56 [3, 0, 15, 0, 0, 0, 20, 0, 6, 0,7, 0, 25, 0, 37) p , 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0,3, 0, 51 

1112 (3 13, 375) 68 [7,0, 11 . 0, 0, 0, 12, 0, 14, 0, 0, O. 22, 0, 7) p, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0. 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 3, O. I ) 

1/14 (265 , 367) 80 [18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 26, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 22) (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4. 0, 0, 0, 0, O. 3) 

1/16 (257 , 33 1) 9 1 [8, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,7, 12, 0,0, 7,0.0) (2, 2, O. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1. 2, 0,0, 1, 0. 0) 

1/18 (235,337) 102 [4, 8, 6, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0. 0,6, 14.6. 0, 0) ( I,2, I. O. O. O.0. 0, 0. O, I, 2, I, O, O) 

1/20 (255 , 363) 11 4 [12, 0, 6,0, 0,0. 0,0,0, 0, 6,0,20,0,0) p,O, 1, 0, 0,0.0. 0, 0, 0, 1,0, 3,0, 0) 

1/22 (257 , 35 1) 125 [3, 10, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 14, 6. 0) ( I, 2, I, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O. 2, I, ° I 
1/24 (233,275) 136 [3, 0, 15, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20] ( I, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3 I 
1/26 (263 , 375) 148 [7, 0. 11 , 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12) (2,0,2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O. 0, 0, O. 0. 0, 21 

1128 (265,367) 160 [18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (4, 0, O. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, O. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

1/30 (257 , 33 1) 171 ~I~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ (2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O. O. 0, O. O. 0, 01 

1/32 (337,35 1) 182 [4, 8, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (I , 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, O. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 

It is important to highlight that a lthough changing the generators order of a particular encoder 

does not affect its distance properties (dJree , IWS, etc, - see Section 2,7,3) such a change can affect 

the PSD characteristics of the transmitted signal (see Section 3,5.3 for an example) . Therefore care 

should be taken when interchanging co lumns of the encoders reported in Tab les 6-1 to 6-9. This is 
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particularly important for Q-BOPPM systems where the outputs of two consecutive generators 

correspond to one Q-BOPPM symbol. This is the reason why the generators in Tab les 6-1 to 6-9 

are not necessarily numerically ordered. 

Table 6-8. MFD rate 116 to 1132 RSLF binary convolutional encoders with total encoder memory 
v = 8 and primitive feedback polynomial. The rate 114 RSLF convolutional encoder with feedback 
polynomial 6078 and feedforward polynomials (467, 635, 533, 771)8 reported in Table 6-4 was used 

as parent code. The additional feedforward polynomials are given in octal form. The first 15 
elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column. 

Rate 
Additional Feedforward dj", Information weight spectrum (lWS) Distance spectrum 

polynomials [Bd Bdf- +! ... Bdfi, •• ul (Ad("" Ad". .. !, ... A" .. + !sl 
1/6 (457, 725) 37 [5, 12, 19, 6, 0, 16, 11 , 26, 86, 62, 66. 42, 41 , 11 0, 210] (I , 2, 3, 1, 0, 2, 1, 3, 10, 8, 8, 6.5, 12. 22) 

1/8 (575,663) 50 [14, 0, 14, 0, 24, 0, 8, 0, 26, 0, 84, 0,29,0, 99] p , 0, 2, 0, 3,0, 1, 0,3, 0, 10, 0, 4, 0, 12} 

111 0 (55 1,767) 62 [4, 10, 8, 0, 10, 14, 6, 0, 0, 0, 8, 0, 16, 52, 32] {I , 2, I. 0, I, 2, I. 0. 0. 0, I. 0. 2. 6. 4} 

1112 (5 13, 657) 75 [10, 12, 0, 0, 7, 16, 0, 0, 7, 0, 0, 0, 16, 16, 0] {2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0,0, 0, 2, 2, O} 

111 4 (5 15, 737) 88 [22, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 30,0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 7, 0, 25] {4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0. 0. 0. 1, 0, 3 } 

1116 (71 1, 753) 100 [9, 0, 13, 0, 0, 0, 14, 0, 16,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] p , 0, 2, 0. 0, 0, 2, 0, 2. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O} 

1118 (53 1,677) 11 2 [4, 5, 8, 5, 0, 0, 0, 7, 16, 0,0, 7, 0, 0, 0] {I, I, I, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, o} 

1/20 (473,725) 125 [5 , 12, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 14, 6, 0, 10, 0,0,0] { I, 2, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, I, 0, I, 0, 0, o} 

1/22 (555,637) 138 [14, 0, 8, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 6,0,24,0,0, 0, 0] p,o, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 1, 0 , 3, 0, 0,0, o} 

1/24 (575,67 1) 150 [4, 10, 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 14, 6, 0, 0] { I, 2, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 2, I, 0, o} 

1/26 (5 15, 753) 163 [10, 12, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 16, 0, 0,7] p, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 2, 0, 0, I } 

1/28 (453 ,767) 176 [22, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 30, 0, 0] {4, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, O} 

1/30 (57 1, 647) 188 [9, 0, 13, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 14, 0, 16] {2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 2} 

1/32 (465, 773) 200 [4, 5, 8, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 16] {I , I, I, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, I, 2} 

Table 6-9. MFD rate 1/6 to 1/32 RSLF binary convolutional encoders with total encoder memory 
v = 9 and primitive feedback polynomial. The rate 1/4 RSLF convolutional encoder with feedback 
polynomial 13338 and feedforward polynomials (1137, 1255, 1571 , 1663)8 reported in Table 6-4 was 
used as parent code. The additional feedforward polynomials are given in octal form , The first 15 

elements of the IWS and distance spectrum are reported in the last column, 

Rate 
Additional Feedforward 

din. 
Information weight spectrum (IWS) Di stance spectrum 

polynomials rBd"~ Bd ... +h, .. , Bd .. • u'J {Ad"" A .... !, ... ,Ad + IS} 
1/6 ( 11 35, 1517) 40 [7, 0, 41 , 0, 17, 0, 58, 0, 136, 0, 117, 0, 273, 0, 344] (I , 0, 6, 0, 2, 0, 6, 0, 14, 0, 13 , 0, 28, 0, 34) 

1/8 (1375, 1663) 54 [8, 10, 12, 18, 8, 0, 0,9, 22, 63,40, 14, 80, 63, 46] {1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 3, 7, 4, 2, 8, 7, 4} 

1110 (1237, 153 1) 68 [15, 0, 23, 0, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 68, 0, 52,0, 62] (2, 0, 4, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0,0. 0, 8, 0, 5, 0, 7) 

1112 (1365, 1633) 82 [18, 0, 16,0, 22, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 48, 0, 40] (3 , 0, 2, 0,3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,6, 0, 4) 

1/ 14 (1267,175 1) 96 [26, 0, 0, 0,30, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 57] (4,0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,o, O, O, 0, 7 ) 

1116 ( 11 45 , 1727) 109 [7, 16, 3, 0, 18, 8, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] {I , 2, 1,0, 2, 1, 0, 1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O} 

1118 (1337, 1545) 123 [10, 16, 0, 0, 7, 12, 0, 0, 11 , 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0] {2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, O} 

1/20 ( 111 7, 1655) 136 [7, 0, 19, 0, 0, 0, 22, 0, 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] ( 1, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0,3, 0, 1, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, O) 

1/22 (1355, 1763) 150 [8, 10, 8, 0, 0, 0,4, 18, 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] { I, 2, I, 0, 0, 0, I, 2, I, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, O} 

1/24 (1237, 153 1) 164 [1 5, 0, 11 , 0, 0, 0, 12, 0, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] p , 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0. O} 

1/26 (1365 , 1473 178 [18, 0, 8, 0,0, 0, 8, 0, 22, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0] p , o, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. O) 

1/28 ( 11 27 , 1575 192 [26, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 30, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] {4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O} 

1130 ( 1365, 1623 205 [7, 16, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 18, 8, 0, 4,0, 0, 0] { I, 2, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, I, 0, I, 0, 0, O} 

1/32 (1337, 1545 2 19 [1 0, 16, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 12, 0, 0, 11 , 0, 0] {2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2,0, 0, 1, 0, 0J 

6.6 PSD Comparisons of RSLF Binary Convolutional 

Encoders with the Best Binary Convolutional 

Encoders Known and the Non-Coded Scheme with 

Pulse Repetition 
Remember that the examples presented in Chapter 3 - Section 3,5 showed that for Q-BOPPM 

IR-based UWB systems the non-coded pulse repetition scheme, the scheme using a systematic 

recursive convo lutional encoder and the scheme employing a feed forward convo lutional encoder 

do not have a spectra l line-free PSD when the binary input stream is generated by an unbalanced 

BMS, In this section, further PSD examples for Q-BOPPM (natural mapping) IR-based UWB 
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systems are introduced in order to compare the PSO characteristics of the RSLF binary 

convolutional encoders introduced in Section 6.5.3 . As well examples of the peak to average ratio 

achieved when using the encoders reported in Tables 6-1 to 6-4 are provided in Section 6.6 .2. 

6.6.1 PSD Comparisons of the Rate 114, v = 4, RSLF Binary 

Convolutional Encoders; the Best Rate 114, v = 4, Feedforward 

Binary Convolutional Encoder Known and a Rate Equivalent 

Non-Coded Pulse Repetition Scheme for Q-BOPPM IR Based UWB 

In this section PSO examples obtained when using the rate 1/4, v = 4 , RSLF binary 

convolutional encoders from Tables 6-3 and 6-4, the best rate 114, v = 4 , binary convolutional 

encoder known reported in [83 , 111] and a rate equivalent non-coded pulse repetition scheme are 

presented. The modulation scheme has been chosen to be Q-BOPPM with natural mapping and 

therefore two consecutive pulses are used to transmit an encoder output vector 

z, =z, = [z,(°l, Z? ), Z;2), Z?) ] (see Section 6.3.1). 

The binary data stream at the system input is assumed to be generated by an unbalanced first 

order BMS for three different combinations of P y ,OI and P y, IO : 

1). P y ,OI =4 / 5 and P y ,lO =3 / 5 thus " y ,O =3/7 and " y, 1 =4/7 

2). P y ,OI = 1/ 2 and P y,lD = 1/ 2 thus " y,D = I / 2 and " y ,1 = 1 / 2 

3). P y ,OI =1 / 5 and P y,lO =3 / 5 thus " y,O =3 / 4 and " y, 1 =1 / 4 

Therefore the source ' s steady state statistics are unbalanced for the first and third cases. Note that 

the second case corresponds to a perfectly random (uniform distributed) i.i.d . binary data stream. 

All the convolutionally coded schemes considered in this section transmit two information bits 

per four pulses. Therefore, in order to provide a meaningful comparison with the convolutionally 

coded case, four pulses must be used to transmit two information bits for the non-coded pulse 

repetition scheme. Hence, it will be assumed that each quaternary signal is repeated in four 

consecutive frames for this case. As in Section 3.5.2, this scheme can be interpreted as a repetition 

code where every couple of information bits, y , = [yiD) ,y,(I)] , is transmitted four times, that is, 

Z = Z = [ z(O) Z( I ) Z(2) z<3) 7(4) Z( 5) Z (6) Z(7) ] = [ y (O) y(l) y(O) y( l ) y(O) y( l ) y(O) y ( I) ] 
I I I' I , I , I , - , , I , I , I I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I (6.35) 

Note the SE pair Markov model for this scheme is equivalent to the one introduced in Section 3.5.2 

with the output mapping accordingly changed to consider the repetition offour pulses instead oftwo. 

The PSO plots obtained when the non-coded pulse repetition scheme is used in a Q-BOPPM IR

based UWB system are shown Figure 6-5. For these plots no TH or OS has been considered and 

therefore A = I . Note the large amount of spectral lines appearing in Figures 6-5a and 6-5b. This is 

due to the unbalance in the one step and steady state probabilities of the BMS. It is worth 

mentioning that although spectral lines are expected at I /(AT,) = 25MHz interval s, they actually 
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appear at 100 MHz intervals. This is due to nulls present in the absolute value of Equation (6.19) 

(discrete PSD) for these cases. Finally observe that even though no spectral lines appear for 

P 0 1 = 1/2 and P 10 = 112 in Figure 6-5c, large ripples can be seen in this continuous PSD as y , y , 

shown in the magnification of Figure 6-5c presented in Figure 6-5d. 
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Figure 6-5, Analytical and simulated PSOs for a BMS coupled to a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system with 
four pulses repetition and no convolutional coding , The signal parameters are Ts = 40 ns, Tr = IOns and 

Tp= 0,5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw"" 0.4 ns, No TH or OS is considered , 

Now consider the PSD plots shown in Figure 6-6, This plots were obtained by using the best 

rate 1/4, v = 4 , binary convolutional encoder known, This encoder has generator matrix ([83, Ill]) 

G(D) = [I+D2+D4 1+ D2+D3+D4 1+D+D3+D4 I+D +D2 + D3 +D4]~(25,27,33,37)8 (6.36) 

and thus is feedforward, As previously mentioned, all the best rate 112 and 114 binary convolutional 

encoders known reported in [107, 109, Ill] are feedforward and thus do not fulfil the spectral line

free condition but for few specific cases (commonly P y ,lO = P y ,OI = 112). This can seen in Figures 

6-6a and 6-6b which have a significant amount of spectral lines spaced at 50 MHz intervals. 

Even though the number of spectral lines increases in Figure 6-6 compared with Figure 6-5 the 

overall PSD shape improves upon the introduction of the convolutional encoding operation. This 

can be seen in Figures 6-6a and 6-6c as the maximum PSD height in these plots is less than in 
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Figures 6-5a and 6-5c (remember however that in Figures 6-5a and 6-6a the maximum height 

corresponds to a spectral line whereas in Figures 6-5c and 6-5c corresponds to continuous PSD). 
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Figure 6-6. Analytical and simulated PSDs obtained when using the optimum distance spectrum feedforward 
(25, 27, 33, 37)g binary convolutional encoder in a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The signal parameters 
are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = to ns and Tp= 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw'" 0.4 ns. 

No TH or DS is considered . 

Note the significant improvement achieved in the PSD characteristics when using the MFD rate 

114, v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoders reported in Tables 6-3 and 6-4 as shown in F igures 

6-7 and 6-8 respectively. It can be seen in Figure 6-7 that when using the RSLF encoder with 

feedback polynomial of the fo rm beD) = 1 + D4 (given in Table 6-3) a spectral line-free PSD is 

obtained fo r all three cases. Therefore this system outperforms the non-coded pulse repetition 

scheme and the system em ploying the best rate 114, v = 4, binary convolutional encoder known in 

terms of PSD characteri stics . However, from F igure 6-8 it can be seen that the RSLF encoder with 

primit ive feedback polynomial beD) = J + DJ + D4 (given in Table 6-4) outperforms a ll other 

schemes. Furthermore, even the PSD with the most biased BMS ( p y ,O! = 115 and p y, ! O = 3 / 5) in 

Figure 6-8b is smoother than the PSDs in F igures 6-5c, 6-6c and 6-7c which were obtained 

considering a balanced BMS generating uniform distributed i.i .d. binary streams. 
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Figure 6-7. Analytical and simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the MFO rate 114, 
v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-3 with feedback polynomial beD) = I + D 4 => 21 8, The 

signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4 th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with 
duration Tw'" 0.4 ns. No TH or OS is considered. 

Let us now consider what happens when a short PR-DS sequence is used for pulse polarity 

random isation purposes. In this case the Barker sequence {+ 1, -I , + 1, + 1, -1 , + 1, + 1, + 1, -1 , -1 , -1 } 

with period Xa = 11 used in the IEEE 802.11 standard, [151], will be considered. Figure 6-9 shows 

the PSD plots obtained when using the non-coded pulse repetition scheme in a Q-BOPPM DS-IR

based UWB system with an unbalanced BMS with P y ,OI =1 / 5 and P y, l O =3 / 5 (7l"y ,O = 3/ 4 and 

7l" I = 1/ 4 )_ It can be seen that although the maximum spectral line height has been reduced in Figure y , 

6-9 compared to Figure 6-5c, the number of spectral I ines has increased upon the introduction of the 

PR-OS as they are now spaced at 9_09 MHz intervals_ Moreover, note that even though the use of 

the Barker sequence helps to improve the PSD characteristics for the non-coded scheme, the PSD 

in Figure 6-9 is still far from the spectral line-free PSDs shown in Figures 6-7b and 6-8b which 

were obtained using the RSLF convolutional encoders reported in Tables 6-3 and 6-4. 

In comparison Figure 6-10 shows the PSD plot obtained when using the MFD rate 1/4, v = 4, 

RSLF binary convolutional encoder reported in Table 6-4 in a Q-BOPPM DS-TR-based UWB 

system with an unbalanced BMS with P y,O I = 115 and P y ,lO = 3/5 _ Comparing Figure 6-8b (where 
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no OS is used) and F igure 6-10 (where the Barker PR-OS is used) it can be seen that the use of the 

Barker sequence helps to further smooth the PSD. 
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Figure 6-8. Analytical and simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the MFO rate 1/4, 
v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-4 with feedback polynomial b(D) = 1 + D3 + D4 ~ 23 8, 

The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with 
duration Tw'" 0.4 ns. No TH or OS is considered . 
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Figure 6-9 . Analytical and simulated PS Os for a BMS coupled to a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system with 
four pulses repetition and no convolutional coding. The BMS probabil ities are Py,OI = 1/5 and Py,OI = 3/5 ~ 
i'Ty,o = 3/4 and i'Ty,1 = 1/4. The signal parameters are Ts = 40 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp= 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative 
Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw'" 0.4 ns. The periodic Barker sequence {+ I, - I, + I , + I, - I , + I , 

+ I, + I, -I , - I, - I } is used for OS pulse polarity randomisation purposes. No TH is considered. 
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Figure 6-10. Analytical and simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the MFD rate 1/4, 
v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder from Table 6-4 with feedback polynomial beD) = I + D3 + D4 => 23 8, 

The BMS probabilities are Py,OI = l iS and P y,OI = 3/5 => lIY,o = 3/4 and lIY, l = 1/4. The signal parameters are 
Ts = 20 os, T, = lOos and Tp = 0.5 os. The 4'h derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw"" 0.4 os. 

The periodic Barker sequence {+ I, - I, + 1, + 1, - I, + 1, + 1, + 1, - I, -I , - I } is used for OS pulse polarity 
randomisation purposes. No TH is considered. 

F inally note how there is good agreement between the analyt ical and simulated results for both 

the PSD' s continuous part (Sim. U.E.) and the PSD ' s di screte part (Sim. 1 X ", (O) 12= 1) in all the 

fi gures presented in this section. 

6.6.2 Peak to Average Ratio for Some of the RSLF Binary Convolutional 

Encoders from Tables 6-1 to 6-4 

Comparing F igures 6-7 and 6-8 it can inferred that better PSD characteristics can be obtained 

when using the RSLF binary convolutional encoders with primitive feedback polynomia ls reported 

in Tables 6-2 and 6-4. In order further to see this, the peak to average ratio in dB calculated by 

using Equations (6.14) to (6.19) is reported in Tables 6-10 and 6-1] fo r the first fi ve RSLF 

convolutional encoders introduced in Tables 6-1 to 6-4. 

The peak to average ratio was calculated for the case of an unbalanced BMS with P y ,OI = 1/ 5 

and P y, lO = 3/ 5 corresponding to " y ,O = 3/ 4 and " y ,1 = 1 / 4. For generality no specific UWB pulse 

sbape, w(t) , has been considered. Instead a fl at shape for I W(f) 12 has been assumed (e.g. w(t) is 

an impulse function At5(t )) such that the PSD's average leve l is normalised to unity. For Table 

6-10 the modulation format used was BPSK wh ile for Table 6-11 the modulation fo rmat used was 

Q-BOPPM. The general signal parameters are Tr = IOns, Tp = 0.5 ns, no TH and no DS. The peak 

to average ratio was calculated by using 

Peak to Average Ratio (dB) = 10 \og,o ( max(S(f)) ) 
mean(S(f)) 

(6.37) 

where S(f) is the analytical PSD defined by Equations (6.14) to (6 .19). In practical terms the peak 

to average ratio was obtained by calculating the analytical PSD, S(f) , in the range of 4 GHz to 8 

GHz with a resolution of200 kHz. 
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The peak to average ratios calculated for the first 5 rate 1/2 RSLF binary convolutional encoders 

reported in Tables 6-1 and 6-2 are presented in Table 6-10 for BPSK signalling. It can be seen that 

the RSLF convolutional encoders with primitive feedback polynomials (Table 6-2) have lower 

peak to average ratio than the encoders with beD) = I + DV feedback polynomials (Table 6-1). 

Furthermore, note how in general by increasing the total encoder memory, v, the peak to average 

ratio is reduced . As a reference, the last column of Table 6-10 reports the maximum spectral line 

eight of PSDs obtained when using the best rate 1/2 binary convolutional encoders known reported 

in [Ill] under the same operation conditions. 

Table 6-10. Peak to average ratios (dB) for the first S rate \/2 RSLF binary convolutional encoders 
reported in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. It is assumed that BPSK is used and that the data stream is 

generated by an unbalanced BMS with P y,OI = \ IS and P y,OI = 3/S. 

Peak to average ratio (dB) of the Peak to average ratio(dB) of the 
Maximum spectral line height 

(dB) of the best rate 112 
v encoders reported in Table 6-1 encoders reported in Table 6-2 

encoders known reported in b(D) = I +Dv (primitive feedback polynorrlial) 
[I III 

3 2.404 1.977 65.933 
4 2. 11 3 0.535 64.690 
5 1.129 1.003 60.688 
6 0.9 15 0.044 59.1 29 
7 0.66 1 0.000 56.752 

The peak to average ratios calculated for the first 5 rate 114 RSLF binary convolutional encoders 

reported in Tables 6-3 and 6-4 are presented in Table 6-11 for Q-BOPPM signalling with natural 

mapping. As in the previous case the RSLF convolutional encoders with primitive feedback 

polynomials (Table 6-4) have lower peak to average ratio than ones with beD) = I + DV feedback 

polynomials (Table 6-3). This is the reason why the encoders from Table 6-4 were used as the 

parent codes for the nested code search of rate 1/6 to 1/32 RSLF convolutional encoders (Tables 6-

5 to 6-9). Note from Table 6-11 how the peak to average ratio is reduced as the total encoder 

memory, v, increases. 

Table 6-11. Peak to average ratios (dB) for the first S rate \ /4 RSLF binary convolutional encoders 
reported in Tables 6-3 and 6-4. It is assumed that Q-BOPPM is used and that the data stream is 

generated by an unbalanced BMS with P y,OI = \ IS and P y ,OI = 3/S. 

Peak to average ratio (dB) of the Peak to average ratio( dB) of the Peak to average ratio(dB) of the 

v 
encoders reported in Table 6-3 encoders reported in Table 6-4 encoders reported in Table 6-4 

(b(D) = 1 + D" polynomial) with (primitive feedback polynomial) (primitive feedback polynomial) 
natural mapping with natural mapping with Gray mappinp; 

3 6.397 4.760 4.3 12 
4 7.678 2.055 1.754 
5 7.550 1. 576 1.356 
6 3.02 1 0.592 0.405 
7 1.745 0.177 0.1 90 
8 1.962 0.000 0.053 

The last column in Table 6-11 reports the peak to average ratios obtai ned when us ing Gray 

mapping based Q-BOPPM and the RSLF convolutional encoders from Table 6-4. This column was 

included due to the fact that binary convolutional codes are often used with Gray mapping based 

quaternary phase shift keying (QPSK), [83, 85] , which is geometrically equivalent to Q-BOPPM 
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with Gray mapping as explained in Section 2.3.1. Note from the last two co lumns in Table 6-11 

that the change from natural to Gray mapping has li ttle or no significant effects on peak to average 

ratio achieved with the RSLF encoders reported in Tab le 6-4. 

6.7 BER Performance Comparisons of RSLF Binary 

Convolutional Encoders with the Best Binary 

Convolutional Encoders Known and the Non-Coded 

Pulse Repetition Scheme 
In this section comparisons in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance are provided for soft 

Viterbi decoding (SVD) when using the rate 114, v = 4 RSLF binary convolutional encoder from 

Table 6-4, the best rate 1/4, v = 4 binary convolutional encoder known reported in [83 , Ill] 

(defined by Equation (6.36)) and a rate equivalent non-coded scheme. Bit error rate (BER) resu lts 

are presented for additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN) channel and multipath channe l. The base 

system used in this section for BER comparison purposes is described by the block diagram shown 

in Figure 6-1 I. 

z' l y' Soft 
ti( Viterbi 

Decoder 

Binary z Q-BOPPM (Gray) xTr (t) 
Convolutional DS-IR based 

Encoder UWB Modulator 

r Q-BOPPM OS-I R 
based UWB Receiver 
(A WGN or Multipath) 

X I1, (t) Receiver 
Front End 

Channel 
(AWGN 

or 
Multipath) 

Figure 6-11 . Block diagram of a binary convolutionally coded Q-BOPPM (Gray) IR-based UWB system. 

Note the system shown in Figure 6-11 uses Q-BOPPM with Gray mapping. This kind of 

signalling was chosen due to Q-BOPPM with Gray mapping is geometrically equivalent to QPSK 

with Gray mapping, [83 , 87], and the BER performances of convolutionally coded BPSK and 

convo lutionally coded QPSK with Gray mapping in A WGN channel are similar, [83 , 85]. 

Therefore the results presented in this section for A WGN channel are representative of the BER 

performance achievable with both convolutionally coded BPSK and convolutionally coded 

Q-BOPPM (Gray) IR-based UWB systems. 

Using the same notation as in Section 2.7.5 the data source produces a binary sequence 

Y= {Ya, Yp ... ' YN-I} of length N which defines a path generating the code sequence 

- { } - { (a) (3) (0) (3) } h (i ) {O I} . - 0 I 2 3 d I - 0 N I Z - za, zp ... , z N_I - za , ... , zo , ... ,ZN_P·· ·,ZN_I were z, E , , 1- , " an - , ... , - . 

Next every coup le of code bits [ZJ2k) , Z,(2k+I) ] (where k = 0,1) is transmitted using a Q-BOPPM IR-
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based UWB system with Gray mapping. Thus the transmitted signal of this system has the 

following general form 

N-I N,,- I 

x 7:y (t) = I I a/N,,+kaa/.k w(t - fla"k Tp -IT, -kT,) 
/=0 k=O 

(6.38) 

where all the variables have been defined in Section 6.3.1 and wet) has energy Ell" Due to Gray 

mapping based Q-BOPPM is assumed, a ;,k E {-I, I} and P ,k E {O, I} are defi ned according to 

Equation (6.13). Note that no PR-TH sequence has been considered and {Q/N +k} is set to be Barker .' 
PR-OS {+ I, -I , + 1, + 1, -I , +1, +1 , +1 , -I , -I , -I} with period %0 = 11. The general signal 

parameters are as follows: 1', = 20 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian 

pulse is used with approximate duration T,,, ~ 0.4 ns as in the previous section. 

The equations describing x/a (t) for A WGN and multipath channels are introduced in Sections 

6.7 .1 and 6.7.2 respectively. The BER performance results presented in these sections were 

obtained through simulation assuming coherent detection and perfect OS synchronisation between 

transmitter and receiver. 

For each particular channel the receiver should be able to fed the decoder with a received 

- { } - { (0) (3 ) (0) (3) } h' h . t f th ft t' t b sequence r - ro, rp ... , rN_1 - ro , ... ,ro , ... ,rN_p ... ,rN_1 w IC consls s 0 e so me ncs 0 e 

used by the soft Yiterbi decoder (SYO), [83]. Using the received sequence, r, the SYO produces an 

. t ' - {,(O) ,(K-I ) ,(0) ,(K-I)} f th t 'tt d d t' t estlma e, z - Z 0 , ... ,Z 0 , ... ,Z N_P''''Z N-I , 0 e ransml e sequence z an an es Ima e, 

y'={y'O, y'I , ... ,y'N-I }' of the information sequence, y, which is then used to compute the BER 

performance of the system. 

6.7.1 BER Comparisons of the Rate 114, v = 4, RSLF Binary 

Convolutional Encoder with the Best Rate 114, v = 4, Binary 

Convolutional Encoder Known and Non-Coded Signals in 

A WGN Channel 

In the A WGN channel the transmitted signal is only affected by the additive noise an therefore 

the received signal can be described by 

N-I N.,-I 

x /I.,(t) = I I alN.,+k aa/,k w(t - fla,.J p -IT, -kT, +r)+n(t) (6.39) 
/ =0 k =O 

where" is the de lay and n(t) is A WGN with zero mean and two sided power spectral density Na/2. 

As previously mentioned, it will be assumed that" is known at the receiver (coherent reception) 

and that perfect OS synchronisation has been achieved between transmitter and receiver. 

Under the previous assumptions the results and analysis presented in the literature ([83 , 101 , 

103]) for BER performance of binary convolutional codes with BPSK and QPSK (Gray) s ignalling 

in A WGN channels are straightforwardly applicable to the analysis of the convolutionally coded 
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Q-BOPPM (Gray) JR-based UWB system under study. An upper bound on the bit error probability 

achieved with convolutionally coded BPSK/QPSK (Gray) in A WGN channels with coherent 

detection and soft Viterbi decoding (SVD) is given by [83]: 

P" ~ f BdP2 (d) = f BdQ( 2~:lc d) 
d =d f"" d =d free 

(6.40) 

where Eb is the information bit energy, Rc = 11 K is the code rate and {Bd} is the encoder' s IWS. 

Thus the upper bound defined by Equation (6.40) applies for convolutionally coded Q-BOPPM 

(Gray) JR-based UWB systems as previously explained. Note that for a rate 114 encoder with 

Q-BOPPM signalling Eb = 2E .. as two Q-BOPPM signals are needed to transmit the four code bits 

generated by the encoder per each information bit. 

Simulated BER plots for the system described by Figure 6-11 in A WGN channel are shown in 

Figure 6-12 altogether with the corresponding upper bounds calculated by using Equation (6.40). 

The plots labelled as "RSLF PP" were obtained by using the rate 114, v = 4 , RSLF binary 

convolutional encoder with primitive feedback polynomial from Table 6-4. The BER plots 

corresponding to the best rate tl4, v = 4 , binary convolutional encoder known (defined by 

Equation (6.36)) are labelled as "Ffwd OIWS" (as thjs encoder has optimum IWS). The upper 

bounds were calculated considering the first 20 elements ofthe IWS which give a good estimate for 

BER values below 10-3 as seen in Figure 6-12 (as reference consider that the upper bounds reported 

in [135], [110] and [Ill] were calculated using the first 8, 13 and 15 elements of the IWS 

respectively). 

~ 
w 
~ 

~ .3 
Cl:: 10 

g 
w 

iD 

10" - Q-BOPPM (Gray) Theory 
----- RS LF pp Upper Bound 

RSLF pp Simulation 
.......... Ffud OlWS Upper Bound 

• Hv.<! OlWS Simulation 

0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4.5 2.65 3.35 3.7 4.05 4.4 4.75 
Bit Energy to Noise Ratio - Ei No (dB) Bit Energy to Noise Ratio - EiNo (dB) 

a) Normal view b) Magnification 

Figure 6-12. BER performance in AWGN channel for SVD of Q-BOPPM DS-IR-based UWB systems using 
the rate 114 , v = 4, RSLF convolutional encoder with primitive feedback polynomial (RSLF PP) and the best 
rate 1/4, v = 4, convolutional encoder known with optimum IWS (Ffwd OIWS). The theoretical BER plot for 

non-coded Q-BOPPM DS-IR-based UWB systems is provided as a reference. All the plots were 
obtained assuming coherent reception and perfect DS synchronisation. 

Remember from Section 2.3.1 that the theoretical bit error probability for non-coded Q-BOPPM 

JR-based UWB systems with Gray code mapping can be found to be ([83 , 87, 88]) 

(6.41 ) 
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Thus Equation (6.41) was used to obtain the plot labelled as "Q-BOPPM (Gray) Theory" in 

Figure 6-12a. 

It can be seen in Figure 6-12b that the performance loss when using the RSLF convolutional 

encoder instead of the best convolutional encoder known is less than 0.35 dB for bit error rates 

below 10-3. This performance loss is expected as the encoder defined by Equation (6.36) has 

optimum TWS which is superior to the IWS of the RSLF encoder. However, in systems with 

unbalanced BMS this slight performance loss is compensated by the improved PSD characteristics 

obtained with the RSLF encoders, as shown in Section 6.6. 

Note how both convolutionally coded schemes outperform the non-coded scheme by 

approximately 2.5 dB at BERs below 10-2. Obviously this increase in BER performance is achieved 

at a cost of increased system complexity for the convolutionally coded schemes. However note 

how the complexity of both convolutionally coded systems is the same as both encoders have the 

same total encoder memory, v = 4, and hence have the same decoding complexity (the Viterbi 

decoder has 16 states for both encoders). Furthermore, this increase in the system complexity can 

be regarded to be acceptable as the de facto industry standard convolutional encoder with generator 

matrix (133, 171 )8, [104], has total encoder memory v = 6 and therefore the Viterbi decoder for this 

encoder has 64 states. 

Finally it is worth mentioning that through the use of the upper bound defined by Equation (6.40), 

it was verified that the BER performance loss of the RSLF binary convolutional encoders reported in 

Tables 6-2 and 6-4 compared to the best rate 1/2 and rate 1/4 binary convolutional encoders known 

reported in [1 I I] should be less than 0.4 dB for BER values between 10-3 and 10-6 (the upper bounds 

were calculated by considering the first 15 elements ofthe IWS of each code as in [11 I)). 

6.7.2 BER Comparisons of the Rate 114, v = 4, RSLF Binary 

Convolutional Encoder with the Best Rate 114, v = 4, Binary 

Convolutional Encoder Known and Non-Coded Signals in 

Multipath Channel 

A channel commonly used in the literature (e.g. [13 , 15, 17, 19)) as an example of a typical 

UWB multipath channel model is the IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel model , [152] [153]. Thus this 

model will be used in this section to provide a BER performance comparison in a multipath 

affected channel between the RSLF binary convolutional encoders and the best binary 

convolutional encoders known. 

The impulse response of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model is described by ([ 13 , 17, 152, 153)): 

(6.42) 
1= 1 k = 1 11 =1 

where the subscript i stands for the channel realisation; Xi represents log-normal shadowing; D is 

the number of clusters; K; is the number of multipath components received in the t h cluster; 
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N MPalh is the total number of mUltipath components; rp; ,1 are the mUltipath coefficients of the klh 

multipath component of the rh cluster; y;i is the rh cluster arrival time and .. ;,1 is the delay of the klh 

multi path component within the rh cluster. The channel model considers four different indoor 

scenarios and thus defines four different sets of statistics for each one of them. This work considers 

channel model I (CM 1) corresponding to a line of sight (LOS) scenario within 0-4 m, [13, 152, 

153]. The reader is referred to [13,15 , 17, 19,152,153] for a detailed explanation of this channel 

model and its implementation in a discrete simulation . A summary of the model ' s main parameters 

provided in [153] is reproduced in Appendix B. 

In the simulations a quasi-static scenario was considered, [13 , 29, 154], meaning that the 

channel's multipath statistics remain unchanged during the transmission of an information block 

consisting of N = 1 024 information bits or equivalently 4096 code bits. Thus if the transmitted 

signal is described by Equation (6.38) then for the lh channel realisation the received signal can be 

expressed as: 

NMPolh N -I N\Ii' -1 

x /a (t)= L L L alN •. +k aul.k h:'w(t-f3UI . k Tp-I~ -k~-<)+n(t) (6.43) 
11= 1 /=0 k=O 

where w(t) has energy E", and net) is A WGN with zero mean and two sided power spectral 

density No/2. Note that the transmitted bit energy is Eb = 2E", as in the previous case. 

Note from Equation (6.43) that for this kind of channels the transmitted pulse energy, E"" is 

distributed over N lvll'ath multipath arrivals, [13 , 15, 17, 19, 152, 153]. Thus in order to collect as 

much energy as possible a RAKE receiver must be used, [13 , 15, 17, 19, 152, 153]. An ideal 

RAKE receiver would combine the energy from all N MPalh multipath components through a set of 

N MPalh correlators (usually referred as "fingers"), one per multipath arrival [13 , 15, 17, 152, 153]. 

However this ideal all-RAKE (ARAKE) receiver may be too complicated to implement in practice 

due to the large number of multipath components. Thus simplified structures collecting energy 

from a fixed number, Nfin , of mUltipath components must be considered, [13 , 15, 17 153]. A 

practical RAKE implementation which only collects energy from the NSfin strongest paths is called 

a selective RAKE (SRAKE) whereas a RAKE implementation that collects energy from the first 

arriving N Pfin paths is called a partial RAKE (PRAKE). For the simulation results presented in this 

section the SRAKE approach has been adopted as in general it provides better performance than 

PRAKE implementations, [13 , 15]. As well it has been assumed that the receiver has perfect 

knowledge of the channel's impulse response (perfect channel side information - CSI), hi(t) , 

during the transmi ssion of an information block. Finally the strategy adopted for the combination 

of the energy captured by the SRAKE fingers has been chosen to be maximal ratio combining 

(MRC), which is optimal when the noise is A WGN and the inter-symbol interference (ISI) is 

negligible, [13 , 15, 17, 83]. Briefly, MRC applies a weight to every received multi path component 

before combining, such that the stronger signals have larger weight than the weak signals, [13 , 83]. 
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In our simulat ions 1000 different reali sations of the IEEE 802. 1S.3a UWB line of sight (LOS) 

channel mode l I (CMI ) were generated with a sampling time of 0.2 ns. The average characteri stics 

of these realisations are: mean excess delay = S .12 ns; rms de lay spread = S.S6 ns; number of paths 

within 10 dB of the strongest path = 11.87 and number of paths that capture 8S% of channel 

energy = IS.73. At least one info rmation block is transmitted per channel realisation for BER 

values above 10.3. For BER values below 10-3 more than one information block was transmitted per 

channel realization (the same amount of information blocks were transmitter fo r every channel 

realisation) such that a minimum of SOO bit errors were counted per BER po int. F inally note that 

due to Tr = 10 ns, Tp = O.S ns and T,. ~ 0.4 there may exist inter-pulse interference (lPI) and ISI, 

[1 7, I S4]. 

Simulated BER plots for the system described by Figure 6-11 in the IEEE 802. 1S.3a UWB line 

of sight (LOS) channel model I are shown in Figure 6-1 2 fo r different SRAKE configurations. The 

plots are presented in terms of the originally transmitted bit energy Eb = 2Ew to no ise ratio 

(Eb / No)' The plots labe lled as "RSLF PP" where obtained by using the rate 114, v = 4 , RSLF 

binary convolutional encoder with primitive feedback po lynomial from Table 6-4. The plots 

corresponding to the best rate 114, v = 4 , binary convo lutional encoder known (defined by 

Equation (6.36» with optimum IWS are labe lled as "Ffwd OIWS". The plots labe lled as ''Non

Coded" correspond to a non-coded rate equivalent Q-BOPPM DS-IR-based UWB system. The 

number ofSRAKE fi ngers used fo r every BER plot is indicated in the legend. 
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Figure 6-13. BER performance in IEEE 802 .15.3a UWB channel model 1 (CM1) for SVO of Q-BOPPM OS-IR
based UWB systems using the rate \ /4, v = 4, RSLF convolutional encoder with primitive feedback polynomial 
(RSLF PP). the best rate 1/4, v = 4, convolutional encoder known with optimum IWS (Ffwd OIWS) and a rate 

equivalent non-coded Q-BOPPM OS-IR-based UWB system. Results are presented for several SRAKE 
receivers with different numbers of fingers (NsreJ). Perfect channel side information and OS 

synchronisation was assumed. 

It can be seen in Figure 6-1 3a that the RSLF convolutional encoder outperforms the non-coded 

system by about 2 dB at BERs below 10-3 and by more than 3 dB at a BERs below 10-4 . Again the 

price fo r this B ER improvement over the non-coded scheme is the increased complexity of the 

convolutionally coded system. As well from F igure 6-13 b it can be verified that the performance 
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loss when using the RSLF convolutional encoder instead of the best convolutional encoder known 

is less than 0.5 dB for BER values below 10.2• 

6.8 Conclusions for Chapter 6 
In this chapter recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders for unbalanced 

(non-uniform distributed) binary Markov sources (BMS) have been introduced. 

First it was proved that traditional feedforward structures do not provide a good framework for 

the design of spectral line-free (SLF) encoders when the binary input stream is generated by an 

unbalanced first order BMS. Particularly, it has been demonstrated analytically that binary 

convolutional encoders with feedforward structures do not fulfil the spectral line-free condition for 

all combinations of BMS' one step transition probabilities, 0 < p y. iJ < I . 

In contrast, it was shown that recursive structures are better suited for the design of SLF 

encoders as the steady state probabilities of the source encoder (SE) pair Markov model have a 

quite regular distribution which only depends on the BMS's steady state probabilities. In fact these 

structures enable the fulfilment of the spectral line-free condition for all combinations of 

0 < P y .ij < I as long as the output mapping function, rO , is properly designed. 

Based on the analysis a code search procedure to seek RSLF binary convolutional encoders with 

the best possible information weight spectrum (IWS) was introduced. The code search procedure 

verifies that the spectral line-free condition is satisfied when the binary data stream is generated by 

an unbalanced first order BMS and the modulation format used is BPSK, Q-BOPPM with natural 

mapping or Q-BOPPM with Gray mapping. Using this code search procedure novel maximum free 

distance RSLF binary convolutional encoders were found. Tables of the best RSLF encoders found 

were provided for recursive structures with b(D) = I + DV feedback polynomials and recursive 

structures with primitive feedback polynomials for encoders with data rates equal to 1/2 and 1/4. 

For encoders with data rates I l K < I 14 a nested code search approach was adopted where the 

parent codes used were the rate 114 encoders with primitive feedback polynomials. All these 

encoders provide a spectral line-free PSD when used in BPSK or Q-BOPPM (natural and Gray 

mappings) IR-based UWB systems even when the input consists of a binary data stream generated 

by an unbalanced first order BMS. 

Power spectral density examples of Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB signals using rate 1/4, v = 4, 

RSLF convolutional encoders, the best rate 1/4, v = 4, convolutional encoders known and a rate 

equivalent non-coded system were provided. These examples showed that the RSLF encoders 

produce spectral line-free PSD even when the binary data stream is generated by an unbalanced 

BMS. In contrast, the other two schemes generate signals with a significant amount of spectral 

lines in the PSD under the same operating conditions (the exception was for P 0 1 = 112 and y . 

P y .IO = 112 as expected). Furthermore, it was shown that for a biased BMS with P y .OI = 115 and 
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P y ,lO =3 / 5 (thus " y ,O =3 / 4 and " y, 1 =1 / 4) the use of the Barker OS with period 11 for polarity 

randomisation purposes does not eliminate the spectral lines for the non-coded pulse repetition 

scheme (although it does help to decrease the maximum spectral line height whilst increasing the 

number of spectral lines). In contrast the use of the same sequence combined with the rate 1/4, 

v = 4, RSLF encoder with primitive feedback polynomial helps to further smooth the signal's PSO. 

From the PSO examples and the peak to average ratio introduced in Section 6.6.2, it can be 

concluded that the RSLF convolutional encoders with primitive feedback polynomials should be 

preferred over the RSLF convolutional encoders with beD) = 1 + DV feedback polynomials if the 

design priority is to obtain a PSO as smooth as possible. 

Lastly comparisons of the bit error rate (BER) performance achieved with RSLF binary 

convolutional encoders in A WGN channel and in a typical UWB multipath channel have been 

provided for soft Viterbi decoding. These BER plots showed that the performance loss of the rate 

1/4, v = 4, RSLF binary convolutional encoder compared to the best rate 114, v = 4, binary 

convolutional encoder known, is less than 0.5 dB for both channels at bit error rates below 10-2
. It 

was also verified that in a typical UWB multipath channel both convolutionally coded schemes 

outperform the non-coded pulse repetition scheme by more than 2 dB at BERs below 10-3 and by 

more than 3 dB at BERs below 10-4. For A WGN channel the BER performance gain is larger for 

both convolutionally coded schemes. 

It is worth noting that the maximum transmit power of a system employing RSLF binary 

convolutional encoders will be limited in terms of a continuous PSO even when the data input is 

generated by an unbalanced BMS. In contrast the maximum transmit power of a non-coded system 

or a system employing the best binary convolutional encoders known will be limited in terms of the 

maximum spectral line height when the data input is generated by an unbalanced BMS. Thus the 

later systems would need to decrease their transmit power or use an additional mechanism to 

reduce or eliminate the spectral lines. The consequence of implementing such solutions would be a 

loss in the BER performance for the first option or an increase in the system complexity for the 

second option. Thus it can be concluded that the use of RSLF binary convolutional encoders offer 

significant advantages in terms of both PSO characteristics and BER performance. 

It is evident that the introduction of convolutional coding (RSLF or non-RSLF) in any UWB 

communication system will increase the system's complexity compared with the non-coded case. 

Nevertheless, the inclusion of error correction mechanisms has become standard in actual 

communication systems. For example both the IEEE 802.15.4a standard draft and the IEEE 

802.15.3a study group (now disbanded), which use UWB systems in its physical layer, consider the 

use of convolutional codes, [40, 19]. Note how the use of the RSLF convolutional encoders 

introduced in this chapter does not increase the system ' s complexity compared with the use of 

equivalent traditional feedforward convolutional encoders with optimum IWS (OIWS - the best 

binary convolutional encoders known). Furthermore, when using the RSLF convolutional encoders 

the overall system design can be simplified as even the use of a relatively short PR-OS helps to 
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have a smoother spectrum when the BMS is hi ghly biased. Finally it is worth mentioning that the 

complexity of the RSLF convo lut ional codes re ported here can be class ified to be low to medium 

as the total encoder memory ranges (a measure of decoding complexity, [ 100, 101 , 104]) from 3 to 

10 and good convo lutional encoders have been reported with total encoder memory above 20, 

[103] (the industry de facto standard has total encoder memory equal to 6, [104]). 
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Figure 6-14. Side by side BER performance and PSO shape (analytical) comparisons between Q-BOPPM IR
based UWB systems employing: the rate \/4, v = 4, RSLF convolutional encoder with primitive feedback 

polynomial (RSLF PP), the best rate \/4, v = 4, convolutional encoder known with optimum IWS (Ffwd OIWS) 
and a rate equivalent non-coded Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system. The input binary data stream is assumed 

to be generated by an unbalanced BMS with P y.OI = 4/5 and Py,OI = 3/5. The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, 
Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration T,. '" 0.4 ns. 

No TH or OS is considered . 
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Conclusions 

This chapter concludes this research by summarising the contributions and findings presented 

throughout this thesis. In addition, areas of possible future research are presented at the end of this 

chapter. 

7.1 Summary of Main Results 
This thesis has studied the effects on the transmitted signal's power spectral density (PSD) 

caused by the introduction of convolutional coding in impulse radio erR) based ultra wideband 

(UWB) systems. It has been shown that properly designed convolutional encoders can achieve both 

improved PSD characteristics and improved bit error rates (BER) when used on IR-based UWB 

systems. 

The literature review of previous work relevant for this thesis was provided in Chapter I. In this 

chapter it was determined that the spectral analysis of general convolutionally coded IR-based 

UWB signals had not been previously addressed. As well, it was noted that only pseudo-chaotic 

time hopping (PCTH) and related schemes addressed the issue of simultaneous BER improvement 

and spectral line suppression for the particular case of pulse position modulated (PPM) time 

hopping (TH) IR-based UWB signals. In these schemes all the TH is driven by the encoder. 

In Chapter 2 some useful concepts, terminology and definitions extensively used throughout this 

thesis were introduced. Two main areas were dealt with in this chapter. The first area described the 

UWB model used and further reviewed previous work on the spectral analysis and spectral shaping 

of IR-based UWB signals. The second area provided a brief review of the application of 

convolutional coding in IR-based UWB systems and introduced several important concepts related 

to convolutional coding in general. 

The spectral analysis of convolutionally coded/Markov-driven IR-based UWB signals was 

carried out in Chapter 3. The analysis started by deriving a source-encoder (SE) pair Markov model 

(of Moore type) which describes the statistics of the convolutional encoder when driven by a binary 

Markov source. Particularly, a first order binary Markov source (BMS) was used as it enables the 

modelling of unbalanced (that is non-uniform distributed) independent identically distributed 

(i.i.d.) memory less binary data streams as well as binary data streams with memory often found in 

practical systems. Once the SE pair model was introduced, a signal model that covers a wide 

variety of IR-based modulation schemes such as PPM, pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), binary 

phase shift keying (BPSK), biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM), PAM/PPM and pulse shape modulation 
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(PS M), combined with periodic or random TH and/or direct sequence (OS) multiplication was 

introduced. In addition the signal model accounts for the inclusion of attenuation and/or timing 

jitter. By performing the spectral analysis of the signal model through a non-cyclostationary based 

approach, novel closed form expressions for the power spectral density (PSO) of convolutionally 

coded/Markov-driven IR-based UWB signals were obtained. Application examples of the derived 

formulas were presented for several cases of interest. With these examples it was proved that the 

introduction of convolutional coding may have positive effects on the PSO shape of IR-based 

UWB signals. Nevertheless, it was shown as well that in order to achieve such positive effects care 

should be taken when using a convolutional encoder for spectral shaping purposes. This is due to 

even a simple change in the generators order may have a significant impact in the PSO shape ofIR

based UWB signals. 

Once it was determined that the introduction of convolutional coding may have positive effects 

over the PSO's shape, the search for convolutional encoders that can achieve both improved PSO 

characteristics and improved bit error rates (BER) when used in IR-based UWB systems started in 

Chapter 4. First the PCTH scheme was classified as a binary to M-ary convolutionally coded 

system using orthogonal M-ary PPM signalling. Then the condition needed for a binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoder to eliminate as many spectral lines as the PCTH scheme was identified 

through analysis. Making use of this condition (referenced as the spectral line suppression 

condition) new M-ary maximum free distance (MFO) feedforward spectral line suppressive (FSLS) 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders were found through a computer based code search 

procedure. The new encoders were designed to eliminate as many spectral lines as the PCTH 

scheme under the same operation conditions, that is, independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) 

binary data streams with uniform distribution are assumed at the encoder's input. The spectral line 

suppression capabilities of the new encoders were further demonstrated through several examples 

of PSO plots. Moreover, it was shown that the new FSLS binary to M-ary convolutionally coded 

scheme can outperform the PCTH and non-coded schemes in terms of BER performance for both 

hard and soft Viterbi decoding. 

As discussed in the introduction of Chapter 5, not all the data sources or compression 

algorithms found in practical systems generate uniform distributed i.i .d. binary streams. Thus the 

goal in this chapter was to find binary to M-ary convolutional encoders that satisty the spectral line 

suppressive condition even when the binary data stream at the encoder input does not consist on 

uniformly distributed i.i .d. binary symbols. In particular it was assumed that the data stream was 

generated by an unbalanced BMS. This source enables the modelling of unbalanced i.i.d. 

memory less binary data streams as well as binary data streams with memory often found in 

practical systems. First it was proved that for an unbalanced BMS the spectral line suppression 

condition may not be satisfied when using encoders with traditional feedforward structures such as 

those used by the PCTH and the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders introduced in 

Chapter 4. Afterwards it was demonstrated that properly designed binary to M-ary convolutional 
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encoders with recursive structures enable the fulfilment of the spectral line suppression condition 

even when the data stream is generated by an unbalanced first order BMS. Using a modified 

version of the code search procedure introduced in Chapter 4, novel M-ary MFD recursive spectral 

line suppressive (RSLS) binary to M-ary convolutional encoders for unbalanced BMS's were 

found. These encoders are able to eliminate as many spectral lines as PCTH and the FSLS binary to 

M-ary convolutional encoders introduced in Chapter 4 even when the data stream at the encoder 

input consists of binary symbols generated by an unbalanced BMS. Through PSD plots examples it 

was further shown that the RSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders offer superior PSD 

characteristics when the data stream is generated by an unbalanced BMS compared to the PCTH 

scheme, the FSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders and binary PPM with ideal perfectly 

random TH. Lastly it was shown that there may exist a minimal BER performance loss when using 

the RSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders instead of the FSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders. Nevertheless it is important to highlight that this possible BER 

performance loss is compensated by the superior PSD characteristics achieved with the RSLS 

binary to M-ary convolutional encoders. As well it is important to note that both convolutionally 

coded systems outperform the non-coded binary PPM system in terms BER performance by a 

significant amount. 

In Chapter 6 the novel idea of using binary convolutional encoders for spectral line elimination 

purposes in BPSK and quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) IR-based UWB systems was proposed. 

The goal in this chapter was to design and find binary convolutional encoders that generate signals 

whose PSD is spectral line-free even when the binary data stream at the encoder input is generated 

by an unbalanced first order BMS. The condition needed for a binary convolutional encoder to 

generate such a spectral line-free signal was obtained through analysis. In a similar way to 

Chapter 5, it was proven that the traditional feedforward structures which are used by the best 

binary convolutional encoders known may not produce a spectral line-free PSD when the data input 

is generated by an unbalanced BMS. In contrast it was shown that for this kind of sources recursive 

structures are best suited for the design of spectral line-free binary convolutional encoders. Thus 

novel MFD recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) binary convolutional encoders were found by using 

a new code search procedure. These encoders provide a spectral line-free PSD when used in 

BPSK/Q-BOPPM (natural and Gray) IR-based UWB systems even when the input consists on a 

binary data stream generated by an unbalanced BMS. Through several PSD plots examples it was 

demonstrated that for unbalanced BMS's the RSLF binary convolutional encoders generate 

Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB signals with a spectral line-free PSD. In contrast, it was shown that for 

Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems using the best binary convolutional encoders known or a rate 

equivalent non-coded pulse repetition scheme (with/without pseudo-random pulse polarity 

randomisation), the signal's PSD shows a significant amount of spectral lines when the data stream 

is generated by an unbalanced BMS. Lastly it was shown that there may exist some sligth BER 

performance loss when using the RSLF binary convolutional encoders instead of the best binary 
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convolutional encoders known. However, when the data stream does not consist of uniformly 

distributed i.i.d. binary symbols, the possible BER performance loss is compensated by the spectral 

line-free characteristic offered by the RSLF binary convolutional encoders. Note as well that both 

convolutionally coded systems outperform the rate equivalent non-coded pulse repetition scheme in 

terms of BER performance by a significant amount. It is worth highlighting that the maximum 

transmit power of a system employing RSLF binary convolutional encoders will be limited in terms 

of a continuous PSD even when the data input is generated by an unbalanced BMS . In contrast the 

maximum transmit power of a non-coded pulse repetition based system or a system employing the 

best binary convolutional encoders known will be limited in terms of the maximum spectral line 

height when the data input is generated by such a source. Therefore the later systems would need to 

decrease their transmit power or use an additional mechanism to reduce or eliminate the spectral 

lines. The consequence of implementing such solutions would be a loss on BER performance for 

the first case or an increase in the system complexity for the second case. Thus it can be concluded 

that the use of RSLF binary convolutional encoders offer significant advantages in terms of both 

PSD characteristics and BER performance. This is particularly important for UWB 

communications as they are PSD limited 

Based on the previous discussion it can be asserted that the use of FSLS binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders, RSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders and RSLF binary 

convolutional encoders in IR-based UWB systems offer significant advantages in terms of both 

PSD characteristics and BER performance compared to IR-based UWB systems employing no 

coding or standard convolutional coding. Thus it can be concluded that the objectives of this thesis 

introduced in Chapter 1 have been reached. 

7.2 Conclusions 

In this thesis it has been demonstrated that the introduction of convolutional coding in impulse 

radio (lR) based ultra wideband (UWB) systems can have significant effects over the power 

spectral density (PSD) shape of the transmitted UWB signal. Therefore by properly designing the 

convolutional encoder two key issues arising in IR-based UWB communications can be addressed 

simultaneously, namely, bit error rate (BER) performance improvement and PSD shaping. In 

particular this thesis dealt with the design of convolutional coding schemes for spectral line 

elimination (suppression) in IR-based UWB systems, which is a topic of major importance in the 

design of compliant UWB systems. 

Traditionally, feedforward structures have been preferred over recursive structures when 

designing stand alone convolutional encoders, [83 , 100-103]. This is due to in general feedforward 

implementations offer better BER performance. Nevertheless, the feedforward structures are not 

best suited for the design of convolutional encoders with good spectral shaping capabilities. This is 

especially true when the data stream at the input of the system is generated by an unbalanced 

binary Markov source (BMS). Instead, in this thesis it has been proved that by using recursive 
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structures the design of convolutional encoders that eliminate significant numbers of spectral lines 

in pulse position modulated (PPM) time hopping (TH) IR-based UWB systems is feasible. 

Furthermore, for lR-based UWB systems employing binary phase shift keying (BPSK) or 

biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM) the design of recursive convolutional encoders that generate a 

spectral line-free PSD is feasible. 

Here new recursive non-systematic convolutional encoders with convenient PSD characteristics 

for IR-based UWB systems have been introduced. These encoders effectively shape the signal's 

PSD when the data stream at the input of the encoder is generated by a balanced/unbalanced BMS. 

Therefore, these encoders offer significant advantages in terms of PSD characteristics compared 

with traditional feedforward convolutional encoders. However, it is worth noting that a BER 

performance degradation of up to 0.5 dB can be observed when using the new spectral shaping 

convolutional encoders introduced in this work instead of the best convolutional encoders known. 

Nevertheless, as UWB emissions are currently limited in terms of spectral masks instead of 

bandwidth occupancy, the possible performance degradation is compensated by the superior PSD 

characteristics offered by the new spectral shaping convolutional encoders . 

As previously mentioned, the introduction of convolutional coding will increase the system's 

complexity compared to the non-coded case. However, the inclusion of error correction 

mechanisms has become standard in actual communication systems. The advantage offered by the 

spectral shaping encoders introduced in this thesis is that they conveniently shape the spectrum and 

provide significant coding gains over non-coded systems. Furthermore, note that a system using 

traditional convolutional encoders or no convolutional coding will need extra mechanisms to 

effectively shape the PSD and achieve compliance with the current regulations. Therefore, in terms 

of implementation, an IR-based UWB system employing the spectral shaping encoders reported in 

this thesis may be less complex than a system employing traditional convolutional encoders. On the 

other side, a non-coded system may be simpler to implement but it will show a significant BER 

performance degradation compared to the convolutionally coded system (for the all examples 

presented in this thesis that performance degradation is of more than 2 dB at BERs below 10.3 and 

more than 3 dB at BERs below 10.4). 

It is worth mentioning that for the convolutional encoders reported in this thesis the BER 

performance and PSD characteristics are improved upon using encoders with larger memory. 

However, the number of states in the decoder increases as the encoder memory grows and therefore 

the overall system's complexity is increased as well. Nevertheless, as the industry de facto standard 

has total encoder memory equal to 6, it can be said that a good compromise between complexity, 

BER performance and PSD characteristics is obtained by using the spectral shaping convolutional 

encoders introduced in Chapters 5 and 6 with total encoder memories equal to 6 and 7. 

Furthermore, from all the encoders introduced in these two chapters the ones using primitive 

feedback polynomials must be preferred as they provide better PSD characteristics. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the convolutional encoders reported in Tables 5-2, 6-2 and 6-4 with total 
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encoder memory, v, equal to 6 and 7 offer a good compromise between complexity, BER 

performance and PSD characteristics. 

Finally, it is worth commenting that the main limitation in the use of the spectral shaping 

convolutional encoders introduced in this thesis resides in the kind of data source feeding the 

system . For instance, the feedforward spectral line suppressive (FSLS) convolutional encoders 

introduced in Chapter 4 require the data stream to strictly consist on independent identically 

distributed (i.i.d.) binary symbols with uniform distribution . Note this assumption limits the 

applicability range of these encoders. On the other side, the recursive spectral line suppressive 

(RSLS) and recursive spectral line-free (RSLF) convolutional encoders introduced in Chapters 5 

and 6 were designed by assuming that the data stream is generated by an unbalanced/balanced 

BMS. Although this assumption covers a wide variety of data sources, there still may exist data 

sources with a completely different set of statistics. For these cases the encoders reported on 

Chapters 5 and 6 may not show the expected PSO characteristics, 111 which case different 

convolutional encoders designs may be needed to be explored. 

7.3 Original Contributions of the Thesis 
The contributions of the thesis can be outlined as follows: 

• Derivation of a source-encoder (SE) pair model that enables one to describe the interaction 

of the BMS and the convolutional encoder with a single Markov model which can be 

classified as being of the Moore type (within the definition adopted for finite state 

sequential machines). 

• An original spectral analysis for convolutionally coded IR-based UWB systems. The model 

used for the analysis and the closed form PSD expressions obtained from it cover different 

modulation schemes such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK), pulse position modulation (PPM), biorthogonal PPM (BOPPM), PAMfPPM, and 

pulse shape modulation (PSM), combined with pseudo-random (periodic)/random time 

hopping (TH) and/or pseudo-random/random direct sequence (OS). In addition the signal 

model and PSD expressions account for the inclusion of attenuation and/or timing j itter. 

• The identification of convolutional encoder's characteristics that have a positive or 

negative effect in the transmitted signal ' s PSO. 

• The classification of pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) and related schemes as 

feedforward binary to M-ary convolutionally coded PPM IR-based UWB systems. 

• The identification of the variables that enable the design of feed forward binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders with similar PSD characteristics to those achieved with the PCTH 

scheme under the same operation constraints (that is i.i.d. binary data streams with uniform 

distribution are assumed at the encoder input). 

• A code search procedure to seek feedforward binary to M-binary convolutional encoders 

with PSD characteristics similar to those achieved with PCTH and improved BER 
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performance. 

• A set of new M-ary maximum free distance (MFD) feedforward binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders that have the same spectral line suppressive characteristics as the 

PCTH scheme (under similar operation conditions) and provide improved BER 

performance over the PCTH scheme. 

• The identification of the variables and conditions that enable the design of binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders with similar PSD characteristics to those achieved with the PCTH 

scheme even when the encoder input does not consist of an i.i.d. binary data stream with 

uniform distribution. In particular the data stream is assumed to be generated by a generic 

first order BMS. 

• The modification of the code search procedure such that spectral line suppressive binary to 

M-ary convolutional encoders for unbalanced (that is, non-uniform distributed) BMS's can 

be found. 

• Two sets of novel M-ary MFD spectral line suppressive binary to M-ary convolutional 

encoders which eliminate as many spectral lines as the PCTH scheme but keep its spectral 

line suppressive characteristics even when the binary stream at the encoder input is 

generated by an unbalanced BMS (that is, the data stream does not consists on uniform 

distributed i.i.d. binary symbols). 

• The novel proposal of using binary convolutional encoders for spectral line elimination 

purposes in BPSK and quaternary BOPPM (Q-BOPPM) IR-based UWB systems. 

• The identification of the variables and conditions that enable the design of binary 

convolutional encoders which generate signals with spectral line-free PSDs when used in 

BPSK/Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB systems with unbalanced BMS inputs. 

• A code search procedure aimed to seek spectral line-free binary convolutional encoders 

with good BER performance. 

• The introduction of nine sets of novel MFD binary convolutional encoders which generate 

a spectral line-free signal even when the binary stream at the encoder input is generated by 

an unbalanced BMS (that is, the data stream does not consists on uniform distributed i.i.d. 

binary symbols). Encoders with rates from 1/2 up to 1/32 and memory orders from 3 up to 

9 are provided. 

7.4 Areas of Future Research 
This thesis has studied the use of convolutional coding in IR-based UWB systems to 

simultaneously achieve both improved PSD characteristics and improved BER performance. In that 

sense the following areas have been identified to continue the research carried out in this thesis 

• Bit error rate performance in multiple user scenarios. The first extension of this work 

would be to evaluate the BER performance achieved with the convolutional encoders 

introduced in this dissertation when two or more IR-based UWB systems are transmitting 
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simultaneously. Although it has been shown that the introduction of convolutional coding 

helps to improve the BER performance and the number of supported users in multiple user 

scenarios, [21, 24, 25, 32], some variations may be worth researching. In particular it would 

be interesting to evaluate if the improved PSO characteristics of the convolutional encoders 

reported in this thesis help to reduce the multiple access (MA) interference in multiuser IR

based UWB systems. Variations include the presence of users with unbalanced data inputs 

and the use of short PR-TH and/or PR-OS sequences for MA purposes. 

• Generation of spectral notches in the PSD. Another area worth exploring would be the 

generation of spectral notches in the PSO for narrowband interference suppression through 

the convolutional coding operation. This issue has been previously addressed by means of 

pulse shaping, [68, 69], and TH sequence design [72, 74, 75]. Thus further research can be 

done in the feasibility of finding convolutional encoders that provide both spectral notches 

in the PSO and improved bit error rates. 

• Analysis and design of turbo codes with convenient PSD characteristics. An important 

feature of the convolutional encoders introduced Chapters 5 and 6 is that they were 

constructed based on recursive structures. Commonly, turbo codes are constructed using 

systematic recursive convolutional codes, [85] , while little research has been done in the 

use of non-systematic recursive structures in the construction of good turbo codes, [155]. 

Thus it would be interesting to design turbo codes based in non-recursive convolutional 

encoders which provide convenient PSO characteristics. 

• Performance in multi path channels. Although some results were presented in Chapter 6 -

Section 6.7.2 for the IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel model I (CM I), more research is 

needed about the performance of the convolutional encoders introduced in this thesis in 

multipath channels. In particular it would be interesting to evaluate if the improved PSO 

characteristics help to reduce the effects of interpulse and interframe interference. 

• 

• 

Encoders matched to specific antennas. It would be worth to explore the feasibility of 

designing convolutional encoders whose signal's PSO matches the antenna's frequency 

response. 

Impact of interleavers. When a system is expected to work in multipath and fading 

channels the BER performance can be sometimes improved upon the introduction of 

interleaving after channel coding (providing some time delay can be tolerated), [83]. 

Therefore, it is would be worth to analyse the PSD characteristics and BER performance of 

the convolutional encoders introduced in this thesis when interleaving is introduced after 

the convolutional coding operation. 

• Analysis and design of low density parity check (LDPC) codes with convenient PSD 

characteristics. 
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Appendix A 

The Use of Simulation-Periodogram-

DFT Methods for the Spectral Analysis 

of IR-Based UWB Signals 

A.1 Introduction 
This appendix deals with the application of simulation-periodogram-discrete Fourier transform 

(DFT) methods for the spectral analysis of ultra wideband (UWB) signals. The methodology used 

throughout this thesis for the val idation of analytical (theoretical) power spectral density (PSD) 

expressions for impulse radio (IR) based UWB signals is explained here. Furthermore, comparisons 

of simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates with the FCC's (U.S. Federal 

Communications Commission) spectral mask for indoor UWB systems, [2], are provided at the end 

of the appendix. 

Typically, the PSD properties of IR-based UWB signals have been studied by means of 

theoretical analysis [13 , 18, 41 -50] and/or simulation [18, 42, 43 , 45,80,81 , 156]. Although [43 , 

45 , 80, 81] presented simulation results based on simulation-periodogram-DFT methods, on ly [43] 

directly compares the analytical PSD with the simu lated PSD. Nevertheless, the authors in [43] 

adjust the continuous part of the analytical PSD to enable the comparison with the simulated PSD. 

Comparisons between analytical and simulated results have also been reported in [18, 42] where 

the simulated results were obtained by simulating the stages of a swept spectrum analyzer. 

The comparison of analytical and simu lated results is important since a misinterpretation of 

simulated results could lead to erroneous conclusions about the actual levels of a signal's PSD. 

Please note that the objective of this appendix is not to provide novel results regarding simu lation

periodogram-DFT based PSD estimation, but to define a methodology which enables the use 

known digital spectral analysis results (presented in [157-160]) for the validation of the theoretical 

PSD results presented in this thesis. Shortly, it will be shown that when using simulation

periodogram-DFT based spectral analysis, the characteristics and effects of the data window used 

in the simulation should be considered for an adequate comparison between simulated PSD 

estimates and analytical PSD results for TR-based UWB signals. This is particularly true when both 

the analytical and simulated results are plotted together for inspection. 
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After introducing the simulation-periodogram-DFT based procedure, comparisons of simulated 

PSD estimates with the FCC's spectral mask for indoor UWB systems, [2], are provided. The 

objective ofthis comparison is to further show the spectral shaping capabilities ofthe convolutional 

encoders introduced in Chapters 5 and 6. Before introducing the comparison plots, the expected 

behaviour of actual power spectrum measurements of IR-based UWB signals as reported in [I, 2, 

42] is reviewed. Based on this review the simulation-periodogram-FFT based procedure that 

closest resembles the expected behaviour of actual power spectrum measurements is defined. 

A.2 Signal Models and Corresponding Analytical Power 

Spectral Densities of Typical Non-Coded IR-Based 

UWB Signals 
Three kinds of signals models are used in next section's introduction of the simulation

periodogram-DFT based PSD estimation procedure. The first one is the non-modulated periodic 

pulse train with period Tl'er defined in Section 2.4 as 

00 

XPer (t) = L w(t - kTl'er ) (A.I) 
k=-ctJ 

where wet) is the particular waveform used . Recall as well from Section 2.4 that this signal has 

PSD given by 

(A.2) 

where WC!) is the Fourier transform of w(t). Note how SXp" (f) consists exclusively on spectral 

lines appearing at multiples ofthe pulse repetition frequency, PRF = 1 / ~'er ' 

The second signal used in Section A.3 is the non-coded (uncoded) PPM TH-IR-based UWB 

signal introduced in Section 4.3.3 defined by 

00 N w-i 

XpI'M(t) = L L w(t-rr, -k~-y,Ty - clNw +k T,;) (A.3) 
' =-00 k =O 

where y, E {a, I} is the rh data bit; Nw is the number of transmitted pulses per bit; Ty is the binary 

PPM modulation index; { clN +k } is a pseudo-random (PR) time hopping (TH) sequence taking 

values on the set {a, I, 2 , ... , (M 12) -I} with period xc; Tc is the nominal shift caused by the TH 

sequence; Tr is the mean repetition time between pulses and T, = NwTr is the bit time. 

In this and the following section it will be assumed that y, is an independent identically 

distributed (i .i.d.) binary random sequence with uniform distribution . As well it will be assumed 

that the TH sequence is perfectly random (that is i.i.d. with uniform distribution) and thus CIN., +k is 

uniformly distributed over the set {a, I, 2 , ... , (M 12) -I} . Under these assumptions the PSD of the 
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signal defined by Equation (AJ) will show continuous (noise like) and discrete (spectral lines) 

components and is given by (see Section 4J J) 

Nw =1 
(A.4) 

I
, 12 1 (M 12)-' 1

2
IN"' - ' 12 S (f) =.,L 1 W(f) 12 _ IW(f)1

2 ~ " eJ2 tu;f!y - ' - " e-J21f1f1~ " eJ21fkJ/~ 
xpp,\/ .c , 1, 7s 2 L.J (M 12) L.J L.J 

,=0 1=0 k=0 
(A.5) 

1 

(M 12)-' 12 Nw -2 Nw - ' 

S . (f) = 2IW.U )1
2 
-'- " e-J21fjll~ " " Re{ e-J21fJ(k '-k)7~ } 

xpp,\/.(2 1., (M 12) L.J L.J L.J 
1=0 k=O k'=k+' 

(A.6) 

<Xl 1 I 121 (M 12)-' 1
2
INW

- ' 12 S (f) = IWU)1
2 

" ~" eJ21f(rn;. )r;IY -'- " e-J21f(r n; )I7~ " eJ2Jr(rn; )k7~ S(! -.1:.-) 
Xl'p,\/.D (1; )2 L.J 2 L.J (M I2) L.J L.J l , 

. r= -«> ,=0 1=0 k=0 
(A.7) 

where S xpp'\(c (f) is the PSD's continuous part and S xpp,\(D (f) is the PSD's di screte part. 

The third signal considered is the non-coded (uncoded) BPSK TH-IR-based UWB signal 

defined by 

00 Nw-I 

X BPSK (t) = L L a l wet - IT, - kT,. - CINw+k T,,) (A.8) 
,=-«> k=O 

where a l E{-I ,l} is the BPSK data stream, clN +k is a pseudo-random (PR) time hopping (TH) 
p 

sequence taking values on the set {O, I, 2 , ... , (M 12) -I} with period Xc, and the other variables 

are as in Equation (AJ). In this and the following section it will be assumed that a, is an uniform 

di stributed i.i .d. sequence, that is pa ,+, =Pr{a, =+I}=1 / 2 and Pa ._,= Pr{a, =-I }=1I2. Thus 

us ing the formulas introduced in Sections 2.4 and 3.4 the PSD of X BPSK (I) can be found to be 

A XIJPSK - 1 L Re{ e-J2"J(k'-k)l~ e -J2 1fJ/~ (C"Nw+k'-CnNw+k) } (A.9) 
11 =0 

where A
XRI

'
SK 

= \cm(Xc,N,JI Nw' Note how the PSD defined by Equation (A.9) does not have any 

discrete (spectral line) component. 

A.3 A Simulation-Periodogram-DFT Based Spectral 

Estimation Methodology for the Validation of 

Analytical PSD Expressions ofIR-Based UWB 

Signals 
There exist several implementations of periodogram based spectral analysis such as the Bartlett, 

the Welch and the Blackman-Tukey methods, [158, 160]. However, their common aim is to reduce 

the variance ofthe periodogram based spectral estimate when only a single data record is available, 

[158, 160]. This is not a problem with simulations in which several data records of the same length 
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can be generated. Thus the variance reduction problem in this thesis is addressed by averaging non

overlapping periodograms (Bartlett method), [157, 158, 160], and this topic will not be further 

addressed in this appendix. 

A.3.1 The Periodogram Based PSD Estimator 

The periodogram is an estimator of a random process' PSD from a finite segment of a single 

realisation of such process, [157, 161]. In terms of a rectangular "data window" of length T, the 

periodogram is defined as 

Pw(f) = J... f X(t)e-J27r/1 dt 
1

1"12 12 

T - 7' / 2 

(A. 1 0) 

where x(t) is the random process whose PSD will be estimated. Similarly, in terms of a generic data 

window the periodogram is given by 

(A.ll) 

where x'" (t) is a real function such that Xli' (t) = 0 for -00 < t ~ 0 and T ~ t < 00. It turns out that 

XII/t) is usually restricted to have unit energy, [157-161], that is 

00 00 

f x} (t)dt = fl X li' (f) 1
2
df = I (A.12) 

where X ", (f) is the Fouriertransform of xw(t). 

Note that the time domain multiplication of the functions x(t) and xw(t) implies convolution in 

the frequency domain. Thus, it can be shown that the expected value of the estimator, E{F:., (f)} , is 

related to the true spectrum, Sx(f) , of the random process by ([ 157, 161]) 

E{ P'vCf)} = Pw(f) = Sx (f) * I X w (f) 12 (A.13) 

From Equation (A.13) can be seen that the periodogram is a biased estimator of the actual signal 

spectrum, the bias being given by, 

(A. 14) 

Note how the bias is reduced as 1 X ", (f) 12 approaches an impulse function with unit energy, which 

wou ld require the use a data window with infinite length, [157, 159, 161]. 

A.3.2 Issues Arising in the Application of Periodogram Based PSD 

Estimation Methods for Periodic and Noise Like Signals 

Before introducing the simulation-periodogram-DFT based spectral estimation procedure used 

in this thesis, the behaviour of the periodogram estimator will be assessed for two extreme cases 

namely a noise like signal (whose PSD does not have any discrete component) and a periodic 

signal (whose PSD consists exclusively on spectral lines). 
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First assume x(t) is white noise with two sided power spectral density given by 

S (f) = N 12 
XAIVGN 0 

(A.IS) 

When a data window fu lfilling Equation (A.12) is used the expected value of the periodogram 

estimate is given by 

'" 
P(f) - S (f) * 1 X (f) 12 - J No 1 X (f - A) 12 dA. - N 12 

HI - XA WGN W - 2 w - 0 (A.16) 

Thus it can be concluded that the periodogram estimator gives good results for signals with noise 

like behaviour. 

Now consider the periodic signal defined by Equation (A.I) with respective PSD given by 

Equation (A.2). When using a data window fulfilling Equation (A.12) the expected value of the 

periodogram estimator yie lds 

00 00 

P(f) = S (f ) * 1 X (f ) 12 = _ I " I W(_" ) 12 o(f - _" ) = _ I " I W(_" ) 121 X (f - _" ) 12 (A. I 7) 
It' XPer HI 7per 2 L.. 7per 7i'er 7i'er 2 L.. '/ jJer W 7i'er 

11=-<1:) 11=-00 

for this signal. Thus the spectral lines are replaced by shifted replicas of / X ", (f) /2 located at 

frequencies multiples of I I TPer . 

This means that a periodogram based PSD plot may not show the actual power contained in a 

spectral line located at f = k 1'0>el" ' Instead a periodogram plot will "display" the power given by 

00 

P(_k )=-I- IW(_k )121X (0) 12 +_1_" IW(- " ) 121X (_k __ " ) 12 
w 7i'er 7per 2 7per W 7;>er 2 L.. 7;>er w 7per TPer 

(A. 18) 
11=-00 
II-:f:.k 

at ! =k ITl'er' Therefore for a spectral line located at !=k l '0>er a periodogram based PSD plot 

wi ll display the actual power of the spectral line multiplied by / X ", (O) /2 plus an aliasing 

component given by the rightmost sum in Equation (A. 18). Thus inspecting such a plot may not be 

a sensible way for the assessment of the spectral lines' power unless the effects of the data window 

are considered. This is particularly true for unit energy data windows (that is data windows 

fu lfill ing Equation (A.12)) which are not necessarily constrained in terms of the value 

acquired by / X ", (O) /2. 

As an example of this consider the unit energy rectangular data window defined by 

( ) = {11FT 0 ~ t ~ T 
Xw lie t 

. 0 elsewhere 
(A.19) 

For this data window / X ", U) /2 can be found to be 

(A.20) 

where sine is the cardinal sine function. Note how for this data window / X "' .lIe(O) /2= T . Therefore 

if T 7'-1 s a periodogram based PSD plot will not display the actual power of the spectral lines as 

shown by Equation (A.18). 
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An better method for periodogram based PSD estimation of periodic signals would be to ignore 

the unit energy constraint and instead use a data windows that satisty 

(A.21) 

Thus if Equation (A.21) is fulfilled, a periodogram based PSD plot will show a closer 

approximation to the actual power of discrete PSD components, being any difference caused by the 

rightmost sum on Equation (A.18). As an example a "I X .. (0) 12 = I " rectangular data window can 

be defined as 

{
I / T 05, t 5, T 

x .. ,lIlIe (t) = 0 elsewhere (A.22) 

with 

(A.23) 

Note how the data window defined by Equation (A.22) and the unit energy rectangular data 

window defined by Equation (A.19) are equivalent for T = Is. 

It is worth noting that although the use of a 1 X .. (0) 12 = I data window allows us to obtain 

periodogram based PSD plots that show a good approximation to the actual power of periodic PSD 

components, a large error in the estimation of the continuous PSD level may be produced. As an 

example, when using the 1 X .. (0) 12= I rectangular data window defined by Equation (A.22) the 

expected value of the periodogram of white noise with PSD defined by Equation (A.15) becomes 

<Xl 

f.. (I) = S X' ''I'GN (f) * 1 X .. ,lIlIe(f) 12 = f ~o sinc
2

(7A.)dA. = ~o + (A.24) 

which is a weighted version of the actual continuous PSD level. 

A.3.3 Discrete Periodogram Formulas 

Until this point the discussion has been presented in terms of continuous signals. However the 

previous results and observations also apply when the estimation is based on a discrete record 

x(nT",mp ) of the continuous signal x(t), where T,amp is the sampling period. In fact the discrete 

equivalent of the periodogram (as defined in Equation (A.II» for a unit energy rectangular data 

window (Equation (A.19» is defined by ([ 157-159]) 

[

N- I [2 ~[_._k-J = 'l~nmp "" x(nT )e- j 21fJ,k I N ; 
IY , IIC N7.WlIllp N L..J .romp 

11=0 

k =O, I, ... , N (A.25) 

where N is number of samples taken from x(t)x .. ,IIe(t). Thus, Equation (A.25) gives the (possibly 

aliased) unit energy rectangular data window periodogram estimate, P'."IIe(f)' of the continuous 

time signal, x(t) , at frequencies multiples of 1/ NT,amp . Note the relationship between the sampling 

period, T,omp' the number of samples, N, and the data window length in continuous time, T, is given 

by 

(A.26) 
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By following [157] or [158] the discrete equivalent of the periodogram (as defined in Equation 

(A.II)) for a 1 X ,.,(O) 12= I rectangular data window (Equation (A.22)) can be found to be 

- _k_ - ...L T -j27r1lk I N 

1 

N- J 12 
P,' II//€ [ NT ] - N " x(n SOIll,»e 

, .(nmp .L..J " 
11 =0 

(A.27) 

wh ich gives the (possibly aliased) 1 X w(O) 12 = I rectangular data window periodogram estimate, 

P'",lIl1eU) , of the continuous time signal, x(t) , at frequencies multiples of 1/ NT"amp . 

A.3.4 The Simulation-Periodogram-DFT Based Spectral Estimation 

Procedure Used to Validate the Analytical PSD Results 

The first issue arising when using simulation-periodogram-DFT based spectral analys is of IR

based UWB signals is that the PSD may show both continuous (noise like) and discrete (periodic 

like) components as evidenced by Equations (A.4) to (A.7). Thus, in order to simultaneously 

validate the continuous and discrete parts of analytical PSD expressions with a single periodogram 

based PSD estimate the data window used must satisfy both the unit energy and the 1 X ,., (0) 12 = 1 

conditions. 

However, from the previous discussion it can be inferred that for signals with conti nuous and 

discrete PSD parts it may be advantageous to implement a double simu lation-estimation procedure 

when the PSD estimation is periodogram based . Therefore the following methodology was used to 

validate the analytical PSD results presented in the previous chapters: 

• For signals with discrete PSD and no conti nuous PSD the simulation-periodogram-DFT 

based PSD estimate was calculated using a 1 X w(O) 12 = I rectangular data window. These 

plots were correspondingly labelled as "S im. 1 X ,., (0) 12= I " throughout the thesis. 

• For signals with continuous PSD and no discrete PSD the simulation-periodogram-DFT 

based PSD estimate was calculated using a unit energy rectangu lar data window. These 

plots were correspondingly labelled as "Sim. U.E.". 

• For signals with both continuous and discrete PSD parts two simulation-periodogram-DFT 

based PSD estimates were obtained, one using a 1 X w (0) 12 = 1 rectangular data window 

(labelled as "Sim. 1 X ,., (0) 12= 1 ") and the other using a unit energy rectangular data window 

(labelled as "Sim. U.E."). Usually both estimates and the analytical result were plotted 

altogether in the same figure adequate ly labe lled. 

All the simulations were implemented in MATLAB®. Parameters such as the simulation 's 

resolution and the data window length were adjusted in accordance with the computational 

resources avai lable. Although MATLAB® provides predefined spectral estimation functions such 

as the periodogram, these were not used. Instead a different routine which uses MATLAB®'s basic 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) function was programmed to calculate the discrete periodogram 

estimates introduced in Section A.3.3. 
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A.3.4.1 Examples of Simulation-Periodogram-DFT based PSD Estimates of Periodic Signals 

In Figure A-I the analytical PSD defined by Equation (A.2) is plotted with simulation

periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates obtained by using a unit energy rectangular data window 

(Figure A-la) and a \ X",( O) \2= 1 rectangular data window (Figure A-lb). Note that the analytical 

PSD defined by Equation (A.2) consists of discrete components exclusively. 

E E 
<D <D 
~ :3-
;>;- ;>;-... ... 
c C 
Ql Ql 

0 0 

"§ ~ U 
Ql Ql 
Q. Q. 

(/) (/) 

7 10 11 
Frequency in Hz x10

9 

a) Unit energy rectangular data window b) 1 X w(O) 12= I rectangular data window 

Figure A-1. Analytical and simulated power spectrum of a periodic pulse train . The signal pulse repetition 
period is Tl'er = IOns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration T", "" 0.4 ns .. 

It can be seen in Figure A-I that for a PSD consisting of spectral lines exclusively, the use of 

\ X,,,( O) \2= 1 rectangular data windows provides a better PSD estimate. 

A.3.4.2 Examples of Simulation-Periodogram-DFT based PSD Estimates of Signals with 

Continuous PSD and No Spectral Lines 

In Figure A-2 the analytical PSD defined by Equation (A.9) is plotted with simulation

periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates obtained by using a unit energy rectangular data window 

(Figure A-2a) and a \ X",( O) \2= 1 rectangular data window (Figure A-2b). 
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Figure A-2. Analytical and simulated PSDs of the BPSK TH-IR-based UWB signal defined by Equation (A.B) . 
The signal parameters are NII' = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = IOns, Te = 2 ns, Tp = I ns and CIN",+k uniform distributed over 

the set {O, 1, 2, 3, 4} . The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration T", "" 0.4 ns. 
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It can be seen in Figu re A-2 that for a PSD consisting on a continuous (noise like) part without 

any spectral line content the unit energy rectangular data window provides a better PSD esti mate. 

A.3.4.3 Examples of Simulation-Periodogram-DFT based PSD Estimates of Signals with 

both Continuous and Discrete PSD Components 

In Figure A-3 the analytical PSD defined by Equations (A.4) to (A.7) is plotted with simulat ion

periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates obtained by using a unit energy rectangular data window 

(Figure A-3a) and a 1 X",(O) 12= 1 rectangular data w indow (Figure A-3b). Note that the analytical 

PSD defined by these equations shows both continuous (noise like) and discrete (periodic like) 

components. 
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Figure A-3. Analytical and Simulated PSDs of the PPM TH-IR-based UWB signal defined by Equation (A.3). 
The signal parameters are Nw = 5, Ts = 50 ns, Tr = 10 ns, Tc = 2 ns, Tp= I ns and CINw+k uniform distributed over 

the set {O, I , 2, 3, 4} . The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration T", "" 0.4 ns. 

It can be seen in Figure A-3 that for a PSD showing continuous and discrete components both 

data windows must be used to validate the analytical result as expected. 

A.4 Comparisons of Simulation-Periodogram-DFT 

Based PSD Estimates of ConvolutionaUy Coded 

Signals with the FCC's Spectral Mask for Indoor 

Applications 
The simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD plots presented in this section are intended to 

further show the spectral shaping capabi lities of the recursive spectral line suppressive (RSLS -

Chapter 5) and the recursive spectral line-free (RSLF - Chapter 6) convolutional encoders 

introduced in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The FCC defines its average emission limits in terms of effective isotropic radiated power 

(EIRP) in dBm as measured with a I MHz resolution bandwidth (RBW), [2]. Thus, in order to 

obtain a simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimate that can be compared to the FCC's 
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spectral mask, the length of the data window used in the simulation must be such that the 

simulation estimate has equivalent resolution bandwidth equal to I MHz. For rectangular data 

windows such as those defined by Equations (A.19) and (A.22), the data window's length should 

be set to T=1 / RBW= I / I06 =1 /lS in order to obtain simulation estimates with equivalent RWB 

equal to I MHz, [158, 159]. 

Once the rectangular data window length has been defined, it is necessary to decide which type 

of window should be used for the estimation: a unit energy rectangular data window or a 

1 X w(O) 12= 1 rectangular data window. In order to do this the next section reviews the expected 

behaviour of actual power spectrum measurements ofIR-based UWB signals as reported in [I, 2, 42]. 

A.4.1 Review of Results Reported in [1,2,42] Concerning the Behaviour 

of PSD Measurements of UWB Signals 

As explained in Section A.3.2 any periodogram based PSD estimate will show different 

behaviour for the continuous and discrete PSD components depending on the type of data window 

used (unit energy or 1 X w(O) 12= I). Thus defining which data window to use is an important issue if 

simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates are to be compared with the FCC's spectral 

masks. 

The first point to note in the FCC regulation ([2] page 72), is that it clarifies that for periodic 

signals the measured spectral line power will be the same regardless of the RBW used for the 

measurement as far as the RBW of the measurement device contains only one spectral line at a 

time. As well , the FCC regulation clarifies that the measured power of noise like emissions will 

vary as 

10 log (RBW" •. ,) (dB) 
10 RBW"1 

(A.28) 

where RBWrej is the reference resolution bandwidth and RBWnew is the new resolution bandwidth. 

This means that for UWB signals with discrete and continuous PSD components, the measured power 

of the spectral lines should remain unchanged when varying the RBW (as far as only one spectral line 

is resolved within the specified RBW) while the measured power of the continuous PSD should vary 

as described by Equation (A.28). 

The U. S. Department of Commerce - National Telecommunications and Information 

Administration (NTIA) has released two special publications [I , 42] , which deal with the power 

spectrum measurement and interference assessment of UWB signals. ]n particular [I] introduces 

formulas that describe the behaviour of actual UWB power spectrum measurements as a function 

of the RBW of the measurement instrument (see Section 3 on [I]). These formulas are given 

referenced to the average power spectrum measured with a I MHz RBW. 

If we assume a periodic IR-based UWB signal with T l'er > 1 /ls (see Equation (A. ! )), then the 

results in [I] and [42] tell us that the measured average power spectrum of this signal will consist 

of spectral lines whose height remains constant even when varying the RBW. This is so as far as 
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the RBW IS less than I I TPer . In contrast, when the IR-based UWE signal shows noise like 

behaviour the measured average power spectrum will change with any variation in the 

measurement' s RBW as described by Equation (A.2S). 

A.4.2 Data Window Used in the Simulations 

From the review presented in Section A.4.I, it can be concluded that in order to compare 

si mulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates with the FCC's spectral masks, the unit energy 

rectangular data window may not be the best option. In order to see this note from Equation (A.16) 

how for this window the periodogram based PSD estimate of noise like signals does not vary with a 

change on the data window length T (equivalent to change on the R WB). Moreover, when varying 

the data window length the estimated power of any spectral line will change as a function of T. 

Thus the behaviour of the simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimate will not resemble the 

expected behaviour of actual power spectrum measurements as reported in [I , 2, 42] (see the 

previous section) when a unit energy data window is used . 

Now consider the behaviour of simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates when the 

1 X ", (O) 12= 1 rectangular data window is used . It can be concluded from Equations (A.IS), (A.21) 

and (A.23) that for this window the estimated power of the spectral lines does not vary with a 

change on the data window length T (equivalent to a change in the RBW) . Nevertheless, from 

Eq uation (A.24) it can be seen that when using this kind of data window the periodogram based 

PSD estimate of noise-like signals will display the actual PSD level multiplied by I IT (which is 

the equivalent RBW ofthe estimate). Thus, when changing the data window length from Tref to TileI!' 

the periodogram based PSD estimated will vary following 

101 ( 117;,," ) 
oglo 117'",[ (dB) (A.29) 

which is equivalent to the behaviour described by [I , 2, 42] (see Equation (A.28)). Thus it can be 

concluded that when comparing simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates with the FCC's 

spectral masks the better option would be to use 1 X",(O) 12= I data windows. 

A.4.3 Comparisons of Simulation-Periodogram-DFT Based PSD 

Estimates of Binary to M-ary Convolutionally Coded Signals with 

the FCC's Spectral Mask for Indoor Applications 

This section presents simulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates for the same set of 

signals used in Chapter 5 - Section 5.5.1. Thus simulated PSD estimates are obtained for PPM TH

IR-based UWB signals using the 32-ary Bernoulli map pseudo-chaotic time hopping (PCTH) 

scheme, the rate I feed forward spectral line suppressive (FSLS) binary to 32-ary convolutional 

encoder with v = 6 introduced in Chapter 4 - Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4), and the rate I recursive 

spectral line suppressive (RSLS) binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders with v = 6 reported in 

Chapter 5 - Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Furthermore, PSD examples of a non-coded binary PPM TH-IR-
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based UWE signal with periodic and perfectly random (ideal) 16-ary TH are provided as well for 

comparison purposes. 

In order to further assess the spectral shaping capabilities of the RSLF binary to M-ary 

convolutional encoders introduced in Chapter 5, a more biased (compared to the two used in 

Section 5.5.1) binary Markov source (BMS) will be assumed. Particularly the BMS used to obtain 

all the results presented in this section has one step transition probabilities given by 

P y .OI = 9110 and P y . IO = 1110 

with corresponding steady state probabilities 

(A.30) 

1fy ,o = 1110 and 1fy ,1 =9/1 0 (A.31) 

Thus both, the steady state and one step transition probabilities are highly biased. 

The comparisons of simulated PSDs with the FCC's spectral mask for the non-coded PPM TH-

IR-based UWB signal are shown in Figure A-4. In Figure A-4a the periodic sequence {O, 14, 1, 5, 

13,6,3,15, 7, 11 , 8, 12,9,2, 10, 4} with Xc = 16 was used for TH while in Figure A-4b perfectly 

random (ideal) TH uniformly distributed over the set {O, 1, ... , IS} was assumed. Note that none of 

the of the PSDs plotted in Figure A-4 fits under the FCC's spectral mask, specifically in the range 

covering from 0.96 GHz to 1.610 GHz. 
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Figure A-4. Simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using binary PPM with pseudo-random and 
perfectly random 16-ary TH . The simulation used a Ix.,cot = I rectangular data window with duration T = I j..lS 

(equivalent to a I MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns, Tc = 0.78125 ns 
and Tp = 0.39 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with duration T,y'" 0.35 ns. 

In Figure A-5 the comparisons of simulated PSDs with the FCC's spectral mask for the schemes 

employing 32-ary PCTH and the rate 1, v = 6 , FSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder 

introduced in Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4) are shown. Note that for the highly biased BMS with one step 

transition probabilities given by Equation (A.30), the PSD of the signals generated by these encoders 

does not fit under the FCC' s spectral mask in the range covering from 0.96 GHz to 1.610 GHz. 

The comparisons of simulated PSDs with the FCC's spectral mask for the schemes employing 

the rate 1, v = 6 , RSLS binary to 32-ary convolutional encoders introduced in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 

(Section 5.4.2) are shown in Figure A-6. It can be seen in Figure A-6 that the generated signal's 
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PSD fi ts under the FCC' s spectral mask when using the RSLS encoders. Thus, compliance with the 

FCC' s spectral mask can be achieved even when the data stream at the encoder input is generated 

by the high ly biased BMS w ith one step transition probabilities defined by Equation (A.3 0). 
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Figure A-5. Simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using 32-ary PCTH and the rate 1, v = 6, FSLS 
binary to 32-ary convolutional encoder from Table 4-1 (Section 4.4.4). The simulation used a IXw(0)12 = I 
rectangular data window with duration T= I IlS (equivalent to a I MHz RBW). The signal parameters are 

Nw = I , Ts = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and TfJ = 0.39 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with 
duration Tw'" 0.35 ns. 
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Figure A-S. Simulated PSDs for a TH-IR-based UWB system using the rate I , v = 6, RSLS binary to 32-ary 
convolutional encoders reported in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 (Section 5.4.2). The simulation used a IXw(0)12 

= I 
rectangular data window with duration T= I IlS (equivalent to a I MHz RBW). The signal parameters are 

Nw = I , T,. = 12.5 ns, Tr = 12.5 ns and TfJ = 0.39 ns. The 3rd derivative Gaussian pulse was used with 
duration Tw'" 0.35 ns. 

A.4.4 Comparisons of Simulation-Periodogram-DFT Based PSD 

Estimates of Binary Convolutionally Coded Signals with the 

FCC's Spectral Mask for Indoor Applications 

This section presents s imulation-periodogram-DFT based PSD estimates for the some of the 

rate 1/4 binary convo lutional encoders reported in Chapter 6 - Table 6-4 (Section 6.5) when used 

in quaternary biorthogonal PPM (Q-BOPPM) IR-based UWB systems with natural mapping. As 
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well , simulated PSO estimates are provided fo r some the best rate 114 binary convolutional 

encoders known reported in [Ill] and the rate equiva lent non-coded scheme introduced in Chapter 

6 - Section 6.6 as a reference. 

All the fi gures introduced in this chapter were obtained under the constraint that the binary data 

stream at the encoder' s input is generated by the BMS with one step transition probabilities defined 

by Equation (A.30) and corresponding steady state probabilit ies given in Equation (A.3 1). 

The compari sons between the FCC's spectra l mask and simulated PSD estimates obtained when 

using the rate equivalent non-coded pulse repetit ion scheme are shown in F igure A-7 . In F igure A-

7b the Barker pseudo-random (PR) direct sequence (OS) {+1, -1 , + 1, + 1, -1 , + 1, + 1, + 1, -I , -I , -I } 

with period Xa = 11 (used in the IEEE 802. 11 standard, [1 5 1]) was used for po larity randomisation 

purposes (see Sections 2.5 and 6.6). It can be seen in Figure A-7 that none of the s imulated P SD 

estimates fi ts under the FCC' s spectral mask. Neverthe less note how the maximum PSD level is 

reduced upon the introduction of PR-OS mult iplication (Barker sequence). 
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Figure A-7. Simulated PS Os for a non-coded Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system with four pulses repetition , 
The simulation used a /Xw(0)12 = I rectangular data window with duration T = 1 Il S (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). 
The signal parameters are Ts = 40 ns, Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with 

duration T,v"" 0.4 ns. No TH is considered. The periodic Barker sequence {+ I, -I , + I, + I, -I , + I, + I, + I, -I , -I , -I } 
is used for OS pulse polarity randomisation purposes in Figure A-7b. 

111 Figure A-8 simulated PSD estimates obta ined when using the rate 114, v = 4, RSLF binary 

convolu tiona l encoder reported in Table 6-4 (Section 6.5) are shown. Note how the maximu m PSD 

level of the plots shown in Figure A-8 is less than the max imum PSD level of the plots shown in 

F igure A-7 . Furthermore, it can be seen in F igure A-8b that comp liance with the FCC' s spectra l 

mask is achieved upon the introduction of PR-OS mult iplication by the Barker DS sequence {+ 1, -

1, + 1, + 1, -1 , + ] , + 1, + 1, -I , -1, -I }. 

The comparisons of s imulated PSOs with the FCC' s spectra l mask obtained when using the rate 

114 RSLF binary convo lutiona l encoders with v = 5 and v = 6 reported in Table 6-4 (Section 6.5) 

are shown in F igure A-9. It is important to highlight that neither TB nor D S multiplication was 

assumed fo r these plots. It can be seen in Figure A-9 that fo r this highly biased BMS (defi ned by 
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Equation (A.30)) compliance with the FCC' s spectral mask can be achieved by using these RSLF 

binary convolutional encoders even without using any polarity randomisation . 
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Figure A-B. Simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the rate 1/4, v = 4, RSLF binary 
convolutional encoder from Table 6-4 (Section 6.5). The simulation used a IXw(0)12 

= 1 rectangular data 
window with duration T = 1 ~s (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, 

Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4 th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. No 
TH is considered . The periodic Barker sequence {+ I , -I , + 1, + 1, -I , + 1, + 1, + 1, -I , -I , -I } is 

used for OS pulse polarity randomisation purposes in Figure A-8b. 
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Figure A-9. Simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the rate 114 RSLF binary 
convolutional encoders from Table 6-4 (Section 6.5). The simulation used a IXiO)12 = 1 rectangular data 

window with duration T = 1 ~s (equivalent to a 1 MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Ts = 20 ns, 
Tr = IOns and Tp = 0.5 ns. The 4 th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration Tw ~ 0.4 ns. 

No TH or OS is considered . 

Lastly, the comparisons of simulated PSOs with the FCC's spectral mask obtained when using 

the best rate 1/4 binary convolutional encoders known with v=5 and v=6 reported [Ill] are 

shown in Figure A-I O. Similar to Figure A-9 neither TB nor OS multiplication was assumed for 

these plots. It can be seen in Figure A-IO that none of the simulated PSO estimates fits under the 

FCC's spectral mask. 

As a concluding remark note that the comparison plots presented here further prove the spectral 

shaping capabilities of the RSLS binary to M-ary convolutional encoders introduced in Chapter 5 

and the RSLF binary convolutional encoders introduced in Chapter 6. In fact it can be seen that 
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compliance with the FeC's regulation can be achieved by using these encoders compared with rate 

equivalent non-coded systems and convolutionally coded systems using the best binary 

convo lutional encoders known. 
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Figure A o 10. Simulated PSOs for a Q-BOPPM IR-based UWB system using the best rate 1/4 RSLF binary 
convolutional encoders known reported [111]. The simulation used a IX.,(0)12 = I rectangular data window with 
duration T = I ~s (equivalent to a I MHz RBW). The signal parameters are Ts= 20 ns, Tr = 10 ns and Tp= 0.5 ns. 

The 4th derivative Gaussian pulse is used with duration T., "" OA ns. No TH or OS is considered . 
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Appendix B 

IEEE 802.15.3a Multipath Channel 

Model for UWB Communications 

(from [153]) 

The impulse response of the IEEE 802.15.3a multipath channel model for ultra wideband 

(UW8) communications is described by ([13 , 15, 17, 153]): 

I! KJ 

hi(t)=XiL L rp~ ,1o(t-T/ -,~ ,1) (B. I) 
1=1 k=1 

where the subscript i stands for the channel realization; X; represents log-normal shadowing; Li is 

the number of received clusters; K; is the number of multipath components received in the rh 

cluster; rp;,f are the multipath coefficients of the klh multipath component of the rh cluster; y;i is the 

rh c luster arrival time and r~,f is the delay of the klh multipath component within the rh c luster. 

The proposed model uses the following definitions: 

• 1/ = the arrival time of the first path of the rh cluster 

• A = cluster arrival rate 

• .It = ray arriva l rate; that is, the arrival rate of path within each cluster. 

8y definition, we have r~,f = O. The distribution of cluster arrival time and the ray arrival time 

are given by 

or 

P(T; I T;-I ) = Aexp{-A(T; - T;-I )} ' l> 0 

P('k,lI ' (k-I),1 ) = Aexp {-A('k,l -'(k_I),1 )}, k > 0 

The channel coefficients are defined as follows: 

rp~,1 = Pk,1; /Sk,l 

20 log I O(;/Sk I ) oc Normal(.uk I ' 0'1
2 + a; ) . . -

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

(B.4) 

where nl oc Normal(,uk,l' 0'1
2

) and n2 ex:. Normal(,uk,f' 0'; ) are independent and correspond to the 

fading on each cluster and ray, respectively, 

(8.5) 
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where T, is the excess delay of bin I and no is the mean energy of the first path of the first c luster, 

and Pk.l is equ iprobable ± I to account for signal inversion due to reflections. [' and r are the 

cluster decay factor and ray decay factor, respectively. The f1.k ,l are thus given by 

10In(00)-I07; I f -IOrk I I r 
f.1k ,l = Ln(IO) , 

(a 1
2 +a; )ln(IO) 

20 
(B.6) 

In the above equations, ;, reflects the fading associated with the rh cluster, and S k,l 

corresponds to the fading associated to the klh ray of the rh cluster. Note that a complex tap model 

was not adopted here. The complex baseband model is a natural fit for narrowband systems to 

capture channel behaviour independent of carrier frequency, but this motivation breaks down for 

UWB systems where a real-valued simulation at RP may be more natural. 

Since the log-normal shadowing of the total multipath energy is captured by the term Ai, the 

tota l energy contained in the terms cp~,1 is normalized to unity for each realization. Thi s shadowing 

term is characterized by the following 

20 log I O(X;) ex: Nonnal(O, a~ ) (B.7) 

As mentioned in Chapter 6 the channel model considers four different indoor scenarios and thus 

it defines four different sets of statistics for each one of them. The parameters for each channel 

model are given in Table B-1 . 

Table 8-1 . IEEE 802.15.3a UWB multipath channel model parameters 

Model Parameters CM1 CM2' CM 3' CM 44 
11. [I /nsec] (cluster arrival rate) 0.0233 0.4 0.0667 0.0667 
A. [I /nsec] (ray arrival rate) 2.5 0.5 2. 1 2.1 
r (cluster decay factor) 7. 1 5.5 2. 1 2.1 
r(ray decay factor) 4.3 6.7 7.9 12 
CTI [dB] (stand. dev. of cluster lognormal 

3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 
fading term in dB) 
CT2 [dB] (stand. dev. of cluster lognormal 

3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 
fading term in dB) 
CTx [dB] (stand. dev. of log normal fading 

3 3 3 3 
term for total multipath realizations in dB) 

I This model is based on LOS (0-4 m) channel measurements 
2 This model is based on NLOS (0-4 m) channel measurements 
3 This model is based on NLOS (4-10 m) channel measurements 
'This model was generated to fit a 25 ns RMS delay spread to represent an extreme NLOS mUltipath channel 
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